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FOREWORD

As The Council for Exceptional Children approaches its 75th anniversary, we
are pleased to present The Foundations of Special Education: Selected Papers and
Speeches of Samuel A. Kirk, edited by Gail A. Harris and Winifred D. Kirk. For
over 50 years Dr. Kirk has been a major force in shaping the modern era of
special education. Through his writings (selected by Dr. Kirk and the editors
for inclusion in this book) and the chapter introductions written by his col-
leagues, readers will develop an appreciation for the connectedness of our
past to the issues we wrestle with in the present. Whether the topic of concern
is inclusion, definition of learning disabilities, appropriate education of stu-
dents who are deaf, or early childhood education, the perspectives of the pre-
vious generations of special educators exemplified by Dr. Kirk remain relevant
to today's debate. Perhaps even more important, with a greater appreciation
of our history we can take comfort in knowing that the challenges we face are
not new and that our wisdom is grounded in a rich tradition.

This type of publication is a first for CEC. It coincides with our establish-
ment of the Archives of Special Education at CEC Headquarters. These ar-
chives contain the publications, papers, and memorabilia of Dr. Kirk and other
special educators, as well as CEC's historical documents. The archives have
two primary purposes: to preserve the history of our profession and to make
that history available to future generations for study and enjoyment. We hope
that you will visit CEC and the archives when you are in the Washington, DC,
area. We also encourage special educators to join Dr. Kirk in donating their
personal collections to CEC.

On a personal note, in reading this book I found myself impressed with
Dr. Kirk as a professional. He has been advocate, researcher, teacher, and lead-
er. His interests have crossed all areas of exceptionality and the needs of chil-
dren. He has taught generations of special educators, many of whom continue
to make significant contributions to our field. He has provided leadership to
the field through government service and through CEC and other associa-
tions. While remaining a strong advocate for his views, he has respected the
views of others. I believe that this book will offer our generation not only an
understanding of our history, but also a role model whom we might all strive
to emulate.

All of us at CEC wish Dr. Kirk and his wife Winifred our best and offer
our appreciation for their contributions to the profession.

GEORGE E. AYERS
Executive Director
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The Council for Exceptional Children

CEC: Leading the Way

The Council for Exceptional Children (CEC) is the largest professional or-
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This book is dedicated to Samuel A. Kirk,
a remarkable human being.

We are better for knowing him.



This volume chronicles the development of the field of special education
through the writing of Samuel A. Kirk and comments by contributing scholars
in the introductions to each chapter. The selections of Samuel A. Kirk's work
in areas such as mental retardation, learning disabilities, early childhood spe-
cial education, deafness, remedial reading, and federal legislation evidence his
contributions to the many domains of special education. The testimony and
comments by contributing scholars place Dr. Kirk's work in its historical con-
text. From this perspective, his vision and courage are most evident.

Sam insisted that his students be aware of the history of and early con-
tributors to the development of the field of special education. He often re-
marked that the advances we have made to date were in large part based on
the contributions of the thinkers and doers of the past: "We can see far because

we stand on the shoulders of giants." Sam Kirk is indisputably a giant in the

field of special education. It is important that scholars and families interested
in this field have access to his writings.

It is ironic that his collaboration on this book was impeded, but not pre-
cluded, by a cerebral vascular accident. His communication skills are im-
paired, but his vision of what this book should be for its readers is clear.

GAIL A. HARRIS
Tucson, Arizona
January 12, 1993
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PREFACE

It is a pleasure as well as an honor to write a preface for this volume of se-
lected papers and speeches of Sam Kirk. Sam is one of the acknowledged early
giants in special education whose foresight placed him years ahead of his col-
leagues. Many of the writings in this collection remain fresh and current today
even though they were written 20 to 30 years ago. His foresight led him to pro-
duce many firsts in special education and developmental psychology.

More than a decade before early intervention programs became popular,
Sam Kirk conducted a carefully designed study on early intervention with
children with mental retardation.
He originated the term learning disabilities and became the recognized au-
thority in that field as well as in the field of mental retardation.
Along with his wife Winifred, he developed one of the few diagnostic tests
that was theory driven, the Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic Abilities, which
helped sharpen our thinking about learning disabilities.
He organized one of the earliest multidisciplinary research centers devoted
to the study of exceptional children, The Institute for Research on Excep-
tional Children, at the University of Illinois. Out of that center came re-
search on the sociology of families with children with disabilities (Farber);
on the learning processes of exceptions? children (Stolurow and Bereiter);
on evaluating the special education of children with mental retardation
(Goldstein, Moss, and Jordan); and on the education of children with brain
injury (Gallagher).
Late in his career, he went to Washington, DC, for a brief time to head the
Division of Special Education in the U.S. Office of Education. His work
there laid the groundwork for the later establishment of the Bureau of Ed-
ucation for the Handicapped which has played such a central role in the
last few decades of special education.

One of Sam's greatest strengths was his teaching. He demonstrated in his
seminars and classrooms the ability to provoke, in graduate students and jun-
ior colleagues, both depth and breadth in thought and action. Sam was a
"problem solver"not a "problem stater"and he encouraged his students to
think constructively and independently. His respect for a good idea was no-
torious, and he did not care whether it came from a distinguished colleague or
a first-year graduate student. He may have been at his finest in helping others
to grow professionally and to think innovatively.



xiv PREFACE

We should not allow the reader to believe that Sam did not have his
faults and eccentricities. He smoked some of the most awful cigars this side of
Cuba. At the age of 50 he took up the game of golf and wrestled it to the
ground as he did his other tasks, afterwards reporting in excruciating detail
his odyssey around different golf courses. His gruff manner sometimes star-
tled new graduate students who had not yet seen the warmth beneath, nor
had tasted the hospitality that he and his wife, Winnie, provided so freely.

Needless to say, Sam Kirk won almost every award and office that an ad-
miring profession and grateful parents could provide, but possibly the one he
holds dearest is the Joseph P. Kennedy International Award for Contributions
to Mental Retardation. That awz:d symbolized recognition of his work as tru-
ly international in scope. The Crystal Angel, symbol of that award, still graces
his retirement apartment in Tucson.

I am grateful to The Council for Exceptional Children for.its role in pub-
lishing this set of readings as reminders of Sam Kirk's scope and incisiveness.
The hundreds of students and colleagues whose lives he touched will, no
doubt, join me in saying that "his like will not soon be seen again."

JAMES J. GALLAGHER
Chapel Hill, North Caorlina
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INTRODUCTION
WILLIAM C. HEALEY

Department of Special Education and Rehabilitation
University of Arizona (Tucson)

My friend and colleague, Professor Samuel Kirk, asked me to write the intro-
duction to this book. He did not know, however, that I would take this op-
portunity as license to achieve two purposes. While some comments regarding
the contents of the book are appropriate, I felt it important that new pro-
fessionals and those who only know Dr. Kirk through his writing should learn
more about him, at least from my perspective.

Sam Kirk is a scholar and, to many, this century's "father of special ed-
ucation." The breadth of his work in print indicates that he is, perhaps, the last
of the great generalists in his profession. His scholarship is planted on a broad
historic and humane foundation and has been communicated in a manner that
has permitted it to be lived, expanded, perfected, and passed on. The publica-
tion of this book marks his 200th contribution to the literature of special ed-
ucation. It includes a collection of previously published and unpublished man-
uscripts. Although they were selected and organized by Sam, as he prefers to
be addressed in more informal settings, he recognized the necessity for his
close friend, Gail Harris, and beloved wife, Winifred Day Kirk, to edit this vol-
ume. As is often the irony of fate, this remarkable pioneer in the treatment of
disability was, himself, left partially paralyzed on the right side and dysphasic
by a cerebral insult in his 82nd year. Neither condition, however, could per-
manently stall that robust enthusiasm for which he has been known in his ac-
ademic and social life. He simply expresses great frustration at the bizarre ef-
fects of stroke and the incessant slowness of the rehabilitation process, as well
as the publication process.

In the field of special education, Dr. Kirk occupies the top position in the
contemporary monument of fame. He has emerged as a man of supreme com-
petence in a fledgling field, making major contributions to its development by
sharing his knowledge, skills, and foresight with thousands of colleagues, stu-
dents, parents of children with disabilities, legislators, and heads of govern-
ments. He has become an eminent statesman of social science and a rec-
ognized leader of thought and action worldwide. He belongs to a small
company of scholars whose works have moved forward the frontiers of their
discipline. In this sense, Professor Kirk is a futurist. Some would say he is a vi-
sionary, while others might tag him as a maverick. Early on, he was image-
driven, with a concept of how the treatment of persons with exceptionalities
ought to be and how the professions serving them could progress. From such

2



INTRODUCTION 3

contexts, he proceeded as a man of high initiative and balanced good judg-
ment, with outgoing friendliness, kindness, and goodwill. His interests, writ-
ings, and activities have been so diverse that the full scope of his career and in-
fluence remains unknown to even his closest associates.

Professor Kirk prepared to be an experimental psychologist, as is ex-
emplified by the first two papers from his dissertation research in 1935 on
hemispheric cerebral dominance and hemispheric equipotentiality. Through
these studies on rats, he challenged Samuel Orton's theory that conflicts in ce-
rebral dominance caused humans to reverse words and letters when reading
them. However, prior to his doctorate, he was invited to become a psychol-
ogist at the Oaks School near Chicago where, by chance, he became a teacher.
He was assigned to supervise activities in a special cottage for teenage de-
linquent boys with mental retardation. "Mr." Kirk, at the time, recognized the
need and opportunity to teach the boys how to organize their time and com-
plete daily living tasks in exchange for free time. He demonstrated that such
learning was successful. After completing his doctorate, he and his wife took
positions at the Wayne County Training School in Northville, Michigan. In
this institution, they conducted a series of studies that led to several publica-
tions on methods for teaching reading, especially to persons with mental re-
tardation. These experiences and other details of his acad 2mic and ad-
ministrative career are presented in his autobiographic remarks that follow
this introduction and that clearly describe the roots of his philosophy and
scholarship.

Punctuating his stream of books were scores of articles, many of them ba-
sic contributions to our knowledge of special education. As will be seen here
in his writings and testimony before the U.S. Congress, his thoughts have a
provoking habit of being enduring.

Dr. Kirk's earliest speeches and writings on remedial reading (Part V)
written from 1936 through the 1950sdescribed the needs of children in the
schools who required special reading interventions and advocated for the
preparation of specialists to assume this responsibility. Simultaneously, he
was expanding his research on mental retardation (Part III), and between 1950
and 1963 made some startling but foresighted recommendations to parents
about institutionalization and predictions for education from his research on
how children with mental retardation and other disabilities should and would
be educated in the future.

Dr. Kirk expressed an early appreciation for the diagnostic and clinical
skills of speech clinicians and the instructional abilities required of teachers for
the deaf. In fact, he took coursework in speech pathology and studied the in-
fluence of cerebral insult on speech, language, and hearing. This preparation
broadened his interest in 1938 to include hearing impairment (Part VI). As a
psychologist, he was interested especially in the social maturity of children
with hearing impairments. His research showed that such children can dem-



4 HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES

onstrate normal intelligence and social quotients and that children placed in
residential and day schools might develop different characteristics. By 1960,
he was sharing his research and observations with congressional leaders and
advocating for federal assistance to prepare increased numbers of teachers in
the field of hearing impairment.

All of Dr. Kirk's research and study of children with various disabilities
convinced him that these children needed to be identified as early as possible
and provided with appropriate developmental and educational interventions.
He expressed frustration at being unable to initiate his early research on in-
structional methods with children under age 5. Although he spoke of the need
for preschool services from the beginning of his career and published a book
on the topic in 1940, his research and presentations that had the most sig-
nificant impact on the development of early childhood programming (Part II)
appeared from 1950 and beyond. He was a major force in the enactment of the
Early Education Assistance Act in 1968, which began federal support of pre-
school programs for children with disabling conditions.

During his institutional work and throughout his initial research on pre-
school children, Dr. Kirk had become concerned about some children others
had diagnosed as being feebleminded but really did not present the typical
characteristics of such children. As he and his colleagues increased their stud-
ies of numerous children, he concluded that some had specific types of dis-
abilities that were significantly different from or more subtle in their impact
on learning than mental retardation or sensory disorders. In fact, he had be-
come especially intrigued with children who displayed deviations in memory
and language performance. Similarly, other researchers, educators, and some
parent groups from 1947 through 1960 had begun to describe children with
unique learning problems as being "brain-injured" or "perceptually handi-
capped." In his effort to find a generic reference to those children, he first used
the term learning disabilities in a 1963 speech to the Conference on Exploration
into Problems of the Perceptually Handicapped Child. By 1966, The Associa-
tion for Children with Learning Disabilities had been formed, and an un-
precedented movement that would change the face and entire character of

special education had begun.
Dr. Kirk never intended for his term learning disabilities to be used as a di-

agnostic label or a separate category of disabling condition. He clearly had in-
dicated that he was referring to a heterogeneous group of children with vari-
ous types of disabilities that were not being treated properly in the schools
(see Part IV). He had called for professionals to recognize these children's
needs, describe their behavior, and find effective remediation methods. In-
stead, both parents and professionals chose to use the term as a new label that
would spawn many confounding definitions. By 1977, he stated emphatically
that this new specialization had grown too rapidly and had become confused.
He told The Association for Children with Learning Disabilities Conference at-
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tendees in Washington, DC, that in the absence of enough qualified personnel,
the field was experiencing a number of disturbing practices, including the
creation of a new dumping ground for certain children, pseudo-research, ter-
ritorial wars among professional groups, and quackery.

From the beginning of his career, Dr. Kirk had advocated for children
with specific disabilities to be served by qualified personnel who had the un-
derstanding and skills to remediate each type of disability properly. Attempts
to legislate Dr. Kirk's rather simple concept led to political and professional
complicities that, unfortunately, would prevent that accomplishment of what
he had envisioned. It is fitting that Part IV closes with the two presentations
that he made in 1972 and 1977, respectively, on issues and "headaches" in
learning disabilities that continue to distress regular and special educators
even today.

Prior to his famous speech on learning disabilities in 1963, Dr. Kirk had
begun to work with his students and others to develop a model that would
represent, and help to explain, abilities and deficits in children that he con-
sidered important to learning. Further, he recognized the need to provide psy-
chologists and educators with a practical but standardized set of procedures to
assess specific learning abilities and disabilities in young children from ap-
proximately ages 2 through 9. Thus, the Illinois Test of Psycho linguistic Abil-
ities (ITPA: Experimental Edition) was published in 1961, followed by the re-
vised edition in 1968, which was designed to be used clinically (see Part VII).
This test was adopted rapidly and used widely by personnel in clinics and
schools throughout the United States and other English-speaking countries.
Over the next 10 years, however, the test became controversial as a result of
questions about its construct validity, in addition to reports of its misuse and
misinterpretation of results by unqualified users. (See Kirk & Kirk, "Uses and
Abuses of the ITPA" in Part VII.) Although a major research study in 1982
seemed to vindicate the efficacy of the test when used properly, Dr. Kirk no
longer promoted its use because he felt the concepts and purposes had be-
come misunderstood and misapplied.

Although Dr. Kirk's wide-ranging impact on children, parents, students,
teachers, and researchers generally can only be inferred in the absence of their
testimonials, several of his most significant contributions to the advancement
of education for children with exceptionalities have been recorded for pos-
terity in the Congressional Record. Part VIII, "Congressional and Governmental
Affairs," provides readers with a front seat to an historic dialogue between Dr.
Kirk (with others) and very important congressional leaders who would be
persuaded during the 1960s to establish major programs and appropriations at
the federal level to support research and personnel preparation. These pro-
grams continue today. They served as the single greatest impetus for the de-
velopment and growth of special education and related departments in in-
stitutions of higher education, became the primary source of significant
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funding for research and the education of specialists, and led to a federal part-
nership in the finance of direct services for exceptional children. Dr. Kirk's fed-
eral administrative role is described in his autobiography. His citation from
President John F. Kennedy for his work at the federal level represented one of
his proudest moments of which he speaks often when visitors admire the tro-
phy that occupies a prominent position on the wall of his living room. Iron-
ically, he never felt equally effective in working with state legislators. He con-
tended that, at the state level, parents were the better persons to advocate for
proposed legislation because they received more respect and response than
professors.

Finally, Dr. Kirk should be recognized as a social observer, historian, crit-
ic, and reformer. His views and actions, while generally emphasizing the
needs of persons with exceptionalities, extended to the social injustices created
from discrimination, poverty, joblessness, imperialism, and hypocrisy. Sam-
ples of his social commentary were selected for inclusion in Part IX, "Social Is-
sues." He liked to quote Thoreau, who said, "There are thousands hacking at
the branches of evil to one who is striking at the root." The speeches in Part IX
show that Dr. Kirk either struck at the roots of social evils or commended oth-
ers who did. While he is often dynamic, he is not an emotionalist, and he pre-
fers to make his points with the logic and reserve expected from a competent
researcher.

Despite his prolific array of roles as a scholar, administrator, lecturer,
consultant, husband, and father, he regarded teaching as his most important
and gratifying professional work. In fact, he frequently told young protégés
that "being a professor is the best job in a university." While he was loyal to
the institutions of higher learning for whom he worked, he does not regard
them as being equally loyal to the professors they employ. From his ex-
perience, he contends that university administrators want to employ pro-
fessors of such powerful thought and deed that they can change the world but
not the universities or the minds of their administrators. Thus, his admonition
to newly recruited faculty generally has been, "get the highest possible salary
and rank, make significant contributions, but always take care of yourself be-
cause universities don't kiss back." As a teacher, he repeatedly urged students
to use the following simple formula for clear communication with audiences:
"Tell them what you are going to tell them; tell them; and, then, tell them what
you have told them."

For Dr. Kirk, teaching, research, and clinical practice are never far apart.
He loves to see children diagnostically and determine what method might
help them in compensating for any particular disability. His remarkable clin-
ical skills undoubtedly could be attributed to his uncanny insight, memory,
and capacity for association. He became a master at using the anecdote to em-
phasize a clinical point or set an abstract construct into context. His seminars,
where many leading scholars in special education today began their training,
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were demonstrations of scholarship as a creative process. Of recent note, just
prior to his illness, was his use in class and in speeches of a recording, taped,
he contended, with the help of a medium, on which Thomas Jefferson's voice
was heard critiquing the principles of Public Law 94-142 (The Education for
All Handicapped Children Act of 1975).

Whether or not Sam Kirk wished to be a "character," he became one who
is admired and revered. He has a tender way of being rigorous and de-
manding with unformed disciples while offering the wisdom of a seasoned
counselor and warmth of a friend. His great insistence with students always
has been on orderly thought, and he could show infinite patience while a stu-
dent under his tutelage was trying to achieve it. He still devotes time to stu-
dents and continues to rejoice in their publications and other accomplish-
ments.

As a midwesterner, he has a hearty and informal manner, an endless ca-
pacity for hard work, and a lusty humor. He delights in showmanship and is
justly proud when it works to the appreciation of his audience. Observers gen-
erally perceive him to be equally comfortable with or without a prepared text.
In all cases his desire was to awaken listeners to alternatives, spiced on occa-
sion with Kirkian doctrine. He has spoken sternly against intellectual dis-
honesty and disdains academic intrigue. He rejects any perception of him as
an administrator even though he, for many years, assumed the role and
showed the organizational and problem-solving savvy required to be success-
ful. I have never seen him flaunt his knowledge. In fact, he often deferred to
the opinion of others whom he believed to be well informed. When appropri-
ate, however, he could present a pulsating presence, be charismatic, and exert
power solely on the basis of his influence and credibility, not necessarily his
position.

On June 25, 1933, he married Winifred Day, whose extraordinary in-
tellect, professional skills, and beauty illuminated all of her husband's work,
some of which she coauthored. Her self-effacing comments, infectious laugh-
ter, and occasional "Now, Sam" have been effective forces in restraining his
impetuosity. They have two children and one grandchild. After moving from
Illinois to Tucson, Arizona, the Kirks built a southwestern ranch house, de-
signed by Mrs. Kirk, on several acres where both could enjoy the pleasures of
a pool, putting green, Koi pond, and the company of friends, colleagues, and
students in a comfortable, but unassuming, lifestyle. The opening of the ac-
ademic year was celebrated annually with faculty and students at the tradi-
tional pot-luck dinner in their home, until 1989 when Sam's illness necessitat-
ed their move to a retirement center. This move, hcwever, has not convinced
Sam that he should settle down and pass idle days contemplating his achieve-
ments. Instead, he pursues rehabilitation, reading, writing, telephoning, din-
ing with friends, visiting family, and traveling, especially to his hideaway
"cabin" in the mountains. There he and Winnie have all the amenities of home
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in addition to a pond created by Sam that is stocked with trout and other fish
and shared with a host of visiting colleagues and dignitaries they have be-
friended worldwide. There he seems happiest and most relaxed or, perhaps,
most willing to set aside scholarly pressures and complicated schedules for his
unrelenting speaking engagements. Beyond these occasional escapes, he readi-
ly responds to calls from teachers, professional organizations, and heads of
governments.

Sam's writing and speeches have been rational in outlook but reforming
in bent. He is seldom lukewarm or neutral on any topic.

In spite of so many ominous responsibilities, he never seemed to be lack-
ing in confidence or shaken by an unexpected turn of events. He has some
sense of his eminent position in scholarship, but recently laughed aloud in dis-
belief at the successful sales of his books and level of recum nt income for his
publisher and family. His most widely known work is Ed acating Exceptional
Children, now in its sixth edition. He is a man in whose coirtparty we always
felt better, became better, and spoke better for fear of disappointing him or
seeming ignorant in his presence. It's hard to imagine that anyone who met
him ever forgot him.

These readings are offered with the intent that no one will be deprived of
his enthusiasm, munificence, and sagacity. His companionship has been a rare
delight and his friendship a cherished treasure.

There may never be the likes of a Sam Kirk again.

William C. Healey began his career in 1958 as a television director and producer and
assistant professor of communicative disorders at the University of Missouri. In 1962,
he was appointed as the state director of special education for the Missouri State De-
partment of Education, where he formulated state policies for education and health
care of children and youth with special needs. In 1965, he became director of research
and assistant superintendent of the unique experimental program for children with dis-
abilities in the St. Louis County Special School District. In 1970, he assumed the posi-
tion of school services program director for the American Speech-Language-Hearing
Association.

Dr. Healey was appointed by President Carter to the President's Commission on
Mental Health in 1978. He served on the U.S. Commissioner of Education's Task Force
on Basic Skills in 1978-1979. He was chair of the National Advisory Committee on
Learning Disabilities in 1977-1979, when he was recruited by Samuel A. Kirk and oth-
ers to become a professor at the University of Arizona's Department of Special Educa-
tion and Rehabilitation. He has served as assistant dean for graduate studies and re-
search in the College of Education and a department head at the University of Arizona.
He is currently a professor and directs leadership studies and the special education ad-
ministrator's preparation program.



Chapter 1

Autobiographical Remarks
SAMUEL A. KIRK

Prologue
Samuel A. Kirk, born 1904 in Rugby, North Dakota, earned his B.A. in psychology

(1929) and his M.A. in experimental psychology (1931) from the University of Chi-
cago, and his Ph.D. in physiological and clinical psychology from the University of

Michigan (1935).
Dr. Kirk was professor of special education at the University of Arizona (1968-

85) and is also professor emeritus at the Universityof Illinois, where he was director of

the Institute for Research on Exceptional Children and professor of special education
and psychology (1952-67). In 1963-64, Dr. Kirk served as director of the Division of
Handicapped Children and Youth in the United States Office ofEducation. He was di-

rector of the Division of Education. for Exceptional Children (1935-47) and also chair-

man of the Graduate School at the Milwaukee State Teachers College (1946-47). He
has been a consultant and advisor in Germany (1950 and 1951), a lecturer for the Na-
tional Broadcasting Corporation (NHK) in Japan (196::), and a consultant to the gov-

ernment of Brazil (1979).
Former president of the International Council for Cxceptional Children (1940-

42) and vice-president of the American Association on Mental Deficiency, Dr. Kirk is

a diplomate in clinical psychology and a fellow of the American Psychological Associa-
tion, the American Association on Mental Deficiency, and the American Academy for

the Advancement of Science.
In 1962, Dr. Kirk became honorary vice-president of the British Association of

Special Education, and in the same year, received the First International Award in
Mental Retardation from the Joseph P. Kennedy, Jr. Foundation. He is also the re-

cipient of the I. E. Wallace Wallin Award from The Council for Exceptional Children
(1966), the International Milestone Award from the International Federation of Learn-

ing Disabilities (1975), the Distinguished Service Award from the American Speech
and Hearing Association (1976), an Award of Merit from the Division of School Psy-

chology of the American Psychological Association (1979), the Award of Recognition

from the Division of Early Childhood of The Council for Exceptional Children (1981),

From B. Blatt & R. Morris (Eds.), Perspectives in Special Education, Personal Orientations.
Glenview, IL: Scott, Foresman, 1984.
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and the Edgar H. Doll Award from the Division of Mental Retardation of the Amer-
ican Psychological Association (1981).

He received the honorary degree of Doctor of Humane Letters from Lesley Col-
lege in 1969 and the honorary degree of Doctor of Letters from the University of Il-
linois in 1983.

Early Education

When I first enrolled at the University of Chicago in 1925, after graduating
from a small-town high school, I was unaware of the international reputation
of that great university. I had not anticipated how much intellectual and sci-
entific stimulation such an institution could offer a Midwest country boy sud-
denly exposed to a new world of thought.

At that time the University of Chicago gave a great deal of freedom to in-
dividual initiative in course selection. They awarded a Bachelor of Philosophy
degree (Ph.B.) for only three requirements: 1) nine quarter units constituting
one full year of work in an academic major, 2) three quarter units in a foreign
language, and 3) a total of four years of coursework. The student was then free
to explore many fields of study and concentrate wherever he or she saw fit. It
was also possible to shop around during the first days of each quarter. If one
did not like the professor or the subject matter, it was possible to change to a
different section or a different course.

It was through this course selection process that I came in contact with
the great minds of the world. The internationally known physiologist Anton
Carlson taught an introductory course in physiology; the outstanding anthro-
pologist Fay Cooper Cole taught the introductory course in anthropology; and
Harvey Carr, the head of the department of psychology, taught the intro-
ductory course in psychology. I mention these facts because today few inter-
nationally known professors teach undergraduate courses, since their load of
graduates and Ph.D. candidates is very heavy compared to that of professors
in the 1920s. Few at that time scrambled for research funds, but they still con-
ducted profound research on their own and with their students even without
large grants.

Upon graduation I enrsIlled for a master's degree in psychology at the
University of Chicago while working in a school for subnormal delinquent
boys. At that time the functional school of psychology offered courses em-
phasizing experimental psychology. The requirements for a master's degree
consisted of two or three thoroughly experimental courses in the psychology
of learning and in work and fatigue. All students were required to take at least
two courses in statistics from the 1.1ther of factor analysis, Leon Thurstone, and
a course in neurology from Judson Herrick, a famous neurologist of his day.

It was also a tradition of the University of Chicago to invite famous pro-
fessors from other universities to teach during the summer quarter. We con-
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sidered it a privilege to take advantage of this tradition. The university invited
one of the few psychologists in special education in the U.S. in the late 1920s,
Dr. J.E. Wallace Wallin, to teach during the summer quarter. In 1924 he had
published a scholarly and authoritative book, The Education of Handicapped
Children, one of the earliest books in the field of special education. This book
and Dr. Wallin's lectures were inspiring and very helpful. Actually, it was the
only course in handicapped children that I had during my undergraduate or
graduate work.

I also enrolled in a very inspiring course taught by Dr. Stevenson Smith,
the director of the child development laboratories at the University of Wash-
ington in Seattle. He scoffed at psychoanalysis, saying that you don't psycho-
analyze a child who is biting his nails; you consider nail biting a habit which
neec'.s breaking by symptomatic training. He stated in class that if you file the
nails short so that they will not be rough, you will aid the child in overcoming
the fingernail-biting habit. Five years later at the Wayne County Training
School I did just thatfiled the nails of 40 fingernail biters and assisted most
of them in breaking the habit.

In addition to taking several courses relating to the nature of intelligence,
I enrolled in one course offered by Visiting Professor Charles Spearman of
England, the first theorist to describe intelligence as consisting of a general fac-
tor and many specific factors. He used as a text for the course his 1927 book,
The Nature of Intelligence and the Principles of Cognition.

Early Experiences

My professional interest in the field of deviating children began when I took a
course in mental testing from Andrew Brown at the Institute for Juvenile Re-
search (IJR) in Chicago. Here I was initiated into mental testing and became
acquainted with behavioral problem children by attending case conferences
for mentally retarded and delinquent children at the Institute. Through this
contact I applied for a position in an experimental school for delinquent, men-
tally retarded boys aged eight to sixteen near Chicago. The Oaks School had
been designed by Dr. Paul Schroeder, a psychiatrist and director of IJR, as an
experiment to determine whether freedom of choice would ameliorate be-
havior problems and help resolve mental retardation.

In 1929, at the beginning of the Depression, I was happy to be offered the
position of "resident instructor" at the Oaks School even though at that time I
had had no experience or training in education. Fortunately, they did not re-
quire teacher certificates in this area. My job was to manage 50 delinquent,
mentally retarded boys, providing recreation in the late afternoons and even-
ings and on Saturdays and Sundays. In the evenings I helped the nurses in the
dormitory put the boys to bed and see to it that they stayed in bed. In the
morning I attended graduate classes at the University of Chicago working to-
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ward a master's degree and in the afternoon I drove to Oak Forest, Illinois, in
a fifty-dollar Model T to work with these boys.

After several days at this residential school, two of the sixteen-year-olds
came to me after a football game and wanted to wrestle. I avoided this per-
sonal contact for a day or two. On Saturday, however, it was raining, and the
50 boys were forced to retreat to the gym. The two boys again met me in a cor-
ner of the room and insisted on wrestling. By this time I knew that my pre-
decessor had been forced to quit because these boys had wrestled and success-
fully fought with him. I quickly scanned my psychology courses to find a
psychological technique for avoiding this confrontation, to no avail. I decided
to bluff by saying to them, "I don't want to wrestle two of you; I'll wrestle the
whole group." They were delighted at this offer, calling the other boys and in-
forming them that Mr. Kirk would wrestle all of them.

I explained the rules of the game as I had previously explained other
games. The rule was that when any one boy was down, he was out of the
game. When I went down, the game was over. The two boys rushed at me. I
tripped the first one and threw down the second. The other 48 ran to the other
end of the room. I was the winner. If the reverse had happened, I might have
been forced to seek another career.

In reading the clinical folders of these children, I noticed that one boy
was labeled word blind, a term I had never heard before in my psychology
courses. He was a nonreader, ten years old, and had a recorded IQ of 82. The
clinical folder referred to Marion Monroe's monograph on reading disabilities,
Hinshelwood's book on congenital word blindness, and Fernald's kinesthetic
method. After reading these references at the university the next day, I ar-
ranged to tutor the boy at nine o'clock in the evening, after the boys were sup-
posed to be asleep. This boy, who was eager to learn, sneaked quietly out of
bed at the appointed time each night and met me in a small space between the
two dormitory roomsactually, in the doorway of the boys' toilet. We both
knew we were violating a regulation by making this arrangement since the
head nurse had directed me not to allow the boys out of bed after nine o'clock.
When she came down from the third floor, the boy and I went into the boys'
toilet so she did not catch us violating that sacred rule. I often state that my
first experience in tutoring a case of reading Jisahility was not in a school, was
not in a clinic, was not in an experimental laboratory, but in a boys' lavatory.

This boy was very eager to learn to read and within a period of seven
months was reading at the second- to third-grade level. An examination at the
Institute for Juvenile Research indicated that he was now reading at beginning
third-grade level. The Institute, following the recommendation of Dr. Marion
Monroe, who examined him, obtained a parole from a juvenile court judge, re-
turned him to his home, and had him enrolled in a fourth grade. I hy-
pothesized at that time that remedial reading might alleviate delinquency in
some children.
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The Institute for Juvenile Research had been organized in Chicago as a
service and research institute and housed research psychiatrists, sociologists,
and psychologists. Among the early researchers were William Healey and Au-
gusta Bronner, who made major contributions to the study of delinquency;
Clifford Shaw, the sociologist who studied the delinquency areas in Chicago;
L. Hewett and R. Jenkins, who made a lasting contribution in their studies of
patterns of maladjustment; Carl Lashley, who in a rat and monkey laboratory
conducted research on neuropsychology; Chester Darrow, one of the first psy-
chologists to research the E.E.G; and Andrew Brown, who headed the clinical
psychology section and conducted research on mental testing.

It was this research environment that Dr. Marion Monroe, a former affili-
ate of Dr. Samuel T. Orton, was conducting relevant research on reading-
disabled children. In her office I received individual tutoring and guidance in
the diagnosis and remediation of reading disabilities. Many years later, un-
beknown to me, Dr. Monroe was asked to review my first book (Teaching Read-
ing to Slow Learning Children, 1940) and to write a foreword to it.

It was at the Oaks School that I conducted my first published experi-
mental project using single-subject research. The research dealt with the Fer-
nald kinesthetic method. I used six boys at the school, teaching them to read
five words one day using the look-and-say method, and five words the next
day using the Fernald manual tracing method. On the third day they re-
learned the words to determine how many fewer trials they took (retention
savings score), and then learned another five words. This experiment con-
tinued for thirty days. In contrasting the Fernald method with the look-and-
say method, I found that the number of trials for learning was the same for
both methods but that retention over 24 hours was greater when the manual
tracing (kinesthetic) method was used (Kirk, 1933).

In 1931 the Great Depression hit the United States. The banks were
closed and Cook County, Illinois, in its attempt to retrench, closed the Oaks
School. I became unemployed and applied for job after job, in most instances
receiving no answer. At about this time, the Wayne County Training School at
Northville, Michigan, was looking for a psychologist with a master's degree
who was trained and experienced in reading disabilities of the mentally re-
ti,rded. Dr. Marion Monroe recommended me for the position in spite of my
meager experience which consisted of tutoring approximately three children
with reading disabilities. There seemed to be a shortage of people who had
done research in the remediation of mentally retarded reading cases. For this
reason, I was offered the position.

My work at the Wayne County Training School consisted of half-time
teaching and half-time research. At this residential training school the children
had many disabilitiesreading, language, perceptual, and behavioral. I was
fortunate to have this great opportunity to teach and conduct research on chil-
dren with a variety of problems.
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In the early 1930s great emphasis was placed on brain theory and its re-
lationship to aberrations of behavior, such as mirror reading, mixed eyedness
and handedness, and strephosymbolia. Brain dysfunction was proposed by
Samuel T. Orton, Lee Edward Travis, and others to explain many of these ab-
errations. At that time cerebral dominance and the concept of strephosymbolia
were the most prominent theories held to account for stuttering, disorders of
reading, and language. Since the children with whom we worked had reading,
language, and perceptual problems, it was necessary for us to understand the
workings of the brain. I consequently enrolled in a doctorate program at the
University of Michigan. The emphasis of the Department of Psychology was
on physiological and experimental psychology and on neurology. Dr. Normal
Maier, who did his postdoctoral work in Berlin in Gestalt psychology and
studied with Carl Lashley for two years, was my advisor.

My doctoral research consisted of testing the handedness of rats and
training them to discriminate between an F and a mirrored F on a Lashley
jumping apparatus as described in "Cerebral Dominance and Hemispheric
Equipotentiality" (Kirk, 1935). Studying physiological psychology and neurol-
ogy and conducting experiments with the brains of rats bore little relationship
between what I did then, and what I have done since, or to what I do now for
children with learning disabilities. It did teach me, however, that the study of
the brain and behavior is important and that eventually scientists may bridge
the gap between neurology and psychology, and between psychology and ed-
ucation. When this occurs we may have an integrated discipline entitled "neu-
ropsychological education."

At the Wayne County Training School I had the rare opportunity to
spend half-time teaching mentally retarded children, supervising graduate
students from the University of Michigan who were interning in the research
department of the institution. I was also doing research, and taking courses at
the University for a Ph.D. in psychology. This opportunity was afforded me
by an unusual superintendent, Dr. Robert Haskell, a psychiatrist who had am-
bitions in research and science. He established a department of research in this
children's institution and treated the department as a "sacred cow." He in-
sisted that an institution was responsible for conducting research and ad-
vancing knowledge.

Dr. Haskell knew that the Vineland Training School had become famous
through the research contributions of Dr. Henry Goddard and Dr. Edgar Doll.
He wanted the Wayne County Training School to become as famous as Vine-
land through research. He appointed Dr. Thorleif Hegge as director of re-
search and asked him to develop research related to the academic abilities of
mentally retarded children. Dr. Hegge, a native of Norway, had obtained his
Ph.D. in psychology from Gottingen, Germany, and had spent a year in the re-
search department at Vineland with Dr. Edgar Doll.
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The research department was manned primarily by psychologists and
graduate students in psychology, speech pathology, and social work from the
University of Michigan. The list of the scientists who worked in the research
department at the Wayne County Training School testifies to the insight of the
superintendent and Dr. Hegge. Among them are Alfred Strauss, Heinz. Wer-
ner, Sidney Bijou, Newell Kephart, Boyd Mc Candles, William Cruickshank,
Bluma Weiner, and many others. It is interesting to note that these people de-
veloped their own ideas in an institution for the mentally retarded rather than
in a university. After World War II many of them accepted positions in uni-
versities when their contributions from this institution became known. Un-
fortunately, today few residential schools offer such outstanding opportun-
ities. Few serve as centers of research, and few feel that among their obliga-
tions is the advancement of knowledge.

Major Influences

It is difficult to list in order the many contacts and experiences that influence
one's thinking and one's career. In most instances there is a combination of in-
fluences and, sometimes, the accident of the environment. Nevertheless, I shall

try to list in retrospect some of the people and conditions that may have di-
rected my thinking.

The first influence, of course, was the contact with great thinkers at the
University of Chicago. Harvey Carr's functional school of psychology had a
profound impact. It was a precursor to Skinner's behaviorism, which Calfee

(1982) states had its roots in American functionalism. The application of the
principles of learning to education and teaching was dominant. The names of
Watson, Thorndike, and Judd were in the forefront of psychology.

The second major influence (in the 1930s) was Dr. Marion Monroe and
her research. Her many years of research at IJR resulted in a book entitled Chil-
dren Who Cannot Read (1932), which was, for a while, my bible. Her work was
an outgrowth of her association with Dr. Samuel T. Orton at the University of
Iowa. Her system of diagnosing errors in reading (repetitions, reversals, omis-
sion of sounds and words, etc.) is still used today. Through standardization of
these errors for each grade from one to four, she was able to draw a profile of
the kinds of errors each child made. Her hypothesis was that if we are able to
eliminate the symptoms of poor reading through the correction of reading er-

rors, the reading level will improve. Many years later I used the same ap-
proach in profiling the abilities and disabilities revealed by the Illinois Test of
Psycholinguistic Abilities (Kirk, McCarthy, & Kirk, 1968).

The remedial methods which we later developed were influenced by
Marion Monroe and the FernMd kinesthetic method. Fernald and Keller had
published an article which was impressive (1921). The Hegge, Kirk and Kirk
Remedial Reading Drills (1936) evolved from trial-and-error teaching of chil-
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dren with reading disabilities. This grapho-vocal phonic system evolved in-
dependently at about the same time as the Gillingham method, both in-
fluenced by Samuel T. Orton and Marion Monroe. The Hegge, Kirk and Kirk
Remedial Reading Drills were developed in 1933 and 1934. They emphasized
the principles of learning from the Chicago school of functional psychology in
a way similar to the emphasis in programmed instruction promoted more re-
cently by the behavior analysts.

The third influence was my experience at the Wayne County Training
School. This experience exposed me to several personalities who influenced
my future. One was Dr. Thorleif G. Hegge, who took a personal interest in de-
veloping in me the same accuracy and careful interpretation of data he had ac-
quired in his German university training. Another was my wife, Winifred Day
Kirk, also a graduate of the University of Chicago functional school of psy-
chology and a team member in the research department at the Wayne County
Training School. We have been professionals as well as family partners ever
since.

Dr. Robert Haskell, the forward-looking superintendent, taught me
much about techniques of interviewing youngsters. As a lowly psychologist, I
screened boys in the psychiatric office for his evaluation. In this position I
learned a great deal about the practical application of psychoanalysis, milieu
therapy, and behavior modification. I also learned from Dr. Haskell the value
of holding on to the goal of research and scientific approaches even in the face
of financial and political opposition. Dr. Haskell maintained our research de-
partment against much opposition throughout the Great Depression of the
1930s.

The experience at the Wayne County Training School pointed out to me
that much more could be done with handicapped children than most people
believed. The case histories and diagnoses by clinics and schools in the Detroit
areas and by the staff of the Wayne County Training School were an education
in case analysis and procedure. Case conferences added to the belief that
many children considered hopeless in behavior or learning could be re-
habilitated. One boy, with whom we worked for three years, had a low IQ on
the Binet, was declared delinquent, could not read two words. The only thing
he could write was his name, and that he wrote backwards. This boy was
trained by me one hour a day, five days a week, outside of his classroom. Af-
ter two years of tutoring he was reading at the beginning fourth-grade level.
He could score at a seventh-grade level on the Gray's Oral Reading Test be-
cause of his decoding abilities, but his comprehension was at the beginning of
the fourth grade. He was tutored for a third year in an attempt to increase his
comprehension. At the end of the year he was testing at the middle fourth-
grade level in comprehension. On a repeated psychometric test at the age of 15
he showed an IQ of 70 and was consequently paroled to his grandmother. In a
follow-up study it was found that he not only had become a self-supporting

3 )
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citizen but was also supporting his grandmother and his sister while working
for a fair salary at the Ford Motor Company.

The fifth major influence was my education after I acquired the Ph.D.
While attending the University of Chicago we had discovered that Leon Thur-
stone was taking advanced courses in mathematics because he was trying to
develop factor analysis. This activity demonstrated to us that the Ph.D. degree
does not complete one's education and that it is necessary to continue stud-
ying. With this in mind, I registered for a two-semester laboratory course in
speech pathology at the University of Michigan. In addition, I learned a great
deal from working with the speech clinicians. While at the Milwaukee State
Teachers College and after that, I attended courses in the education of the deaf
and in cerebral palsy and took a workshop in the visually handicapped. I
make these statements because I do not wish to leave the impression that one
can make progress in teaching and research in special education without
study or experience in the field beyond courses in experimental and physio-
logical psychology. Special education knowledge and skills had to be acquired
through experience and through related course workafter the Ph.D.

College Teaching

My first appointment in college teaching was a fortunate one. In 1935, fresh
out of direct work with children and with a brand new Ph.D., I was offered a
position as Director of the Division of Exceptional Children at the Milwaukee
State Teachers College. This was an unusually fine institution which later be-
came the University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee branch. With Frank Baker as a
socially minded, flexible president, this institution had initiated many in-
novative ideas. Geared primarily to kindergarten/primary, elementary, and
secondary education, the college also offered degrees in special areas such as
music education, art education, and the education of exceptional children.

Students in this state college were offered free tuition and free textbooks.
Because of the small size of the building and faculty, the college restricted its
enrollment to 1200 students. Out of several thousand applications each year, it
admitted 500 freshmen who ranked at the top of their high school graduating
classes. This selection process tended to elevate the caliber of instruction of-

fered.
One outstanding feature of the program was that the students completed

their liberal arts courses and studies in related areas during the first three
years of college and devoted the senior year to concentrated practicums in
teaching and small-group instruction. During this fourth year, students were
enrolled in practice teaching for three hours each morning for nine months,
with practice in several grades. Each faculty member was assigned twelve stu-
dents to supervise in the morning; they taught them methods, theory, and cur-
riculum in the afternoon.
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This College served as a postdoctoral training center for me since teacher
education was relatively new to me, especially at the kindergarten /primary
level. It thrust upon me new responsibilities: directing the Division for Excep-
tional Children; training teachers of the mentally retarded; chairing the Coun-
seling Department; chairing the freshmen selection committee; and giving pre-
service training to kindergarten /primary and elementary students in the
management and teaching of handicapped children in the regular grades.

This intensive teacher education program was successful because it pro-
vided a low student/faculty ratio and extensive and varied practice teaching.
What teacher training program today assigns students for practice teaching in
different settings for a full year? What teacher training center today assigns
one faculty member to twelve undergraduate students with no other course
requirement except to supervise them, show them how to teach, and give
them didactic experiences on what to teach, how to teach, and why.

Since few people know everything, each one of the instructors at this
teachers college invited others to help with their students. My involvement
was the result of a trade-off with instructors in the elementary and kindergart-
en/primary divisions. They supervised and instructed the students majoring
in the deaf and the mentally retarded, and in elementary education, while I re-
ciprocated by instructing their students in handling children with minor hand-
icaps found in the regular class. This required that I visit classes for normal
children, study school curricula, observe techniques of instruction, and apply
what theoretical knowledge I had in learning, reading, and child development
to the program for primary and elementary grade students. By combining my
theoretical training in psychology and observing teaching techniques, I ob-
tained postdoctoral training in the education of normal children from the pro-
fessionals in the field. It was necessary for me to observe how elementary
teachers managed a class, taught the children, and handled problems. These
observations helped me diagnose children who had problems in the classroom
and show the student teachers how to adapt instruction to minor handicaps in
the regular grades.

This experience is related to the current trend toward mainstreaming, in
which elementary teachers are asked to manage minor handicaps in children
in regular classes. This was the system in the 1930s, since special classes at that
time only served children who were definitely handicapped.

Interest in Preschool Education

The contact with the kindergarten/primary division at the Milwaukee State
Teachers College aroused my interest in the programs for preschool children
of normal intelligence. In supervising and assisting student teachers in the cor-
rection of minor problems in children in nursery school and kindergarten, I

3ti
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obtained some experience in teaching and in the programs for so-called aver-
age children.

In 1939 I attended a lecture at one of the social welfare meetings in which
Harold Skeels told about early training of the mentally retarded. He described
his experience in rehabilitating young mentally retarded children in a state in-
stitution for the mentally deficient. He described how he had placed two
young mentally retarded girls from an orphanage on separate wards of an in-
stitution for mental defectives and asked the retarded women in the wards to
play with them and to teach them to talk and to walk. Several years later these
two girls were nearly normal and were paroled to foster homes. Skeels pro-
ceeded to take twelve other children from the orphanage who tested low in in-
telligence tests and left thirteen similar children in the orphanage. Two years
later the IQs of the children placed in the wards of the state institution with
the older mentally retarded women had increased by 27 points, while those of
the thirteen children left in the orphanage dropped 27 points.

When I questioned Skeels about these results that evening, he showed
me a manuscript by Alfred Binet published in 1911, Modern Ideas About Chil-
dren. In the chapter, "The Educability of Intelligence" Binet presented a cur-
riculum to develop memory, attention, reasoning, language, and other vectors
of intelligence. In other words, Binet was not obsessed with the constancy of
the IQ, but believed that it can be changed through educational intervention.
(See a reprint in Kirk & Lord, 1974.)

That article and the work of Skeels had a profound effect on my future
interest and activities. My experience at the Wayne County Training School
also biased me toward a belief in the power of intervention.

While teaching at the teachers college and shortly after the contact with
Skeels, I began an experiment with six- and seven-year-old mentally retarded
children in Milwaukee in an attempt to improve their behavior and their in-
telligence. The public school had organized a special class of young retarded
children who were causing great difficulties in the classrooms. These children
were not as young as I wanted, but they had IQs in the 50s and 60s and his-
tories of behavior problems in school in addition to the inability to learn. The
curriculum was organized around Thurstone's primary mental abilities which
isolated seven factors in intelligence. These seven factors would be related to
ordinary readiness activities such as language training, quantitative thinking,
space relations, and so forth. The teacher selected for this class had minored in
arts and crafts and was interested in organizing games for the development of
such functions in children (Kirk & Stevens, 1943). She devised a great number
of educational games of interest for these children, all designed to develop the
primary mental functions.

Formal evaluation of this class was never accomplished, since with the
incursion of World War II, I was commissioned in the Army and had to drop
the program. The principal of the school believed, however, that it was the
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best-behaved class in his school since these children were happily working
whenever he came to their class.

Special Education During World War II
During World War II the Army discovered that it could not reject all the illiter-
ates who were drafted. They decided to accept 10% of the illiterates going
through the induction stations each day. As a consequence, it became nec-
essary to organize special training units in various camps to teach these in-
ductees how to read and write. These soldiers were required to attend special
training classes for eight weeks, eight hours a day.

To organize these programs and to develop appropriate tests and train-
ing materials, the Army commissioned Dr. Paul Witty and me as the reading
experts and stationed us in the Pentagon. Our duties were to (1) develop tests
for screening illiterates, (2) develop training materiais and books, and (3) con-
duct workshops for officers in charge of special training units in the various
camps. These special training units enrolled 385,000 illiterate soldiers during
World War II.

Later in the war, I was assigned to Walter Reed Hospital in Washington
to rehabilitate wounded soldiers and to organize appropriate training pro-
grams for the disabled returnees. These two experiences served to remind me
that we cannot wait for a war to recognize such problems. It is necessary to ex-
pand education for all children as an important function for national defense.

Research
Following World War II, the state of Illinois developed an extensive program
in special education but was extremely short of professionally prepared per-
sonnel. Through the urging of the State Department of Public Instruction and
Mr. Ray Graham, the Director of Special Education, the University of Illinois
decided to employ one person to launch a program in special education. Hav-
ing been asked to fill that position, I soon discovered that a large university of
that type was not equipped to prepare teachers. Instead, it seemed wiser to
concentrate on research and graduate programs. Therefore, we minimized un-
dergraduate teacher training and attempted to develop a research and gradu-
ate program leading to a Ph.D. in special education.

To continue my previous research I applied for a grant from the Institute
for Mental Health, in spite of the fact that at that time the institute was not al-
lotting money for educational research. The project for which I sought funding
was a study of the effects of preschool education on the social and mental de-
velopment of young mentally retarded children. It was also supported partly
by the Illinois State Department of Social Welfare and the State Department of
Public Instruction. This experiment was conducted for approximately five
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years both in an institution and in the community. The results of the study
were published in book form in 1958 under the title Early Education of the Men-
tally Retarded (Kirk, 1958). Together with the Skeels study, it had an effect in
stimulating research on disadvantaged children, in influencing the initiation
of Head Start, and in persuading Congress to enact the Early Education As-
sistance Act in 1968 (Kirk, 1968). By way of comment, it is interesting to note
the extensive lag that exists between social science research results and the re-
sponse of society. The Skeels study was reported in 1939. It was not widely ac-
cepted at that time. The Kirk study was reported in 1958. Not until 1968 did
Congress enact legislation promote preschool education for the handi-
capped, ten years after the Kirk study and thirty years after the Skeels study.

In addition to experimental results that have been reported for the pre-
school children, there are a number of observations that may be even more im-
portant. To organize a program for mentally retarded children it was nec-
essary for us to observe their behavior and to organize programs for each
child's particular needs. For each child we asked the questions: "What abilities
does this child have: What deficits exist? What do we do about these par-
ticular deficits?"

The analysis of the preschool childrento find out what they could do
and what they had difficulty doingalerted us in the early 1950s, to the fal-
lacy of classification. Their classification as mentally retarded had little rel-
evance to the training of these children. Each child needed a diagnosis, and
each child needed a different program.

One child with marked nystagmus as a result of rubella was diagnosed
as legally blind and severely mentally retarded (an IQ of below 50). She was
recommended for commitment to a state institution for the mentally retarded.
In spite of severe nystagmus we found that she could learn to respond to and
label pictures if we waited long enough for her to overcome the effects of her
nystagmus. It appeared that this child's nystagmus and visual problems re-
sulted in a deficit in speed of perception. Through the use of a tachistoscope,
this central dysfunction improved over a six-month training period until she
could respond to pictures at l /25th of a second. This improvement transferred
to a life situation where she was able to decode and describe pictures. At the
age of ten, in a follow-up study, she was doing adequate third-grade work in
the regular classes. Through intensive training, this child, diagnosed as severe-
ly mentally retarded and legally blind at the age of four to five, was at the age
of ten considered within the average range educationally and intellectually.

Another child in the same school labeled "mentally retarded' had a re-
corded IQ of 37. She could not talk. She did not even understand language,
but used gestures. With this child we organized a different remedial program,
namely, auditory training, auditory discrimination, and teaching her to listen
and decode auditory stimuli. Within nine months this girl was talking; at the
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age of eight her psychological tests ranged between 80 and 90, and her
progress in the regular grades was slightly below average.

After finding a number of children with functional deficits in auditory
reception, verbal expression, speed of perception, memory, and other prob-
lems, we began to look for tests to confirm our clinical diagnoses. At that time
(1950) there were very few tests of specific functions. We began in 1950 to de-
velop tests of abilities to aid us in diagnosing the specific problems of these
children.

After ten years of work with these concepts we were able to organize an
experimental edition of the Illinois Test of Psycho linguistic Abilities (Kirk &
McCarty). After it was used for approximately six or seven years, it was re-
vised and published in final form in 1968 (Kirk, McCarthy, & Kirk). The ITPA
was popular from the beginning because it is an intraindividual test, com-
paring the child's own abilities and disabilities for the purpose of organizing
remediation for deficits. The times were apparently right for working with in-
dividual children instead of classifying them into groups for instructional pur-
poses. The ITPA has been translated and standardized into eight other lan-
guages. Unfortunately, this test has also spawned many illusions and false
hopes. Some people have taken the ITPA as the instrument for the diagnosis
of all ills and educational problems. In spite of our numerous warnings, it is
being used for junior high students even though it was intended for young
children. This problem, of course, is common in many areas of assessment and
remediation. We misuse tests and other materials by taking remedial methods
developed for one type of child and using them for children for whom they
are not suitable. The ITPA, like many other instruments, is only an aid to clin-
ical judgment for children with language and related disorders (see Kirk &
Kirk, 1971, 1978).

The Responsibility of a Major University
for Future Research

The experiment on preschool education at the University of Illinois was a joint
venture of the university, the state Department of Public Instruction, and the
state Department of Welfare, which operated the state institutions for the men-
tally retarded. This experiment demonstrated the advantages of research con-
ducted as a joint venture of several state agencies. The effectiveness of this coop-
eration stimulated the participating agencies to establish a research institute
that would utilize their resources. With the help of the forward-looking Director
of Special Education in the state of Illinois, Ray Graham, and the enthusiasm of
Dean Willard Spalding and President George Stoddard of the University of Il-
linois, an Institute for Research on Exceptional Children was organized and ap-
proved by the two operating agencies and the trustees of the University of Il-
linois. (For a description of the institute, see Kirk & Spalding, 1953.)
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The faculty of the institute consisted of professors who held joint ap-
pointments with other university departments, plus research associates from
the state Department of Public Welfare and the state Department of Public In-
struction.

The initial university faculty, James A. Gallagher, Bernard Farber, Oliver
Kolstoe, Lawrence D. Stolurow, Herbert Goldstein, Merle Karnes, Clifford
Howe, and Samuel Kirk, served between 1952 and 1967. This small but high
quality faculty produced volumes of research in many areas of exceptionality
(see Kirk & Bateman, 1964).

The state departments were happy to have a research team base at the
university to assist in answering some of their practical problems. One project
that was dominant in the early 1950s was the problem of trainable children:
are they the responsibility of the Department of Public Welfare or of the
schools? This became a national problem. At a meeting of the institute, the
state Department of Public Instruction, and the school boards (who were op-
posed to admitting trainable children to public schools) it was decided to ask
the legislature for funds to conduct pilot projects and to evaluate the programs
after two years. The legislature accepted the report and appropriated funds for
the project. The organization of 24 classes was arranged and financed by the
state Department of Public Instruction, while the institute coordinated the
evaluation. This project led the way to the organization of programs for train-
able mentally retarded children in many other states (Nickel, 1954).

Another practical problem at this time was how children with high IQs
were adjusting or progressing in the regular grades. The problem of gifted
children had been worked on sporadically in a number of places, but the state
was interested in a practical answer. These problems were partially solved
from the pooling of resources, physical and financial, of the university and the
state Department of Public Instruction. Again the legislature accepted the re-
ports of research and appropriated funds to extend these services in the public
schools in Illinois.

The Parents' Movement

In the late 1940s and early 1950s parents of retarded children became frustrat-
ed by the schools' refusal to admit children with IQs below 50. The institutions
were so overcrowded that they were unable to admit them. The parents were
taxpayers like everyone else; they paid school taxes, and also paid taxes for the
support of the institutions. They were being refused services from both these
state agencies.

The parents consequently began to organize locally and to operate
schools for their trainable children. These organizations finally founded The
National Association for Retarded Children. This movement became a polit-
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ical force and, in the middle 1950s, obtained legal and financial support from
state and federal sources.

Later, in the early 1960s, another group of parents whose children were
not mentally retarded, or blind, or deaf, or crippled, became concerned for
their children who were not learning for other reasons. A.A. Strauss had pos-
tulated that these children were brain-injured. They had relatively normal in-
telligence, often had no obvious overt difficulties, unlike children with ce-
rebral palsy, or the deaf, blind or crippled. Following Strauss' impact and his
book in 1947, parents began to organize under such names as The Society for
Brain-Injured Children, or the Society for the Perceptually Handicapped. After
many such state and local organizations were formed, the groups decided to
hold a national conference. This Conference on Exploration into Problems of
the Perceptually Handicapped Child was convened in Chicago in April, 1963.
Professional people active in the field (including Myklebust, Kephart, Lehtin-
en, and I) were invited by this organization to present their points of view con-
cerning children who did not fall into the traditional categories of excep-
tionality but who nevertheless appeared to be handicapped in learning. Since
many names were used for this group, the parents were seeking an inclusive
name for their national organization.

In my address to them I stated

Recently I have used the term "learning disabilities" to describe a group of
children who have disorders of development, in language, speech, reading,
and associated communication skills needed for social interaction. In this
group I do not include children who have sensory handicaps such as blind-
ness or deafness, because we have methods of managing and treating the
deaf and the blind. I also exclude from this group children who have gen-
eralized mental retardation. (Kirk, 1963. See Kirk & Lord, 1974. p, 78)

After much debate on terminology the groups decided that The Associa-
tion for Children with Learning Disabilities (ACLD) was the appropriate des-
ignation. Since that date the term learning disabilities has become the general
term for a heterogeneous group of disabilities of varying degrees of severity
which are, however, similar in that they seem to stem from intrinsic cognitive
or perceptual difficulties interfering with a child's teaming.

This commendable initiative and activity on the part of parent groups
stimulated me to give what assistance I could. I had earlier been shocked, sad-
dened, and embarrassed by conditions I had seen in state institutions with in-
different, underpaid, untrained caretakers in understaffed, dilapidated build-
ings. Tearful parents had come 10 me time and time again seeking counsel.
Often their children had been labeled feebleminded.

At that time (the 1930s), I tried to appeal to state senators for better ser-
vices for these children. I tried to explain the plight of the parents. I remember
the following dialogue from that period:
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Senator (looking down at me over the rim of his glasses): Do you have a
handicapped child?
SAK: No, I don't.
Senator: Then why are you interested?
SAK: My interest is professional, not personal.

Senator: Oh, you are trying to make your profession important.

Another traumatic experience occurred when I presented a technical re-
port to welfare workers. I had prepared a document with slides of statistics
and trends showing wherein the state was lacking in services for the handi-
capped. Commenting on my speech, the state director of special education
said: "These statistics remind me of the statistic which showed that the male
graduates of Yale and Harvard had 2.3 children and the female graduates of
Vassar and Smith had 1.8 children, thus proving that men have more children
than women." With that joke he wiped out my three weeks of research on the
status of handicapped children in Wisconsin. I knew then and thereafter that I
was completely ineffective as a political advocate for handicapped children
and that the dormant political power of parents had to be aroused.

It has been a source of .satisfaction to participate and help the parent
movementsfirst, for children with cerebral palsy, then for the mentally re-
tarded, and lastly, for the learning disabled. I found a satisfaction in as-
sociating with many intelligent and knowledgeable parents in these organiza-
tions. I found that through association with other parents they learned what
the best programs were for their children. If I were to give credit to one group
in this country for the advancements that have been made in the education of
exceptional children, I would place the parent organizations and parent move-
ment in the forefront as the leading force. I am happy to see that now parents,
under Public Law 94-142, are partners in the educative process.

The Federal Impact
Shortly after World War II, the country found itself with understaffed and
overcrowded institutions for the handicapped. Many state institutions refused
to admit more children and placed them on three- and four-year waiting lists.
Although some states subsidized public school programs for children with
physical and sensory handicaps, it was not until the late 1940s and early 1950s
that state legislatures appropriated funds for local public school programs for
the mentally retarded, emotionally disturbed, and speech impaired. These
subsidies were provided before there was an adequate supply of appropri-
ately trained teachers, creating a major shortage of well-prepared teachers of
special education. In addition, the financial disproportion among states re-
sulted in a situation in which rich states were stealing experienced teachers
from poorer states through higher salaries.
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It has been rumored that a prominent parent of a mentally retarded child
obtained an interview with President Eisenhower and informed him of the
plight of the mentally retarded. The president then requested Congress
through the Department of Health, Education and Welfare to do something
about the problem. At that time (1954) I was invited to Washington to help the
Office of Education formulate plans for programs for the mentally retarded.
The same two obstacles to the development of programs for exceptional chil-
dren that existed at the state level also existed at the federal level: ignorance of
what should be done with these children, and a paucity of highly trained, pro-
fessional personnel. In attempting to solve these problems, the U.S. Office of
Education accepted my two proposals.

The first recommendation was for educational research funds. It was
pointed out that little research in the education of the mentally retarded was
being conducted due to a lack of research funds specifically for education. A
second recommendation was for the federal government to support the prep-
aration of professional personnel. Only a few colleges at that time were pre-
paring teachers of the mentally retarded, and many of the classes in the public
schools were being manned by partially trained teachers. Furthermore, uni-
versities were reluctant to support a training program for minorities like the
mentally retarded.

These recommendations resulted in the appropriation of funds for the
cooperative research bill P.L. 83-531 in 1954. The commissioner of education
was interested in obtaining research funds for all of education and believed
that the prevailing interest of the Congress in the mentally retarded would
help support research for education in general. It did.

One million dollars for educational research was appropriated in 1955-
56, but Congressman John Fogarty amended the bill to allot $675,000 of the to-
tal appropriation to research in the education of the mentally retarded. This
amendment made many people unhappy since only one-third of a million dol-
lars was left for all education including other exceptional children. This dis-
tribution of funds appeared unfair to them. Two years later the categorical
funding of research for the mentally retarded was removed.

In analyzing the grants made for the mentally retarded, I found (as
shown in the following figure) that when the categorical appropriations of
funds were removed, the Federal grants to researchers decreased from year to
year. In 1957, 61% of one million dollars appropriated went to research on the
mentally retarded. In 1959, when categorical funding was removed, the grants
were 36%. Funds decreased gradually until in 1963 only 5% of the appropria-
tion was allotted to research in mental retardation and that 5% was for the con-
tinuation of previously granted research. Actually, no new grants for research
were made in 1963. These results were presented to Congress in 1966 to con-
vince them that a categorical bureau for the handicapped was needed.

Congress had enacted the cooperative research bill in 1954 and appropri-
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FIGURE 1
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SOURCE: Congressional Record. Education and Training of the Handicapped.
Hearings before the ad hoc Committee on the Handicapped, 89,h Congress.
2nd Session. Part 1. June 6, 1966, p. 378.

ated funds in 1956. They were reluctant, however, to accept the recommenda-
tion for the preparation of personnel. Some congressmen argued that federal
aid for education would result in federal control of education. However, in
1958 Congress passed P.L. 85-296 with an appropriation of one million dollars
for the preparation of personnel in the field of the mentally retarded and in
1960 provided an appropriation for the education of teachers of the deaf.

The cooperative research bill and the appropriations for the preparation
of professional personnel under the Eisenhower administration was a be-
ginning. The major impetus to the education of exceptional children, however,
was launched during the short period that John Kennedy was president.

In 1962 President Kennedy sent a six-man task force to the Soviet Union
to study their programs for mentally retarded children. As members of this
scientific commission, Lloyd Dunn and I made a report on the status of pro-
grams for the retarded in Russia (1962). Shortly thereafter, President Kennedy
presented to Congress a request for legislation providing for research and
training for mentally handicapped children. In signing the ensuing bill, The
Mental Retardation Facilities and Community Mental Health Centers Con-
struction Act of 1963 (P.L. 88-164), President Kennedy stated, "I am glad to an-
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nounce that we are establishing a new division in the U.S. Office of Education
to administer the teaching and research programs under the act. This will be
called the Division of Handicapped Children and Youth, and will be headed
by Samuel A. Kirk." Previous to the announcement, the commissioner of ed-
ucation asked that "in the public interest" I suffer the necessary cut in salary in
order to start this new division. I was informed by the president's secretaries
that one does not refuse a request from the president and that if the country
can draft men into the military service, they can request professionals to serve
in Washington and help run the government. I was hesitant, but the pres-
ident's earlier words were ringing in my ears: "Ask not what your country can
do for you; ask what you can do for your country."

Three weeks after President Kennedy had signed P.L. 88-164, the world
was wounded by his assassination. On my first day on the new job in Wash-
ington I attended the sorrowful funeral of President John F. Kennedy.

As indicated, the Division for Handicapped Children and Youth was or-
ganized in the U.S. Office of Education in November, 1963. The appropriation
of 14 million dollars was not made until February, and the money had to be
committed by the following June, the end of the fiscal year. In a short six
months it was necessary to develop rules and regulations to administer the
Act; distribute the rules and regulations with application forms to universities
and state departments; appoint 17 committees to survey the application
blanks; and have the 14 million committed by June.

This program could not have been completed in six months had it not
been for a great public interest and the volunteer help I received from all parts
of the United States. We received a large number of applications from state de-
partments, school districts, and universities for research and training, and par-
ticularly for the training of professional personnel. We allowed six weeks from
the deadline of the applications to the awarding of grants which were all com-
pleted by June 1, 1964. Two days after I submitted a report indicating how
many grants were received for research and how much money was requested
for teacher preparation, Congressman Fogarty introduced the data in the Con-
gressional Record with the statement:

At a meeting of the New England Educators held on May 22 at Rhode Is-
land College in Providence, Samuel Kirk made a progress report on the ad-
ministration of the Act by the Office of Education. In view of the great sig-
nificance of the Act for education and the extent to which it will help the
nation's schools fill a critical gap in teachers for handicapped children, I
wish to call the report to the attention of all members of Congress .... Re-
quests for aid that have been submitted amount to three times the funds
now authorized in the Act. (Congressional Record, June 1964)

As a result of Congressman Fogarty's effort, Congress doubled the appropria-
tion the following year.
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Every ten years the president of the United States awards a Presidential
Merit Award to the most efficient department of the U.S. government. That
year, shortly after Dr. Maury Wirtz took over as Director of the Division of
Handicapped Children and Youth, the Presidential Merit Award went to the
Division of Handicapped Children and Youth.

It is ironic to note that, in the face of the Presidential Merit Award and
other accolades, the division was abolished 18 months after its creation when
the Office of Education was reorganized by the White House into four bu-
reaus. This action caused great concern in Congress and interested groups
throughout the United States. As a result, Congressman Hugh Carey, later
Governor of New York, requested that Congress create a Committee for the
Handicapped. My testimony at the committee hearings recommended two ac-
tions: (1) the creation of a Bureau for the Education of the Handicapped, and
(2) the creation of an advisory committee of citizens to advise the bureau and
to protect it against itself and against onslaughts by others (Congressional
Record testimony, 1966).

Congress created the Bureau for the Education of Handicapped Children
in 1967 with Dr. James Gallagher as director and Dr. Edward Marti as assist-
ant director. Following this development, the work for handicapped children
moved into a progressive phase. After a period of eight years the work of the
bureau culminated in Public Law 94-142, the Education of All Handicapped
Children act.

Reflections

For over half a century I have been privileged to study and to work in the field
of special education. During this period I have seen many changes and much
progress. Service programs, teacher preparation, and research have been the
major areas of our professional development.

Service Programs for Handicapped Children

Residential Institutions. Our first thrust for services for handicapped chil-
dren in the U.S. was the organization and development of state and private
residential institutions. This was an improvement over leaving to the family
all the responsibility for the care and support of these children. The en-
thusiasm for these residential schools between 1859 and 1900 resulted in the
creation of numerous state schools for the blind, the deaf, the mentally re-
tarded, delinquents, and orphans. After 50 years of expansion of residential
schools, the enthusiasms `or them began to wane. Instead of habilitation and
return to the community, the children stayed in these schools, which became
bigger, overcrowded, and poorly supported.
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Special Classes. Not until the turn of the century were special classes for the
mildly handicapped initiated in an attempt to integrate these children into the
community. The special class movement progressed slowly between 1900 and
1950. A few states encouraged the expansion of special classes by providing
state subsidies. However, the public school special class movement did not
make marked progress until after World War II when it was found that states
could not build institutions fast enough for the number of handicapped iden-
tified. Enthusiasts for this movement, including myself, alleged that segrega-
tion in institutions was not working and was inhuman and expensive. Instead
these children should be integrated with the family, the neighborhood, and
the public school by way of special classes.

Following World War II, state after state began to appropriate funds for
the organization of local special classes for the educable mentally retarded and
the emotionally disturbed, as well as continuing earlier established programs
for the hearing, visually, and orthopedically impaired.

As usual in many situations, our society goes too far in one direction and
then throws the baby out with the bath water. So it was with the over-
enthusiasm for special classes, especially classes for the mildly mentally re-
tarded. Wisconsin, for example, in 1927 had defined the mentally retarded
psychometrically as those having an IQ below 70. When funds became avail-
able for such special classes in the 1950s, school systems began to raise the IQ
eligibility requirement to 75, 78, and higher.

In 1962 the American Association on Mental Deficiency defined as mild-
ly retarded those children testing below minus one standard deviation or hav-
ing an IQ of 84 or 85 and below. This eligibility criterion caused a great in-
crease in enrollment in these classes, especially among minority groups. In
addition, special education personnel readily accepted the slow and problem
children referred to the special classes. They didn't exactly say, "Give me your
tired, your poor,/Your huddled masses . . . . , " but they did say, "Give us
your slow learners, your behavior problems, your misfits . . . ." Dr. Lloyd
Dunn called this "The Sheltering Arms" philosophy. During this period, ele-
mentary teachers supported the expansion of special classes because this re-
moved from their classes children who were causing them some problems.

The overenthusiasm for classes for the mentally retarded resulted in
their becoming the dumping grounds for all unwanted children in the regular
grades, including behavior problems, bilingual children, Blacks, Mexican-
Americans, and Native Americans whose IQs were low, often because of lan-
guage or cultural differences. Ethnic groups took special educators to court,
and, fortunately, won. A reform was brewing. New ideas were needed. The
concept of special classes in public schools which kept the children out of in-
stitutions, at home, and in the community was now called segregation. The
new movement was mainstreaming.
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Mainstreaming. The enthusiastic advocates for mainstreaming tended to dis-
regard certain facts. (1) Mainstreaming is not new. It has been practiced since
1913 when so-called "sight-saving" classes were established in subjects re-
quiring close eye work. "Special" students attended regular classes for other
studies. (2) Speech-impaired children have always been placed in regular
classrooms but given itinerant therapy. (3) Hard-of-hearing children, since the
advent of the vacuum tube hearing aid, have attended regular grades but are
given short periods of instruction in speech, lip reading, and the use of hear-
ing aids. (4) Some mentally retarded and other slow-learning children have
been placed in "resource rooms" with well-trained teachers. As early as 1936,
Godfrey Stevens, one of my first graduates, established such a class in South
Milwaukee.

Although mainstreaming is philosophically a sound idea, our en-
thusiasm for it is gradually waning because we have failed to train regular
teachers to teach and manage these children. The grants to deans of college of
education, referred to as Deans Grants, which were made by the U.S. De-
partment of Education to educate teachers to deal with minor handicaps are,
as usual, a drop in the bucket for such a task. Teachers will not be prepared for
their duties by attending conferences or being harangued by their superiors or
college professors about their duty to teach all the children of all the people.
Taking the children out of the classes for short periods in resource rooms for
tutoring in the academic subjects may not tilt the scales. Today, many regular
educators are dissatisfied because they feel they have been given additional re-
sponsibilities without adequate support. Although the philosophy calls for
consultation and support, adequate professional support is lacking in many
school systems.

Our mistake, as usual, was to launch a program without adequate prep-
aration and without really training the classroom teacher. I recommended to
an advocate of mainstreaming many years ago that he teach a second or third
grade of 30 children, accept into that class three or four mentally retarded,
learning-disabled, and emotionally disturbed children, and study exactly how
mainstreaming could be accomplished adequately. He did not accept my sug-
gestion. As everyone knows, it is easy to tell someone else what to do, but it is
more difficult to accomplish the task adequately and to describe exactly how it
is done. We, as yet, have no detailed description of how mainstreaming is ac-
complished nor an exact distribution of responsibilities of both regular and re-
source teachers. Until and unless this is done, mainstreaming for the mentally
retarded may falter or fail. Mainstreaming for other handicapped children is
more readily accepted.

Community Service for the Severely Handicapped. Another major develop-
ment for service has been the organization of community services for the se-
verely retarded. Community centers for the severely retarded are now well es-
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tablished organizations. State institutions for the mentally retarded have been
gradually replaced by community services. Although Samuel Gridley Howe,
who organized the first institution, warned against their continuance saying
they may be "created needlessly, sometimes even in violation of political econ-
omy . .." (p. 4), he considered institutions as temporary and advocated board-
ing with families in private homes (Howe, 1957).

In 1955 Kirk, Karnes, and Kirk advocated a total community program for
the retarded to be supported and managed by an intermediate governmental
unit such as a county. It was proposed that this total community program in-
clude: (1) a diagnostic center, (2) a family counseling center, (3) a temporary
residential unit, (4) a day care unit, and (5) a sheltered workshop (Kirk,
Karnes, & Kirk, 1955, Chapter 12). Approximately 12 to 15 years later, com-
munity programs were organized in the United States after Denmark dem-
onstrated their feasibility. This is another example that shows the lag between
an idea and its implementation in social movements. How to decrease this lag
is a problem for future generations.

Services for the Learning Disabled. The field of learning disabilities is ex-
periencing the same types of expansion and difficulties encountered in pro-
grams for the educable mentally retarded. Originally we conceived of a child
with a learning disability as one who has a major psychological or neuro-
logical impediment to the learning of reading, spelling, writing, or arithmetic.
These are relatively rare cases, probably only 1% or 2% of school children. To-
day, however, the term learning disability applies to nearly every kind of
learning problem a child may encounter.

That heterogeneous part of the populationnow labeled learning dis-
abled for funding purposesappears today to consist mainly of all children
not achieving up to grade level in the academic subjects, plus children with
minor language problems. Whereas in 1969, 120,000 learning disabled children
were reported to be enrolled in public school services, in 1982-83 over one and
two-thirds million are enrolled in these services. This probably means that
many slow-learning children formerly classified as mentally retarded and
many children with minor reading difficulties are being assigned to learning
disability services.

Before our overenthusiasm and expansion of services generates a back-
lash, it is necessary to find a resolution since nonlearning-disabled children
with learning problems (slow learners and those with minor reading dif-
ficulties) also need services. I should like to propose two types of service de-
livery systems:

1. One service would include only the severely learning-disabled children
who need intensive remediation, probably one hour a day, five days a
week. Such children have a marked academic disability associated with a
significant psychological or developmental learning disability of atten-
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tion, memory, language, and so forth. The remedial program would be
designed to ameliorate both the developmental learning disability and
the academic disability. Such a child can attend the regular grade when
not in intensive remediation. One special teacher will be able to serve
only six or seven such children each day.

2. The second service would assist children who are educationally retarded
as result of lack of motivation, lack of school attendance, inadequate in-
struction, and other environmental conditions. Such children can be ed-
ucated in the regular grades supplemented by resource rooms for part of
the day or through consultation and help of the regular teacher. One re-
medial teacher may serve 20 to 30 such children since they will learn by
methods of teaching used for regular children.

Teacher Education

Having had experience in the preparation of teachers in both a teachers col-
lege and in a university, I regret that teachers colleges have tried to upgrade
themselves by becoming universities instead of upgrading teacher education.
By becoming universities, they have tended to minimize the importance of
teacher preparation, and have begun to emphasize research and publication as
their major function.

I was shocked when I went to a university from a teachers college to find
that students studied theoretical courses but only had nine weeks of practice
teaching in a single elementary class. The supervisor was usually a professor
who had not been in a classroom for many years (if at all) and for supervision
depended mainly upon the critic teacher to teach the students how to teach. At
another university two professors taught the courses in mental retardation
and supposedly supervised 70 students a year who had a half-day practicum
throughout the semester.

Professors of education in universities and colleges of education are
forced to become split personalities because their promotion in rank and pay
is dependent upon their scholarly research and publications. Teacher training
for those desiring quick promotion becomes a secondary duty.

It may be advisable in the future to establish centers, either as separate
teacher colleges or within universities, that would require a master teacher fa-
culty to devote 100% of their time to the preparation of teachers. Their pro-
motion in rank and pay would be contingent upon their performance as ex-
perts in the preparation of teachers, rather than upon the length of their
bibliography.

University faculties of education can then concentrate on graduate teach-
ing and research and need not be encumbered with teacher training. Our cur-
rent system of teacher training in universities with pressure on the faculty to
"publish or perish" is not always accomplishing our objective of graduating
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master teachers or even producing many research-training and -motivated
personnel. In other words, we need a two-track system for faculties, one group
of faculty to devote 100% of their time to the preparation of teachers and an-
other who would give 100% of their time to the advancement of knowledge
and graduate teaching.

Graduate Programs in Special Education
In 1947, when I accepted a position at the University of Illinois, I tried desper-
ately to find Ph.D.s who had some specialization in special education. The two
or three Ph.D.s in existence at that time were directing programs and were un-
available. Since then, and with federal fellowships for graduate training, we
now have a supply of individuals with doctorates in special education. The
programs that have evolved have become varied, some stressing research with
a heavy minor in psychology and some stressing service, teacher training, and
administration. There appears to be little differentiation in course content and
experience for a Ph.D. and an Ed.D.

It is my belief that there should be a difference between a Ph.D. and an
Ed.D. A Ph.D. should be offered to those who desire a career in research :n
one or more of the areas of special education. These individuals should have
had training and experience in at least one area of special education and
should, at the graduate level, obtain a cognate or minor in psychology (for the
areas of mental retardation, the emotionally disturbed, or learning disabilities)
and in linguistics, or speech and language, or speech pathology (for the area of
the hearing impaired). Such an individual will then know the major problems
needing investigation and the research methodology to investigate them. The
dissertation would be of an experimental nature.

An Ed.D. should require a different course of study. Since it is a pro-
fessional degree, the dissertation need not be required. In its stead, the student
should take an extra year to intern in supervision, administration, or teacher
training. The Ph.D. degree would require a minimum of two years of course
work and a substantive experimental dissertation, while the Ed.D. degree
would require four years of graduate work to cover all areas of handicapped
children, to intern or to conduct survey studies on problems encountered in
teacher education and administration.

A two-tract system for doctoral students would allow them to con-
centrate either on theory and scientific methodology or on the applied and
technological areas needed for quality services to handicapped children.

Research and Research Training
It was indicated that the earlier research efforts in special education were con-
ducted in state and private residential schools; the Vineland Training School,
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the Wayne County Training School, and the Central Institute for the Deaf are
examples. In these institutions researchers with ideas had subjects upon which
research could be conducted. After World War II and with the expansion of
universities, many of them moved to universities. The availability of subjects
became a problem unless arrangements were made with the schools or in-
stitutions.

Currently, few residential institutions employ research personnel and
few university faculties have readily available subjects for research. The prob-
lem of clearing a research project with a number of committees in a university,
and then clearing it with a school board, school or institutional super-
intendent, and finally with parents has created a bureaucratic climate not con-

ducive to research.
Federal funding for research has been quite useful in many instances, but

the major problem here has been the short-term nature of grants. Good re-
search is developed gradually with programmatic research. Federal grants
with yearly reports and varying funding have tended to produce short-term
or incomplete research projects, whose reports conclude with the traditional
remark that "more research is needed." One wonders sometimes in reading
some of the data-based research reports how much the results are objective
and how much they are stretched to obtain further research grants.

Research production needs continuous and stable funding. It needs to be
conducted in schools and other facilities which serve handicapped children. It
needs a cooperative arrangement on a permanent basis between the service
agencies and a university. An example is the former Institute for Research on
Exceptional Children at the University of Illinois which produced a great deal
of research in a 10-year period and offered a research climate for doctoral stu-
dents. This organization, a cooperative effort of the Department of Welfare in
charge of institutions, the state Department of Public Instruction, and the state
university, has not been repeated or continued on a regular basis.

One of the difficulties encountered by this institute was that it became
too large. When it operated with four and five highly dedicated research pro-
fessors and a small group of selected doctoral students, research was ac-
complished. Generous private and federal funding increased the projects and
personnel. Unfortunately, at that time there was a shortage of research per-
sonnel, and less competent individuals were employed to conduct these proj-
ects. This expansion of research with partly inadequate personnel tended to
decrease the quality of research.

The lesson to be learned from the institute venture is that big is not bet-
ter. If I were to do it over again, it would remain small with only four or five
productive professors and a small group of highly qualified doctoral students.
The desire to bring more money into the university and to expand and expand
may not be in the best interests of research and development.
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The Federal Roles

Education has traditionally been the responsibility of local and state govern-
ments. During the last two and one -half decades the federal government has
entered the scene, first in research, second in the training of professional per-
sonnel, and last in services to equalize education for handicapped and minor-
ity children. Under the Reagan administration, an attempt is being made to
decrease federal funding for all three programsresearch, teacher training,
and service.

It is not the purpose of this essay to discuss the pros and cons of the fed-
eral budget, but rather to present a personal opinion about our past, and pos-
sibly, our future. These opinions are naturally biased and based on my own
experience. As indicated, it has been my privilege to help in forming policies,
first under the Eisenhower administration when support for research for the
mentally retarded was initiated and second, when funds for the preparation of
professional personnel for the mentally retarded and for the deaf were ap-
propriated. In addition, I served for a short period as a bureaucrat ad-
ministering the Kennedy bill, P.L. 85-926 in 1963 and 1964. I also served as
chairman of the Advisory Committee for the Handicapped for two years after
the creation of the Bureau for the Education of the Handicapped and also as
chairman of the Psychosocial Research Committee for Vocational Re-
habilitation. Consequently, I have intimate knowledge of the role of the feder-
al government in special education from its first intervention until now.

My comments about these developments are as follows:
First, special education would probably still be in its primitive stages if it

were not for the federal leadership in research and in the preparation of pro-
fessional personnel. These two support systems have made special education
an important segment of education in general. Although some states, like Cal-
ifornia and Illinois, were making rapid strides for a number of years without
the support of the federal government, the other states were moving very
slowly.

Secondly, one concern about federal aid is that the funds allotted tend to
determine the direction of the programs. When research funds became avail-
able, universities training doctoral students emphasized the training of re-
search personnel. When teacher training subsidies were appropriated, de-
partments of special education tended to direct their programs toward the
preparation of administrators and teacher trainees. There is no question that fi-
nancial support influences the direction of programs. If the federal govern-
ment continues in support of research (as I think it should since research re-
sults are of national importance), some system should be developed to
support the best researchers without harassment or pressure of political in-
fluence.
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Thirdly, when BEH was organized, an Advisory Committee for the
Handicapped was formed which was to be composed of professionals and cit-
izens from the field. I was privileged to be chairman of this committee during
the first two years. This advisory committee reviewed the work of the bureau,
helped protect it from unreasonable demands of outside special interest
groups, and protected it from itself. It also recommended new legislation to
Congress. The advisory committee assisted the development of the bureau for
the first few years but was later abolished because the appointees to the com-
mittee were selected primarily on the basis of political affiliation and their
support of the administration. An advisory committee should be reinstated,
but its members should be recommended for appointment by some objective
group outside the federal government.

Where Do We Go from Here?

The history of special education has indicated that we tend to move en-
thusiastically in one direction, become disillusioned with that program, and
then become enthusiastic in another direction. We first thought that residential
schools would solve the problems of the care and education of the hard:-
capped. After 50 years of building institutions, we found this procedure was
not the answer. We then became enthusiastic about day schools and self-
contained special classes in public schools. After 50 or more years, we decided
that these classes were not the answer. We then became enthusiastic over
mainstreaming. Today, some feel that mainstreaming is not the answer, es-
pecially for the mentally retarded. Many are raising questions about our fu-
ture in special education.

It would he pretentious of me to predict the direction that special educa-
tion will or should pursue in the next two decades. In spite of the significant
progress that has been made since the end of World War II, many con-
troversies and questionable practices still exist.

To solve many of these problems, I suggest that we create a National
Center for the Study of Policies, Practices, and Issues in Special Education.
This center should not be under governmental auspices, but should be private-
ly endowed with sufficient funds to guarantee its independent existence for
many years. It should be apolitical and free of pressures from private interest
groups. Its function would be: (1) to study periodically practices in uni-
versities and colleges in the preparation of professional personnel and make
recommendations for improvement, (2) to evaluate the practices in service de-
livery by local and state agencies and make recommendations for improve-
ment, (3) to study current research productions and recommend directions for
research, and (4) to investigate the current responsibilities of local, state, and
federal agencies and make recommendations for the adequate division of re-

sponsibility.
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This center could be staffed by a small group of the most objective and
knowledgeable scholars in the field, who would be free to publish the results
of their studies and deliberations and call a spade a spade without fear of po-
litical or financial recriminations. The independence of the center should be
clearly delineated in the charter for its existence.
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INTRODUCTION
MERLE B. KARNES

Colonel Wolfe School
Champaign, Illinois

I had the good fortune in 1950 to become the educational director of a pioneer
program for preschool children with mental retardation with Dr. Samuel A.
Kirk as the principal investigator. The project was located in a house on the
campus of the University of Illinois which was owned by the university and
renovated for this project. The project was a joint effort of four agencies: the Il-
linois State Department of Public Instruction, the Division of Special Educa-
tion under Ray Graham, the outstanding Illinois state Director of Special Ed-
ucation; the Community Unit IV Schools located in Champaign, Illinois (Dr.
E. H. Mellon, superintendent, was well known for his interest in and commit-
ment to Special Education); the University of Illinois, the Department of Spe-
cial Education, under the leadership of Dr. Samuel A. Kirk (Director of the In-
stitute for Exceptional Children), an internationally recognized researcher and
leader in special education; and the Institute of Public Health of the federal
government. The financial resources to conduct the project were drawn from
all four agencies.

By meshing together the expertise provided by these four institutions,
the project was able to receive the kinds of support necessary to launch a re-
search project of this magnitude. It is interesting to note that the grant from
the federal government, made by the Institute of Public Health, was the first
federal grant received by the College of Education at the University of Illinois.
The project generated a great deal of nationwide interest. Dr. Kirk was fre-
quently called upon at professional meetings to discuss the project and report
interim results. For many years after the project was terminated and his book
on the project was published, there was continued interest in his research
project.

As indicated in Part I, Dr. Kirk played an important role in promoting
early federal legislation for young children with disabilities. Unfortunately, it
wasn't until 20 years after his research findings that the Children's Early As-
sistance Act was finally passed in 1968. He then served as chair of the advisory
committee charged with developing plans for implementing the act.

The federal government is to be commended for its role in encouraging
the identification and programming for young children with disabilities since
the passage of the Children's Early Assistance Act. In the first year (1969), only
$1 million as allocated, through which 24 demonstration projects were fund-
ed. These grants were funded for a 3-year period to develop, demonstrate, and
disseminate viable models. In the 23 years since then, some 500 demonstration
projects have been funded. Since the mid-1970s, some 200 projects with dem-
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onstrated effectiveness have been granted monies for outreach to help inter-
ested sites replicate their model. In addition, research institutes and technical
assistance projects have been funded to provide the knowledge and technical
assistance to move forward the field of early education for children with dis-
abilities. Currently, federal legislation makes it mandatory to identify and pro-
gram for young children with disabilities down to the age of 3.

Kirk was ahead of his time in focusing on and researching critical ques-
tions regarding early education of children with disabilities. Many of his be-
liefs, the issues he identified, and the solutions he proposed for dealing with
these issues have been recognized and dealt with over the years. Some still re-
main unsolved. In the remainder of this introduction, I will compare Kirk's pi-
oneer program with what is considered best practice today. The following rep-
resent what experts in the field feel are essential components of an exemplary
program.

Identification (Screening and Diagnosis)

Kirk's procedures for identifying the children who were eligible for admission
to his preschool program consisted of a house-to-house canvas of certain areas
of Champaign/Urbana that seemed to produce the largest number of children
with disabilities. The public schools also provided lists of younger children
from families that had older children in classes for students with mental re-
tardation. Social agencies, the university speech clinic, and pediatricians also re-
ferred some children. There was no screening instrument on the market. Data
gathered from agencies, the parents, and schools were used to determine
whether or not a child should be seen by a diagnostic team to determine eligibil-
ity for the program. A staffing meeting was held after the child was seen by the
diagnostic team (school psychologist, pediatrician, speech therapist, social
worker, and other ancillary staff such as a physical therapist or occupational
therapist). At the staffing meeting, goals for the child were developed, much
like the individualized education program (IEP) educators currently develop.

One major difference between the Kirk program and programs today
was that parents were not involved in determining the child's eligibility and in
formulating the goals for the child.

At that time, the Stanford-Binet Individual Intelligence test was ad-

ministered to all of the children. Other tests were administered, contingent
upon the disabilities of the child. There are tests currently available to psychol-
ogists that v., ere not developed at the time of Kirk's project.

Ongoing Assessment and Programming

There was no commercially available, ongoing assessment instrument for
teachers to use in Kirk's preschool. The teachers depended largely on the in-
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formation they received at the initial staffing meeting and on their judgment
based on informal observation of each child. The current practice, using on-
going assessment linked with the program, is a significant contribution the
demonstration projects have made. There are a number of ongoing assessment
instruments on the market, and some programs are still using project-
developed instruments. Consequently, teachers are now better equipped to di-
agnose children's instructional needs than in the early days.

When Kirk initiated his project, there was little published curriculum for
young children. Virtually no textbooks or instructional materials for young
children with disabilities had been published. As I recall, teachers made their
own material using pictures from mail-order catalogs and popular magazines.
We now have a wealth of materials that have been generated in recent years.
Some publishers offer separate catalogs for early childhood.

The emphasis in Kirk's project was largely on cognition. Language de-
velopment, which is subsumed under cognition, was given considerable atten-
tion since nearly every child was lagging behind in language. The program
could best be described as teacher-directed. The curriculum covered all as-
pects of a well-balanced curriculum (science, social studies, math, music, art,
drama, and free play). Today's typical program also is characterized largely as
teacher directed, concentrating primarily on accomplishing the goals de-
lineated in the IEP.

One major difference is that Kirk's program was a ft I-day program.
Children were provided with lunch each day and a rest period on cots each af-
ternoon. Today, mainly because of the expense, most programs are half-day
programs, with children attending preschool from 2 to 3 hours.

Staffing Patterns

The staffing pattern of Kirk's project was much like the staffing patterns of to-
day. The ratio of adults to children was and is 1 to 4 or 1 to 5. Some children
have such serious needs that one adult to an individual child is required. This
was also true in Kirk's project.

One major difference is that all teachers in Kirk's program-were certified
teachers, usually having a background in regular preschool, kindergarten, or
special education. Kirk's project did not include paraprofessionals as teachers.

Parent Involvement

The Kirk project was committed to parent involvement. In fact, we wrote a
book, which we used in training parents during evening sessions and which
we entitled, You and Your Retarded Child, by Samuel A. Kirk, Merle B. Karnes,
and Winifred D. Kirk. Parent participation included conferences with the
teacher, visitation in the school, and attendance at training sessions. Working
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in the classroom was not an option for parents. Parent involvement at this
time is broader in nature. A system approach is considered best practice, and
family involvement characterizes most programs.

Teaming
Kirk used much the same approach in involving staff as we use today, with
the exception that parents are more involved now than they were then. The
approach Kirk used could be labeled interdisciplinary, and, at times, there were
aspects that could be regarded as transdisciplinary. Today the transdisciplinary
approach is considered by many as the preferred approach.

Child Management
An eclectic behavior management approach was used in the Kirk project by
matching each child with what seemed the most appropriate approach. At this
time, such an approach is also generally favored. A few years ago, an ap-
proach adapted from Skinner's philosophy, referred to as behavior modification,

was very popular, especially at the University of Illinois. While principles of
reinforcement for desirable behavior is felt to be critical in eliciting desirable
behavior, an all-out behavior modification approach is currently not as pop-
ular as it once was.

Collaboration with Agencies

Both the pioneer study and programs today advocate working closely with
agencies that are working with children with disabilities and their families or
that have services to offer them. At times when financial resources are limited,
it is important for agencies to band together to maximize the use of the limited
financial resources available.

Record Keeping
Extensive record keeping was used in Kirk's study and is felt to he of par-
amount importance today. A systematic approach was used to gather data.
Children were periodically staffed, decisions made by the team were re-
corded, and files were kept. Daily anecdotal records were made on the chil-
dren and on contacts with the families.

Evaluation
While the terms formative and summative evaluation were not used at the time of
Kirk's study, evaluation data were collected, analyzed, and used to make de-
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cisions and to determine the effectiveness of the program. Standardized tests
were used on a pre-post basis, and there was a control group. Case studies
were written on children and their families, and portfolios were kept on the
children. What are considered appropriate procedures for evaluation today
were used in this project. In fact, the evaluation was broader than a great ma-
jority of projects today.

One major difference in evaluation is that today we do not depend heav-
ily on IQ tests to determine the effectiveness of a program as did Kirk in the
early days. In the book Kirk wrote on his research project, he pointed out that
there are some children who make significant gains when provided with a cer-
tain innovation and others who do not. He advocated that we need to make a
study of the "winners" and "losers" and determine why some profit and some
do not. We continue to make this recommendation today.

Inservice Training

At the time Kirk conducted his study, there were no training programs for
teachers of preschool children with disabilities. Teachers had to be trained on
the job. Today there are numerous training programs at universities and col-
leges. The federal government provides monies for personnel preparation in
this field. Throughout the years, the professional growth of staff has been
deemed important. Kirk thought inservice training was important. Today ex-
emplary programs recognize that to keep up to date with the latest research
and best practices, inservice training is a must.

Transition

Kirk and his staff felt that procedures for helping each child make a smooth
transition from the preschool to the public schools was an essential part of a
program. Today transition is felt to be so critical that the federal government
has financed a research institute to study the issues and problems in transi-
tion.

In the 40 years since Kirk's study, we have learned a great deal more that
we have incorporated into practice. The federal government is largely re-
sponsible for the strides that have been made in identifying and programming
for the young who have disabilities. The blueprint of this federal program has
been so effective it should be used by the government in formulating plans for
other areas of education.

Kirk was certainly a pioneer in the field of early childhood education, es-
pecially for children with disabilities. His work raised many questions. How-
ever, many continue to be unanswered today. A few of these questions follow:
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How early should intervention be initiated?
What kinds of information or products should be included in a portfolio?

What procedures are most effective in evaluating the contents of a port-
folio?
How can we determine the appropriate intervention for an individual
child?
What procedures best assess the impact of an intervention on the child's
self-concept and self-esteem?
What teaching strategies best facilitate social acceptance among young chil-

dren with disabilities?
Are we so preoccupied with programming for disabilities that we are ne-
glecting the strengths?
What are we doing about identifying and programming for the young chil-
dren with disabilities who are potentially gifted?

What are the effects of placement of a young child with disabilities in vari-
ous settings to provide the least restrictive environments?

Growth of professional organizations such as the Early Childhood Divi-
sion of The Council for Exceptional Children, research reports in this field ap-
pearing in the journals, the number of trained personnel in the field, and fed-
eral and state legislation are indicative of how the field is growing and
becoming more sophisticated. We still have a long way to go, but it seems cer-
tain that we are going to reach greater heights. It is a fascinating and exciting
time for early childhood practitioners, researchers, teacher trainers, and par-
ents of children with disabilities.

Merle B. Karnes earned a bachelor's degree in elementary education at Southeastern
Missouri State Teachers College. She began her professional career as an elementary
school teacher in Missouri in 1937, and later taught regular elementary classes in Ken-
tucky, California, and Illinois. She obtained a master's degree at the University of Mis-

souri in 1942 and a doctorate in supervision/administration and curriculum develop-
ment in 1949. Her postdoctorate work at the University of Illinois focused on special
education. In the late 1940s, Dr. Karnes directed a pioneer educational program for
young children with disabilities of which Samuel A. Kirk was special investigator. In
1953, she became director of special services in the Champaign, Illinois, Community IV

Schools. In 1966, she accepted a faculty position at the University of Illinois in the Col-

lege of Education, Department of Special Education. Currently she is professor emer-

itus and directs several projects focusing on children with disabilities, young gifted
children from middle- and upper-socioeconomic-level homes, children with disabilities

who are also gifted, and children from low income homes who are potentially gifted,
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Dr. Karnes has written more than 200 books, monographs, chapters in books, and
articles, as well as more than 20 instructional packages for young children. She fre-
quently appears as a speaker at state and federal conferences and conducts workshops
for Head Start and public school personnel. Among the many awards she has received
over the years is the J. E. Wallace Wallin award from The Council for Exceptional Chil-
dren in 1976. She has been president of CEC's Division of Early Childhood and editor of
its journal for 8 years.
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Chapter 2

Preschool and Early
Education Programs for
Handicapped Children

Mr. Kirk: Mr. Chairman, I appreciate very much the opportunity to testify in

favor of H.R. 17829, the Handicapped Children's Early Education Act.
This area is not a new interest of mine. I have been for many years con-

ducting research or directing research on the effects of early education on the
development of handicapped children.

My research as well as the research of others has demonstrated quite
conclusively that early education of children is beneficial, and that if we are
able to initiate training at a very early age, the probability is that the child will
be less handicapped in the years that follow.

Permit me to cite just a few examples from research.
In 1949 I initiated an experiment on young mentally handicapped chil-

dren between the ages of 3 and 5. The purpose of this research was to de-
termine if training begun with these children at the ages of 3 to 5 would ameli-

orate their handicap.
These children were mentally retarded and many of them had handicaps

other than mental retardation, such as cerebral palsy, hearing handicaps, and
visual handicaps.

In one experiment we organized a training program for 4-year-old chil-
dren whom the courts had committed to the state institution as feebleminded
on the recommendation of two physicians.

Twelve other children of the same ages and mental disabilities were se-
lected as a contrast group or control group. The training group of 15 children
remained under special training for 2 years, while the contrast group of 12
children remained on the wards of an institution, without special training.
Both groups of children entered the institution's school (or if paroled, to a reg-

ular school) at age 6.

Statement of Samuel Kirk, Chairman, National Advisory Committee on ilandicapped
Children, to the Select Subcommittee on Education of the Committee on Education and
Labor, House of Representatives. Hearings held in Washington, DC, July 16 and 17,

1968.
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When the children were 7 1/2 to 8 years of age both groups were re-
examined. The following graph [see Figure 1] depicts the results:

FIGURE 1
IQ and SQ Change Scores of Institutionalized Retarded Children

as a Function of Preschool Experience
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Source: Kirk, S. A. (1965). Diagnostic and remedial factors in mental retardation. In Bio-
social Basis of Mental Retardation, The Johns Hopkins Press, p. 137.

It will be noted from this graph that the 15 experimental children in-
creased their mental and social abilities, while the other 12 children who re-
mained in the wards, but who later attended the institution school, dropped in
rate of mental and social development over a period of 4 years.

Intelligence and social maturity quotients are only one way of dem-
onstrating the effects of early educational experience. The main test is how
these children adjust to life. Our follow-up studies revealed important results.

1. Of the 15 children who had received specialized training in the in-
stitution between the ages of 4 and 6, six of them were permanently pa-
roled from the institution.

2. Of the 12 children who did not receive preschool training, not a single
one was paroled from the institution. This is understandable since they
were more mentally retarded at the age of 8 than they had been at the
age of 4 as indicated on the graph, which shows a drop.

I have been interested in one of the children in the experimental group
for many years. He was committed to the institution because of "convulsions
and feeblemindedness."
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Repeated evaluations verified the diagnosis of mental retardation, but
not convulsions. Under preschool education, he made sensational improve-
ment. He was paroled at the age of 5 1/2, placed in a foster home, and later
adopted by a superior family. At the age of 22 this boy is now a junior in col-
lege and is earning above-average grades.

It has been estimated that it costs approximately $75,000 to send a child
to an institution for the mentally deficient and to retain him there for his life-
time.

If we apply this type of economics to the results of this experiment, we
can say that paroling six of the 15 children under training, we have saved the
State $450,000.

The cost for the experiment in the institution for the 15 children and the
examination of the 12 control children cost less than $45,000.

In another experiment, this one in a middle-sized community, we ad-
mitted to a special community preschool 16 mentally retarded children and
compared them with their twin brothers or sisters or their siblings who did
not attend preschool.

Four of the 16 children were taken out of their inadequate homes by so-
cial agencies and placed in foster homes as well as in a specialized preschool.
The other 12 children remained at home but were enrolled in the specialized
preschool for mentally retarded children.

The twins and siblings of these children remained at home during the
preschool years without the benefit of preschool education, but were admitted
to the public schools at the age of 6.

As in the institution experiment, the average age of the experimental and
control children was 4 1/2 years.

As indicated the experimental children attended the preschool up to the
age of 6, then were enrolled in public school classes. The twins and siblings
stayed in their homes until the age of 6, and then were admitted to the public
school classes.

At the age of 8, after 1 1/2 years in the public schools for both groups, all
the children were reexamined.

The following graph [see Figure 2] compares the four foster home and
preschool children, the 12 children who remained at home but attended the
preschool to age 6, and the 15 siblings and twins who remained at home and
did no enter school until they were enrolled in the public schools at age 6.
Pleas, note:

1. The four children who had the most drastic change of environment, fos-
ter home, and preschool, made the most gains.

2. The 12 children who remained at home but attended the preschool to age
six, made the next greatest gains.
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Average Change in Levels of Development

as a Function of Preschool and Foster Home Experience
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3. The 15 children who remained at home until the age of six (and then at-
tended the public school) dropped in rate of mental development. In
spite of two years in the public schools these 15 children were lower in
rate of mental development at the age of eight than they had been at the
age of four.

4. In contrast, the 16 children who had the benefits of a preschool were
higher in rate of mental development at age eight, than they were at age
four.

These are some of the experiments I have reported in a book entitled Ear-
ly Education of the Mentally Retarded. It was published by the University of Il-
linois Press in 1958.

This report, in spite of its demonstration of the effects of specialized pre-
school education, made little or no impact in practice. People read it, decided
it was a great report, but stated that they had no money to implement the re-
search in practice.
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I was not the first or only one to report such results. The lag between re-
search and implementation in practice is demonstrated dramatically in the
work of Dr. Harold Skeels.

As long ago as 1939, Dr. Skeels took 13 mentally retarded infants from an
orphanage at ages 1 and 2, placed them in an institution for mental defectives,
but provided these babies with mental stimulation in the wards of the in-
stitution by giving them 1-to-1 relationships with older girls and women.

He retained in the orphanage 11 infants who were not as markedly re-
tarded. After 2 years he reexamined these two groups. The children who had
received early education had increased their I.Q.'s by 28 points, while the 11
children who remained without early stimulation in an orphanage dropped 26
points.

Dr. Skeels' exneriment was sensationalso sensational no one would be-
lieve it. As a matter of fact, he was severely criticized by his colleagues for
publishing this report. They did not believe it was possible to produce such re-
sults and wrote it off as unsound research. It conflicted with the prevailing
theories that I.Q.'s are fixed by heredity and unmodifiable by training and ex-
perience.

Dr. Skeels dropped the work during the war, and after the war obtained
a position with the Public Health Service. He was discouraged by the negative
reception of his report.

After the publication of my study on institutional and community chil-
dren, and similar results by other investigators, Dr. Skeels' results a decade be-
fore did not seem fantastic.

Dr. Skeels then decided that he would make a follow-up study of his two
groups after 21 years. This he did, and published the results in 1967.

The results showed that all of the 13 children who had increased their
I.Q.'s as a result of early education were self-supporting as adults. He found
that one-half of the 11 children who remained in the orphanage without early
stimulation were now in institutions as permanent public charges.

Members of the profession and society in general, could no longer scoff
at Dr. Skeels' results. Twenty-nine years after the research report, the Amer-
ican Psychological Association gave Dr. Skeels a merit award, and the Joseph
P. Kennedy Foundation awarded Dr. Skeels the Fourth International Kennedy
Award in Mental Retardation in April 1968 (approximately 30 years after his
first report).

A dramatic incident occurred at the presentation if the Kennedy Award.
The Kennedy Foundation had arranged to have one of Dr. Skeels' former so-
called mentally retarded babies from the experiment present at the award ses-
sion. This man, then a graduate student at a major university, made the pres-
entation of the award to Dr. Skeels.

I present these cases to demonstrate the lag between research findings in
the social sciences and their implementation in practice. In spite of Dr. Skeels'
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results in 1939, and my results between 1949 and 1958, implementation of our
findings has not yet occurred.

In spite of the present acceptance by social scientists, by schools, and par-
ents, that amelioration of mental and physical handicaps is often possible if in-
itiated at an early age, very little has occurred in practice.

The reason for this lag is not that we do not know what to do with handi-
capped preschool children. It is not because of lack of finances in an already
underfinanced school system. No one today except a few parent groups who
have the resources are able to organize preschool education programs for their
handicapped children.

In summary, permit me to repeat.

1. Research has pointed out that alleviation and amelioration of mental and
physical handicaps is most effectively accomplished during the early
years of life.

2. Social scientists have developed effective procedures by which these chil-
dren can be educated.

3. Implementation of research findings in this area will not occur, as it has
not occurred, without Federal support and stimulation.

4. Neglect of this problem further will mean an increase in prevalence of
handicapped children at older ages, and greater expense in care, educa-
tion, and management to local, state, and national agencies.

I, therefore, humbly urge in the national interest, that this committee
give favorable consideration of H.R. 17829.

It is necessary to develop model programs in communities, if we expect
to eventually prevent and decrease handicapping conditions in American so-
ciety.

Mr. Daniels: Thank you. Dr. Kirk, I want to commend you for your very fine
statement. Because of the lateness of the hour, the Chair is going to forego
questions and call upon the gentleman from Pennsylvania to present his ques-
tions.

Mr. Dent: As usual, time runs out in these hearings, but I want to salute you
for your many years of devotion in this particular field that often goes un-
rewarded. I know your material will be very helpful to the committee.

Of all the other handicaps we human beings are afflicted with, this is
probably the worst of all as it is in the mental processes of the mentally re-
tarded.

I applaud those like yourself who have devoted so much time and inter-
est to trying to get the legislative branch of government to recognize this situa-
tion and have it recognized by the public. I salute you.
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Mr. Daniels: Mr. Quie?

Mr. Quie: I commend you, and I note that you have mentioned Dr. Skeels'
work; it is sensational. On the bottom of page 6, you mentioned the drop off of
Dr. Skeels' work because he was discouraged by the negative reception given
his report. Could you elaborate on that?

I would hope we don't have to wait 20 or 30 years after experimentation
for implementing the programs. That would be too long.

Dr. Kirk: I think you know there were many studies in the early days on the
inheritance of mental defects. It was thought that these defects were inherited,
and there was nothing to do but take care of them.

I think Dr. Skeels' studies contradicted scientific findings at that time. Dr.
Skeels was criticized by his associates. One critic said that Dr. Skeels' results
advocated that we take our children and place them under the care of other re-
tarded older girls in the ward instead of leaving them with their mothers.

He became discouraged and gave up doing any work with young, foster
home, and mentally retarded children.

For 20 years we did not hear much about Skeels, but after I conducted an
extensive study with 81 children in communities and institutions and received
a favorable response from social scientistsbecause I think I possibly con-
trolled some of the factors criticized in Dr. Skeels' studiesthis revived the in-
terest in Dr. Skeels' earlier experiments.

We asked Dr. Skeels to follow up these people and find out what hap-
pened. Dr. Skeels visited every one of the former babies. He went to Iowa, got
addresses and followed them up to Florida, to Phoenix, and to other parts of
the United States, and interviewed the 13 children in the experimental group
and 11 children from the orphanage. He found out of the 13 children in the ex-
periment, all of them were now self-supporting. Five or six of the 11 children
that remained in the orphanage and that were later paroled had now been
committed to some institution for the mentally retarded or emotionally dis-
turbed.
Mr. Quie: It is my understanding that either one or two of those 13 went on
to graduate degrees.
Dr. Kirk: One went for a graduate degree. He presented the award to Dr.
Skeels at the Kennedy dinner. Senator Kennedy introduced this mz.n, since he
was no longer a baby. He had been removed from the institution and placed
in a foster home. Before the follow-up studies, this man did not know he was
part of the experiment until Dr. Skeels interviewed him and found him as a
graduate student at the University of Iowa. He also was interviewed on the
"Today Show" with Dr. Skeels. The case I reported as currently a junior in col-
lege was, at the age of 4, not talking. At that age, he was sitting in the wards,
had an abnormal EEG, and [was] diagnosed as a child with a brain defect. At
the age of 8, 1 had these examinations repeated, and he still had an abnormal
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EEG. Since then, he has finished grade school, high school, and is now a junior
in college.

The point I am trying to make is that some of these children can be re-
habilitated at an early age. Others who do not obtain this help tend to remain
problems and public charges.

For if they do not obtain help at an early age, the handicap increases. If
we do something at an early age, we can elevate them to a point where they
are able to function. I believe that if we are able to organize preschool educa-
tion and develop it in this country we would be able to decrease handicapping
conditions in vision, hearing, mental handicaps, emotionally disturbed, and
learning disabilities by a substantial proportion of our society.

Mr. Daniels: On behalf of all the members of the committee I extend to you
our thanks for your excellent testimony.
Dr. Kirk: Thank you.
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Chapter 3

The Effects of
Early Intervention
SAMUEL A. KIRK

It was a pleasure to review Dr. Miller's paper on theories and studies of the ef-
fects of intervention on culturally disadvantaged children. You should be com-
plimented for bringing together many points of view from numerous publica-
tions in a field in which rigid scientific controls in such studies are very
difficult.

I should like in this discussion to (a) elaborate on some of the topics he
discussed, (b) focus on some recent results that appear to be consistent, and (c)
indicate how far we are from definitive answers to the numerous questions
raised by his paper.

The general topic under discussion relates to the old nature-nurture con-
troversy that has plagued us for years. Can intervention at an early age ac-
celerate intellectual development? If so, how much? And what kinds of inter-
vention procedures produce results?

Since the results of studies thus far reported are not definitive, most of us
render opinions, with supporting evidence from the literature that reinforces
our own opinions. In other words, most of us have biases, and I am no excep-

tion.
In 1940, I made the following naive statement:

Although recent evidence on the influence of environment on the IQ is tak-
en by some to indicate intelligence is the product of training, there are oth-
ers who cling to the view that intelligence is fixed by inheritance. The an-
swer is probably somewhere between the two views. It is probable that
inheritance fixes the limits of intelligence, but that there is a large range
within band which the environment can raise or lower the I.Q. It is possible
that a child may be born with an intelligence range of 70 to 110. A stim-
ulating environment will probably show his I.Q. to be 110, while a rou-
tinized unstimulating environment will show his I.Q. to be 70. (Kirk, 1940,

p. 45)

From IL R. Haywood (Ed.). Social-Cultural Aspects of Mental Retardation. New York: Ap-
pleton-Century-Crofts, 1970, pp. 490-495.
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In other words, I believed at that time, 28 years ago, and I still believe to-
day (rigidity), that environment[al] intervention accelerates social and mental
development, within certain limits, based on genetic or physical limitations.

Since that time, some geneticists have postulated a concept to account for
the interactionist position mentioned by Dr. Miller. Dobzhansky (1955) and
Allen (1958) discussed the so-called norms of reaction or reaction range no-
tion, which states that a genotype may determine a variety of phenotypes,
each of which corresponds to the kind of environment to which it is exposed.
This is reflected in the gap between the behavior of the disadvantaged child
and that of children from a more stimulating environment. On the other hand,
some genotypes, like those involving Down's syndrome, may have a limited
range of reaction, while other children may have a wider range of reaction.
This concept provides a possible explanation of why two children, under the
same intervention experiment, may progress quite differently. Perhaps one
child who increased 30 I.Q. points has a wider "range of reaction" than an-
other child who, under the same stimulating environment, increases only 5
points in I.Q.

Another question raised by Dr. Miller's review is the age at which inter-
vention is most effective. Most of the studies which have been reported inter-
vene at age 5, some at age 4, and a limited few at age 3. After reviewing lon-
gitudinal studies on intelligence and other tests, Bloom (1964) stated that
"about 50% of development takes place between conception and age 4, about
30% between ages 4 and 8, and about 20% between ages 8 and 17 (p. 88)." If
this statement is correct, then intervention should begin before age 4, and pref-
erably around ages 1 and 2. At present there are no definitive data to support
this contention, except perhaps foster home studies. Another source of ev-
idence that suggests that the earlier the intervention, the more acceleration in
mental development comes from a comparison of different studies at different
age levels.

In an attempt to integrate several studies on retarded children in which
the intervention was introduced at different ages, I summarized (Kirk, 1965)
three groups of studies suggesting that intervention at age 2 is more effective
than at age 4, and that intervention at age 4 is more effective than at age 6.

The first set of data came from the classic study of Skeels and Dye (1939),
which showed that when intervention began at age 2, their experimental
groups increased 28 points in I.Q. while the contrast group decreased 26
points, a difference of over 50 points. In a longitudinal study of institu-
tionalized mentally retarded children in which intervention was introduced at
age 4 1/2, I reported (Kirk, 1958) an increase of 12 1.Q. points for the experi-
mental group, and a decrease of 6 I.Q. points for the contrast group. One could
conclude from these comparisons that initiating intervention at the age of 2 is
more effective than intervention at the age of 4. This inference, however, may
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be unwarranted in view of the fact that one-half of the subjects in the experi-
mental group in my study were organically involved, whereas Skeels' group
did not have children with known organic pathologies.

Another three studies reported by me (Kirk, 1965) involved intervention
in school at the age of 6. These children accelerated their I.Q. by 6 points.
These groups did not have children with known organic pathologies, and no
contrast group was used because all children entered school at age 6.

These three groups of studies presented only partial evidence that inter-
vention at age 2 is more effective than at age 4, and that intervention at age 4 is
more effective than at age 6.

A third major question raised in Dr. Miller's review is the effects of dif-
ferent kinds of intervention. Dr. Miller discusses these under the following
topics: (a) cognitive variables, (b) motivational variables, (c) personal style var-
iables, and (d) physical variables. These variables evolved from studies com-
paring the advantaged with the disadvantaged. The studies do not produce in-
formation on the elements in environment stimulation that would accelerate,
for example, cognitive development or increase motivation or improve per-
sonal style. What is really needed are procedures to measure the elements of
the environment which produce maximal growth. We have been unable to do
this except in a gross way.

An attempt to compare different educational programs of intervention
has been reported recently by Karnes (1968) in an unpublished report. The re-
port was primarily a progress report and did not give final results. Karnes
compared different forms of preschool education and the length of the special-
ized intervention for different age groups of disadvantaged children. Her pre-
liminary and tentative conclusions were based on five different intervention
studies: (a) a traditional nursery school program, (b) a Montessori program, (c)

a community integrated program in which several disadvantaged children
were placed in a number of middle-class nursery schools, (d) a highly struc-
tured direct verbal program conducted by Bereiter and Engelmann (1966), and
(e) a program designed by Karnes to ameliorate learning deficits.

The reported increase in Stanford-Binet I.Q. for the five groups were:

Community integrated 5.1

Montessori 5.5

Traditional nursery school 8.l

Amelioration of learning deficits 14.3

Direct verbal approach 14.4

Increases on the Illinois Test of Psycho linguistic Abilities (ITPA) were:
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Montessori 7.0 months
Community integrated 9.8 months
Traditional nursery school 11.2 months
Direct verbal approach 12.9 months
Amelioration of learning deficits 14.0 months

Although these results show an advantage of a specialized nursery
school (the direct verbal approach and the amelioration of learning dis-
abilities) over the more traditional approaches, the follow up reported after
another year may yield the most significant data.

On the Stanford-Binet, the traditional nursery school children had an in-
itial mean I.Q. of 94.5. After a year of nursery school, at age 5, they had a mean
I.Q. of 102.6, an increase of 8 points. They were then placed in a kindergarten,
and at age 6 their mean I.Q. had dropped 3 points to 99.6, a final increase of 5
points.

The group of 24 children in the program for the amelioration of learning
disabilities showed initially a mean I.Q. of 96.2. After one year of specialized
schooling, they had a mean I.Q. of 110, for an increase of 14.2 points. These
children were also placed in the kindergarten at age 5, and at age 6, their mean
Stanford-Binet I.Q. was 108.6, a slight drop in the second year but a final I.Q.
increase of 12.4 points, as compared with the 5 point increase of the traditional
groups.

The direct verbal approach group of 11 children had initially a mean
Stanford-Binet I.Q. of 97.0. After a year with the direct verbal approach, their
mean I.Q. was 111.5. This group was not placed in the public school kin-
dergarten, but instead was retained in the direct verbal class for another year.
At age 6 these children, with two years of specialized instruction, had reached
a mean I.Q. of 120.4, or a total increase of 23.4 I.Q. points.

These results are indeed intriguing. They probably raise more questions
than they answer. It would appear that the newer programs (amelioration of
learning deficits and direct verbal approach) are superior to other more com-
mon approaches to early childhood education. It would appear also that
short term training is not lasting and that a shift from a specialized program,
with a ratio of 1 teacher to 5 children, to a kindergarten with 1 teacher to 30
children, will not maintain earlier gains. The children in the direct verbal
group remained for two years of specialized instruction and made the most
significant gains. These results suggest that it might be necessary to continue
specialized training for two years instead of one, or probably for four or five
years.

The crucial test of preschool programs is not whether there arc increases
in I.Q. scores but whether the children in the specialized programs whose
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I.Q.s accelerated most will achieve a higher level educationally than will the
groups in traditional programs whose I.Q.s were not significantly accelerated.

In personal conversation, Dr. Karnes informed me that the traditional
nursery school groups and the two groups under special programs (the direct
verbal approach and the amelioration of learning disabilities) have been fol-
lowed to the end of the first grade. The results of educational testing have
shown that both specialized groups have achieved higher level of reading and
other educational tests than have the traditional nursery schcol children.

This type of longitudinal study, with ultimate criteria of social and ed-
ucational achievement, is sorely needed. Dr. Miller has discussed short and
long term intervention. Short term intervention varies from eight weeks to
nine months. Long term intervention, as he has described, is a two or three
year research project. Most of these studies consist of one year of intervention
with follow up observation in the regular grades for one or two years. We do
not find studies that continue specialized training over a period of three or
four years. In that sense, I feel that we do not have any long term intervention
programs, in the sense of long term specialized training.

As Dr. Miller says, field research in this area is "dirty research." By that
he means that there are too many variables that cannot be controlled. It differs
from the research of the experimentalist who is studying basic processes with
animals. The laboratory scientist does not have to bother with teachers, super-
intendents, social welfare agencies, parent social structures, and traditions in a
community. The field research has horrendous logistic problems to overcome,
and these logistic problems are so great that the so called clean researcher
turns away from the relevant problem which we face in studying the effects of
intervention on the development of disadvantaged children.

What can we conclude from the plethora of studies on the culturally dis-
advantaged? If we a re perfecti,Hists and require conclusive evidence from
well designed studies, we can draw very few definitive conclusions. On the
other hand, if we wish to draw some tentative conclusions from the available
evidence, it appears that:

1. Early educational intervention at ages 4 and 5 produces increases in test
scores during the preschool period.

2. The earlier the intervention, the greater the increase.
3. Structured programs produce greater increases than do unstructured

programs.
4. Increases in test scores following the period of intervention tend to be

lost after the children attend the regular grades.
5. Later educational achievement may be higher for those children who re-

ceived educational intervention at an earlier age, especially for those
who received structured programs emphasizing cognitive development.
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Where do we go from here? Do we continue short term intervention pro-
grams in many parts of the country and evaluate them for a year or two (pos-
sibly with comparison groups), or should we initiate a different approach?

What we need is not 101 short term evaluations of Head Start projects,
but a monolithic center that will attempt to answer the numerous questions on
a longitudinal basis for as many years [as] are necessary for more definitive re-
sults. This monolithic center would probably cost less than the 101 research
projects underway, each studying a small group for a year or two. A com-
prehensive center would study the relevant questions such as: (a) At what age
is intervention most effective? (b) How long must intervention continue in or-
der to be effective and lasting? (c) What are the most effective intervention
procedures in the home and in the school? (d) What kinds of children profit
most from intervention procedures? (e) What are the predictors of later social
and academic success?

All of these questions require longitudinal studies over a period of years,
and also require new procedures in logistics for this type of field study.
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To appreciate the importance of contributions of a bygone era, we need to take
into account the state of the art and the social and technological contexts oper-
ative at the time. For example, the thinking that influenced Itard's work with
Victor and the procedures he devised ultimately influenced educational pro-
grams for children with mental retardation. While the premises that sup-
ported his actions may seem naive by today's standards, in pre-mental-
measurement times, they were revolutionary. Likewise, Sam Kirk and other
innovators in education and psychology had to contend with advantages and
limitations of the state of the art in education and the behavioral sciences, the
conditions in society that had a bearing on children and youth with mental re-
tardation, and the nature ,..nd rate of social change. What follows, then, is a
brief and informal account of the conditions in society that provide a back-
ground for understanding Sam Kirk's contributions to the education and psy-
chology of children and youth 1v1th mental retardation.

Before the turn of the century, there was a time when state residential
schools for persons with mental retardation flourished. Many believed that the
schools not only provided an environment superior to their homes and neigh-
borhoods, but would also provide an education that would enable them to re-
turn to their communities as productive, contributing members. This op-
timism was supported by the relative technological simplicity of the times
when much of the labor force was engaged in unskilled manual work. Il-
literacy, while never an asset, was not the liability it became as technology
proliferated. This was an interval when the circumstances and the pace of life
were in harmony with the limitation:, of people with mild mental retardation.

However, soon after the 20th century got under way, this optimism be-
gan to fade for a number of reasons. For one, there was an inverse relationship
between the high costs of building and operating the state schools and, as it
turned out, the almost indiscernible rate of people with retardation returning
to their communities. At the same time, reports indicated that not only was
mental retardation hereditary, but that the birth rate of these people dramat-
ically exceeded that of the population as a whole. Most critical, all aspects of
society were becoming increasingly complex. Mechanization of home, farm,
and factory placed a premium on performance and raised the standards for
competence and the penalties for incompetence. The mar.), housework, farm-
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ing, and handwork jobs once available to men and women with retardation
who emerged from the state schools all but vanished with the availability of
washing machines, vacuum cleaners, tractors, automatic milkers, and as-
sembly lines.

As state schools closed their doors to all but those persons with moderate
and severe disabilities for whom placement was a pressing need, communities
turned to the public schools to fill the educational gap. Administrators and
teachers responded with mixed emotions. Many felt that the schools could not
respond adequately to these children; that they would disrupt the education
of their nondisabled counterparts. To further complicate matters, the schools
were struggling with the massive influx of the children of European im-
migrants. Language and cultural differences created confusion in diagnosis
and instruction in the schools.

In the community, mechanization spread and early efforts at automation
were successful. As the labor pool mushroomed, competition for jobs became
more intense. Before the problems created by accelerated technological and so-
cial change could be adequately addressed, society plunged into the Great De-
pression of the 1930s with its record unemployment. Unlike today, there were
no federal or state support programs for the unemployed. Follow-up studies
of school-leavers with mild mental retardation reported excessively high un-
employment rates.

Then, when it appeared that the Depression would continue indefinitely,
the United States plunged into World War II. During the war, efforts and en-
ergies were almost exclusively devoted to achieving victory; the development
of public school programs for children with mild retardation, rarely a priority
under the best of conditions, languished. Thus, at war's end, there was a
dearth of professional personnel in these programs and a long backlog of chil-
dren eligible for special class placement. It was generally accepted that the ma-
jority of eligible children with mental retardation in the schools were biding
their time in regular classes. In the meantime, advocacy on behalf of in-
dix iduals with moderate mental retardation began to intensify. Hardly en-
thusiastic about providing classes for students with mild disabilities, many ad-
ministrators were even less eager to admit children with moderate mental
retardation to their schools. They rejected these children, claiming that their
deficits in mobility, their ability to communicate, and self-care skills rendered
the schools hazardous to their well-being. Parents and other advocates in-
sisted that the schools' curriculum should focus on the amelioration of these
deficits.

The National Association for Retarded Children (NARC; later the Na-
tional Association for Retarded Citizens, and, most recently, the ARC-US) en-
couraged parents to unite to organize and operate their own schools. Parent-
supported programs for persons with moderate mental retardation opened as
quickly as classrooms, teachers, and supplies could be found and trans-
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portation arranged. However, this did not divert parents from the goal of hav-
ing their children educated in the public schools; litigation and legislation to-
ward this end were in the not-too-distant future.

This was the social and technological context and the status of educa-
tional programs for these children when Sam Kirk became a member of the
special education faculty at the University of Illinois. While all the problems
discussed above were vital, several were critical. Among these, enhancing the
collaboration between the university and local and state education and !ervice
agencies, improving professional preparation programs, conducting research
on effective instruction, and the refining of diagnostic and assessment pro-
cedures became the focus of his interest.

In an important sense, Sam's establishment of the Institute for Research
on Exceptional Children was a well-considered response by him, Ray Graham
who was the State Director of Special Education for Illinois at the time, and the
university to the continuing need for research on issues important to effective
educational programs for children and youth with mental retardation and oth-
er students with disabilities. Centers such as Wayne County and Vineland
Training Schools, once able to mount vital research efforts that were re-
sponsive to educational issues, were, by the late 1940s, committed to pro-
viding residential service.

In local districts, shortages of classrooms, professional staff, and funds
persisted. More than a half century after the first special classes were es-
tablished, a notable proportion of students with mild retardation were still
languishing in regular classes, awaiting special education. At the same time,
the results of studies of the postschool adjustment of adults with mild mental
retardation were remarkably similar irrespective of their prior attendance in
special or regular classes. However, the information that costly special class
programs were not clearly superior to regular classes was almost universally
ignored by local school districts and almost everyone else, for that matter.

In fact, the only developmentally organized curriculum for students with
mild retardation, one that showed much promise of being able to improve the
outcomes of special class placement, was developed and implemented by
Richard Hungerford and his associates in New York City in the late 1940s. It
was afforded little attention elsewhere in the United States and began to fade a
decade or so later, even as the results of efficacy studies were being deplored.
Other curriculum innovations such as Ingram's system for organizing content
met a similar fate. There seemed to be tacit agreement that a watered-down
version of the regular class curriculum would suffice for students with mild
mental retardation. This was something any special class teacher could gobble
up at little or no expense. Gradually, educational programs for children and
youth with mild mental retardation began to lose their vitality and a return to
pre-World War II indifference seemed inevitable. The burgeoning civil rights
movement contributed to this trend.
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Civil rights activists, justifiably protesting irresponsible testing pro-
cedures, encouraged parents and other advocates for children from minority
groups to challenge their special class placements. Data on special class place-
ment showed that children from minority groups were disprcportionately rep-
resented in classes for children with mental retardation. Following litigation in
California, a ban was placed on the use of intelligence tests to classify students
from minority groups as having mental retardation. Many other state and lo-
cal agencies followed suit. In short order, the number of students classified as
having mild mental retardation was greatly reduced. Some school districts ig-
nored or disallowed teacher referrals. In others, the ranks of students with
emotional and learning disabilities swelled almost in direct proportion to the
dwindling of educational programs for children with mild mental retardation.

Paralleling the civil rights movement, the Kennedy administration's con-
cern with mental retardation led to legislation supporting personnel prepara-
tion and research in areas ranging from prevention to amelioration. Legisla-
tion was also enacted increasing the visibility and contribution of the U.S.
Office of Education to the field of special education. This legislation proved to
be a catalyst for research, personnel preparation, and administrative practices
throughout special education.

In the meantime, parent groups that had formed in communities in the
early 1950s had increased in number and power steadily, as did their national
organizations. Local groups continued to maintain their own classes for their
children. At the same time, they persisted in their demands that their school
districts provide educational programs for their children. Some state educa-
tion agencies responded by enacting permissive legislation, which gave local
schools an option to do so. Others mandated the provision of education for
these children. When it became clear that this process was slow and laborious,
a series of class-action lawsuits were initiated to hasten the process. This
proved to be equally time consuming, and parents, professionals, and their
supporters turned to the federal government to speed things along. The result
was Public Law 94-142; the rest is history.

Sam Kirk came along just as educational programs for students with
mental retardation and other children with disabilities were emerging from
many years of hibernation. His career spanned those years when the nature
and rate of social and technological change were of such proportions as to
pose challenges to every aspect of education. There was a lot of catching up to
do. Sam's research and that of his colleagues in the Institute, along with his in-
fluence in policy development, vitalized these programs and, as th., last of the
generalists, all of special education. It will be seen in Part III of this volume
that his contribution was responsive to the educational needs of persons with
mental retardation, their families, and their communities. Many aspects of
change not directly addressed here, including the normalization and deinstitu-
tionalization movements, were also well served by his work.
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Herbert Goldstein began his career as a teacher of children with mild mental re-
tardation after receiving his bachelor's and master's degrees in special education from
San Francisco State College. He entered the doctoral program at the University of Il-
linois, where he was a research assistant in the Institute for Research in Exceptional
Children. While a graduate student, he developed the Illinois Guide for Teachers of Mildly
Mentally Retarded Children for the Illinois State Department of Special Education. After
receiving his doctorate in special education, he joined the faculty at the University of Il-
linois. With James Moss and Laura Jordan, he conducted a study of The Efficacy of Spe-
cial Class Training on the Development of Mentally Retarded Children. Upon moving
to New York City, he became chair of the Department of Special Education in the Grad-
uate School of Humanities and Social Sciences at Yeshiva University. He established
the Curriculum Research and Development Center in Mental Retardation and led in
the development of the Social Learning Curriculum for Mentally Retarded Students.
This work continued at New York University to its completion. He is presently pro-
fessor emeritus.
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Chapter 4

Research in Education:
Mental Retardation
SAMUEL A. KIRK

Educational research is generally applied, or engineering, research. Just as
medicine relies on the basic sciences for the improvement of its practice, so ed-
ucation likewise relies primarily on the social sciences for the improvement of
its procedures. A complete review of the research that has implications for ed-
ucation would include many experiments in learning, the field of personality
or social adjustment, measurement, sociology, and related disciplines. The
present volume, however, includes chapters on the contributions of the basic
sciences to the field of mental retardation. For that reason, these areas have not
been included in this review. Instead, research which is related more directly
to educational practice and which would not ordinarily be included in other
sections has been covered here.

Special Classes Versus Regular Grades

The increases in special schools and classes have been accomplished on the ba-
sis of logic and the belief that placing retarded children in special classes is
more beneficial to them than retaining them in the regular grades. We will he
noted later, there is little empirical evidence to demonstrate clear-cut benefits
of special-class placement. The empirical evidence is as yet inconclusive and,
in a sense, contradictory. The following experiments bear on the general issue.

Bennett (1932) compared fifty retarded children in special classes with
fifty retarded children in the regular grades of the same city. All children were
within the twelve- to thirteen-year age group, and the two groups were
matched for CA, MA, and IQ. The average IQ was about 73. Bennett reported
that in educational achievement and in physical characteristics (such as vision,
speech defects, and motor coordination) the special-class children were in-
ferior to the retarded children who remained in the regular grades.

From I I. Stevens and R. Heber (Eds.), Menlo! Retardation. Chicago: The University of
Chicago Press, 1964, pp. 57-72.
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Bennett recognized the effect of differential selection of children in the
special classes, i.e., mentally retarded children who were inferior educa-
tionally and physically are the ones who are most apt to be referred to special
classes, while those with similar IQs but with less severe educational re-
tardation or fewer behavior problems are less frequently referred for special-
class placement. Because this selection factor was not controlled, the Bennett
study does not answer the question of whether or not special classes are ben-
eficial. Its results indicate, rather, that retarded children referred to special
classes are inferior to retarded children retained in the regular grades.

Pertsch (1936) conducted a similar study in New York City. He paired
278 children in the regular and special classes for CA, MA, IQ, sex, and racial
extraction. Measures were obtained on educational achievement, mechanical
aptitudes, personal adjustment, father's occupation, and personal and educa-
tion data. Pertsch also concluded that those remaining in the regular grades
were superior in educational achievement and personal adjustment to those
placed in the special classes. In addition, Pertsch retested the children after six
months to determine the relative progress of the two groups. He again found
that the non-segregated group was superior in progress in reading com-
prehension, arithmetic computation, arithmetic reasoning, and in personality
adjustment. Pertsch tended to ignore the facts that selection for special classes
is often made on the basis of the failure to adjust to the regular class and that
children with greater problems are probably more frequently referred for spe-
cial-class placement.

Cowen (1938) re-evaluated the Pertsch study, questioning the selection
factor as an error in methodology. Using Pertsch's own data, Cowen calculat-
ed the percentage of mean gain in achievement, demonstrating that this per-
centage was actually greater for the special-class children (except in arithmetic
computation) than for the retarded children left in the regular grades. Thus
Cowen reversed Pertsch's conclusions.

Blatt (1958), recognizing that the selection factor in the previous studies
invalidated any definitive conclusions, attempted to control this factor by an-
other procedure. He matched seventy-five children placed in special classes in
one school system with children of similar CA, MA, and IQ in the regular
grades of another school system which did not have any special classes. In this
study, he found no difference between the groups in educational achievement,
personality, or physical status, except that the special-class children had more
uncorrected or permanent physical defects.

Although Blatt partially controlled the selection factor, he did not suc-
ceed in eliminating this very important factor, since his two groups are still
not comparable. One group contained the obvious cases who were referred to
special classes, and the other groups contained both the obvious cases who
would ' ye been referred had there been special classes in that community
and also the less obvious cases who normally would have remained in the reg-
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ular class. By thus partially controlling the selection factor, he found no differ-
ence between the groups.

Cassidy and Stanton (1959), using a design similar to that of Blatt, com-
pared the performance of ninety-four educable mentally retarded children in
regular grades in Ohio school systems which had no special classes with chil-
dren in special classes in other cities. The results again indicated the supe-
riority in academic achievement of those enrolled in the regular grades. The
special-class pupils, however, were superior in some aspects of personality
and in social adjustment. This superiority in social adjustment reflected the
goals of the special-class teachers who, on a questionnaire, indicated they
were more interested in effecting social adjustment than academic achieve-
ment.

Cassidy and Stanton noted that other selective factors besides the IQ
were operating in the referral of retarded children to special classes. This
study, like many others, leaves open the question of the efficacy of special

classes.
Elenbogen (1957) compared the achievement of mentally retarded chil-

dren in special and regular classes in the Chicago elementary schools. The
mean CA of each group was 13.46, and the mean IQ was 70.5. The children in
the special classes had been thus enrolled for about two years. Elenbogen's re-
sults were similar to other studies. In academic achievement, the retarded chil-
dren in the regular grades were superior to those in the special class. On the
other hand, the special-class teachers rated their children higher in social ad-
justment than did the regular-class teachers. Again, the selection factor was
not controlled.

Thurstone (1959) conducted a comparative study of retarded children in
special classes and similar children in regular grades in the state of North Car-
olina. A total of 1273 children with IQs between 50 and 79 were identified. Of
these, 769 were in special classes, and 504 were in regular grades. The results
of this experiment may be summarized as follows:

1. On the first evaluation with the Stanford Achievement Test, the children
in the regular grades scored significantly higher than those in the special
classes on all measures except arithmetic computation.

2. When the tests were repeated the second year and gain scores calculated,
there was no significant difference between the gains of those in the spe-
cial-class group and those in the regular grades. Neither were there any
significant differences in gains between sexes or races. The only sig-
nificant difference shown was for the lower IQ (50 to 59) group. For this
group, the gains (except in arithmetic computation) were consistently in
favor of the special-class children.

3. Sociometric and teacher ratings of the social acceptance and adjustment
of the retarded children in the regular grades and in the special classes

8
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showed a superiority of the special-class retardates. As in a study by
Johnson (1950), the children in the regular grades tended to be isolated.
In commenting on the teacher ratings, Thurstone (1959, p. 170) states:

If their ratings are sound, mentally handicapped children in special classes
are emotionally better adjusted, have a higher regard for their own mental
ability, participate more widely in learning and social activities, and pos-
sess more traits desired by their peers than do their counterparts in regular
grades.

The Thurstone study, like the others, did not control the selection factor.
Its results inform us that those who are mentally retarded and also educa-
tionally retarded below their capacity are more apt to be placed in special
classes. It indicates that gain scores of the two groups do not differ except for
the more extreme deviates. With respect to the sociometric ratings, these and
teacher ratings should be checked with the adjustment of these children at
home and in the neighborhood, rather than in their own classes, where they
were rated by Thurstone.

Ainsworth (1959) compared three groups of mentally retarded children
under differing treatment conditions: (1) special classes, (2) regular grades,
and (3) regular grades plus an itinerant teacher. The special-class group in-
cluded forty-eight children with a mean CA of 126.8 months and a mean
Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (WISC) IQ of 63.9; the seventy-eight
children in the regular-grade group had a mean CA of 123.7 months and a
mean IQ of 65.7; the number in the itinerant group was 48; the mean CA was
127.6 months, and the mean IQ was 62.3.

The children in the three groups were given a series of educational
achievement tests in February, 1958, and again one year later. In addition, they
were rated and observed on behavior and social adjustment before and after
the year's interval. The results indicated that all three groups made progress
in educational achievement in the one-year period but that there were no sig-
nificant differences among the three groups in achievement, in social adjust-
ment, or in behavior.

This study shows that gains made by retarded children whose training
began at about the age of ten are similar under three forms of management. It
should not be expected that gains would be different in a one-year period. Ac-
tually, such a study should be continued for five years before any definite re-
sults, if any, could emerge.

Wrightstone et al. (1959) compared mentally retarded children under
three different types of grouping. One group was classed as high educable,
with IQs roughly between 60 and 75; another group was classed as low ed-
ucable, with IQs of 50 to 59; and a third group of controls contained both low
and high educable children.

8 5
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In academic achievement, there appeared to be no clear-cut pair-wise dif-

er:nces between groups. In some intangible areas, such as social adjustment
.1nd speech, the homogeneous low-educable children showed significant
growth over their heterogeneous counterparts.

The Wrightstone comparison suffers from the general methodological
weaknesses of in situ experiments of this type. First, the children in the experi-
ment were approximately thirteen years of age; most of them had been placed
in one of the special classes around the age of nine or ten, after they had failed
in the regular grades. Second, the high: and low-educable categories were not
discrete, since the high-educable classes contained 15% low-educable, while
the low-educable classes contained 5% high-educable children. Of the 3627 pu-
pils assigned to the experimental and control populations, two-thirds were
lost to the experiment through attrition during the first year of evaluation. The
pupil turnover in this year demonstrates the erratic nature of special-class en-
rollment. Actually, such experiments will require their initiation at the be-
ginning of a child's school career, rather than in the middle, and more discrete
and continuous education over some period of time will be required before
definitive conclusions can be made.

Mullen and ltkin (1961), using a matched-pair technique, compared 140
mentally retarded children in special classes with another 140 retarded chil-
dren who were in regular grades by matching them on seven variables: age,
IQ, sex, socio-economic community ratings, reading achievement, school at-
tendance in the rural south, and foreign language spoken in the home. The
subjects ranged in age from seven to thirteen years, and they range in IQ from

50 to 74.
From the analysis, two significant findings resulted. The first followed an

analysis of factors associated with achieving and non-achieving mentally re-
tarded children in both groups. This part of the study showed that, although
the mental ages of the two groups were the same, the achieving group (1) had
in their records more questions about the validity of the IQ rating, (2) tended
to come from more stable homes, (3) tended to receive higher adjustment rat-
ings, (4) were distinguishable from the poor achievers by fewer cases of public
assistance, and (5) received on the average significantly higher scores on gen-
eral information and comprehension tests and on tests of ethical comprehen-
sion.

The second finding related to the comparison of the mentally retarded in
the regular grades with matched controls in the special classes on pre- and
post-tests after a one-year period. Thi comparison, as in previous studies, in-
dicated no differences in academic achievement gains between the two groups
except that the retarded children remaining in the regular grades showed su-
periority in arithmetic gains. In spite of the matching on relevant variables, the
authors concluded that a selective factor still operated. They state:

8G
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Although bias in the comparison of the progress of special class and regu-
lar class groups was decreased in the present experiment, selective factors
determining placement remained and influenced the comparisons made.

This study's major contribution, according to this reviewer, points clear-
ly to the major methodological problems involved in in situ research. It points
out that even when known predictive variables are carefully controlled as in
this study, other variables not easily controlled can affect the comparisons.
The study should end further attempts to compare children in regular grades
with those in special classes in an ongoing service program.

Goldstein, Jordan, and Moss (1962) report a current research project
which compares the progress and adjustment of educable mentally handi-
capped children in regular grades with those in special classes. This experi-
ment, [then] still in progress, selected 120 retarded children in first grades in
communities which had no special classes. They were divided into two groups
by random numbers. Sixty children were placed in four special classes, while
the other sixty children remained in the grade in which they were tested. The
children in both groups [were] being observed and tested annually on differ-
ent dimensions of development, and the study [was] to continue for at least
four years. When completed, this study should answer basic questions con-
cerning the benefits or detriments of special classes, since it is not handi-
capped by the selection factor which has plagued previous studies.

Adjustment in Special Classes and Regular Grades

Another type of study relating to the adjustment of mentally retarded children
has been concerned with the effects of regular-class placement. Johnson (1950)

studied the acceptance of mentally retarded children in the regular grades
through the use of sociometric techniques. In his study, he selected com-
munities that had no special classes. By testing six hundred children in two
communities in the first through fifth grades, he found thirty-nine children
who had IQs, on the Stanford-Binet Scale, of 69 and belowhis definition of
mental retardation. A sociometric study of these six hundred children showed
that the mentally retarded children in the grades tended to be isolated and re-
jected by the other children in the classes.

To determine whether the results obtained by Johnson were peculiar to
traditional school systems, Johnson and Kirk (1950) repeated the study in a
progressive school system and found similar results. Mentally retarded chil-
dren in the regular grades were isolated and rejected by their peer groups
even though an attempt was made by the teachers to integrate them into the
regular classroom. Johnson and Kirk concluded that the physical presence of a
mentally retarded child in the regular grades does not assure social inte-
gration.
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Baldwin (1958) conducted a similar experiment in a school system that
had special classes. In this system, she compared those retarded who re-
mained in the regular grades with non-retarded children in the same grades.
Her results were similar to those of Johnson. In this connection, reference
should be made to the Thurstone study (1950), which not only confirmed the
results of other studies on academic progress but, in addition, related the so-
ciometric data of children in the regular grades to those of children in the spe-
cial class. Baldwin points out that there exist among the mentally retarded
many "stars" in the special classes, but very few "stars" in the regular grades.

Jordan and deCharms (1959) conducted a different comparison of chil-
dren in special classes with retarded children in the regular grades. They com-
pared forty-two mentally retarded children in special classes with sixty men-
tally retarded children in the regular grades on the n-achievement motive (a
measure of achievement motive derived from a content analysis of a modified
TAT). On the n-achievement motive the retarded children in the special class-
es (although significantly lower in academic achievement) appeared to have
less fear of failure than the mentally retarded children in the regular grades. In
this study, as in others, Jordan and deCharms did not control for the selection
factor. If their data are substantiated, it might mean that the pressure for ac-
ademic achievement in the regular grades is producing fear of failure, while
lack of emphasis on academic achievement in the special classes decreases the
fear of failure.

Comments
Special classes for educable mentally retarded children in the United States in-
creased in enrollment nearly tenfold between 1922 and 1958. This increase
would indicate an acceptance of the advantages of special classes over the re-
tention of mentally retarded in the regular grades. To date, however, research
has not justified the faith on which this acceptance is based. Such research is
surrounded by many pitfalls.

The efficacy of special-class placement has been studied in the main by
comparing retarded children placed in special classes with retarded children
left in the regular grades. The results of these numerous investigations have
indicated that (1) the children left in the regular grades are, on the whole, su-
perior academically to the children assigned to special classes, (2) possibly the
children at the lower range of educability (low-educable) show equal or supe-
rior academic achievement in the special class, (3) children assigned to special
classes appear to be superior in social adjustment to those left in the regular
grades, and (4) the retarded children in the regular grades tend to be isolate[d]
and rejected by their normal peers.

All the completed studies suffer from the problems of in situ in-

vestigation. None controlled the essential variables needed for adequate infer-
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ences. First, the selection factor in the assignment of children to special or reg-
ular grades was not controlled in any of the investigations. No investigator
was able to assign children to the two treatment groups randomly.

Second, the children in the investigations attended regular grades for a
number of years before they were assigned to special classes. Actually, the
comparisons of the regular and special classes were made between children
who remained in the regular grades and children who had failed in the regu-
lar grades from anywhere from two to five years and were then assigned to
special classes. Many of the children in the experiments had been in special
classes for only one year.

Third, there has not been a clear-cut delineation of a special class, the
curriculum, or the qualifications of special teachers. Special classes vary wide-
ly in organization and in curriculum and teaching methods. Qualifications of
teachers vary from well-trained teachers to those subjected to short-term sum-
mer courses taught largely by instructors who have had little training or ex-
perience with special classes. The administrative labeling of a group of re-
tarded children as a special class for the purpose of receiving state subsidy
does not assure its being a special class for experimental purposes.

Fourth, another important factor hinges on the reliability and validity of
the measuring instruments used in the comparative studies. The important
goals of a special class are in intangible areas, such as social adjustment, mo-
tivation, self-concepts, and so forth. Many of the studies improvised their own
focus of measurement for these facets of development.

From a review of these studies, one can only concede that, until we ob-
tain well-controlled studies of a longitudinal nature, our opinions about the
benefits or detriments of special classes will remain partly in the realm of con-
jecture.

Modifying Intelligence Through Education

Early efforts to educate retarded children were directed primarily toward cur-
ing or alleviating the disability. The pioneers in this fieldltard, Seguin, Mon-
tessori, and Decroly (cf. Kirk & Johnson, 1951)were interested in remedies
for mental retardation. All of these physicians made their contributions, not in
the field of medicine, but in the development of educational methods and sys-
tems. Their efforts were stimulated and influenced by the prevailing sensa-
tionalist philosophy that the training of the senses had a direct influence on
the central nervous system and, consequently, on the development of retarded
children.

Binet (1909, pp. 140-161), who is considered the inventor of the modern
age-scale of intelligence, did not hold the view that the retarded child's rate of
development, as measured by his tests, remained constant. On the contrary, he
attempted to dispel the prejudice against the educability of intelligence. Al-
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though he furnished no empirical evidence for his training method, which he
called "mental orthopedics," he stated in 1909 (p. 140): "After the evil, the rem-
edy; after exposing mental defects of all kinds, let us pass on to their treat-
ment."

American psychologists and educators reacted enthusiastically to the
testing movement initiated by Binet. Few, however, followed Binet's ideas on
the educability of intelligence. Instead, there arose a pessimistic attitude to-
ward the training of intelligence. This pessimism arose because of three
trends.

The first influence resulted from the studies of Goddard (1914) which
purported to show that mental deficiency is largely inherited along recessive
Mendelian lines. This research implied that a genetic component was un-
alterable through education. In the United States, concentration of effort was
directed primarily toward eugenic lines, through the control of the mentally
retarded by segregation in institutions and preventing mental retardation by

sterilization.
The second influence resulted from the concept of pseudofeeble-

mindedness. This concept implied that the rate of mental growth is constant
and that if a retarded child appeared to change his rate of growth or IQ, the
original diagnosis was incorrect. This concept was introduced to explain de-
viations in rate of growth which is alleged to be constant. It assumes that any
apparent change cannot be an actual change, since education or environment
cannot produce change.

The third influence stemmed from a widely accepted definition of men-
tal deficiency proposed by Doll (1941), who stated that mental deficiency (1) is
developmental arrest, (2) of constitutional origin, (3) obtaining at maturity,
and (4) essentially incurable. This is a fatalistic definition and does not encour-
age efforts toward educational procedures for the purpose of accelerating
mental development.

Efforts to evaluate growth among the mentally retarded have been con-
fined largely to the measurement of progress in reading, arithmetic, and other
school subjects, as well as to the effects of education on social and vocational
adjustment. There have been some attempts, however, to evaluate the effects
of special educational procedures on the development of mental ability in re-
tarded children. The studies reported below deal with mentally retarded pop-
ulations, rather than with the wider populations of the nature-nurture studies.

Kephart (1939) organized activities to stimulate the thinking ability of
sixteen adolescent mentally retarded children in a "self-determining cottage"
of an institution for high-grade defectives. The IQs of this group increased
from an average Stanford-Binet Scale IQ of 66.3 to an average of 76.4 in a pe-
riod of three years. He compared this group with twenty-six boys living in the
traditionally operated cottages and found that the IQs of the contrast group
showed an average increase of only 1.9 IQ points during the same period. Ke-
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phart attributed the difference in increase to the educational program in the
self-determining cottage. The selection of the cases was not randomized in this
study, and the results may reflect an unknown selection factor in the self-
determining cottage.

A most impressive study of young mentally defective children was re-
ported by Skeels and Dye (1939). These investigators transferred thirteen
young children under three years of age from an orphanage to an institution
for retarded children. The average IQ of these children on the Kuhlmann Test
of Mental Development at the time of admission to the institution for de-
fectives was 64, and the range in IQ was 35 to 89. These babies were placed in
different wards of the institution where older retarded girls were housed. The
children received a great deal of attention and stimulation from the attendants
and girls on the ward. After a year and a half, the IQs of these children had in-
creased 27.5 points. Skeels and Dye compared these increases in IQs with the
changes in IQs of twelve children with somewhat higher original IQs (ranging
from 50 to 103) who remained in the orphanage. This group of orphanage chil-
dren dropped 26.2 points during the same period. These results could not be
explained on the basis of the unreliability of infant scales, since a contrast
group was used.

In a follow-up study, Skeels (1942) retested the experimental and control
groups two and one-half years following the experimental period. The mean
IQ of the thirteen experimental children was 95.9, four IQ points higher than
at the close of the experimental period. Eleven of the thirteen experimental
children had been taken out of the institution and placed in adoptive homes.
One stayed in the institution and one was returned to the orphanage. The
mean IQ of the adoptive children was 101.4, with no child having an IQ below
90. The contrast group, which showed an initial IQ of 86.7 and an IQ of 60.3 at
the end of the experimental period, now showed a mean IQ of 66.1. There had
been a rise in 5.6 IQ points, but, in general, those who remained in the un-
stimulating environment of the orphanage continued to show retardation.

The most sensational study on the effects of education was reported by
Schmidt (1946). She described an eight-year study on 245 children in special
classes in Chicago. The initial average IQ was reported as being 52.1. At the
completion of three years of school, it was stated that their average IQ had ris-
en to 71.6; at the completion of five years of postschool experience, the average
IQ had risen to 89.3. Twenty-seven per cent of this group graduated from high
school, and 5.1% continued beyond high school training. The increases in IQ
and achievement were attributed to the special-class training. These results
were in such sharp contrast to professional opinion that the editors of Psycho-
logical Monographs felt it necessary to explain the publication of the study in a
prefatory statement.

In an investigation of the Schmidt study, Kirk (1948) checked the records
of the children in Schmidt's special classes in Chicago by visiting the schools
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where the classes were held and tabulating the test scores from the files of the
Chicago Bureau of Child Study. He found the mean IQ on admission was 69.
According to Kirk, 50% of the children in Schmidt's classes had IQs above 69.
The lack of correspondence between the data found in the files of the Bureau
of Child Study and the tabulated data reported by Schmidt tended to throw
doubt on the authenticity of the report and to invalidate the study.

A longitudinal study of the effects of preschool training on the social and
mental development of young retarded children in an institution and in a
community was conducted by Kirk (1958). He identified 81 retarded children
between the ages of three and six wit' IQs generally between 45 and 80. These

81 children were placed in four groups. Twenty-eight received training in a
specially designed community preschool and were restudied after the pre-
school experience. Twenty-six children, serving as a contrast group with sim-
ilar ages and level of development, were tested at the same intervals but were
not given the opportunities of preschool education. Fifteen children were giv-
en preschool education in an institution, while twelve other children, serving
as an institutional contrast group, remained in the wards during the preschool
period and were restudied after the preschool period. This experiment was
presented in the form of case studies and statistical results. The evaluation of
rates of development was in terms of results of intelligence tests and other
tests and observations on social development. The children were classified be-
fore, during, and at the conclusion of the experiment under six categories: av-

erage, low-average, borderline, high-educable, low-educable, questionable ed-
ucability, and uneducable. Any change of one or more classification levels
upward to downward was considered a significant change.

One part of the experiment dealt with a comparison of differing degrees
of stimulation change. In this part of the experiment, (1) four children were
taken out of inadequate homes and placed in foster homes and were also en-
rolled in the preschool, (2) twelve children from inadequate homes stayed in
their own homes but were given preschool education, and (3) fourteen sibling
and twin controls (of the twelve children) who did not receive preschool ed-
ucation were evaluated and compared with the twelve experimental children
during and after the preschool period. The results showed:

1. The four children who were taken out of their inadequate homes by so-
cial agencies and placed in foster homes all increased their rate of de-
velopment. Two increased one level in classification, one increased two
levels, and one increased three levels.

2. Of the twelve children who remained in their psycho-socially deprived
homes but received the benefits of preschool education, two-thirds in-
creased their rate of development one or more classification levels, one-
third retained their rate of development, and one dropped a classifica-
tion level. The latter child attended the preschool only 50% of the time.
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3. Of the fourteen twin and sibling controls (those who did not attend the
preschool but later attended regular schools or special classes), only two
children, or one-seventh, increased their rate of development; seven, or
one-half, retained the same rate of growth; and five, or nearly one-third,
dropped in classification as they grew older. The differences in develop-
ment between the twelve experimental children and the fourteen sibling
and twin controls were statistically significant at the 0.02 level.

Kirk concluded from these data that children from psycho-socially de-
prived homes tend to retain their rate of development or to drop in rate of de-
velopment as they grow older. Preschool opportunities for these children tend
to reverse this tendency by assisting more of them to increase their rate of de-
velopment. When more drastic changes of environment, such as both a foster
home and preschool, were introduced, more of the children increased in rate
of development. These results lend support to the proposition that educational
opportunities at an early age can accelerate the rate of mental growth of chil-
dren reared in psycho-socially deprived homes.

Another aspect of the experiment compared fifteen institutionalized pre-
school children, who had intensive training at the preschool level, with twelve
children who remained in the wards of the institution and did not attend
school until the age of six. From age four years, four months to age seven
years, four months, the fifteen children in the training group increased from
an average IQ of 61 to 71 on the Stanford-Binet, from 57 to 67 on the Kuhl-
mann Tests of Mental Development, and from 72 to 82 on the Vineland Social
Maturity Scale. In contrast, the twelve children who did not receive preschool
training dropped in Stanford-Binet Scale IQs from 57 to 50, on the Kuhlmann
Tests of Mental Development from 54 to 50, and on the Vineland Social Matur-
ity Scale from 73 to 61. These differences were all statistically significant. In ad-
dition, six of the fifteen children in the training group were paroled from the
institution, while none of the twelve children without training was paroled.
These data are further evidence that educational treatment at an early age is
effective in increasing the rate of development of institutionalized mental de-
fectives.

Other results of the experiment showed: (1) that preschool education was
less effective with children with organic involvements than with those without
a definitive diagnosis or organicity, and (2) that children from relatively ad-
equate homes tended to increase in rate of social and mental development in
the first grade without preschool education. These results indicate that, for
children from relatively adequate homes, the age of six is not too late to expect
accelerated development as a result of schooling.

Lyle (1959, 1960) compared the performance of imbecile children in day
schools and hospitals on verbal and non-verbal intelligence. He administered
the verbal and non-verbal parts of the Minnesota Preschool Scale to samples of
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institutionalized and day-school imbeciles. Seventy-seven children were at the
Fountain Hospital in London where they attended an Occupation Center. One
hundred and seventeen children lived at home and attended special training
schools in Middlesex. The ages of the two groups ranged from six years, six
months to thirteen years, six months. All were within the range of the Min-
nesota Preschool Scale.

On the non-verbal tests, the 77 hospital and 117 day-school children
showed grand means of 35.05 and 35.34, respectively. However, on the verbal
scale "there were highly significant differences between the C-score means . . .

between the Day School and Institution groups for both [children with Down
syndrome and those without) in favor of the day school group." Lyle con-
cluded that "It seems likely that long residence in the institution retards verbal
intelligence much more than non-verbal intelligence."

Gallagher (1960) conducted a three-year experiment of the effects of tu-
toring brain-injured children on the development of intellectual functions, on
social maturity, and on personality development. In this experiment, forty-two
institutionalized brain-injured children, ages eight to twelve, were identified
and divided into experimental and control groups of twenty-one each,
matched on Stanford-Binet Scale MA scores, and placed in the experimental
and control groups randomly. The experimental group received tutoring on
intellectual tasks one hour a day for two years, and no tutoring for one year.
The controls, who were not tutored during the first two years, received tu-
toring during the third year of the experiment. Comparing test-results on a va-

riety of measures, Gallagher summarized his results as follows:

1. Improvement in the intellectual development of some brain-injured,
mentally retarded children can be obtained through the tutoring meth-
ods described here.

2. The children who responded to the tutoring achieved more in the area of
verbal skills than non-verbal skills, but all of the children had extreme
difficulty at the higher abstract levels of conceptualization.

3. The younger children (ages 8-10) in the study showed significant im-
provement over the older children (ages 10-12).

4. Certain behavioral changes were noticed during tutoring; principally, an
increased ability to pay attention.

5. When the tutoring procedures were removed from the life of the child,
there was a tendency for his development to regress to lower levels or
become arrested.

6. There was an impressive range of individual differences both in the char-
acteristic of the children prior to tutoring and in their response to tu-
toring (p. 151).
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Gallagher feels that the modest results which he obtained under in-
stitutional living could possibly be made more substantial under a "total
push" program. He concluded by stating that:

It is quite likely that history will also record that we have been entirely too
pessimistic about the possible training potential of brain-injured children
and that this pessimism has prevented us from giving them the intellectual
and educational stimulation that we would wish for all our children (p.
168).

Cruickshank et al. (1961) conducted an experiment on methods of teach-
ing brain-injured and hyperactive children. Although the children in this ex-
periment were not designated as mentally retarded, the mean IQs for the four
groups ranged from 78 to 82. In this experiment two experimental classes of
children were taught by a modified Strauss-Lehtinen technique using prin-
ciples of (1) reduction of environmental space, (2) reduction of visual and au-
ditory environmental stimuli, (3) establishment of a highly structured daily
program, and (4) increasing the stimulus value of instructional materials. The
two matched control classes were organized according to conventional meth-
ods. The results of this experiment over a one- and two-year period indicated:

1. The children in the four experimental and control classes made sig-
nificant academic progress.

2. There was no significant difference in gains in academic achievement be-
tween the experimental and control classes.

3. There were no significant increases in IQ or in other psychological fac-
tors except in the ability to differentiate figure from background. In the
latter the experimental subjects exceeded the controls.

Many programs have been organized for the training of brain-injured
children, but none of the programs have been subjected to more than minimal
experimental evaluation. The studies of Gallagher and Cruickshank are the
only ones that have subjected a training program to an experimental design.

Comments

The few studies on the effects of educational procedures on the educability of
intelligence of retarded children have been sporadic and, in general, short-
term studies. There are many reasons for the paucity of such studies. One rea-
son has been the prejudice against the possibility of developing intelligence
through educational procedures. Another reason is related to the length of
time needed to produce reliable results. A third reason is that the factors of
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control, attrition, and reliability of measurement tend to discourage ex-
perimenters from launching a controlled longitudinal experiment of an educa-
tional nature.

The evidence presented indicates some positive results of educational
treatment, especially with young retarded children. These results do not agree
with the statement of MasIand, Sarason, and Gladwin (1958, p. 158), who state:
"It is our opinion .. . that educational retardation is not likely to be significant-
ly decreased by building new and more schools and hiring more teachers."
They ascribe the retardation to cultural settings and indicate that schooling
per se will have little effect unless cultural changes are made. However, from
a theoretical point of view, our task is to determine (1) whether environment,
including schooling, can displace the rate of development of retarded chil-
dren, (2) the age at which this change is most effective, and (3) the variables
within a family, or the instructional program, which can determine the change
in rate of growth. The problem for research on the educability of intelligence is
to identify more specifically the factors in the nature of the child and the var-
iables in the nurture provided by the environment which effect changes in rate
of growth, both positively and negatively.
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Chapter 5

Special Education
in the 1970s
SAMUEL A. KIRK

It is an honor and a privilege to give the Ray Graham lecture to the Illinois
CEC. As I am sure many of you know, I left Wisconsin and came to Illinois in
1947 because Ray Graham was here; and because I knew that this man would
advance, unselfishly, the program for exceptional children. I am sure many of
you know the great contribution Illinois made, not only in Illinois, but
throughout the nation since a large number of stat.:s copied the Illinois plan of
special education. My admiration for his unselfish approach to problems and
his great leadership caused me to dedicate my book on Educating Exceptional
Children to Ray Graham, with the following quotation from Lao Tzu, a Chi-
nese philosopher before the Christian century:

Of a good leader
who talks little

When his work is done,
his aim fulfilled,

They will say:
We did this ourselves.

This is a profound definition of a great leader; one who stimulates others
to achievement, but does not ask for any credit for himselfthe highest form
of maturity attained by very few.

No institution, no program, no procedure can remain static. A growing
child cannot remain static. He either grows or dies. Special education in this
country has been a growing child. It has not remained static. It has had, like all
growing organisms, its growing pains and in the process of growth it may
have developed some boils or tumors that have to be removed. It, like the larg-
er society in which it operates, is still going through a process of change. The
forces of the new are questioning the practices of the old. And, the old are an-
noyed at the continual cry for change.

Speech given at the Annual Convention of the Illinois Council for Exceptional Chil-
dren, Chicago, April 1970.
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Several years ago, Dr. Lloyd Dunn addressed this group on the problem
of special classes and later revised and published the speech in the September
1968 Journal of Exceptional Children. This article has been misinterpreted by
many as a position paper to abolish all special classes and return the children
to the regular grades. I have reread the article and find that he is referring pri-
marily to the mildly mentally retarded from low socio-economic and minority
groups. He was objecting to the label "mentally retarded" and a curriculum
for the mentally retarded for children whose, possibly low, IQs on middle
class tests are misclassifying them and offering them a program for truly low
IQ children when their needs are of a different nature. His statement that they
would be better off in a regular grade with itinerant clinical teachers may be
correct. But some are now placing these children in .egular grades where they
have failed earlier without proper special help.

In one school system the director of special education received a letter
from die superintendent directing her to reduce the number of minority chil-
dren in special classes. That meant closing about seven special classes, re-
turning the children to the regular grades, and sending the special teachers to
these schools to help them in the regular grades.

In the United States we tend to swing with the pendulum. It's all on one
side for a while and when this one side isn't the total answer we swing all the
way to the other side, which may not be the answer either. In the field of the
deaf, some advocate residential schools for all deaf children and point out the
advantages. Others advocate only day schools and point out their advantages.
Can we have a system that will encompass the advantages of both and elim-
inate the disadvantages of each? This is too difficult. We would prefer prop-
agandizing one approach or the other.

I should like to point out that for adequate progress to take place it is
necessary for us to continually change and continually challenge our pro-
cedures. It is natural that as we discover facts from research or experience, we
find other ways of doing things. When we find our present organization or
our teaching procedures are not getting expected results we become restless.
We look for other ways of doing things. But change is hard to make, and there
is always resistance to change. And, sometimes the changes we make are not
any better than the older methods. At that point we become restless ain and
either want to go back to the old method or find a new one. This phenomenon
disturbs some people, but I think we should recognize that restlessness. Dis-
satisfaction with the old may be our salvation. But change is usually in small
pieces and much of the old remains.

To understand where we are, what changes are in the wind, it is nec-
essary for me to comment on how we got where we are. As you know, special
education has existed in this country for over a century. But great emphasis
and expansion occurred after World War II when states began to subsidize
special classes in public schools. The laws and financial support in Illinois did
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not occur until 1943 and 1945. It was after this period that numerous self-
contained classes for exceptional children were organized. Regular education
was happy with this development since it took problem children away from
the regular classroom teacher. In 1946 Ray Graham wrote to me in Wisconsin
saying that the classes for the mentally retarded in Illinois were becoming
dumping grounds for all types of problem children. It was at this time that
qualified psychological examinations were introduced to keep out of the class-
es for the educable mentally retarded those who did not belong.

The number of special education classes in a city, town, or country be-
came the measuring stick for progress. Any director who was able to multiply
the number of classes under his direction was acclaimed as a progressive di-
rector. Quality of education was not the major consideration, but the number
of children supposedly served was the criterion of progress. Some 10 years
ago one of our faculty members made a study of directors in this state. He
asked them three questions: What is the status of special education in your
city? The answer was usually, "We have five classes for the mentally retarded,
three speech correctionists, one class for the partially sighted, and so forth."
The next question was: What was the status five years ago? The answer: "Oh,
just one class for the mentally retarded and one speech correctionist." Then:
What do you think will be the status five years from now? "Oh, ten classes for
the mentally retarded, six speech correctionists," etc.

Their measure of special education was the number of classes in the city.
Only two of the fifteen directors interviewed did not talk about numbers of
classes but about curricular programs and quality.

It seems to be a tradition in this country to measure status and programs
by size. The bigger, the better. Like the chambers of commerce in most cities
spending their time bringing more industry into Podunk. The more, the better.
The more pollution we have, the more money we make. This appears to be the
current measure of progress.

I should like, at this point, to list some of the controversies that are cur-
rent in special education and, hopefully, suggest some solutions.

First, many have stated that we now have "hardening of the categories."
By this they mean that the categories of deafness, blindness, mental re-
tardation, etc. are not that clear-cut, and that we should not organize special
classes for these children on the basis of their major handicap. Keep them in
the regular grades, they say, and give them itinerant help based on a diagnosis
of their needs. Most people who make these statements have not demonstrat-
ed to us how you educate a trainable mentally retarded, or a totally deaf child
in a regular grade. When we ask about these concerns we find that they are
talking about the borderline child. This is not a new problem, since many
years ago we took minor handicaps like the hard of hearing and organized
programs of hearing aids, lip reading, etc. while they attended the regular
grades. Partially sighted children have been integrated with the help of re-
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source rooms for many years. The only one I know dealing with this problem
seriously is Dr. Frank Hewitt at UCLA, who has enrolled in the same class
children with different handicaps under individualized instruction in an en-
gineered classroom. Even Dr. Hewitt does not include the severe types of
handicaps like deafness or blindness or trainable mentally retarded.

A more serious criticism of special classes has been launched against
those organized for the educable mentally retarded and the emotionally dis-
tuibed. These are the classes that have come under attack and these are the
classes that are being closed in some parts of the country.

To understand the criticism and to ferret out the truth for decision mak-
ing we must look into what we have learned over the years from research and
experience. We must not arrive at conclusions from isolated facts or emo-
tionally-toned arguments, otherwise we will be operating like the three blind
men who felt different parts of the elephant and arrived at three different con-
clusions. Should we take the word of the blind man who felt the leg and de-
cided it was a tree, or the word of the blind man who felt the tail and decided
it was a rope? What does research tell us?

In 1951 Johnson studie[d] for his doctorate thesis the social position of
the mentally retarded in the regular grades. He found that the mentally re-
tarded were generally rejected and isolated in the regular grades. Although
they were physically integrated with normal children they were socially re-
jected and isolated. Many quoted this study as evidence that these children
would be better off in self-contained special classes. Actually, the study did
not make this implication.

In the 1950s and early part of the 1960s, many studies were made on the
efficacy of special classes. These studies compared the progress of mentally re-
tarded children in special classes with those in regular grades. What did these
studies find?

a. In general, the social adjustment of educable mentally retarded in special
classes was slightly superior to that of those in regular grades.

b. But in academic learning, educable mentally retarded in the regular
grades are equal to or superior to similar children placed in special
classes.

c. And, in the Goldstein, Moss, and Jordan study children with iQs of 80
and above tend to achieve at a higher rate in regular grades than similar
children in special classes.

d. But, the reverse is true for children with 'ow. er than 80 IQs. Special class
children achieve a little higher than similar children placed in the regular
grades.
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From these isolated facts, what decisions can we make? Should we have
special classes or shouldn't we? Personally, I cannot arrive at a sensible con-
clusion from these facts alone. But I can arrive at a conclusion if I include other
factors.

Not too long ago psychologists found that when you give a group of fast
learning rats to an experimenter and tell him that they are fast learning rats
they excel. If he is told that the fast learning rats are slow learners, they do not
learn as fast. Rosenthal and Jacobson conducted similar experiments with chil-
dren. Again, they found the achievement of the children correlate with the
perception of the teacher concerning their abilities. With children of the same
ability, when the teacher was told that they were bright children, they
achieved more than when the teacher was told they had low abilities. This
raises the question of the effects of labeling children as mentally retarded
when, like many of the culturally disadvantaged who test low, they are not
mentally retarded!

Another factor is that we must consider whether children we label as
mentally retarded are so-called "familial retarded" or culturally retarded. Jen-
cen has tried to differentiate familial from culturally retarded children who
test low on conventional intelligence tests. He found that in spite of the low
IQs, the culturally disadvantaged retarded tested normal on paired associates
and learning and memory, while the familial retarded with the same IQs test-
ed low on the tests. We have found similar results on the ITPA. For example,
blacks from low socio-economic areas are normal on auditory sequential mem-
ory, while Indians and Mexican-Americans are normal on visual sequential
memory. Thus the label "mentally retarded" as determined by intelligence
tests may be mislabeling many children from minority groups.

In many low socio-economic areas, especially among minority groups,
the percentage of children labeled mentally retarded and placed in special
classes is 2 to 5 times the number of whites from higher socio-economic areas
that are so labeled and placed in special classes. The minority groups are ob-
jecting quite militantly to this procedure. If Rosenthal and Jacobson are right,
then it would follow that if we place a child who is not actually mentally re-
tarded in classes for the mentally retarded, he may become mentally retarded.

Another development has been the recent emphasis on learning dis-
abilities. The learning disability approach emphasizes the analysis of the child
and the correction of his disabilities. Some children earlier diagnosed as men-
tally retarded on intelligence tests and some emotionally disturbed have been
found to have remediable disabilities and should be remediated as learning
disabled instead of offering them a curriculum for the mentally retarded or the
emotionally disturbed.

Taking into consideration the results of studies on the efficacy of special
classes, the fact that higher children in class with lower children may regress
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to the mean of the group and the recent emphasis on the remediation of dis-
abilities. What decisions should we make concerning special classes and the
course of special education?

In the future, I think the percentage of such children in special classes
will be less than at present, since we will have better diagnostic techniques for
differentiation of those who need relatively self-contained classes.

There will be a greater emphasis on keeping emotionally disturbed, so-
cially maladjusted, and some higher mentally retarded in the regular grades.
But keeping them in the regular grade will require a new type of service that
will offer either itinerant teacher or a resource room for them. This will require
a new kind of special teacher, probably classed a diagnostic remedial special-
ist, who is skilled both in diagnosis and remediation. This kind of clinical
teacher will be trained to do the whole job with ancillary help from other dis-
ciplines. She or he will be the one through whom all information from social
workers, doctors, psychologists will be funnelled. She will interpret the data,
discover through her own procedures the remedial method needed for each
child. She will offer the remedial training for the children and also help the
classroom teacher integrate the information with classroom work. At present,
some schools close the classes for the mentally retarded, then ask the special
teacher to be the diagnostic remedial specialist for the children in the regular
grades, even though she has had no training or experience in this area. If my
guess is correct, the schools of the future will be manned with those well
trained clinical teachers who will help keep the children in the regular grades.

There will be an expansion of preschools for handicapped children in the
United States. Today we have a few million for experimental preschools. But
there are bills in Congress that eventually will pass and expand day schools,
day care centers, and preschools in disadvantaged areasnot just Head Start.

One of the things that has concerned me is the lack of preschools in the
U S. for all children. The reason is the lack of money. In Paris 90% of the chil-
dren between the ages of three to six go to public-supported "maternal
schools," from 9:00 to 4:00not just half days! I cannot accept the excuse of no
money for children in the richest country of the world, when poorer countries
support such programs. I cannot accept President Nixon's veto of the one-half
billion dollar increase in the education budget on the excuse that it is in-
flationary, especially when the President recommends billions for ABM and
other armaments as "not inflationary." I facetiously recommended at one time
that maybe we should declare the United States an underdeveloped country in
preschool education and ask France, England, Sweden, Germany, and the So-
viet Union to appropriate some of their funds for underdeveloped countries in
preschool education. We are doing that much for underdeveloped countries as
far as guns are concerned. Two years ago the Federal Congress appropriated
one million dollars to initiate preschools for handicapped children. I per-
sonally think that preschools for handicapped children alone is not sufficient.
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We need preschools for all children from 3 to 6 and especially in low socio-
economic areas. When we have these it would then prevent some children
from becoming retarded and also aid us in identifying the handicapped chil-
dren as we now do for school-aged children.

I think, however, that when we come to our senses and quit thinking we
must supply the world with guns and bombs to fight each other and put our
money where it belongs for our own people, we will have universal pre-
schools and national health for all our kids. You will note from my remarks
that I like the younger generation who are revolting against our perverted val-
ues. I have become impatient with our government, republicans and demo-
crats, who are allowing the military-industrial complex to run my country at
the expense of our children. We must change our national priorities and em-
phasize the welfare, education, and health of our own people instead of ex-
pending half our Federal budget for planes, guns, and bombs, or even going to
the moon.

In conclusion, I should like to say that the 1970s will see:

1. An expansion, particularly in quality, of education for the more severe
types of handicapped children.

2. There will be an expansion of preschool education for all children and
particularly for the disadvantaged and the handicapped.

3. An expansion of itinerant teachers and resource rooms for children who
could remain in the regular grades with specialized help. This is not a
new concept since speech correctionists and remedial teachers have done
this for years.

4. The newer programs for learning disabilities will be our wedge between
special education and regular education.

5. From the field of learning disabilities will evolve a new kind of di-
agnostic remedial specialist who will serve many as itinerant and re-
source teachers.

6. The citizens of this country are now opposing the national priorities es-
tablished by our government in ways of spending our tax dollar. They
will soon demand to return to the humanism that was the foundation of
this country.

7. We will evolve alternative solutions to our problemsnot special class
or nothing, not teacher or nothing, but several ways of doing the job.
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INTRODUCTION
JAMES C. CHALFANT

Department of Special Education and Rehabilitation
The University of Arizona, Tucson

I first met Sam Kirk in September 1959. I drove to the University of Illinois to
inquire about entering the doctoral program in special education. When I was
told to see Sam Kirk, I said, "Who's he?" I was directed to 1003 West Nevada
Street, where I found a professor writing at his desk and smoking a big cigar. I
knocked on the door and said, "Dr. Kirk? My name is Jim Chalfant, and I want
to work with handicapped children. Should I get a doctorate?" He looked me
over and said "If you're smart enough. Sit down." Since that day, my life has
never been the same.

Nothing could give me greater pleasure than to be invited to comment
on Sam Kirk's romance with children who have specific learning disabilities,
particularly since I was around when much of it occurred. The four excellent
papers selected for inclusion in Part IV cover a 22-year time period from 1966
to 1984, when Sam and I completed our book Developmental and Academic
Learning Disabilities. To set the stage properly, let's go back to when it all
began.

The Clinical Era

During the 1930s, Sam became interested in why children had difficulty read-
ing, so he began teaching reading to slow-learning children. He began to link
specific kinds of reading difficulty to specific kinds of learning problems. He
first mentioned the term learning disabilities in his book Teaching Reading to
Slow Learning Children (1940). There were very fewor nospecial education
services in most of our public schools prior to the late 1950s. The few pro-
grams that did exist were in a few wealthy, progressive school districts. Much
of the work done between the 1930s and 1960 took place in university and pri-
vate clinics by the early pioneers such as Cruickshank, Kephart, Kirk, Orton,
Monroe, Myklebust, Strauss, and Lehtinen, and so on. Clinical teachers such
as Marianne Frostig, Elizabeth Freidus, and others organized private remedial
schools to serve these children. Parent groups had become active and or-
ganized an association called the Association for Children with Learning Dis-
abilities (ACLD).

By 1966, the National Institute of Neurological Diseases and Blindness
had established three national task forces to collate the existing status of
knowledge about "learning disabilities." These task forces were directed to-
ward (1) terminology and identification; (2) educa:ional, medical and health-
related services; and (3) a review of the research.

94
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Sam's paper "From Labels to Action" (Chapter 6) was presented at the
first ACLD conference in 1966 at a small hotel in Tulsa, Oklahoma. Although
attendance was small, nearly every contributor to the field was at this first
convention. The dining room was so small that conference participants were
seated whenever a chair became available at a table. After 3 days, most par-
ticipants had met and dined with nearly every authority in the field. What
made "From Labels to Action" a landmark presentation for that time period is
how clearly Sam saw the conceptual confusion of parents and teachers about
"learning disabilities." One of Sam's many abilities is his talent for cutting
through to the heart of complex issues and problems. His presentation helped
parents and teachers (a) clarify terminology and definitions used to describe
the learning disabled population; (b) move attention from labels to the unique
behaviors that characterized these students; and (c) make the link between be-
havioral analysis and treatment to achieve desired student outcomes. Twenty-
six years later, these same issues are still being rediscovered, discussed, and
debated. One of the reasons Sam's presentations were so effective is that he al-
ways illustrated each of his points through fascinating case studies and ex-
amples. This paper is a good example of his ability to make issues real and un-
derstandable through examples.

The Public School Era Arrives

By 1972, public schools had begun establishing services for children with
learning disabilities, and the prevalence of these students identified as "L.D."
rose every year. In Dallas, Sam spoke directly about the problems that he saw
beginning to emerge from public school programs for these students. His pres-
entation "Learning Disabilities" (1972) (Chapter 7) began with a historical p r-
spective for the field. He pointed out how physicians were the first to describe
how individuals lost their abilities to read, write, spell, compute arithmetic,
understand, and speak due to brain injury. He explained the contributions of
psychologists who developed assessment instruments to measure abilities and
disabilities, and emphasized that the teachers, who were attempting to teach
these children to learn, were now carrying the field forward.

This presentation was one of the first to point out that the increased
prevalence of learning disabilities was due to the misunderstanding of what
constitutes a learning disability. The lack of alternative services to help un-
derachievers in general education also was contribut,ng to many un-
derachievers being classified learning disabled in order to provide help. The
students with learning disabilities and those who were underachieving were
being perceived as synonymous. At that time, classes for students with mental
retardation were being terminated, and many of those children also were clas-
sified as learning disabled to provide needed services.

Sam described the role confusion that was beginning to appear between
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general education teachers and special educators. Special educators were be-
ginning to teach every problem that existed, and general education was not
meeting the needs of underachieving students. Sam believed special education
was beginning to assume the responsibilities of general education. He also
raised the issue that teachers could not provide differential treatment to dif-
ferential problems if they were expected to serve large numbers of children in
a minimal amount of time. All of these problems remain major unresolved is-
sues in our schools today.

The Age of Controversy

For those of us who were there, the decade of the 1970s was an age of pro-
fessional controversy, debate, argument, and wheel spinning. Professional
journals featured articles that attacked theories, attacked tests, attacked teach-
ing methods, attacked personnel preparation, and attacked service delivery
systems, all of which were countered with resounding rebuttals. Journal read-
ing was interesting and national conferences were verbal free-for-alls. Itwas a
very "stimulating" time. In 1975, the Education for All Handicapped Children Act
(Public Law 94-142) was passed and special education services were mandat-
ed. This created even more pressures on schools to provide special education
services.

In his 1977 paper presented at ACLD in Washington, DC, Sam outlined
"Our Current Headaches in Learning Disabilities" (Chapter 8). The title was
appropriate, because most of us did have headaches during that age of con-
troversy. The first headache Sam mentioned was the popularity of learning
disabilities, which " ... had experts coming out of the walls by the ' indreds."
He pointed out that many of them were confused about definition and clas-
sification, so Sam outlined three clear criteria that should be used for iden-
tification. He discussed four problems that he believed were causing great
confusion.

First, the services for students with learning disabilities were being used
as a "dumping ground" for a great number of children who were being in-
appropriately classified as learning disabled. He emphasized that these un-
derachieving children needed the normal developmental methods, while chil-
dren with learning disabilities needed specialized methods of instruction.

Second, he discussed the flaws of "pseudo-researchers" who asked the
wrong questions about the wrong children and derived inaccurate results. He
pointed out that the subjects of many of these studies did not truly have
Mg disabilities and that the use of group statistics with this low-prevalence
population yielded invalid results, which only added to the confusion.

Third, the territorial wars between speech/language pathologists, re-
medial reading teachers, teachers specializing in learning disabilities, and so
on added to the confusion.
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Fourth, there was a controversy over the most effective teaching meth-
ods and materials. Sam went on to enumerate possible solutions for each of
these four problem areas, which he believed would improve services to chil-
dren with learning disabilities.

The Future

By 1980, Sam had been speaking, teaching, and writing for nearly a half cen-
tury, and special education was being taken for granted by parents. San-t's
fourth paper, "Issues in Learning Disabilities" (Chapter 9), was delivered at
Flagstaff, Arizona, in 1984. This paper was written at a time when Sam was
looking to the past regarding the development of the field of learning dis-
abilities and was looking toward the future for a better way to serve these chil-
dren. One evening, we were discussing the changing role of special education
and how our schools might better meet the needs of children who have learn-
ing disabilities. Sam said, "Let's write a book." We completed itDevel-
opmental and Academic Learning Disabilitiesin 1983. It was an opportunity for
both of us to pull together all we believed about learning disabilities in a sin-
gle publication. It was one of the most interesting professional experiences I've
ever had. During our writing, we co-taught a class and had students read and
react to our chapters. It was a happy time for both of us. "Issues in Learning
Disabilities" was written shortly after we had finished our book, and this
paper presents the past, the present, and the future, and outlines many key is-
sues from our book.

The first section of the paper provides a fascinating review of little-
known events that were the driving force behind the federal role in special ed-
ucation. These firsthand observations are delivered in a storylike style that
summarizes 30 years of change and make great reading. The second section of
the paper reviews problems such as the increased prevalence of learning dis-
abilities and the need to differentiate between children with learning dis-
abilities and undenichievers, and comments about the regular education in-
itiative. The third part of the paper addresses the need to modify programs for
students with learning disabilities and presents specific suggestions for the fu-
ture, such as services for the preschool children with learning disabilities, the
education of general education teachers to deal with minor disabilities in their
classrooms, the establishment of teacher assistance teams, the availability and
provision of one-to-one remediation when required, and the abolishment of
self-contained classes. Many of these recommendations have been or are being
implemented.

Sam Kirk is one of the most interesting men I have ever met. Among the
characteristics that have made him so effective in influencing education in the
United States are his ability to see needs and problems begin to emerge, his
ability to conceptualize practical approaches to meet those problems, his sen-
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sitivity to people's concerns, his political savvy and ability to influence others
to act, and his speaking and writing skills that enable him to communicate
with and teach others.

Sam always has had one foot in the future. He has influenced not only
my life, but the lives of thousands of children with disabilities as well. Their
parents have also been affected by what he did.

His clarity of thought and practical recommendations have as much rel-
evance today as they did when they were written. So, go back in time to differ-
ent eras and take pleasure in reading about the way things were and what
Sam Kirk thought should be done for children

James C. Chalfant is currently a professor at the University of Arizona. He has worked
as a public school teacher and for the U.S. Office of Education as Research Coordinator
and Chief of Personnel Preparation Programs and State Plans for the Handicapped. He
was an associate professor at the University of Illinois and director of the Special Ed-
ucation Laboratory. At the University of Arizona, he directed the Learning Disability
Clinic and served as department head. On a year's leave, he served as coordinator of
the Comprehensive Services for Personnel Development for the United States.

Dr. Chalfant's degrees are from the University of Illinois, where he was trained
in all areas of special education and administration. His research and publications have
been concentrated in the areas of school-based teams, service delivery, and learning
disabilities. He has written 18 books and monographs and over 50 articles and chap-
ters He is an internationally known consultant and has worked with 41 states, all Ca-
nadian provinces, the Philippines, and South Africa.

Dr. Chalfant has led three major task forces for the U.S. government. His most re-
cent task force and publication was the Regular Education Initiative, Educating Children
with Learning Problems: A Shared Responsibility.
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Chapter 6

From Labels to Action
SAMUEL A. KIRK

In the United States, we have given a great deal of lip service to the education
of "all the children of all the people." . . . But all the children of all the people
did not learn in the same way or at the same rate. It soon dawned upon au-
thorities that children of the same age differed markedly in many respects.
Some were slow learners, others very fast learners; some could not hear, and
were either deaf or markedly hard of hearing; some were blind or very de-
fective in vision; some were crippled; some were defective in speech; and
some were emotionally disturbed. ...

But there is one group of children who were not deaf but could not hear,
or who were not blind but could not see, or who had difficulty in learning but
were not mentally retarded. It was obvious that these children had dif-
ficultiesbut their difficulties were hard to label, as they were not deaf, or
blind, or mentally retarded. As a matter of fact, some of these children differed
from each other so markedly that they could not be categorized. This situation
became very frustrating to doctors, psychologists, social workers, teachers,
and parents. We had no name that would encompass them all. But soon
names were invented in order to decrease the frustration of professionals and
parents. "Johnny is brain injuredthat is why he does not learn." "But how
do you know he is brain injured?" "Because he does not learn, although he is
not deaf, blind, or mentally retarded." Few such children could be diagnosed
neurologically as brain damaged; but nevertheless it was a satisfying label.
People believed that the term brain injured, even though not neurologically
verified, actually explained the functional deficit. .. .

But attaching the term brain injury did not solve the problem. Some chil-
dren so labeled were hopelessly mentally retarded. Some with a label of brain-
injury (cerebral palsy) were able to obtain M.D. or Ph.D. degrees. Thus the
term brain injury came to have little meaning since it applied to children with
very different abilities. So we used other labelsbrain injury, brain crippled,
minimal brain damage, minimal cerebral dysfunctinn, cerebral palsy, just plain ce-
rebral dysfunction, organic driveness, organic behavior disorders, psychoneurological

Adapted from a paper presented at the Annual International Conference of The As-
sociation for Children with Learning Disabilities, Inc. Tulsa, Oklahoma, March 1966.
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disorders, and a host of others. These terms, regardless of which ones were
used, attempted to establish a neurological basis for the behavior deviation of
the child. It was a label that implied a biological cause.

Another group of labels dealt not with etiology but with behavior. I shall
enumerate a few of them:

Perceptual disorder, meaning that the child can hear and see, but does not
see and hear like others. His perceptual processes, presumably due to a
brain dysfunction, do not serve him effectively.

Hyperkinetic behavior, which describes the child who is always in motion.

Conceptual disorder, a disturbance of thinking, reasoning, generalizing,
memory or other cognitive functions.
Catastrophic behavior.

Impulsive behavior.

Disinhibited behavior.

Another group of labels deals primarily with communication disorders.
And here we have evolved an extensive vocabulary of labelsaphasia, apraxia,
agnosia, dyslexia, agraphia, acalculia, and many other terms. These are primarily
neurological terms. Dyslexia could mean that the child has a problem in learn-
ing to read, but the term implies that the difficulty in learning to read is re-
lated to some brain dysfunction. I should like to read to you a hypothetical
conversation between a psychologist and a sophisticated 10-year-old child
who was having difficulty in learning to read.

Psychologist: You took a great number of tests yesterday. Did you like them?

Boy: No, because I couldn't read them so good.

Psychologist: Yes, that is why we have the teststo find out why you haven't
learned to read.

Boy: What did you find? What is wrong with me?

Psychologist: We have found that you have a severe problem in learning to
read.

Boy: Where did I pick that up?

Psychologist: You didn't pick it up. You've probably had it all along.

Boy: Is it catching?

Psychologist: No, it's not a diseaseit's a conditiona condition in the brain.
Boy: A condition in the brain? Am I nuts?

Psychologist: No. You're not sick.

Boy: Will it get worse? Will I die?
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Psychologist: No. It's just a condition that makes it hard for you to learn to
read.
Boy: Oh, I see! That's what my teacher saidI can't read so good, huh?

The point I am trying to make is that labeling or classification of children
into separate categories may be satisfying to us but not very helpful to the
child. The Binet and Wechsler tests have been used primarily to determine
whether a child is mentally retarded, dull, average, or superior, and have been
used to place him into one or another program. Many psychologists have been
concerned with the limited use of these instruments. There is criticism of an
indiscriminate use of the IQ or MA, and attempts to seek a more differential
diagnosis. Many diagnosticians have consequently fallen into the trap of dif-
ferentiating some types of children and labeling them as brain damaged even
when there is no neurological evidence supporting the diagnosisand 'even
though the term includes children with widely different problems. In a small
proportion of these cases, the diagnosis may lead to medication, but unless it
does the diagnosis is of little value. From an etiological point of view it does
not disclose any cause that can be removed; and from the point of view of
treatment or management or training it gives no direction or purpose. Treat-
ment advisable for one may be contraindicated for the next.

What we really want is not labels, but analysis of behavior. Such steps
may be found to reeducate or reorient or supply needed experiences on which
improved functioning may be developed. At this meeting, you will hear, or
have heard, of the different approaches to diagnosing and treating learning
disabilities. Most of the speakers are interested in diagnosis for treatment pur-
poses, not just for classification.

Fortunately teachers and diagnosticians are now becoming interested in
organizing programs for those children programs based on a behavioral and
psychological assessment. These methods take many forms and deal with dif-
ferent problems. Diagnosis and treatment can work hand in hand to utilize
our knowledge, understanding, and creative approaches in order to alleviate
conditions and remedy behavior. Let me cite a few examples of how this ap-
proach has been successfully used.

One 5-year-old child, for example, spent a great deal of time with her
thumb in hei mouth. We could label the child as neurotic, or we could say the
child has a tic. We could tell the mother she is rejecting the child, or that the
child did not have the right sucking experiences, or that she is brain damaged.
But a more effective approach was found by observing the behavior and ap-
plying well-known psychological principles. It was noticed, for example, that
when the child was playing, she did not suck her thumb. But when she was
watching television, her thumb was always in her mouth. The question here
was what to do about it. One method was to remove the television, but this
would not stop the thumb sucking, since it would occur in other situations. A
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simple procedure was devised whereby the mother pressed a button to turn
off the television when the child's thumb went into her mouth, and then
pressed the button to turn on the television when the thumb was out of the
mouth. It did not take the child long to learn that if she wanted the television
on, this would occur only when she was not sucking her thumb. This simple
device was enough to break the habit of thumb sucking. This is what I mean
by moving on from labels to action.

I think the best way to illustrate the variety of individuals who have dif-
ferent kinds of disabilities is to cite several case studies. Some years ago a high
school graduate applied for admission to a college in which I was serving as
selection officer. I refused admission because his grades in high school English
had been very low and his scores on a reading intelligence test were below the
lowest 25% of high school graduates. He then took courses in a junior college,
repeated his English course three times before passing it with a grade of D, but
obtained fairly good grades in mathematics and drafting. After 2 years at the
junior college, he again applied to the college in which I was the selection of-
ficer, and again I rejected his application because of low scores on intelligence
tests and his poor showing in rhetoric. But this time he was persistent. He ap-
pealed to the president for admission. I was required to give adequate reasons
for rejection, or at least look into his case further. Upon analysis of this in-
dividual based on a number of tests, I found that he was quite superior in spa-
tial ability and in quantitative ability, but very inferior in verbal fluency. I ad-
mitted him into the college with the recommendation to the English depart-
ment that he be given special tutoring in diction and in English usage.

Four years later, this individual had completed not only his bachelor's
degree in art, but also his master's degree. He was now art director in a very
large city. He still had difficulty in English and diction, but the supervision of
art programs in schools did not require great verbal fluency. Here was an in-
dividual who had a learning disability in one area. He could have been denied
an education had we not been forced to look into his situation a little more
closely. His case made me wonder how many others were denied further ed-
ucation because of a learning disability in one area.

Some years ago, a boy 10 years of age was brought to me by a school
principal because of the child's inability to learn to read. On an individual in-
telligence test, his IQ was 140. He was now in the fifth grade, but was prac-
tically a nonreader. I found that he had two disabilities, one in auditorizing
and one in visualizing. I recommended to the father that he have his son's
eyes checked and that he obtain a good remedial teacher. I did not see this boy
again until he was 22. He had graduated from high school and had served in
the Army for 2 years. He was also enrolled in a junior college. But his basic
problem remainedhe could not read well. On tests, he now scored at the
fifth- and sixth-grade levels in reading and spelling. He had completed high
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school work because his mother read his lessons to him. He was admitted to a
junior college and again succeeded partially with the aid of his mother. He
now requested admission to a large university, but was not accepted. After 6
months of special tutoring by a tutor in his disability areas, he now scored at
the ninth- and tenth-grade levels. We asked that he be admitted to the uni-
versity as an experimental case. Tutoring for 1 year in the university resulted
in his achieving passing grades. Five years later, this individual had passed all
the examinations and courses in animal sciences but had still failed his rhet-
oric exam because of a disability in spelling. It was necessary to waive the
rhetoric examination that he had failed twice in order to award him a bach-
elor's degree in animal science.

Another interesting child was one who had been committed to an in-
stitution for mental defectives at 2 1/2 years of age because of convulsions and
severe mental retardation. At the age of 4 1/2, he was given a series of ex-
aminations and scored around 50 and 60 IQ, but at that time he did not have
any further convulsions. An EEG at this time, however, showed an abnormal-
ity. Here, according to our knowledge, was a child who was and could be la-
beled feebleminded. He was thus certified and labeled as such by physicians
and psychologists. At this time we initiated an experiment on early training of
mental defectives in the institution. Fifteen children, ages 4 to 5, were taken
out of the wards daily and offered intensive preschool education, while an-
other group remained in the wards. This boy was one of the 15 experimental
children. At this time, his IQ was 50 to 60. His convulsions did not continue,
although he still had an abnormal EEG. He made rapid progress in mental and
social development in the preschool and was paroled from the institution to a
foster home in the community. He was later adopted by a highly educated
family. An EEG was repeated at the age of 7, and again it showed an ab-
normality. Much tutoring and care was given this boy in school, by his moth-
er, and others. Today, at the age of 19, he is a freshman in college, with an av-
erage grade of B. Where would this boy be today had he remained in the
wards? How many more of these children have we labeled, without taking the
time to do what should be done with children with such problems?

I should like to present a slide of a child who was diagnosed a number of
times as mentally retarded, but who was probably a severe case of learning
disabilities.

Here is a child who, at the age of 4 1 /2, tested below 50 IQ except for
tests that required no language, and, on these, she was low average. On cer-
tain tests, she showed that she was able to understand and receive visual and
auditory meanings and was able to discriminate shapes visually at an average
level. She was, however, very defective in all other areas.

Intensive training with this child over a period of 4 years showed the fol-
lowing development:
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She progressed mentally a year per year under remediation and on psycho-
logical tests, whether they were performance or verbal intelligence tests.
Although she was mentally about 2 years old at the age of 4, she now, at
the age of 8, is mentally age 6. She is still 2 years retarded, but since the be-
ginning of remediation she has progressed 1 year per year. The profile
shows a more even development. In addition to this psychological profile,
the child is doing second-grade reading and arithmetic and is only slightly
retarded in academic work.

The next child is one who is 8 or 9 years of age and who appears to be
average in intelligence and average in all abilities except the ability to express
himself. The accompanying profile indicates that this is a child who cannot ex-
press himself vocally or gesturally. Speech correction and counseling seemed
not to help him. The treatment for this !Dry was by the use of programmed in-
struction in which the child filled in what he did not know on a typewriter
and a tape recorder. It will be noticed from this profile that the boy made rap-
id progress in 7 months of remedial instruction.

The reports of various types of disability at this conference show a major
change in the approach to children with learning disabilities. Instead of clas-
sifying children into categories and instead of worrying about the etiological
classifications, names, labels, and categories, the concentration of most work-
ers at this conferenceKephart, Myklebust, Frostig, and many othersis an
attempt to analyze the child's ability in such a way that remediation and train-
ing can follow.

The philosophy of remediation does not deny a basic cerebral dysfunc-
tion. It implies that children withdraw from areas that make them un-
comfortable, or unsuccessful, and exaggerate the areas of response on which
they are successful. If a biological defect causes a child to be unsuccessful in
one area, that child will tend to avoid that area and function in a field where
he is successful. At a later age when we test the child and find a marked be-
havioral deficit, that deficit may be only partly the result of the biological de-
fect and partly the result of lack of development due to avoidance experience.
An analogy can be made between the use of hands. If a cerebral dysfunction in
the motor area makes the child's left hand uncoordinated, the child will avoid
using the left hand, and overuse the right hand. As a result, the growth of the
use of the right hand is average or above, while the left hand grows in co-
ordination more slowly. Remediation in this case would be special exercise of
the left hand. Thus the philosophy of remediation of deficits asserts that the
deficits are totally or partially environmentally caused, generally through
avoidance of essential experience. Remediation then tends to reinstate this ex-
perience, even at a later date.
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FIGURE 2

Comparison of Pre- and Post Remediation
Language Profiles
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Chapter 7

Learning Disabilities
SAMUEL A. KIRK

Learning disabilities, the topic of this conference, although not a new dis-
ability to professionals, is really one of the newest categories of disabilities
that is being subsidized by states and by the federal government as one of the
programs of special education. It is the only category that has been defined in
federal legislation and is also the most vague and illusive. It has the widest
range of estimates of prevalence. Some authorities estimate that 1% of school
children have a learning disability, while others estimate 1.,u -/o. For some rea-
son, the term has caught public attention. Parents like the concept, perhaps be-
cause it explains why a child is not learning in school when he is so bright in
some ways and so unable to learn in other ways.

The effects of learning disabilities cut across those of other kinds of dis-
abilitiesthe deaf, blind, mentally retardedand are therefore the most mis-
understood concept of any kind of handicapping condition in children.

Our concept of learning disabilities is varied and confused. Dr. Birch re-
members that I gave a speech at a luncheon meeting in New York several
years ago and entitled my speech, "Are We Confused?" In his speech, Dr.
Birch said he was not confused, it was just Kirk who was confused. I would
like to tell you this evening. I'm still confused because I'm not quite sure what
learning disabilities are all e.1-,out. I'm confused because everybody seems to
have a different concept of what learning disabilities are. I'd like to discuss
this evening how we got here, how we arrived at this concept of learning dis-
ability, what we are doing with it, and where we are going.

Historical Development
One of the things that has interested me a great deal is the evolution of many
of our programs with handicapped children. In the earlier centuriesthe 18th
and 19th centuries and part of the 20th centurythe responsibility for handi-

Speech given to The University of Texas Health Center, Dallas, Texas, February 1972.
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capped children was the responsibility of the physiciannot the psychologist
nor the educator. As we look into the field of mental retardation, for example,
what do we find? We find the names of Jean Marc Itard, Edward Seguin, Ma-
ria Montessori, and Decrolv. These were the educators of the mentally re-
tarded. These peopleItard, Seguin, Montessori, and Decrolywere all
trained as physicians, and the most interesting thing about it was that their
contributions were not in medicine, but in education.

When we look at the history of learning disabilities (it wasn't called that
at first), we find the same story. The early contributors to this field were phy-
siciansusually neurologists or ophthalmologists. Historically, we find that in
the 18th century, the first man who comes to mind is a fellow by the name of
Franz Joseph Gall, a Viennese physicianthe father of phrenologywho re-
corded some cases of loss of linguistic ability as a result of head injuries. In the
19th century, the name that is best known to neurologists is John Hughlings
Jackson, who formulated many of our modern theories of cerebral functions,
particularly functions that explain epilepsy and language disorders. The other
man who stands out historically is Henry Head, who wrote two volumes on
aphasia. This morning, Dr. Schain mentioned the name of James Hinshel-
wood, an English ophthalmologist, who wrote a classic book in 1917 called
Congenital Word Blindness. It is rather interesting that these people were all
physicians and yet their contribution,.. were not only in etiology or the re-
lationship of the brain to function, but also in their contributions to training
and education.

Dr. Hinshelwood made an interesting contribution (if I recall correctly).
He described in his book that many children were referred to him by school
teachers in England because they were not learning to read. The teachers as-
sumed that you read with your eves and, if you can't read, there must be
something wrong with the eyes; so they sent their reading failures to Dr. Hin-
shelwood for an eye examination. He examined these children and could not
find anything wrong with the eyes of most of them.

Hinshelwood described a case of a patient who had a brain concussion
as a result of an accident and who had lost the ability to read. Dr. Hinshel-
wood found nothing wrong with the man's eyes, but the patient had definitely
lost the ability to read. He tried to train him by the alphabet method because
he could not read or learn words as wholes. Hinshelwood, furthermore, made
a contract with this patient that when he died he would let Hinshelwood have
his brain. Shortly thereafter the patient contracted pneumonia and died. After
an autopsy, Hinshelwood concluded that the center for reading was in the left
angular gyrus. When children cannot learn to read, Hinshelwood postulated
that the child had an underdevelopment of the left angular gyrus.

One of the points I am trying to make is that many of the earlier author-
ities in the fields of language and reading were physicians whose contribu-
tions were primarily in education. Apparently, the training of physicians in

12:
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the earlier days in Europe was less specialized and extended into many fields.
In the United States, the training of physicians has recently become more spe-
cialized. But historically, we have had major educational contributions from
some individuals trained in medicine. A noteworthy authority is Samuel Grid-
ley Howe. He was a physician who, with Horace Mann, contributed major ed-
ucational innovations. He is the man who stimulated work with the handi-
capped in the early 19th century and who was the forerunner of the work with
Helen Keller. In 1857 he asked the legislature of Massachusetts for $2,500 to or-
ganize a program for mentally retarded children. The legislature passed the
appropriation in Massachusetts, but the governor vetoed the appropriation;
whereupon, Dr. Howe wrote an open letter to the governor of Massachusetts.
It is a fascinating document. In this letter in the 1850s, he enunciated the rights
of the mentally retarded in a democracy. The legislature of Massachusetts was
so impressed with this letter that it overrode the veto of the governor, and
Howe obtained his $2,500.

An early contributor to learning disabilities in the United States was
Samuel. T. Orton. Dr. Orton disagreed with Hinshelwood. He did not accept
the contention that alexia, dyslexia, or congenital word blindness [are] the re-
sult of an underdevelopment of the left angular gyrus, but rather the result of
a lack of cerebral dominance. He called the condition strephosymbolia, or
twisted symbols. Lack of cerebral dominance, according to Orton, caused re-
versed errors in reading.

A major contributor was Alfred Strauss. He worked in Germany after
World War I as a neurologist. When Hitler came to power, Strauss escaped
from Germany and went to Barcelona, Spain. Here he opened a child guidance
clinic. When Franco took over, Strauss went to England and then to the United
States. He did not take out a medical license in this country since he desired to
contribute to the education of brain-injured children.

What I am trying to emphasize here is that the early work in learning
disabilitiesreading disabilities, thinking disorders, behavior disorders, and
language disorderswas originally the responsibility of physicians. Later,
psychologists took over the field of mental retardation and learning dis-
abilities. The names of Travis in speech and language disorders, [and] Marion
Monroe, Gillingham, Fernald and others in reading disabilities, are a few psy-
chologists who became prominent in the field. Here we find a shift from med-
icine to psychology. The shift then went to the psychologist educator. How-
ever, in the last 10 to 15 years, the bulk of the work that is being done in these
disabilities is being done by a new kind of educator who is, to some extent, in-
terdisciplinary, trained in psychology, biology, and special education.

The major impetus to learning disabilities in children in the last three
decades, I think, should be attributed to Orton, Marion Monroe, Fernald,
Strauss, and a few others. The modern reference to brain-injured children was
popularized primarily by Alfred Strauss. As I indicated earlier, Alfred Strauss
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came to this country in the late 1930s. He came with Hans Werner, a Gestalt
child psychologist from the University of Berlin.

Dr. Strauss, Hans Werner, and Laura Lehtinen worked at the Wayne
County Training School (where I was at one time). They worked with brain-
injured, mentally retarded children. Here Strauss, Werner, and others con-
ducted research on hyperactivity, thinking disorders, and perceptual dis-
orders of brain-injured children. You may disagree with his neurology, but I
think we can say that Strauss's book Psychotherapy of Brain-Injured Children at
least said to parents: "We can do something for your children; they are not all
mentally retarded. Some of them have disabilities in perception, behavior, and
thinking that can be ameliorated through special education."

Parents are a very important group for the development of programs, for
their effect on legislators, and for the motivation of professionals. I recall with
interest the development of the national program of ACLD. In 1966 the Chair-
man of the program committee telephoned me and requested that I give her
the names of the 10 most prominent individuals in learning disabilities in the
world. I informed this parent that most world authorities are busy and that
most of them did not have funds to travel to deliver addresses. Since the or-
ganization did not have funds, it would be an imposition to ask them to come
at their own expense, especially from a foreign country. The response over the
phone was, "I asked for the names of the 10 greatest authorities; I did not ask
you about our business operations." I then gave her the names of one person
in London, one in Brisbane, Australia, and others in the United States. Within
two weeks she called me to inform me that she had phoned and obtained 7 of
the 10 as speakers for the ACLD Conference, including the one from London
and the one from Brisbane. The meeting was held in Tulsa, Oklahoma. The ho-
tels could not accommodate the large crowd enrolled at the conference. So the
next year the meeting was held in the Waldorf Astoria Hotel in New York.
These incidents demonstrated to me the interest in the field and also the pow-
er of the parents' groups to affect the interest of both parents and pro-
fessionals.

Prevalence

Why the sudden interest in learning disabilities? Apparently, the reason [there
were] 6,000 people at the meeting in New York was because every parent with
a problem child (mentally retarded, emotionally disturbed, hyperactive, in-
ability to read, educationally retarded, etc.) came to find the solution in the
new movement. That is probably the reason why prevalence figures range
from 1% to 30%. A recent questionnaire sent to 50 so-called experts ill learning
disabilities gave the percentage of learning disabilities as 1% to 5%. Some gave
the prevalence as 10%, and one indicated it could be 90%.

I am getting a little concerned about the expansion of the field to include
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very minor problems that really do not need specialized remediation. That is
what happened in the field of mental retardation. In 1920, we passed state
laws about mental retardation indicating that the mentally retarded were
those who had IQs of 69 and below. Then we extended it up to 72, then to 75,
and to 80 and even 85. This resulted in the organization of many special class-
es. In the larger cities we found the greatest enrollment [in special classes] to
be among Blacks and Chicanos. Apparently, minority children could not pass
the tests standardized on middle-class whites. As the classes became pre-
dominantly minority-group children, their parents objected to having their
children in special classes, so they took their case to court and won. Now we
have discredited the IQ, not because the IQ isn't all right, but because we have
misused it.

In this respect, we seem to be following the same history as that of the
Soviet Union. In 1936, the Communist Manifesto abolished what they called pe-
dalogists (psychologists) from the schools in Russia. They claimed that the Bi-
net test discriminates against the children of the working class, and that this
school procedure is just a capitalist method of discriminating against the
working class. In the U.S., we are now saying the same thing. We are dis-
criminating against minority groups by giving tests that have been standard-
ized on middle-class whites and classifying the children as mentally retarded.

Prevalence figures depend on the definition and the cut-off point. In a
normal distribution, one standard deviation below the mean gives 17%. Seven-
teen percent of children have IQs below 84. If we give a reading test, 17% of
the children are going to be one standard deviation below the mean. I am
afraid that our prevalence figures are the results of the administration of a test
and then taking the lower one-sixth of the curve as [the population with]
learning disabilities.

In many places, underachievement is becoming synonymous with learn-
ing disabilities. A child who is [behind] (a year or two) in reading or arith-
metic in school is called learning disabled. But there are many reasons for un-
derachievement. One could be mentally retarded and be underachieving. One
can be disadvantaged or lack educational opportunity and be underachieving.
The child can have no motivation for school and be underachieving. He can
have visual or auditory problems and be underachieving. In other words,
there are a great number of reasons for underachievement in school.

We also seem to forget normal variation in every group. Some people are
short; some people are tall. That does not mean that they are abnormal or that
they require special remediation. Every fourth-grade teacher has children
reading at the third-grade, the fifth-grade, and the sixth-grade level. Every
class has a certain range within it. We should expect this variability. This
should be the responsibility of the regular grade teacher. We should not take
away this responsibility by offering remediation to the one-sixth of the chil-
dren [who are] at the lower end of the normal curve.
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The National Advisory Committee for Handicapped Children, of which I
was privileged to be chairman for a while, tried to define learning disabilities.
It was necessary for us to not only define learning disabilities, but also to
"guesstimate" a prevalence figure. Earlier in 1963, Congress passed the Mental
Retardation Comtruction Act (Public Law 88-164). It provided research facil-
ities, affiliated centers, and training of personnel in special education. It in-
cluded [funds for] the mentally retarded, the deaf, the blind, etcetera. It did
not include [funding for children with] learning disabilities. However, the
training of personnel was accomplished under the provisions for "crippled
and other health handicaps that require special education."

In 1967 The National Advisory Committee defined learning disabilities
as disorders of language, thinking, reading, writing, and arithmetic, and in-
cluded the conditions we formerly called aphasia, brain-injury, [and] dyslexia.
The definition excluded primary mental retardation, sensory handicaps, emo-
tional disturbances, and disadvantaged children. In other words, it did not in-
clude all the handicapping conditions [for a handicap] for which we already
have legislation.

How do we determine prevalence? The National Advisory Committee
decided to give the prevalence for the more severe cases, and indicated that
the prevalence was 1% to 3% of a school population. If we have 3%, we would
have 1 1/2 million school children; 10% would he 5 million school children.
Therefore, if we think of one teacher for every 10 learning disabled children,
we would need 50,000 new teachers.

These figures are really big orders, but we have had some people testify
before Congress and state that 20% to 30% of school children are learning dis-
abled. Many of us wonder about what groups they are talking.

As a result of the clarification of the definition and prevalence rates, a bill
was passed by Congress in 1969 entitled the Learning Disabilities Act of 1969.
The bill made provisions for research, training, and service. Please note that it
took six years between 1963, when P.L. 88-164 was passed, and 1969, to obtain
a bill for learning disabilities. However, the passage of a congressional bill
with a definition did not solve the practical problems.

Terms and Labels May Not Be Helpful

Learning disabilities encompass all kinds of disabilities not [classified] under
mental retardation, deaf, blind, and crippled, and the traditional categories of
handicapped children. There are many disabilities under the general cat-
egories. A few years ago, the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare, at
the request of l'resident Johnson, organized a President's Committee on Dys-
lexia. As soon as people heard that there was a Dyslexia Commission in Wash-
ington, the chairman got something like 10,000 letters from parents asking him
to solve the problem for their dyslexic child.

15
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Sometimes it is an evasion of responsibility when a psychologist or a
neurologist writes "dyslexia" on the chart; and when the parents ask "What's
that?" he says, "Go and read Critchley's book on dyslexia." The use of a label
such as dyslexia may be a block to progress, since it may give the impression
that a scientific solution has been found. Marion Monroe wrote a book on
reading disabilities after 20 years of research and entitled it Children Who Can-
not Read. To me, that title is most parsimonious and consequently most sci-
entific. If a parent describes a child with the descriptive terms "cannot write,"
"read," "spell," or "talk," I consider these more understandable and more use-
ful than terms such as aphasia, dyslexia, and apraxia.

I am happy to see that the medical school here has an interdisciplinary
team working on learning disabilities. They will tend to keep each other hon-
est. Under this kind of organization, the pediatrician, psychologist, or ed-
ucator won't get too cocky because none of them really knows the answers to
all our problems. Our diagnostic and remedial practices in this field are based
on about 20% or 30% knowledge and 70% or 80% guesswork. We are dealing
with a very complex problem and we have to make the best guess we can for
each child.

I was in France 2 or 3 years ago, and I noticed that in one of their clinics
they had special teachers for special subjects. If the child did not read at a par-
ticular level, he went to Teacher A for remedial reading instruction. If he could
not do arithmetic, he went to Teacher B for remedial arithmetic instruction. If
he could not talk, he went to another special teacher. In other words, each re-
medial teacher specialized and worked with one particular disability.

In this country, we are so imbued with mass education that every time
we start something we have to play the numbers game. We employ a teacher
of learning disabilities and tell her to take as many kinds of children as she
can. I am not sure that a teacher of remedial reading is a specialist in training a
child with delayed speech. Yet we employ a learning disability teacher and
ask her to treat "anything that comes around." A child with a visual channel
disability is going to require a very different kind of treatment than the child
with an auditory channel disability. [This concept] is similar to the [idea of]
training the deaf through the sense of touch and vision and training the blind
through the sense of hearing and touch.

I believe that in the future we will probably employ specialists for certain
kinds of severe disabilities. In many of the public schools today we have to ac-
count for so many children that we tend to serve the mild cases and neglect
the more severe ones. We followed that procedure in the field of speech cor-
rection when the state declared that "every speech correctionist had to have a
caseload of at least one hundred." Under that sort of a caseload, the speech
correctionist could not deal with severe language disorders, since this kind of
a child required 5 hours a week of her time. She devoted her time to [children
with] mild articulatory disabilities. As a result, the severe language-handi-
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capped child was neglected. Today I notice that in some school systems [chil-
dren with) severe learning disabilities are being neglected in favor of [children
with] milder handicaps who can be remediated in groups.

I have taken up a lot of your time, so let me state in summary that:

1. Learning disabilities has now become a confused concept including a
heterogeneity of disabilities, and with some including all underachieving
children, regardless of origin.

2. Historically, physicians dealt with brain-injured adults, but also contrib-
uted to educational procedures. Later, psychologists became prominent,
and today psychoeducators have taken over most of the responsibility
for behavioral diagnosis and remediation.
The prevalence of the condition has ranged from 1% to 20%, depending
on whether one is dealing with the severe disabilities or the very mild.

4. The medical terms used for the different disabilitiesdyslexia, aphasia,
echolalia, agraphia, etceteraare being replaced by behavioral and de-
script ve terms such as, "the child can't read, or talk, or write."

5. It is likely that in the future we will categorize children according to the
remediation they need, rather than by labels. Specialists in reading, lan-
guage, writing, arithmetic, etcetera might be employed for remediation,
rather than expecting one person to be an expert in remediation for all
disabilities.



Chapter 8

Our Current Headaches
in Learning Disabilities
SAMUEL A. KIRK

The topic assigned to me is quite complex"Our Current Problems in Learn-
ing Disabilities"but I will make use of the speaker's prerogative and change
the title to "Our Current Headaches in Learning Disabilities." I should like this
morning to discuss a few problems that are current.

First, a persistent problem has been the clarification of the definition and
the concept of learning disabilities. We have not been required by legislation
to provide operational definitions for mental retardation, or emotional dis-
turbance, or speech defects, or other handicaps, but we are now requested to
define learning disabilities operationally. Perhaps this request has been ne-
cessitated for a good reason. It may be that our parent and professional
groups, as well as our journalists, have differing concepts of the learning dis-
abilities and have consequently confused the public and our legislators. I must
admit, too, that this has confused me.

For many years some of us have used a three-pronged criterion to iden-
tify a child with a learning disability. This morning I should like to start by re-
peating these three criteria; namely, (a) a discrepancy criterion, (b) an exclu-
sion criterion, and (c) a special education criterion. Let me explain:

A Discrepancy Criterion

Children with learning disabilities have significant discrepancies in the de-
velopment of their psychological processes (perception, seeing relationships,
motor ability, attention, memory) or unexplained disparity between their po-
tential judged by some abilities and their academic achievement. Develop-
mental imbalances in psychological, social, or motor abilities arc generally not-
ed at the preschool level, while discrepancies between general or specialized
intellectual development and academic achievement are observable factors at
the school-age level. A child, for example, who does not talk at the age of four

Paper presented at the Association for Children with Learning Disabilities Conference,
Washingto,i. DC, March 1977.
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but who has other perceptual, cognitive, and motor abilities that appear nor-
mal, would be considered a child with a learning disability at the preschool
level. The school-age child who is relatively average in mental ability, who has
made normal progress in arithmetic computation but who has not learned to
read after 3 years of adequate schooling, would indicate a learning disability
at the school-age level.

An Exclusion Criterion

Most definitions exclude from the learning disability designation those dif-
ficulties in learning that can be explained by general mental retardation, au-
ditory or visual impairment, emotional disturbance, or lack of opportunity to
learn. This exclusion factor does not mean that children with hearing and vi-
sion impairments or children who are diagnosed as mentally retarded cannot
also have learning disabilities. These children require multiple services.

Need for Special Education

Children with learning disabilities are those children who require special ed-
ucation for their development. A child who has not had an opportunity to
learn and is retarded educationally will learn by ordinary methods of in-
struction at his level of achievement. For example, if a child comes out of the
woods and has not been in school up to the age of 9 or 10, but upon examina-
tion is found to have normal cognitive and perceptual abilities but has not
learned to read or achieve in arithmetic, this child could not be considered to
have a learning disability even though he has a discrepancy between ability
and achievement. Such a child will learn by ordinary methods of instruction
and does not need special education. In other words, the addition of the criter-
ion of the need for a special method because of some psychological disorder
that has inhibited his ability to read is an important criterion.

Any program of identification of learning disabilities should use these
three criteria: a significant discrepancy between development and achieve-
ment; a discrepancy that cannot be explained by other handicapping condi-
tions such as deafness, blindness, [or] mental retardation; and the need for a
special remedial instruction program because of a process disability.

In many discussions of the meaning of learning disabilities, these three
criteria are forgotten. Instead we may hear disturbing remarks, even from
some professionals, such as:

1. "There is no such thing as a learning disability."
or
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2. "Children with learning disabilities are the same as the mentally re-
tarded and the emotionally disturbed."

or
3. "Every child who has a school problem [has] a learning disability."

or
4. "It is a 'kitchen sink' term; a 'garbage can' concept."

or
5. "It is a political creation that is attached to children in numbers that max-

imize local school subsidies for special education programs."
or

6. "All you need for your learning disabled child is to buy 'my method' or
maybe 'my vitamin.' "

With such statementscoming from not lay people, but professional
peopleno wonder some journalists are having a field day denying the needs
of learning disabled children.

One possible reason for these controversies and confusions is that we
have grown too fast. A few years ago we had difficulty interesting pro-
fessionals in the field of learning disabilities. But since the movement became
popular we have so-called learning disability experts coming out of the walls
by the hundreds, writing books and articles and making speeches on the state
of the art. We have, in a sense, opened up a Pandora's boxgiving forth a
great number of programs and including conditions not included in the orig-
inal concept of learning disabilities.

I should like to discuss four of our problems and practices that may be
causing difficulty, namely; (a) the "dumping-ground" practice, (b) pseudo-
research, (c) the territorial war, and (d) the panacea of methods and materials.

1. The Dumping-Ground Practice

Learning disabilities programs in public schools are now including a great
number of children who should not be classified as learning disabled. Among
the LD population are included minor reading problems, behavior problems, and
slow-learning children. Often included are many children whose aspiring par-
ents feel they are not obtaining good enough grades in schools.

This phenomenon of elaboration, extrapolation, and exaggeration is not
new to the field of special education. Hard-of-hearing children have been clas-
sified as deaf. Visually impaired children with some sight have been taught
Braille when they could read print.

We have gone through the same problem with the mentally retarded.
When I started in special education in the early 1930s, special classes for the
mentally retarded included children whose IQs were between 50 and 70. This
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was the psychometric definition of mental retardation in Wisconsin in 1927.
Following World War II, many states passed laws appropriating funds for spe-
cial classes for the mentally retarded in the public schools. As more funds be-
came available, the acceptable upper limit of the IQ for admission went up
and up and up, and the enrollment in special classes increased from 113,565 in
1952 to 703,800 children in 1969.

The American Association on Mental Deficiency (AAMD) defined men-
tal retardation psychometrically as one standard deviation below normal, or
IQs below 85. The special classes then enrolled behavior problems and many
minority group children (Blacks, Mexican-Americans, Puerto Ricans, and
American Indians) who were tested with intelligence tests standardized on
Caucasians. Special classes for the mentally retarded became the "dumping
grounds" for children the teachers didn't want in their classes. But the minor-
ity groups caught up with us. They challenged our concepts of mental re-
tardation and methods of dealing with their children. They even took their
case to court and won.

So what was our reaction? The AAMD redefined mental retardation as
minus two standard deviations, or IQs below 70. And now we are back to our
earlier concepts of mental retardation during the 1920s and 1930s. But what do
we now do with the 10% or 15% of the children [who have IQs] between 70
and 84? Now they are called "learning disabled" and mainstreamed. In other
words, we have a new namelearning disabilities; we have a new organiza-
tionmainstreamingfor children who should not have been in special class-
es in the first place.

We originally thought that children who are severely retarded in reading
and who are found to have a psychological disability that has inhibited their
learning to read under ordinary instruction have a learning disability. The dif-
ferentiation between a child who is merely retarded in reading and a child
who is learning disabled in reading is based on a diagnosed psychological dis-
ability associated with the reading retardation. But in our schools we find
many children who have minor reading retardation due to lack of op-
portunity, lack of motivation, poor home backgrounds, and other extrinsic fac-
tors not related to the child's intrinsic ability to learn to read. These children
need help, but not in the remediation of a learning disability. The lack of op-
portunity to learn to read required giving adequate opportunity with develop-
mental reading materialsnot the remediation of special disabilities. Such
children need opportunities with developmental methods, not specialized
methods of instruction.

2. Pseudo-research

Another phenomenon that emanated from Pandora's box is pseudo-research
that is creeping into the literature. Although one can find some modest re-
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search reports, many of the reports are not leading to any constructive solu-
tions. Why? Probably because many of the studies are asking the wrong ques-
tions [as a basis for their research or] are dealing with the wrong subjects.

We have study after study that compares, for example, poor readers with
good readers on certain psychological functions such as visual discrimination,
visual memory, auditory memory, sound blending, etcetera. Many of the stud-
ies are conducted at the third- or fourth-grade level with children whose psy-
chological functions score at the top of the norms used. [Not finding] any dif-
ference between good readers and poor readers in sound blending, auditory
discrimination, etcetera, they erroneously conclude or imply that these psy-
chological processes or psychological functions or abilities have nothing to do
with learning to read.

I think the major difficulty with most of these studies is the fact that
when they study visual discrimination, for instance, they are not really deal-
ing with children who have major visual discrimination problems. For example,
you and I know that [a] child who cannot visually discriminate between 'a'
and 'b' or 'was' and 'saw' or 'man' and 'dog' [cannot] learn to read. The rea-
son why negative results are found in such studies is because 99.9% of school-
age children have enough visual discrimination to learn to read at the age of 6.

A typical example of research now found in the literature is [a study]
testing the visual discrimination or sound blending or visual memory or what-
not of 30 third- or fourth-grade children who are reading a year or more below
grade [level] and comparing them with those reading at grade level. The lack
of significant difference between the groups' results leads to the conclusion
that visual discrimination, sound blending, or visual memory has no relation
to reading. One of my colleagues, Dr. Jerry Senf, has maintained that this is
the wrong question for research in this area. If we test 30 mentally retarded
children and compare them with 30 average children on tests for cretinism or
hydrocephaly we will likely find no significant difference. We might run the
data through computers using analysis of variance or discriminant analysis or
what have you, then erroneously conclude that cretinism or hydrocephaly is
not a correlate or cause of mental retardation.

If, on the other hand, we ask the question, "What is the probability of
cretinism or hydrocephaly causing mental retardation?" we will obtain a dif-
ferent answer. This research will require that we find untreated cretins or hy-
drocephalics. When we find that mental retardation exists in the group, the
probability is very high that a disability will result from cretinism or hydro-
cephaly.

The same experimental logic applies to learning disabilities. If we test 30
poor readers in the third grade with a visual discrimination or an auditory dis-
crimination test and compare them to 30 children who have learned to read,
we may not find any significant difference between the good and poor readers
in visual discrimination, probably because all of them have sufficient dis-
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crimination to learn to read. It is absurd to conclude from the results of this re-
search that visual discrimination is not necessary for reading. The right ques-
tion for research is "What is the probability of a child with very inadequate
discrimination, or visual or auditory memory, having difficulty learning to
read?" This will mean finding (out of 10,000-20,000 children) some 15 or 20
children with very poor visual discrimination or poor sound blending or vis-
ual or auditory memory (probably 3 standard deviations below normal). It
will require this kind of an experiment to answer the question of whether very
inadequate visual discrimination ability contributes to reading retardation.

What I am trying to say is that Pandora's box has been opened and [has]
cluttered up the journals with articles that are asking the wrong questions and
that are probably producing the wrong answers. It has given a forum for icon-
oclastic critics who are on an ego trip with negative rather than positive ap-
proaches.

3. The Territorial War

A third wave from Pandora's box has resulted in a war between professional
workers in learning disabilities, speech pathologists specializing in language
disorders, and specialists in remedial reading. The International Reading As-
sociation has passed a resolution requesting legislatures to certify graduates of
reading-language programs as learning disabilities specialists. The August is-
sue of the Journal of Learning Disabilities asks: "Does this mean that IRA wants
LD jobs?" And so it goes. The American Speech and Hearing Association is
also active in this field, asking for a limiting license to diagnose and remediate
learning disabilities.

The major issue at stake, as far as I can determine, is that special educa-
tion funds have been appropriated for the support of learning disability spe-
cialists and not for specialists in communication disorders or remedial read-
ing. Each area feels their territory has been invaded by the learning disability
specialists, often after taking only a few summer school courses in learning
disabilities.

4. Remedial Panaceas

A fourth, and most important, area of woes released by Pandora's box is the
battle over methods and materials for learning disabilities. I have tried to an-
alyze the different approaches used and have concluded that we have three
major approaches to remediation that guide methods and materials. I label
these (a) task or skill training, (b) process training, and (c) process-task train-
ing or aptitude instructional interaction. I should like to discuss these three ba-
sic methods.
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Skill or Task Training

Classroom teachers have always had the responsibility of finding out what a
child can do and what he cannot do in content subject. Procedures have been
developed to assist the teacher in informally making an inventory of what a
child can do in reading, writing, spelling, and arithmetic. In reading, the teach-
er determines at what level the child is readingthat is, the independent, in-
structional, and frustration levels. After inventorying the child's level and
reading skills, she organizes a remedial or corrective or developmental pro-
gram. Good teachers diagnose children in the manner described, defining dai-
ly objectives to be attained, and start the child at a comfortable but challenging
level. They break down the lessons into subskills that would aid the child in
progressing in that skill or content area.

The applied behavioral analysis approach is a refinement and a more ad-
equate system of what a good teacher normally does. This approach ad-
vocates: (a) finding out what the child can and cannot do in a particular skill,
(b) analyzing the behaviors needed to succeed in the task, (c) defining the be-
havioral objectives, and (d) organizing a systematic remedial program using
reinforcement techniques. The applied behavior analyses do not infer pro-
cesses that underlie difficulties but rely solely on behavioral events and en-
vironmental conditions. [Advocates of this approach] feel that their approach,
which is task-oriented and observable, is the most parsimonious approach,
and, to some, the only approach needed.

Process Training

Another remedial method that is common may be labeled process training. Pro-
cess training assumes that what the child produces (that is, the products) are
dependent upon intrinsic psychological processes and that for these skills to
develop, it is necessary to train the underlying process. If a child is expected to
learn to read, for example, it will be necessary for him to have visual dis-
crimination, sound-blending ability, and a host of other cognitive and per-
ceptual skills. If the child is to learn to talk, it will be necessary for him to de-
code verbal language and to encode his concepts into verbal expressive
language. Some try to train a process in isolation, hoping that the ability will
facilitate or automatically transfer to the learning of a skill at a later date. For
example, if a child has poor visual discrimination, he is given visual dis-
crimination exercises, discriminating between circles and squares, etcetera,
hoping that this training will develop an ability that will facilitate learning to
read later. The opponents of process training state that research has not dem-
onstrated that visual discrimination training or the training of other processes
facilitates learning to read. Materials and methods that are currently used to
train psychological processes in children have been challenged as worthless.
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As I indicated earlier, the research in this area has been difficult to control and
most studies have dealt with children who already have sufficient visual dis-
crimination ability or visual memory ability to learn to read.

The other approach to training processes is to train [in] a process for its
own sake, without reference to transfer or how it facilitates learning at a later
date. Sometimes the process itself is the skill to be developed. If a child does
not decode language, has not learned to listen, we train the process of lis-
tening for its own sake. If the child does not discriminate objects in his en-
vironment, we train him to discriminate objects in his immediate environ-
ment. If he does not discriminate between touching a hot stove and a picture
of a fire, nature teaches him to visually discriminate for its own sake.

In other words, there is a question about the practice of [teaching] pro-
cesses in isolation, hoping that they will transfer to a skill at a later date. Few,
however, question [teaching] a process for its own sake. The whole program,
and curriculum, and [set of] activities found in kindergarten and nursery
school deal with [teaching] processes for their own sake as well as for later de-
velopment.

The Process-Task Approach (Aptitude Instructional Interaction)

Some specialists feel that for the ordinary child with problems evolving from
poor teaching or lack of opportunity, the skill or task training approach is ad-
equate and effective. Children with severe disabilities, however, require "child
analysis" as well as "task analysis." The resultant remediation will involve
process and task training in the same remedial procedure; that is, teaching the
child to utilize a particular process in accomplishing the desired task. We can
label this approach as process-task training or as aptitude instructional interaction.
This means that we match the instruction to tb.: aptitude or lack of aptitude in
order to produce the best interaction. It means that we integrate the process
and task in remediation. Instead of teaching visual discrimination in isolation,
we will train visual discrimination of letters and words. The process-task ap-
proach integrates the process deficit with the task development as analyzed.
This approach is the one generally used by those who analyze the abilities and
disabilities of the child and who make a task analysis of the sequence of skills
required by the task itself. Those who practice the process-task or aptitude-
instructional-interaction approach are considered diagnostic prescriptive
teachers, since they do both child analysis and task analysis.

An example in reading may be given to illustrate the process-task ap-
proach to remediation. A child who had attended school regularly up to the
age of 9 was referred because he was unable to learn to read in spite of his test-
ed IQ of 120 on the WISC. The analysis of the child's information processing
abilities showed a process deficit in visual memory. He was unable to re-
produce, in writing and from memory, words presented to him visually. He
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demonstrated the deficit in visual memory both on norm-referenced tests and
on criterion-referenced tests. The process-task remediation procedure in this
case called for a program that would develop visual memory with the words
and phrases to be taught. This procedure of training the process of visual
memory on the task itself is process-task training. Actually, the Fernald Kin-
esthetic Method is a system of training memory for wordsnot in the abstract,
as is done in process training alonebut directly with the words and phrases
needed by the child in learning to read. The Fernald method is a process-task
approach, since it trains visual memory with words and phrases.

I have tried to present briefly three schools of remediation as I see them. I
am sure you will note overlaps in concept and you will note in some instances
that the line between process and product is not clear-cut.

What I have tried to point out is that all three remedial approaches are
adequate in different situations or with different children. Each is valuable
when used in the appropriate setting. Task training is sufficient for minor
problems in children and for the majority of corrective academic problems.
The process training approach is suitable for training the process for its own
sake and especially at the preschool level. Most curricula for nursery schools
and kindergarten train processes for their own sake, and sometimes for pos-
sible transfer to later tasks. The process-task approach or the aptitude- instruc-
tive interaction approach may be necessary for the more severe problems who
have a double disability of task and process. The diagnostic prescriptive ap-
proach relies heavily on process-task training. Dogmatism for one approach
over another is not warranted.

Possible Solutions

If you recall Pandora's box, you will remember it released evils, but it also
contained in the bottom of the box something called hope. So I shall reopen the
box and release the following hopes:

First, it is hoped that regular elementary education will assume the full
responsibility for the minor problems of educational underachievement and
for the minor behavior problems and the slow-learning child. It is hoped that
the present practice of mainstreaming children who should never have been in
special classes will educate the elementary teacher to her responsibility. There
is no reason why elementary education cannot try to deal with children who
are underachieving due to lack of motivation, poor instruction, or inadequate
backgrounds. There is no reason why we cannot reinstate reading teachers
and reading supervisors to assist the regular teacher in assuming her re-
sponsibility. In other words, it is hoped that elementary education will assume
the responsibility for children who do not have basic psychological impedi-
ments to learning that require remediation. Then the learning disability spe-
cialists can devote their time to the training of the hard-core or severe cases of
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learning disability who require intensive instruction and who cannot be
trained by the regular teacher. But we must remember that the minor reading
problem, the minor behavior problem, and the slow learner should not be ne-
glected. They need maximum services also for their maximum development.

Second, it is hoped that we will begin to develop sound research that will
answer many of our questions. During the past 20 years, we have had a short-
age of teachers and teacher train: -s. Colleges of education in universities that
were at one time research institutions have often been converted primarily to
teacher training or to the preparation of teacher-training personnel. We must
begin to train research personnel for this field, personnel who can ask the right
questions and give us sound answers. This will require humility and scholar-
ship, the essentials of a scientist not now obvious in many so-called re-
searchers.

Third, it is hoped that the territorial wars now rampant among pro-
fessionals in remedial reading, communication disorders, and learning dis-
abilities will result in a cross-fertilization encompassing all three disciplines.
At present, specialists in learning disabilities are being prepared by eclectic
courses only partly covering the skills and knowledge of the professionals in
language disorders and remedial reading. Because of the shortages of per-
sonnel in this expanding area, learning disability teachers are being prepared
in short summer-school courses with minimal clinical experience. It is hoped
that in the future, these teachers will be prepared by professionals from re-
medial reading, speech communication, and learning disabilities. The prepara-
tion of personnel from one discipline alone is not sufficient.

Fourth, it is hoped that the air will soon be cleared with respect to meth-
ods of remediation. Instead of being an evangelist for one method or approach
for all children, we can delineate the specific approach for the specific child
and his specific problem. Phonics may be valuable for one child and of little
use to another. The Fernald method may be useful to one child and not to an-
other. Each of the proceduresthe task-training approach, the process train-
ing approach, or the process-task training approachmay be of value, each in
its own place for a particular group of children.

In conclusion, I should like to say that when these hopes are realized, we
will be of more service to more children, even though we may be stepping on
the toes of some professionals.
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Chapter 9

Issues in
Learning Disabilities
SAMUEL A. KIRK

Many people today believe that what we are doing currently in special educa-
tion has always existed. As an introduction, I should like to give you a little
background of where we came from, when things happened, and where we
stand today in special education, and particularly in the field of learning dis-
abilities.

As you probably know, most of our special education after 1900 and be-
fore 1950 was conducted in residential institutions for the deaf, the blind, the
mentally retarded, the emotionally disturbed, and the delinquent. During
World War II, states did not have the funds to build buildings. Consequently
they could not keep up with the increased enrollment in institutions.

Parents became extremely frustrated during this period because they did
not receive the services for their children either in residential schools or in
public schools. As a result they organized, established their own schools, and
then pressured their legislators to provide services for them. Their argument
was that they were taxpayers like everyone else and that the denial of services
to their children in public schools and overcrowding in institutions was not an
American procedure.

As a result of parent political action, especially for the mentally retarded,
states began to subsidize special classes in public schools. Illinois started
[schools for the mentally handicapped] in 1946, and California, I believe, start-
ed to subsidize classes in 1947 or 1948. Other states followed. Arizona es-
tablished its institution at Coolidge and later subsidized public school classes
for the mentally retarded after 1960. Since that time Arizona has moved for-
ward rather rapidly.

Adapted from a speech given at Northern Arizona University, Flagstaff, Arizona,
1984.
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The Federal Role

The federal government did not support special education before 1955 or 1956.
Their argument was that education was a state and local affair and that if the fed-
eral government entered the scene we would have federal control of education.

In about 1954, the well-known author Pearl Buck, a parent of a retarded
child, was urged by parents to help organize aid at the federal level. Pearl
Buck obtained an audience with President Eisenhower and discussed with
him the plight of the mentally retarded. She informed him that there was a se-
vere shortage of professional personnel to provide services for these children
and that the richer states were stealing good teachers from the poorer states
for their expanding special education classes.

In 1955, I was Director of an Institute for Research on Exceptional Chil-
dren at the University of Illinois, one of the few organizations in the United
States doing work in this area at the university level. I .vas asked to go to
Washington to help the U.S. Office [of Education] organize a federal program.
After I arrived, I found that the [staff in the] Office of Education was quite dis-
turbed that the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare had assigned a
young psychiatrist from the Institute of Mental Health to organize programs
for education. The [staff] said that they had already made proposals that were
not accepted and resented the fact that the medical profession was going to or-
ganize education for them.

That afternoon we had a meeting with people from the Children's Bu-
reau, the Institute of Mental Health, Vocational Rehabilitation, and a few other
constituents of Health, Education, and Welfare. The meeting was getting no-
where. The psychiatrist who [had been] assigned by the Secretary to organize
an education program passed me a note saying, "We are not going to get any
place at this meeting; come to my house for dinner tonight and we will discuss
the issues over dinner."

That evening I met with this young psychiatrist and several other friends
from the Institute of Mental Health. I had become acquainted with the In-
stitute of Mental Health earlier because it had given me grants for a study I
made on the effects of preschool education on the social and mental develop-
ment of mentally retarded children.

At this dinner, I was informed that the Office of Education had proposed
a budget of [only] $60,000 to organize several classes for the mentally retarded
in Arlington, Virginia to be supervised by the Office of Education. They told
me that the Secretary became quite disturbed that the Office of Education did
not understand that Congress was interested in a national program, not a state
program operated by the Office of Education. It was for this reason that the
Secretary assigned the psychiatrist from the Institute of Mental Health to or-
ganize education, because he felt that the Office of Education did not under-
stand what Congress wanted.
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The next day I did not go to the Office of Education but stayed in my ho-
tel room and wrote a plan consisting of a progrz,m of research on a national
basis, and a plan to subsidize the training of professional personnel, par-
ticularly teachers. These two recommendations(a) research, and (b) the
preparation of professional personnelwere presented to the Office of Educa-
tion the next day, and later to the Secretary and then to the U.S. Congress.

In 1957, Congress appropriated $1 million for cooperative research, not
only for exceptional children but for all areas of education. One year later, in
1958, it appropriated $1 million for the training of professional personnel in
mental retardation [alone].

I was on the committee to help organize this program. We decided at
that time that $1 million would not train very many teachers, and the best
thing we could do with $1 million was to provide funds to universities and
state departments for the training of leadership personnel. . . . This was a for-
tunate decision since it resulted in organizing departments of special educa-
tion in universities and preparing Ph.D.s to head these departments.

Three years later in 1961, $1.5 million was appropriated for the training
of teachers of the deaf.

The Kennedy Era

The next step was what I call the Kennedy Era. President Kennedy, as you
know, had a sister who was mentally retarded. The Kennedys had established
the Joseph P. Kennedy Foundation to help advance work in the area of mental
retardation. Shortly after President Kennedy was elected, he established a
committee on mental retardation. This committee sent teams to England, Den-
mark, Sweden, and Norway, and one team to the Soviet Union in 1962. I was
fortunate enough to be on the team to the Soviet Union, where we spent three
weeks studying the research and services the Soviets were conducting. At that
time we were very impressed with the work the Soviets were doing.

After we returned, the chairman of our committee met with President
Kennedy. He reported to the President the extensive research establishment
the Russian government had developed under the Academy of Pedagogical
Science. He described the Institutes of Defectology in Moscow, Leningrad, and
Kiev. In addition, the Ministry of Education had established well-manned
schools for the blind, the deaf, and the mentally retarded. Their teacher-
training colleges required 5 years of training for a teacher in the defectology
program.

About halfway through his report, President Kennedy appeared angry.
He turned and said, "Doctor, do you mean to tell me that the Communists are
doing a better job for their handicapped children than the greatest and richest
country in the world?" The chairman responded, "That's what I'm trying to
tell you, Mr. President."
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I understand that President Kennedy then left the meeting without hear-
ing the rest of the report and ordered that an extensive bill be prepared to con-
duct research in medicine, psychology, and education, and to prepare per-
sonnel to work with all handicapped children. The bill [was] passed in the fall
of 1963 and President Kennedy signed it in October, [just phor to his as-
sassination]. [Kennedy] had asked me to come to Washington and head the
Division for Handicapped Children and Youth, which had [been] created in
the Office of Education....

After launching the program that entailed spending [a] $14 million ap-
propriation, I made a report describing the program of teacher education and
research. I had tabulated the thousands of dollars requested by the states and
by universities that could not be supported. We had a budget of $14 million
but received requests for something like $60 to $80 million. The late Congress-
man Fogarty published [my] speech in the Congressional Record the next day
with a statement to Congress. "I want to bring to your attention a highly suc-
cessful program that we passed last year. It is necessary for us to give this mat-
ter serious attention." The next year Congress appropriated $24 million for re-
search and training. This is the story of the beginning of federal support,
which now is not $14 million or $24 million, but is in the billions [of dollars].

The Influence of Parents' Groups

The term learning disabilities did not exist in the definition of handicapped chil-
dren in 1964 when I took over the Division of Handicapped Children in Wash-
ington. Earlier, however, groups of parents of learning disabled children, like
the parents of mentally retarded children, began to organize.. ..

In 1963, the various associations of so-called brain-injured, or per-
ceptually handicapped, children met in Chicago. Their purpose was to discuss
the problem and to organize a national association. They also wanted to de-
velop an appropriate name, since many felt the term brain-injured was not the
most appropriate.

At that time, I agreed with them that the term brain-injured did not have
any educational relevance, and that for a service organization they should use
a term related to teaching or learning. I mentioned to them that I had used the
term learning disability as an umbrella term for many of these learning prob-
lems.

At their business meeting that evening, they considered a number of
names and finally decided on the name: Association for Children with Learn-
ing Disabilities (ACLD).

State legislators accepted the name learning disabilities and introduced it
as one of the handicaps to be supported under the caption "crippled and other
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health impaired [children] requiring special education." In 1969, Congress
passed the Learning Disabilities Act.

The Growth in Enrollment in
Classes for Learning Disabled

I should like to discuss the growth of enrollment in classes for the learning dis-
abled as compared to the growth in classes for the mentally retarded. The en-
rollment in classes for the mentally retarded had started out at 125,000 and, af-
ter the 1962 definition of minus one standard deviation, began skyrocketing,
reaching a maximum of 1,350,000 children enrolled in programs for the men-
tally retarded in 1975.

I should like to comment that the increase in enrollment in classes for the
mentally retarded was somewhat deceptive. These classes included bilingual
children, children with learning disabilities, behavior problems, and slow
learners. These were all labeled mentally retarded because they tested below
85 on the Binet and Wechsler tests, especially if they came from disadvantaged
homes.

[In 1975], the definition was changed to minus two standard deviations.
The enrollment then began to drop. In 1984, enrollment was 750,000, one half
of what it had been in 1975. In contrast [in 1984], there was an increase in en-
rollment for classes for learning disabled.

In the field of learning disabilities we are seeing similar trends. There
were no children enrolled in classes for the learning disabled in public schools
in 1965. There were, however, many in parent-sponsored schools. In 1969,
when the Learning Disabilities Act was passed, we had approximately 120,000
children enrolled in programs for the learning disabled. By 1978, 10 years lat-
er, enrollment was over one million. By 1984, it had reached over 1,800,000.
The increase in enrollment has not stopped; it is still going up.

Shepard and Smith (1983) in Colorado studied 1,000 children assigned to
programs for the learning disabled. They found that only 43% of the children
enrolled in classes for the learning disabled were truly learning disabled ac-
cording to the state department criteria. Of those not considered learning dis-
abled, 7% were bilingual, 11% were slow learners, 4% had minor behavior
problems, and 10% had other handicaps, including mental retardation and
emotional disturbance. The rest were either not below grade in achievement
or difficult to classify.

These results would indicate that we are now placing in classes for the
learning disabled some children we formerly placed in classes for the mentally
retarded. It should be pointed out that some children who are emotionally dis-
turbed or who are slow learners or mentally retarded could also be learning
disabled.
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Classifications of Learning Disabled

One of the problems [in] the [field of] learning [disabilities] is our lack of
agreement on what constitutes a learning disability. I have recently divided
learning disabilities into two types, and I should like to present this to you be-
cause I think it helps clarify the definition and education a little bit.

Learning disabilities include two types of problems: (a) developmental
learning disabilities, and (b) academic learning disabilities. Developmental
learning disabilities occur primarily at the preschool level and persist into the
school-age level. The developmental disabilities are listed as attention, mem-
ory, perceptual-motor disorders, including thinking disorders and language
disorders. If we were to look for preschool learning-disabled children, we
would examine their language disorder, their thinking disorder, hyperactivity,
[and] perceptual-motor deficits of memory and attention.

Learning disabilities, however, [are commonly] thought to be a school-
age problem manifesting itself as disabilities in reading, writing, spelling and
written expression, and arithmetic. The academic disabilities may be related to
developmental learning disabilities [and school problems].

Academic Underachievement

The major criticism of the programs for the learning disabled is that we are un-
able to differentiate learning disabled children from children who are un-
derachieving for reasons other than the child's idiosyncratic characteristics. In
a number of studies it was found that there were not reliable psychometric dif-
ferences between children assigned to learning disability programs and those
labeled low achievers in the regular grades.

Theoretically, learning disabled children have an intrinsic disability such
as in memory, attention, perception, thinking, and language. These develop-
mental disabilities manifest themselves in academic underachievement at the
school-age level. These children require special methods of instruction that
will ameliorate or accommodate to the developmental deficit and the academ-
ic disability.

A non-learning-disabled, underachieving child is one whose develop-
mental learning abilities arc intact but whose underachievement is due to en-
vironmental or extrinsic factors. Underachievement in children can result from
many extrinsic factors. The presence of learning disabilities is only one reason
for underachievement.

One current practice, however, is to lump all underachieving children
under t;le caption learning disabled. A child who is underachieving and whose
developmental abilities are intact may not require special methods of in-
struction. Such children will learn by methods used for regular children when
given an opportunity. If we define a learning disability as an under-
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achievement related to a developmental disability, we can then differentiate
an underachieving child from a child with a learning disability. The treatment
of a learning disability may require a change in the developmental [se-
quences]. One example of [such] remediation that I can give is the kinesthetic
method. Some children have a marked visual memory disability [and] are un-
able to remember; they are labeled dyslexic. We need a method to train their
visualization ability as well as their ability to remember the words. The Fer-
nald kinesthetic method and other related methods are such methods. The kin-
esthetic method tries to have the child reproduce words and sentences from
memory. [Hirsh has reported that] the kinesthetic method trains visual mem-
ory in the recall of words and sentences. In other words, it treats the develop-
mental disability and the academic disability by the same strategy.

Regular Education Initiative
I am sure you have all heard that some specialists in the Office of Education
and others in the field have been developing what is known as the Regular Ed-

ucation Initiative. This [recommends] the education of handicapped children by
regular classroom teachers in regular classrooms and implies that we do not
need [specific] special education [programs] for them. Margaret Wang in Pitts-
burgh and Maynard Reynolds at the University of Minnesota have been ad-
vocating that we cut out much of special education and train elementary
teachers to handle these children in the regular grades. They want to integrate
special education under one system. You will hear more about that in the near
future, since the position paper is just being prepared and will be published
soon. This point of view maintains that:

1. The special education system is flawed.
2. A coordinated system of service delivery is preferable to the present ar-

ray of service programs.
3. We need supportive services for children who are not learning, but this

should not be offered through special education.
4. Only one system is needed, not the dual system of special education and

regular education.

I think most of us agree that for the minor problems of learning, we do
not need special programs, and that many of these children can be aided in the
regular grades. I wrote about this in 1941 in the President's Page of Exceptional

Children, as follows:

There appears to be some confusion in the minds of certain educators of
who should care for or educate exceptional children. One group alleges
that exceptional children should be educated in special classes, while the
other group maintains that exceptional children should be educated by the
regular teacher in the regular grades.
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Actually the education of exceptional children is not wholly the re-
sponsibility of any one group of teachers. All educators and teachers have
exceptional children under their care. The special class teacher usually has
the extreme types of exceptional childrenthose that because of their
handicaps or special abilities cannot be educated properly in the regular
grade. The lack of special equipment, the lack of special skill on the part of
the teacher, and the large classes found in many schools make it difficult to
adapt instruction to the wide differences among individuals. The regular
class teacher, on the other hand, has many children that are not mentally
defective but are dull; children that are not markedly visually handicapped
but have some visual defect; children that are not completely deaf but have
some degree of impairment of hearing; children that are not delinquent but
have minor behavior difficulties; children that are not gifted, but still are
quite bright; and children that are not so crippled that they need special
equipment, yet have minor physical handicaps. In other words the regular
classroom teacher has in her class not only so-called average children, but
many that possess minor handicaps or special abilities. Every teacher,
therefore, is to some extent a teacher of exceptional children, and should
utilize with some modifications the techniques employed to educate the
more extreme forms of handicapped or gifted children. It is encouraging to
note that many educators in the field of exceptional children are conscious
of the problems of handicapped and gifted children in the regular grades.
For example, the Michigan Conference on the Education of Exceptional
Children, in cooperation with the Michigan Society for Crippled Children,
and the State Department of Public Instruction, has just published a
pamphlet entitled Helping the Exceptional Child in the Regular Classroom. This
is a noteworthy attempt on the part of special class teachers and educators
to help the regular teacher care for exceptional children in her classroom. It
is hoped that in the future all special class teachers will not only be re-
sponsible for the education of children in their classroom, but will take on
the added responsibility of contributing their knowledge and special skill
to the regular classroom teacher who has always had, and probably will al-
ways have, many minor forms of exceptional children in her classroom.
(Kirk, 1941, p. 35)

Suggestions for Modification of LD Programs

To adapt programs to a wide variety of handicapped children, school systems
have organized various delivery systems. These include (a) self-contained
classes that teach 12 to 15 children for most of the day, (b) resource rooms that
teach one or more (usually two or three children) at a time, thus serving 20 to
25 children a day, (c) consulting teachers who advise and assist the regular
teacher in organizing remedial instruction for the minor handicaps in his or
her class, and (d) variations of these delivery systems. I would like to suggest
that the following changes be considered.

Abolish self-contained classes. Teachers of self-contained classes for chil-
dren with learning disabilities find it difficult to provide remediation for spe-
cific learning disabilities of 12 to 15 children with different disabilities in the
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same class. This alternative was used because it is administratively feasible
and supposedly inexpensive. Most teachers of these self-contained classes
would inform you that they do not have adequate time to give each child dif-
ferentiated remediation for his or her idiosyncratic disability.

Organize one-to-one remediation for the severe learning disabled. Many chil-
dren with severe learning disabilities require one-to-one remediation, prob-
ably 1 hour per day five times a week. In this situation remedial instruction
can be adapted to the idiosyncracies of an individual child in an effort to ame-
liorate the deficit or deficits. Such a program may not be more expensive than
the self-contained class when we consider the progress such a child can make
under one-to-one remediation. It is believed that a child can learn as much in
one semester of one-to-one remediation as that child could learn in at least two
semesters in a self-contained class.

Organize teacher assistance teams. Chalfant, Pysh, and Moultrie (1979) re-
ported a system that helped regular teachers cope with the problem of un-
derachieving children in the regular grades. Within a building, three teachers
are elected to help other teachers cope with their problem children. The team
and the teacher who referred the child conduct a problem-solving session. Pro-
cedures of group dynamics are applied by the team members to specify ob-
jectives, give alternate suggestions for intervention, and plan follow-up activ-
ities. The teacher leaves the meeting with a carbon-copy of the recom-
mendations. In one study of the effects of a teacher assistance team, teachers
referred 200 children for diagnosis. The team was able to help teachers cope
with 88.7% of the children who were educationally underachieving. This pro-
cedure demonstrates that not all children referred for special education need a
thorough examination, but that with a little peer help, teachers can cope with
most of the underachieving children in their classrooms. The learning disabled
children, however, require special education to ameliorate the developmental
and academic disabilities.

Identify and remediate learning disabilities at the preschool level. The typical
learning disabled child at the preschool age has intrinsic developmental dis-
abilities that vitiate learning. Hyperactivity, memory deficits, attention, per-
ceptual motor disabilities, and /or thinking and language disorders are dis-
abilities sometimes found in preschool children. The amelioration of these
disabilities or disorders at an early age may tend to prevent or reduce academ-
ic disabilities at the school-age level.

Educate teachers to deal with minor handicaps in the regular grades. Colleges

of education preparing elementary and secondary teachers have neglected to
educate student teachers in the skills necessary to teach [children with] minor
handicaps in the regular grades. Much has been written advocating main-
streaming, but little has been done to educate regular teachers in the skills nec-
essary to teach handicapped children once they are mainstreamed. What is
needed is the employment of specialists on the faculties of elementary and sec-
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ondary education. This faculty member will be responsible for giving didactic
instruction on the use of the many methods and materials that have been de-
veloped to teach learning disabled students. In addition, this faculty member
can supervise practice teachers and demonstrate how to use the special meth-
ods that are applicable to children with learning problems, slow-learning chil-
dren, and other underachieving children who are not truly learning disabled.
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It is an honor to have the opportunity to write the introduction to Part V, "Re-
medial Reading." The timeliness of the discussions is remarkable; so many of
the "new ideas" of today have their roots in Sam's incredible vision.

My relationship with Sam Kirk covers a period of 40 years. His ideas
have profoundly affected my views on education, the teaching of reading, and
the field of learning disabilities.

My first encounter with Sam Kirk occurred when I was an under-
graduate student at Milwaukee State Teachers College (which subsequently
became the University of Wisconsin in Milwaukee). I was one of seven stu-
dents majoring in the mental retardation program. (The only other program in
special education was in deaf education.) In addition to being head of the pro-
gram, Sam Kirk was also my student teacher supervisor. His observation of
my student teaching was an unforgettable experience and demonstrated his
perceptive abilities. Knowing I was to be observed, I had carefully prepared
my teaching lesson for the class of students identified as having moderate to
severe mental retardation. During the lesson I frequently called on Mile be-
cause he always knew the answers. Sensing the lesson went very well and ex-
pecting high praise for my teaching, I was surprised when Dr. Kirk asked,
"'That red-headed kid Mike. When was he last diagnosed?" I had no idea. Dr.
Kirk "diagnosed" Mike on the spot, and reported that his IQ score was 95. Dr.
Kirk's comment on my lesson was, "Miss Weiss (my maiden name), the reason
Mike was able to answer all of your questions was not due to the quality of
your lesson, but that Mike was misdiagnosed. He should never have been
placed in this class." Another incident that affected my life during my under-
graduate days was that in our senior year, Sam Kirk informed us that we

iuld not graduate unless we attended the weekly seminar he was planning.
We all grumbled about commuting from home to the college on the cold win-
ter evenings in Milwaukee. The seminar we were forced to attend was called
Psychopathology and Education of the Brain-Injured Child, and the instructors
were Alfred Strauss and Laura Lehtinen. Of course, it turned out that this val-
uable seminar set the stage for my professional life.

In my later encounters with Sam, he continued to reveal his wisdom and
profound understanding of children with disabilities. In his duties as special
education editor for Houghton Mifflin, he was asked to read a draft manu-
script of a book on learning disabilities. He did not recognize my married
name, Janet Lerner, but he readily identified many of the ideas that he had
taught me. He immediately phoned me to find out who I really was. When

136
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Sam discovered that I was the Janet Weiss who had been in his class at Mil-
waukee State Teachers College, it all made sense. His advice and consulting
were invaluable in the publication of that book.

I also had the privilege of collaborating with Sam Kirk and Sister Joanne
Kliebhan on the book, Teaching Reading to Slow and Disabled Learners, published
in 1978. This was a revision of Sam Kirk's first book, published in 1940, Teach-

ing Reading to Slow Learning Children. (Sam recalled the price of the 1940 book
was $1.50.) While writing this book, Sam, Sister Joanne, and I met many times
during CEC and LDA conferences. From these meetings, I learned more about
Sam's philosophy about how people learn and his psychological theories of
teaching.

Part V contains three of Sam Kirk's publications. My comments on each
publication are intended to place these publications in historical perspective
and to show how they apply to the problems we face today. The three publica-
tions are:

1. "The Organization of Remedial Reading in the Schools," presented in
1936.

2. "Characteristics of Slow Learners and Needed Adjustments in Reading,"
published in 1949.

3. "How Johnny Learns to Read," published in 1956.

The Organization of Remedial Reading in the Schools, was written in 1936,

long before the field of remedial reading cams into being. In this paper, de-
livered at the Midwestern Psychological Association in a symposium on read-
ing and speech disabilities, Sam foresaw the critical need for remedial reading
programs in the schools. He also forecast the need to train educators who
could both diagnose and treat reading problems. His report on a survey of
schools in Wisconsin shows that in virtually all of the schools at that time, the
classroom teacher was responsible for students with severe reading dis-
abilities. (It seems that the policy of mainstreaming, REI, and inclusion was in

full force some 56 years ago.) Sam urged that schools develop remedial read-
ing programs to help students with reading disorders who were not being
served. He also suggested a way of organizing the remedial reading programs
according to the severity of the problem. Since there were no college programs
to train remedial reading teachers at that time, he also urged colleges to es-
tablish courses to train remedial reading educators.

In addition, he discussed the remedial reading drills that he had de-
veloped and reported on the positive results of using these materials with stu-
dents identified as having mental retardation. In a period of 5 months, these
students progressed 1 1/4 years in reading level. The Remedial Reading Drills,
which were written by T. Hegge, S. Kirk, and W. Kirk, were published in 1936.
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In 1985, Sam Kirk, Winifred Kirk, and Esther Minskoff revised them as the
Phonic Remedial Reading Skills, and they were published by Academic Press.
Built into these remedial reading materials were many of today's linguistic
theories of phonics generalizations and minimal contrasts, as well as con-
temporary cognitive theories of the need to develop atomization and fluency
in reading.

Characteristics of Slow Learners and Needed Adjustments in Reading was pub-
lished by the University of Chicago Press in 1949 as a Supplementary Mono-
graph. As is typical in special education, the field was trying to find appropri-
ate labels for children who were having difficulty. The nomenclature in vogue
at this time was slow learner, a euphemism that was being used for children
with a wide range of problems. Kirk argued that the term slow learner should
be restricted to the child who does not have the capacity or potential to learn
academic skills at the same rate as average children. He described the char-
acteristics of slow learners, including their high drop-out rate. Kirk admon-
ished the schools, especially the high schools, to adapt instruction for students
who are slow learners. He emphasized that slow learners can profit from good
programs of instruction and proceeded to outline the qualities of a good re-
medial reading program:

1. Consider the child's maturation level before beginning formal reading.
2. Select reading materials at the appropriate difficulty level for these stu-

dents.
3. Provide direct and systematic instruction.
4. Provide many opportunities for the children to read enjoyable and easy

materials.
5. Provide guidance to develop independence in word attack skills.
6. Motivate students with easy, interesting reading material.
7. Make the education practical and purposeful for life after school.
8. Introduce reading activities of daily life: newspapers, magazines, direc-

tions, application forms, income-tax forms, and so on.

These principles for teaching reading to students with reading dis-
abilities are just as timely today as when they were written, some 44 years ago.

"How Johnny Learns to Read," by Sam Kirk and Winnie Kirk, was pub-
lished in Exceptional Children in 1956. The poignancy of this article can only be
appreciated in terms of the considerable splash and far-reaching impact of Ru-
dolph Flesch's "angry" book Why Johnny Can't Read, published in 1955. Flesch
was critical and hostile to the schools' method of teaching reading, and he es-
pecially blasted the popular basal readers for teaching children to recognize
sight words. ("Basal bashing" has been going on for a long time; it did not
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start with proponents of "whole language" instruction.) In his book, Flesch

maintained that children only needed to learn the sounds of the letters in or-

der to learn to read. There was only one reading instructional material that

Flesch praised: the Hegge, Kirk, and Kirk Remedial Reading Drills.

Sam and Winifred Kirk wrote this article to respond to the Flesch ac-

colades of their Remedial Reading Drills. The Kirks pointed out that these ma-

terials were not intended to teach reading to all children in the schools; most

children actually did not need them. They were intended for children who

were having difficulty in learning to read, and then only for a small portion of

the reading instruction.
The Kirks also asserted that Rudolph Flesch had no understanding of the

psychology of learning, and even less of how children learn to read. Their ex-

planation of learning in general and learning to read specifically is both sen-

sible and contemporary. They outlined three stages: first, the child perceives a

gestalt (or wholenes:,) of words; in the second stage, children pay attention to

the details (word recognition and phonics skills are useful at this stage); and,

in the third stage, children look at the whole again, but now adding meaning

and comprehension. Flesch mistakenly advised teaching only the second

stage, learning phonics skills.
Flesch also argued that reading problems occur only in the United

Statesnot in other languages and countries. The Kirks pointed out that this

was misinformation. The problem of reading disabilities is cross cultural, oc-

curring in every nation, culture, and language. Today, there is growing ev-

idence of this observation.
In summary, the three publications in Part V present Sam Kirk's views

about reading problems. From today's perspective, the ideas are visionary and

wondrously contemporary. These publications are classics; they are as val-

uable today as at the time they were written.
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The earliest interest in reading disabilities was shown, not by psychologists or
educators, but by members of the medical profession. It is well known that
during the earlier part of this century, Hinshelwood stimulated interest in
reading disabilities under the concept of word-blindness. Other medical men,
mainly neurologists and psychiatrists, took up the problem of reading dis-
ability, labeling it variously as word-blindness, alexia, dyslexia, visual-aphasia, or
strephosymbolia.

During the past 10 or 15 years, psychologists have become interested in
the problem and have done considerable research on diagnosis, etiology, treat-
ment, and prevention. Educators are now coming into the picture and are rec-
ognizing that reading disabilities are not usually medical, but mainly a psy-
choeducational problem. They cannot evade the fact that children suffering
from reading disabilities are in the public schools; and the public schools must
provide adequate training for them. Some schools are taking the results of psy-
chological research and are putting them to practical use. Eventually, the pub-
lic schools will be forced to provide for the training of the reading disability
cases.

As yet, however, the schools have not fully recognized their re-
sponsibility, and the problem is rarely being handled in the schools. A survey
. . . attempted to discover to what extent reading disabilities are being handled
by the school systems in the state of Wisconsin. The response to a ques-
tionnaire gave the following results:

1. Three systems reported that remedial reading is handled by the class-
room teachers without guidance from a clinic or from the administration.

2. Seven systems reported that their remedial reading classes are conducted
by the classroom teachers under the direction of a principal or super-
visor.

Paper presented before the Symposium on Reading and Speech Disabilities at the Mid-
western Psychological Association, Northwestern University, April 24, 1936.
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3. Only one system reported that it provided a remedial reading teacher to
handle the most difficult cases and asked the classroom teachers to han-

dle the cases which had minor reading deficiencies.

Thus only eleven systems in the state of Wisconsin reported that they

were doing something about the problem of reading disabilities. But educators

in Wisconsin are beginning to recognize their responsibility, for the Wisconsin

Conference of State Supervisors has recently organized a five-year plan of

study of reading and reading disabilities.
When the educators assume this responsibility, they will ask how the

psychologists' methods of diagnosis and treatment can be applied to mass ed-

ucation. And, it will be up to the psychologist to offer some form of organiza-

tion so that his methods may be introduced into the schools.
Our problem is, then, how we are going to aid the educator in the organization

of remedial reading in the schools? Psychologists have been employing clinical or
individual methods in the treatment of reading disabilities. The schools, im-

bued with the philosophy of mass education, want a method by which they

can help 30 or 40 children at one time. They insist that the individual method

is too expensive. Our problem is, then, to find an efficient and effective meth-

od [that] will appeal to school administrators.
Several years ago, working with Dr. Thor lief Hegge, I attempted to de-

velop a remedial reading program by which the clinical method could be

made more efficient and more appealing to school people.1 We trained 10 re-

tarded readers, with IQs ranging from 65 to 86. Although these cases were 11

to 17 years old and had attended school a number of years, they tested [at the]

first- or second-grade [level] on standardized reading tests. These children

were trained individually or in groups of two for one-half hour a day over

period of 5 months. At the completion of the 5-month period of training, they

were retested. It was found that, on average, they had progressed 1 1 /4 grades

in reading during this period. They had also progressed substantially in other

school subjects. We then discontinued remedial training and after another 5

months retested them again. They had continued to show substantial

progress.
To determine the significance of this progress, we tested a group of 100

children with similar mental retardation and similar mental ages, but who did

not show a reading disability. The comparison showed:

1. That the reading cases progressed five times as much as other children in

the regular special classes at the Wayne County Training School during

the same length of time.

2. That following the initial period of training, or in the posttreatment pe-
riod, the reading cases continued to progress. The rate of progress in the

classroom was twice that of the rate of other children.
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3. That on the Stanford Achievement Test, which tests other subjects be-
sides reading, the rate of progress was twice the rate of other children
during both the period of training and the posttreatment period.

4. And, most important of all, those children who were trained in a group
of two made the same progress as those children trained individually.

At that time, I wrote

On the basis of these results the following question may be raised: Why
were these children not treated and corrected at an earlier age and thus
aided in adjustment? Some of them might even have been saved from con-
tact with the Juvenile Court and from institutionalization. The answer giv-
en by educators is usually that the treatment of reading cases, individually
or in small groups is too expensive, and, especially in the case of mentally
deficient children, futile.

We are in disagreement with these viewpoints and propose to dis-
cuss the problem as follows: It has been shown that the cases were given 68
standard lessons of thirty minutes duration. This is, of course, and average
of THIRTY FOUR HOURS of one remedial teacher's time for each child.
Let us now compare these thirty-four hours of remedial teaching (which
have resulted in significant improvement) with the time involved in teach-
ing such a child for many years WITHOUT RESULTS; the time spent by
truant officers, and various clinical, social, and judicial agencies and the
cost of penal and custodial institutions and training schools. Such compari-
sons and the results reported in this paper even suggest that in the LONG
RUN A SIGNIFICANT SAVING would probably result from a com-
prehensive program of remedial reading in schools, special classes, and in-
stitutions. (Jmnia( of Juvenile Research, July 1934)

I should like to emphasize that these results and these remarks were
based on work with mentally handicapped problem children. I am inclined to
think that the 34 hours' work with each child was probably not as much time
as was put in by the truant officer trying to keep that child in school. From
that point of view, it was an economical method.

Before the meeting is opened for discussion, I should like to outline how
a remedial reading program might be organized in a public school system.

A remedial reading program should consist of two services: (1) di-
agnosis, and (2) treatment.

The diagnosis of reading cases should result in findings giving the de-
gree of reading retardation as well as the symptoms and etiology. At the com-
pletion of an adequate diagnosis, the reading disability cases in a school sys-
tem will fall roughly into the following five treatment groups:

1. A group of reading cases with special idiosyncracies who can be aided
only by individual treatment and individual drill to overcome their par-
ticular reading difficulty. This group will probably consist of some men-
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tal retardates, speech defectives, nonreaders, and personality cases who
could not be trained in a group.

2. A group of reading cases similar in many respects to the deficient read-
ers mentioned above but whose difficulties can be removed more readily
and who can be trained individually for a short period and then placed
in a remedial reading group.

3. A group of reading cases who can cooperate with other children and
whose difficulties can be removed in a group. These cases are usually
ones who require drill on some particular aspect of reading, such as in-
creasing the rate of silent reading.

4. A group of minor reading cases who do not require a remedial teacher
but who can be trained in the classroom with proper supervision. For
this group, the diagnostician could recommend to the regular classroom
teacher the type of treatment necessary.

5. A group of young school entrants who are beginning to exhibit signs of
potential reading retardation and who possibly require a preventative
program so that they will not develop into reading disability cases. Pos-
sibly, when our reading aptitude tests have been sufficiently validated,
we will know when these children should start learning to read, and
what methods are best applicable to their "mental make-up."

With this grouping of reading cases, one remedial teacher can train a
large number of cases a year. She can train some individually two or three pe-
riods per week, and can train groups two or three or four periods per week.
Some reading disability cases can probably be corrected in a 6-week period of
training, while others will require 3, 5, 7, or 9 months of training. The remedial
teacher should know how often she should give remedial treatment to a child
as well as when the child has profited sufficiently to be returned to the class-
room. Considering all of these factors, one remedial teacher should be able to
train 40 or 60 reading cases during the course of 1 year.

I should like to mention a word about personnel. Who is going to do the
diagnosing and who is going to give the remedial treatment? I think this is one
of our most serious problems. We do not often find in the catalogs of uni-
versities and teachers colleges courses in diagnostic and remedial reading.
People who are doing remedial reading are often not trained in diagnosis and
treatment. Ordinarily, the clinical psychologist has not had training in the
problems of reading, and the teacher has not had training in psychological di-
agnosis and remedial methods. Consequently, much of the remedial reading
work is being done by people untrained in one phase or the other.

To aid this situation, we are introducing a summer course in diagnostic
and remedial reading at the Milwaukee State Teachers College. This will be
the first attempt in the state of Wisconsin to offer opportunities for the training
of such teachers. I hope that this procedure will be a stimulus to remedial
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reading elsewhere, as well as a method of training a few interested teachers to
carry on the work.

To summarize, a remedial reading program in a school system will re-
quire an expert diagnostician who can also do the remedial work; or, if the
system is large enough, employ trained remedial reading teachers. The di-
agnosis should result in a grouping of reading cases into a number of remedial
reading groups according to degree of retardation and type of treatment nec-
essary. Factors such as distributed practice and length of training period
should be adapted to the individual needs of the children. And, to insure ad-
equate remedial training, universities and teachers colleges should introduce
courses in diagnostic and remedial training.

NOTE

1 The program mentioned here refers to the Hegge-Kirk-Kirk Remedial Reading Drills,
1936, George Wahr Publishers, Ann Arbor, MI.



Chapter 11

Characteristics of Slow Learners
and Needed Adjustments
in Reading
SAMUEL A. KIRK

The term "slow learner" has been applied to children with greatly different
characteristics. Today the term has become ambiguous. It has been used by
different authors to refer to all children who are not making adequate educa-
tional progress regardless of the cause. It has been variously used to denote
the following kinds of children.

The feeble-minded or mentally deficient child. The term "slow learner" has
sometimes been used here because of its ambiguity, rather than because
of its clarity. Parents accept this term more readily than the term "feeble-
mindedness"hence its rather free usage by many workers in the field.
The educable mentally handicapped child. The term "slow learner" r
more adequately to this category of intelligence classification than to aie
feeble-minded. This group, however, should be called mentally handi-
capped since they require a different curriculum rather than a cur-
riculum which has been merely reduced.
The border-line or dull-normal child. To most individuals this group of chil-
dren is properly termed "slow learners," since they are neither feeble-
minded nor normal. Their school achievement shows slow-learning abil-
ity as compared to the general learning ability of the normal children
with whom they are grouped in school.
The child educationally retarded due to emotional instability. These chil-
dren are not retarded educationally because of an intellectual defect
but because of emotional factors retarding school progress. Since
their educational progress is retarded, they are sometimes considered
"slow learners."

Reprinted from Supplementary Educational Monograph 69 (October 1949), University of
Chicago Press, pp. 172-176.
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The child educationally retarded due to an educational disability. Such children
are of average or superior intelligence but are retarded because of such
factors as a reading disability. They are likewise considered by some to
be "slow-learners" because they are slow learners in reading.
The child educationally retarded due to other factors. Such children may be re-
tarded because of lack of school attendance, interfering home factors, in-
adequate educational opportunities, or other environmental conditions.
The term "slow learners" has been applied to them because they are
sometimes grouped with some of the other children mentioned above.

It should be noted that the term "slow learner" has been applied to chil-
dren (1) who are low in intelligence or (2) who are average in intelligence but
who are retarded educationally because of emotional or other causes. Actual-
ly, children with severe sensory handicaps, such as deafness or blindness, are
slow learners in some areas but because of the obvious cause of their slowness
are not considered "slow learners."

The term "slow learner" should be restricted to the child who does not
have the capacity or potentiality to learn intellectual things, such as reading, at
the same rate as average children. It should not be used to refer to educational
retardation regardless of the cause.

Strictly speaking, the term should refer to children of relatively low in-
telligence whose learning in school subjects is significantly slower than that of
children of average or superior intelligence. Feeble-minded or mentally de-
ficient children who cannot learn the intellectual materials of the school
should not come under this category. The slow learner is the child whose in-
tellectual level on verbal intelligence tests indicates a retardation in intellectual
development which will affect the child's rate of learning intellectual materi-
als. At most, "slow learner" should include the dull and border-line children,
with intelligence quotients of approximately 75-90, and, if we stretch the term,
the mentally handicapped, with intelligence quotients from 60 to 70 or 80. The
discussions in these proceedings include these two groups of children, who,
because of low intellectual ability, are unable to cope with the curriculum of
the regular school and require adaptations of instruction and materials for
their maximum growth and development.

General Characteristics of Slow Learners

Slow-learning and mentally handicapped children do not differ markedly
from other children in most characteristics except those involving intellectual
materials.

In physical characteristics slow-learning children show as much vari-
ation as average children. There is some evidence, however, that slow learners
as a group show slight inferiority in physique and health as compared to aver-
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age or superior children. Cyril Burt (1937, p. 206) states that these children suf-
fer more from general debility, possibly innate or due to environmental factors
of poor feeding and poor medical care in early childhood. They do not have
more major serious physical disabilities than average children but a plurality
of minor troubles. Baker (1945) states that in the case of the "mentally retarded
there are likely to be two or more of these abnormalities per child whereas the
normal seldom have more than one" (p. 261). In general, and from statistical
studies of a large number of children, the slow learners and the mentally re-
tarded are slightly inferior physically to children of average intelligence. Gen-
eralizations concerning a particular child are difficult to make since many of
the slow learners are superior to many average children in physique and
health.

In emotional and social behavior it is difficult to distinguish the slow
learner from the average child except in specific situations. Featherstone (1941)
observes:

Slow-learning children are very often alleged to be uncommonly lazy, and
with good reason, but one should be careful not to assume that laziness is
constitutional. Laziness is frequently due to ill health, and even more fre-
quently to educational maladjustment. (p. 5)

In general, the behavior characteristics of slow-learning children are ad-
justment processes to continual retardation and failure in school, such as lack
of motivation, dislike for school, compensating traits in other than intellectual
areas, truancy, and dropping out of school at the end of the compulsory age
limit of school attendance. Their behavior traits show the deviations found in
children who are forced into a position where there is a discrepancy between
their capacity to perform and the requirements of the school environment.

In a comparative study of children of superior and inferior intelligence in
junior and senior high school, Blair (1938) found significant differences in in-
terests and activities. The inferior children assumed few or no positions of
leadership, participated in fewer school activities, read less, and read primari-
ly detective and pulp magazines. Their school interests were not in the ac-
ademic subjects but in such offerings as shop and home economics. In general,
the children with inferior intelligence came from lower socioeconomic levels.

In summarizing the characteristics of the slow-learning child, it can be
said that because of their slower progress in school, possibly due to poorer
health and home conditions, as well as low intelligence, these children are
usually at the lower end of achievement in academic subjects in both the ele-
mentary school and the high school. Many times they are older than the chil-
dren in their grade because they have been held back a grade or two. In high
schools they are placed in the lower sections of English, mathematics, and so
forth. They tend to drop out of high school before completion and at the end
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of the compulsory school age. They are slow learners until the age of sixteen
when we expect them to become fast learners in life, since they leave school at
a younger age than their superior classmates. The high schools, not adapted to
their learning rate, have tended to have a low holding-power for the slow
learner. Schools must adapt instruction to the slow learners as they are at-
tempting to do for the average child.

Differences Between Slow and Fast Learners

In adapting instruction to slow-learning children in school, it is necessary,
first, to determine the major differences which contribute to learning to read
between the slow-learning and the average child. Some of these differences
are:

1. It should not be expected that the slow learner should learn to read at the
[chronological] age of six when he enters the first grade. Most of them
make inferior progress in reading at that age level.

2. Their rate of learning to read is slower than that of other children. It
takes longer to cover the reading required in primers or first-grade books
than it does in the case of the average child.

3. Throughout his school career the slow learner has not been able to suc-
ceed in reading like other children. Reading has been laborious, due to
the pace he has been required to keep with other children. Failure and in-
security rather than success and security and reward have been his lot in
school.

4. Possible health and poorer environmental handicaps have been found
more frequently in the slow learner, thus contributing to his reading re-
tardation.

5. Other school subjects, like history, geography, and even arithmetic com-
putation, have been difficult since they require efficient reading habits.

6. Due to difficulties in reading, lack of interest in recreational reading, and
avoidance of an unpleasant task, reading does not become a part of the
life of a slow learner.

Some Basic Principles for Promoting
Growth In and Through Reading

A program of reading for the slow learner in school as reported by Center
(Center & Persons, 1937) showed that significant improvement in reading
could be effected by remedial instruction and that this increased ability tended
to lower failures in other subjects.

The literature shows that the slow learner can profit from good programs
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of instruction and that it is necessary that a good program be provided for the
slow learner. A description of a thorough program of reading for slow learn-
ers is beyond the scope of this paper. It will suffice to list a few of the major
principles for promoting growth in and through reading.

1. For a number of years educators have advocated delaying reading in-
struction until children are seven or eight years of age. There have been
some experiments which demonstrated that postponing formal in-
struction in reading until the second year of school produced accelerated
reading in the children a number of years later (Morphett & Washburne,
1940, pp. 21-25). Although these studies have been made with children
of average and superior intelligence. it is more important that formal in-
struction in reading be delayed a year or more for slow-learning chil-
dren. In relatively few cases do slow learners learn to read in the first
grade before the age of seven or eight. It is necessary that they not face
this failure during their initial school career and that schools be so or-
ganized as to enable slow learners to begin reading at the maturation lev-
el at which they can succeed and derive pleasure from reading.

2. Slow learners should be advanced to more difficult reading materials
only as fast as they can read adequately and with pleasure. This sugges-
tion is easier to accomplish today than it was twenty years ago, owing to
the existence of many supplementary reading books for each grade level.
When teachers had only one first-grade book and one second-grade
book, they were forced to advance slow learners beyond their ability
rather than repeat the first book. Today there are many first-grade books
with the same vocabularies and a series of supplementary books which
repeat the vocabulary in a different context and with different stories.
Slow learners, in particular, need much repetition of words before they
are mastered and before they really become part of the children's vo-
cabulary. The supplementary readers and many other books now avail-
able provide this repetition in a variety of settings and situations. For the
slow learner, supplementary materials are absolutely necessary.

3. Slow learners need systematic instruction in reading at all age levels. Su-
perior children may learn to read incidentally and naturally. Even they
might learn to read better if systematic instruction were introduced. Slow
learners are not going to pick up reading incidentally through other ac-
tivities. They require systematic and planned instruction both for de-
veloping the perceptual process of reading and for developing under-
standing and interest in reading. Dice (1943) had shown that the direct
method of teaching reading was more beneficial for the dull children but
made little difference to the average or superior group. The latter learned
equally well by either approach. In Gates' and Pritchard's (1942) study of
slow learners, the activity method was used, but in addition, certain pe-
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riods of the day were devoted to planned and systematic instruction.
Gates demonstrated that the slow learners (average intelligence quotient
of 85) were able to read up to their mental level when such procedures
were used.

4. Slow learners in school have usually been given reading materials a little
above their reading ability. This is due to the practice of attempting to
keep them at the same level as average or superior children. It is im-
portant for growth in reading that the slow learner read with ease and
with pleasure. Consequently reading materials should be, as with all
children, a little below their reading level. With the many easy books on
the market for each grade level, it is more feasible now to provide read-
ing materials within the slow learner's reading ability.

5. Independence in word attack should not be left to chance. The slow
learner, because of his lower abilities, needs guidance and instruction in
developing independent word attack. Instructional procedures should
include activities that will develop independence in word recognition
through sight vocabularies, context clues, word forms, structural and
phonetic analysis, adequately described by Gray (1948).

6. Slow learners can enjoy reading and participate in recreational and lei-
sure time reading when their interest in reading has not been thwarted
by excessive and difficult demands in school. It is important in de-
veloping growth in and through reading that emphasis be given to de-
veloping interest and pleasure in reading. This can be accomplished
when the children's interests are taken into consideration, when proper
motivation for reading has been achieved, and when appropriate easy
reading materials along their lines of interest have been provided.

7. Slow learners are not going to attend the traditional college or university.
Their education must be practical and focused on social adjustment and
occupational competency. The curriculum of the secondary school must
be made more practical for them, to assist them in adjusting to life. Their
reading, therefore, must be integrated with their school activities for two
reasons: (a) to give reading a purpose, to relate it to other school activ-
ities, and to motivate reading in the areas in which they are active and in-
terested, and (b) to promote growth in other activities through the in-
formation derived from reading.

8. Before the slow learner leaves school, he must be introduced to the read-
ing activities of daily life. Critical reading of the common newspapers
and magazines, the importance of reading directions in filling out ap-
plication blanks, insurance blanks, and income-tax blanks must be em-
phasized. They should know where to go for information from reading,
what the public libraries furnish, and the sources of information about
occupations and jobs.
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Chapter 12

How Johnny
Learns to Read
SAMUEL A. KIRK

WINIFRED D. KIRK
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Both parents and educators have had a lot to say about the place of phonics in
the teaching of reading. It is probably not a question of "phonics versus no
phonics," as Rudolf Flesch (1955, p. 222) indicated in a recent booka book
described by its publishers as "an angry book by an aroused parent." Few ed-
ucators advocate no phonics, and few parents or educators advocate teaching
reading entirely and completely by the use of phonics. This "angry book" has,
however, brought the issue into clear focus by advocating an extreme use of
phonics and exaggerating the opposing point of view.

But the problem is really not so difficult when we analyze the process of
learning to read (Kirk, 1940). How does Johnny learn to read?

In the first place, he probably learns to read just as we learn many other
things such as certain physical tasks. In trying to swim for the first time, for in-
stance, one moves about in a generalized fashion, making many random and
unselective movements. In this first stage of learning the whole body is acting
as a unit. Later, in the second stage, the swimmer learns or is taught to dif-
ferentiate certain muscles and select certain movements, perhaps developing
each movement separately. He may practice proper breathing; he may practice
his kicking; he may practice arm movements or trunk movements. In this sec-
ond stage of the learning process he has to differentiate one part of the activity
from other parts. But he must go on from there to the third stage. He never be-
comes a good swimmer until he can coordinate these different movements
into one smooth operation. The various parts must work together and become
automatic. All parts of the activity must become integrated into a smoothly
operating total activity.

Reprinted from Exceptional Children, 22(4), 1956, 158-160.
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Reading Processes

Similarly, in learning to read, Johnny seems to respond first to the whole word
or group of words. In this first stage he seems to get an impression of the total
structure of the word or group of wordsa vague impression of the shapes of
words, of blocks of letters with gaps between them. One little Johnny, for in-
stance, at the age of throe was able to distinguish some two dozen phono-
graph records by the general configurations of the labels. No adult was able to
discover what clues he was using, but apparently he had some method of dis-
tinguishing one record from another without knowing a single letter or a sin-
gle word. In this first stage he may not have known what the method was any
more than the person trying to swim for the first time knew what he was do-
ing when he paddled about trying to keep his head above water.

During the second stage of learning to read, Johnny begins to notice de-
tails of words. When he reaches this stage, he is ready for some form of word
attack, the most systematic of which is phonics. If he confuses sat and not, or
',fan and ten, or boy and dog, or car and cart, he may need some help in learning
to recognize differences between words, of systematically analyzing the word
from its parts and seeing how it is made up of smaller parts. Just as in learning
to swim one has to pay attention to some of the details that make up the total
activity, so in learning to read Johnny has to go through a stage of paying at-
tention to the structure of the words. It is in this second stage in the reading pro-
cess that phonics can help.

But if he is going to progress in reading, Johnny must get into the third
stage of the learning process. He must go beyond the detailed analysis of
words (whatever methods have been used in analyzing details). In learning to
swim, one is not a good swimmer until the breathing and kicking and arm
movements and body movements are integrated and coordinated into one
smooth operation. By that time the movements have become automatic and
the swimmer does not think much about them. He just swims. In this stage of
reading, Johnny "just reads." He has learned to short-circuit many of the per-
ceptions and associations which he had laboriously gone through earlier. The
use of phonics in the second stage enabled Johnny to see the word map, to as-
sociate the in with its sound, the a with its sound, the p with its sound, then to
blend the sounds into the auditory word map, and finally to associate that
sound with the meaning of the word. In the third and final stage, these steps
follow automatically in a split second, or the in-between steps drop out and
the total appearance of the word again determines the meaning just as it did in
the first stage. At this point Johnny can understand the thought from a printed
page without being aware of each word or the parts of each word. But until
then he is not an efficient reader.
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Misuse and Oversimplification

Now it so happens that the first stage and the third stage in learning to read
have something in common. In both stages the individual is paying attention
to larger units and does not break up the words into little parts. For this rea-
son, some people who say Johnny should learn to read by the word method
(or the sight method, or the look-and-say method, or the whole method) have
neglected the second stage in the learning process. On the other hand, people,
like Mr. Flesch, who believe that all you have to do is "teach the child what
each letter stands for and he can read" are completely eliminating the first step
and wholly ignoring the third step of the learning process. This would make
Johnny begin and end in the second stage of the process, unless the child him-
self devises a means of going beyond it.

This is where Mr. Flesch has failed to understand the way children learn
to read. As in other instances, he does not seem to comprehend some of the
psychological bases for learning. In so doing, he has misapplied a technique
which is very helpful to some children under some circumstances. He believes
that all children should learn to read "by memorizing the sound of each letter
in the alphabet." What is more, he believes that children should be taught
these sounds at the age of five by their parents. How simple learning to read
would be if this were all! This oversimplified and inappropriate method has
had disastrous effects in many cases when used as he recommends. Hundreds
of children have developed an antagonism to reading because they have be-
come so hopelessly discouraged during the bewildering period of learning a
bunch of sounds that they could not yet appreciate. Others have become be-
fuddled because no one has ever taught them to blend a series of sounds into a
word. This is an ability which many children and some adults have consid-
erable difficulty in acquiring. Usually it can be taught, but without this sound-
blending ability phonics is more confusing than other methods. However, the
reader of Mr. Flesch's book is given no hint of this possible pitfall.

As one argument for the use of phonics in the initial stages of teaching
reading, Mr. Flesch has stated that "there are no remedial reading cases in
Germany, in France, in Italy, in Norway, in Spainpractically anywhere in
the world except in the United States," because every other country teaches
children to read by teaching them the sound of each letter. It is unfortur.ate
that the public should be exposed to such misinformation. We have visit ,:d
some of these countries and made a study of the German schools in an offic al
capacity. We were particularly interested in the hilfsclitille (help school) class !s
which correspond roughly to our classes for the mentally retarded. In Ger-
many the majority of the children in these classes are not mentally retarded,
but are children who have not made progress in reading. No remedial reading
cases in Germany? Perhaps they are not sitting in the regular classes. No, they
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have been shunted off to the classes for the mentally retarded! But they are
there just the same, and we dare say every country has its share and has al-
ways had its share.

The German language is much more phonetic than English. Mr. Flesch
recognizes but makes light of the fact that at least 13% (more than one out of
every eight) words in the English language are non-phonetic, that is, are not
sounded according to a consistent rule. And many of the essential common
words are included in this 13% (was, one, put, done, the, come, are, and so
on), so that Johnny is going to meet far more than 13% of words which are
non-phonetic. He will probably meet one or two in nearly every sentence.
How much better it would be to be honest with him and say that some words
just cannot be sounded out and that these words will have to be learned as

wholes.

Touché!
Although the Hegge, Kirk, and Kirk, Remedial Reading Drills (1936) are one of

the few sets of materials for which Mr. Flesch has a kind word, the authors of
this article would like to go on record as disapproving the use for which Mr.
Flesch has recommended them. These Remedial Reading Drills as well as their

counterpart in the form of Mr. Flesch's Exercises are not applicable as a sole
method for teaching beginning reading. The Remedial Reading Drills were de-

signed to help that limited group of children who have difficulty in the second

stage of the reading process, that is, the stage where they need some help in
recognizing details in the words. Most children acquire this ability in-
dependently. (It must be remembered that Mr. Flesch's Johnny is not repre-
sentative of average children. He represents only one child out of 10 or 20.)
When and if a child has needed such help, the Remedial Reading Drills have
proven most successful. But to say that all the children in all the schools of all
the land should use them at the age of five reduces them to an absurdity.

This is likewise true of Mr. Flesch's Exercises, most of which arc con-
densations, modifications, or combinations of the Hegge, Kirk, and Kirk Re-
medial Reading Drills. Although Mr. Flesch states that he "knew of a way to
teach reading that was altogether different from what they do in schools or in
remedial reading classes or anywhere else," he has promoted a series of ex-
ercises for which he has leaned heavily on the Remedial Reading Drills. The ba-

sic system is the same and the resemblance between the two is obvious at a
glance. Unfortunately, Mr. Flesch has disregarded many of the basic psycho-
logical principles upon which the Remedial Reading Drills were developed.

Regardless of the propriety or the adequacy of Mr. Flesch's Exercises, it

seems to the authors of this article that he has misused and oversimplified a
technique which, if properly used, can be very beneficial to certain children.
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And it may well be that with a still greater number of children phonics should
play a more important role and that it should be taught in a more systematic
manner. But this does not mean that all children should begin reading by drill-
ing on the sounds of the letters.
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INTRODUCTION
DONALD F. MOORES

Gallaudet Research Institute
Gallaudet University, Washington, DC

The opportunity to write an introduction to Part VI, "Hearing Impairments,"
has provided a new perspective on the contributions of Dr. Kirk to the welfare
of exceptional children and adults. As a graduate student in the Department
of Special Education and a research associate in the Institute for Research on
Exceptional Children from 1964 to 1967, I was able to observe first hand how a
consummate professional and academician functioned. Dr. Kirk provided an
ideal model as he moved with apparent ease across his various roles of teach-
er, advisor, administrator, researcher, and advocate at the state, national, and
international level. At this point in time, the extent of his impact on theory and
practice, legislation, and teacher training is difficult to comprehend. It was a
mystery to his students how one man could be a driving force behind federal
legislation and the creation of federal agencies and at the same time sit in on
classes to increase his knowledge, go over a dissertation draft line by line with
a frustrated graduate student, and lead the development of the Illinois Test of
Psycho linguistic Abilities.

Dr. Kirk instilled a striving for excellence and a commitment to children
that will long survive any particular piece of work. His openness to new ideas
and commitment were balanced by a healthy skepticism and a belief that
everything should be subject to verification. For my own part, when I had the
opportunity to head a federally funded research center on the education of
children with disabilities at the University of Minnesota and later, when I was
able to participate in the establishment of the Center for Studies in Education
and Human Development at Gallaudet University, I consciously tried to fol-
low the basic principles established by Dr. Kirk at the Institute for Research on
Exceptional Children. The fundamental requirements are a multidisciplinary
core of highly skilled professionals, with adequate support, working coop-
eratively on well-defined programs of inquiry. In other words, find the very
best people you possibly can and turn them loose.

Turninb to his work on children who were deaf and hard of hearing,
which is exemplified in this chapter, one can see the research and practical
concerns that are the hallmark of his work. The first paper (Chapter 13), "Be-
havior Problem Tendencies in Deaf and Hard-of-Hearing Children" (1938)
concerned the applicability of the Haggerty-Olson-Wickman Behavior Rating
Scale to elementary-school-age children who were deaf and hard of hearing.
Following an item analysis, he quickly concluded that Schedule A of the Scale
was invalid for use with this population due to the contaminating effects of
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spoken language on scores. Following the same procedures, he ascertained
that items on Schedule B were valid, and he analyzed the results in four cat-
egories: (1) intellectual traits, (2) physical traits, (3) social traits, and (4) emo-
tional traits. He reported essentially normal ratings in the first three categories,
but found that children who were deaf and hard of hearing were rated as hav-
ing more emotional problems than hearing children. This study represents one
of the first attempts to take into consideration item-appropriateness in assess-
ment of children who were deaf and hard of hearing. Although the discussion
did not highlight it, the study was one of the first to report findings sup-
porting the essential intellectual normalcy of these children.

The second paper (Chapter 14), "A Comparative Study of the Ontario
and Nebraska Tests for the Deaf" (1948) was, to the best of my knowledge, the
first investigation of two performance tests constructed specifically for and
standardized on children who were deaf. The development of these tests
themselves represented the first attempts to move away from complete re-
liance on measures standardized on hearing children in the assessment of chil-
dren who were deaf. Kirk implicitly and explicitly investigated several ques-
tions in this study. First was a comparison between the Ontario School Ability
Examination and the Nebraska Test of Learning Aptitude. Both of these were
administered to sample populations of deaf and hearing children. Second was
a comparison of each of these two tests with the Stanford Binet. Since this test
was heavily reliant on oral English skills, it was administered only to hearing
subjects. The results were clear cut. For both hearing subjects and those who
were deaf, scores on the Ontario were significantly higher than on the Ne-
braska. For the hearing children, scores on the Binet were significantly higher
than on the Nebraska, but they did not differ significantly from scores on the
Ontario. For deaf and hearing subjects, mean scores were identical on both the
Ontario (103) and Nebraska (96) tests. From a practical point of view, ex-
trapolating from results with deaf and hearing subjects, Kirk concluded that
the Ontario appeared to be superior to the Nebraska, with the qualification
that this would hold only if the Binet has any relation to learning ability.

Of immediate interest for our purposes is the finding that deaf and hear-
ing subjects performed in a similar manner on both the Nebraska and Ontario
tests. Kirk published his findings at a time when persons who were deaf were
generally viewed as cognitively and intellectually inferior to the hearing pop-
ulation, with the average retardation set at 10 IQ points by Pintner (Moores,
1987). Kirk's work in this area presaged research in the 1970s that established
the cognitive and intellectual capacity of persons who are deaf as normal.

The next section in Part VI, Chapter 15, is devoted to more practical
and politicalconsiderationsthat is, the relative roles of institutions of high-
er education and residential schools for students who were deaf, as repre-
sented by the Conference of Executives of American Schools for the Deaf
(CEASD), now the Conference of Educational Administrators Serving the
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Deaf, in the preparation of teachers of the deaf. Until that time, with a few not-
able exceptions, preparation of teachers of students who were deaf had been
under the aegis of residential school::. Although the programs frequently were
affiliated with colleges, instructors typically were members of residential
school staffs, and trainees often were housed at the schools, working as dor-
mitory supervisors in exchange for room and board.

At the time of Dr. Kirk's testimony, I was a teacher at a residential school
for students who were deaf, and I can attest to the fact that his position was
strongly opposed by CEASD. It was felt that education of these students was
so specialized and unique that movement of teacher training responsibility to
colleges and universities, where there were few or no professors with practical
experience in teaching such children, would be a disaster. At that time, educa-
tion of students who were deaf was thought to be restricted to residential
schools and to a small number of segregated day schools in large cities. Ed-
ucators were nut aware that a shift had begun to take place shortly after the
end of World War II toward public school education of children who were
deaf. By 1971, half of all such children attended public schools, and more than
three-fourths attend public schools today.

After his testimony, Dr. Kirk was questioned by Congressman Al Quie of
Minnesota, who expressed the opinion that Congress would have to make a
compromise between the two sides. Since his congressional district included
the state residential school for deaf children in Faribault and he had a record
of involvement and concern for special education throughout his congres-
sional tenure, Congressman Quie had great insight into the issues in question.

The final paper in Part VI (Chapter 16), is a report to a conference on the
preparation of teachers of the deaf students held in 1964. As Dr. Kirk stated,
the conference included not only educators, supervisors, and administrators of
programs for students who were deaf, but also people in general education,
psychology, and speech and hearing. It was a time of optimism, as legislation
originally addressing mental retardation was being amended to include all
children with disabilities, including those who were deaf. With new legisla-
tion, colleges and universities would receive support for training teachers of
students who were deaf at undergraduate and graduate levels, as well as su-
pervisors, administrators, college instructors, and researchers. Students them-
selves would receive tax-free stipends, with additional dependency al-
lowances.

At this point, Dr. Kirk saw education of students who were deaf to be at
the threshold of major breakthroughs involving the interaction of highly
trained educators of these students with colleagues in related disciplines. He
envisioned the development of new methods of teaching, innovative dem-
onstration projects, and major research efforts. To some extent, his hopes for
the education of students who are deaf have been realized, although revolu-
tionary changes have not occurred. Since the late 1960s, there has been a
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steady improvement in academic achievement of these students, although re-
sults still remain far below norms for hearing students. Partially based on re-
search results, there has been a general acceptance of the use of manual com-
munication in educational settings. As early as 1960, Dr. Kirk was encouraging
research into this area. Moreover, the efficacy of preschool programs has been
documented by research. Finally, there is a small, but steadily growing, core of
professionals who are deaf assuming leadership roles, not only in education
but in other fields. Gallaudet University, which did not accept students who
were deaf into its graduate teacher training programs before 1960, now has a
president who is deaf. Of perhaps most satisfaction to Dr. Kirk is the fact that
the Assistant Secretary of the U.S. Office of Special Education and Re-
habilitation Services, arguably the most important position in special educa-
tion in the world, is Dr. Robert Davila, who is deaf.

For the most part, educators of students who are deaf are not aware of
the debt that we owe to the leadership of Dr. Kirk. I hope that the chapters in
Part VI will help to eliminate this ignorance.
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Chapter 13

Behavior Problem Tendencies
in Deaf and
Hard-of-Hearing Children
SAMUEL A. KIRK, Ph.D1
Director, Division of Education of Exceptional Children
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

The behavior, personality adjustment, and emotional thwarting of deaf and
hard-of-hearing children have not been extensively studied. It has been sug-
gested, however, that the disability of defective-hearing serves to thwart many
children and results in emotional disturbances. Menninger (1930) feels that
deafness is a permanent handicap to adjustment, and the few experiments in
the field tend to confirm his observation. Lyons (1934) gave the Thurstone Per-
sonality Schedule to older deaf children and concluded that they have more
emotional problems than do normals. Pintner (1937) gave the Bernreuter Per-
sonality Inventory to deaf adults at Gallaudet College and to 126 other deaf
adults, and concluded that the deaf are slightly less dominant than normals.
There was no difference between the deaf and hard-of-hearing. Madden (1931)
using a short rating scale found that the hard of hearing are not rated as lead-
ers, and are often more shy and solitary than normal children.

Problem

162

The purpose of this study is to compare the behavior problem tendencies of
deaf and hard-of-hearing children in an elmentary day-school for the deaf
with those of normal-hearing children on the Haggerty-Olson-Wickman Be-
havior Rating Schedule (Haggerty, Olson, & Wickman, 1930).

Reprinted from American Annals of the Deaf, (March 1938), 83, 131-137.
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Procedure

Trained teachers of the deaf at the Paul Binner School, Milwaukee, Wis., rated
112 deaf and hard-of-hearing children on the Haggerty-Olson-Wickman Be-
havior Rating Schedule. The children rated were from seven to sixteen years of
age and were in the first to the eighth grade.

The Haggerty-Olson-Wickman Behavior Rating Schedule (Haggerty, Ol-
son, & Wickman, 1930; Olson, 1930) has two parts: Schedule A and Schedule
B. Schedule A, the Behavior Problem Record, consists of 15 items that indicate
undesirable behavior, such as: Disinterest in school work, lying, speech dif-
ficulties, etc. The rater is asked to check each of these as: (a) has never oc-
curred, (b) has occurred once or twice, (c) occasional occurrence, and (d) fre-
quent occurrence.

Schedule B consists of four divisions: Division I, intellectual traits; Divi-
sion II, physical traits; Division III, social traits; and Division IV, emotional
traits. An example of one item under intellectual traits is (Haggerty, Olson, &
Wickman, 1930):

"4. Is he slow or quick in thinking?

Extremely Sluggish Thinks with Agile-minded Exceedingly
slow plodding ordinary speed rapid"

The rater is asked to observe the child and to check the phrase or expres-
sion that best describes the reactions of the child.

Results on Schedule A

Table 1 compares the medians of deaf and hard-of-hearing children with those
of normal-hearing children on Schedule A. For 61 deaf and hard-of-hearing
boys the median score was 30.6, as compared to a median score of 13.2 for 01-
son's normal-hearing boys. For girls and for the total of boys and girls a sim-
ilar large difference is noted. The high scores on these scales indicate un-
desirable behavior.

An analysis of the items in Schedule A showed that the deaf and hard-of-
hearing children were given the highest possible scores on Item 10, "speech
difficulties." Obviously deaf children are defective in speech and the rating for
problem tendencies becomes exaggerated because of this item.

To determine what the results would be if the item of speech difficulties
were excluded, a recalculation was made. Each deaf child was given an aver-
age speech difficulty score similar to that obtained by normal children as de-
scribed by Haggerty (1925). Medians were then calculated and are shown in
the last column of Table 1. The medians for the 61 boys and the 51 girls were
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TABLE 1

A Comparison of Deaf and Hard-of-Hearing with
Normal-Hearing Children on Schedule A

Deaf and
hard-of-hearing

Normal-hearing
children2

Deaf and
hard-of-hearing

corrected for speech

N Median Median N Median

Boys 61 30.6 1098 13.2 61 18.7
Girls 51 24.7 1065 6.1 51 11.5
Total 112 28.75 2163 8.6 112 15.5

18.7 and 11.5 respectively, again showing a higher behavior problem score
than that found with normal-hearing children. We could have made similar
corrections for unnecessary tardiness (which does not occur because the chil-
dren are all brought to school by busses) and for imaginative lying (which is
difficult for teacher to detect because of the language handicap). However,
correction for these two items would, if anything, only further exaggerate the
differences between the group with defective hearing and normal-hearing
children.

It is the writer's opinion that Schedule A is not a valid rating scale for
deaf children because of the factors mentioned above. If any conclusion can be
drawn from the data, however, it is that the deaf and hard-of-hearing group
show greater behavior problem tendencies than do normal-hearing children
on this rating scale. Furthermore, deaf and hard-of-hearing boys appear to be
greater problems than deaf and hard-of-hearing girls, in the same way as nor-
mal-hearing boys exceed normal-hearing girls on this scale.

Results on Schedule B

Schedule B does not offer the same difficulties as Schedule A. An analysis of
the items shows that deaf children can be rated on them without difficulty. No
item such as "speech difficulties" occurs in Schedule B to make interpretation
difficult.

Table 2 gives the number of cases, the means, and the probable errors of
the means for boys and for girls in each of the four divisions of Schedule B. It
includes the scores of the deaf and hard-of-hearing children and of normal-
hearing children as given by Haggerty et al. (1930). Critical ratios for the dif-
ferences between the deaf and normal-hearing averages are shown in the last
column.

It should be noted from Table 2 that in the results for boys on Division
I--intellectual traitsthere is a difference of 1.10, indicating a greater degree
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TABLE 2

A Comparison of Deaf and Hard-of-Hearing Children with
Normal-Hearing Children on the H-O-W Behavior Rating Scale-Schedule B

Deaf and
Hard-of-Hearing

Children

Normal-Hearing Difference
Children between Deaf

and Normals

Critical
Ratio

No.
Mean and

PERI

Boys
Division I
Intellectual
Traits

61 19.30 ± .65

Division II
Physical
Traits

Division III
Social
Traits

Division IV
Emotional
Traits

Total Boys

Girls
Division I
Intellectual
Traits

Division 11
Physical
Traits

Division III
Social
Traits

Division IV
Emotional
Traits

. _

Total Girls

Total Boys
and Girls

No
Mean and I

PEm

300 18.2 ± .23 1,10

61 13.56 ± .28

61 22.98 ± .58

300 14.1 ± .15

1.6

.54 1.73

300 22.4 + .25 .58

1

61 25.52 ± .82 300 20.4 + .27 j + 5.12

61 18.16 ± 1.81 1473 72.4 + .32

51 18.37 ± .53 326 17.1 ± .21

1--

51 14.94 ± .58 326 13.5 + .18

51 21.61 ± .58 326 18.2 ± .18 4 3.41 5.6

51 21.90 ± .71 326 18.1 ± .22 3.8(1 j 5.1

.91

5.92

+ 8.76 4.77

+ 1.27 2.23

+ 1.44 2.38

51 76.11 ± 1.85 1394 65.9 ± .29 + 10.21

112 78.88 ± 1.31 2867 69.2 ± .22 1 + 9.68

I '?

5.5
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of problem tendencies in the group with defective hearing. However, this dif-
ference is not at all significant since the critical ratio is only 1.6. On Division
IIphysical traitsthe normal exceed the deaf and hard-of-hearing by a score
of .54, which again is not significant as judged by the critical ratio of 1.73. Sim-
ilarly, Division IIIsocial traitsshows no significant difference between the
defective-hearing group and normals. But on Division IVemotional traits
there is a difference of 5.12, pointing to excessive problem tendencies in the
group with defective hearing. The critical ratio of 5.92 indicates that the differ-
ence here is statistically significant. For the total score for boys the critical ratio
of 4.77 is again statistically significant. From these results we may conclude
that in emotional traits specifically, and for Schedule B as a whole, deaf and
hard-of-hearing boys exceed normal-hearing boys in problem tendencies.

The results for the girls are very similar to those for the boys. On all
traitsintellectual, physical, social, and emotionalthe deaf and hard-of-
hearing girls show higher scores than the normal-hearing girls in problem ten-
dencies. For intellectual and physical traits the critical ratios of 2.23 and 2.38
cannot be considered significant.3 For social and emotional traits, on the other
hand, the critical ratios of 5.6 and 5.1 are significant. From these results it may
be concluded that our group of deaf and hard-of-hearing girls exceed normal-
hearing girls in problem tendencies in social and emotional traits. Again, for
Schedule B as a whole applied to the girls, the critical ratio of 5.5 indicates that
the defective-hearing girls have significantly greater problem tendency scores
than normal-hearing girls.

The results on the combined scores of the boys and girls show a critical
ratio of 7.3, indicating greater problem tendencies in the group with defective
hearing. It should be noted also that deaf and hard-of-hearing boys exceed the
deaf and hard-of-hearing girls in problem tendency scores. This difference
represents the same tendency that is found in normal-hearing boys and girls.

A separate analysis was made of the behavior rating scores of the deaf
and those of the hard-of-hearing children to determine whether or not there
was a difference in problem tendencies between these two groups. The results
of the analysis showed no difference between the children considered deaf by
their teachers, and those considered hard-of-hearing.4 For the deaf group the
mean score was 78.5 ± 1.9, while for the hard-of-hearing group the mean score
was 79.5 ± 1.8. The difference of the means divided by the probable error of
the difference of the means showed a critical ratio of .38, indicating that the
slight difference is not significant.

Summary and Conclusions

Jne hundred and twelve deaf and hard-of-hearing children in grades 1 to 8
were rated on the Haggerty-Olson-Wickman Behavior Rating Schedule. From
the data we may conclude that:
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1. Deaf and hard-of-hearing children as a group present significantly great-
er problem tendencies than normal-hearing children.

2. The greatest difference was found in emotional traits, while the least dif-
ference was found in intellectual and physical traits.

3. As with normal children, defective-hearing boys exceed defective-
hearing girls in behavior problems.

4. There was no difference between the deaf group and the hard-of-hearing
group in problem tendencies.

5. This study confirms the observations of others that children with de-
fective hearing have more emotional problems than do normal hearing
children.
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NOTES

I The author wishes to acknowledge his indebtedness to Dr. Milton C. Potter, super-
intendent of the Milwaukee Public School, for his kind permission to carry on the in-
vestigation; and to Miss Sadie Owens, principal of the Paul Binner School for the Deaf,
for her generous aid and cooperation in this study. The assistance of Miss Hazel Zanzig
in the tabulation and calculation of the data is greatly appreciated.
2 Haggerty-Olson-Wickman normssee Haggerty, Olson, & Wickman, 1930.
3 Eighty-nine of the 112 children of this study were given Grace Arthur Performance
tests. The average IQ for this group was 99.4. The fact that the group showed average
intelligence on this objective intelligence test confirms the rating of the teacher that the
group studied did not differ from normals in intellectual traits. Similar independent
checks are not so easily found for the ratings in emotional traits, where we found a sig-
nificant difference between the defective-hearing group and normal-hearing children.
4 The deaf group had an average hearing loss on the 2-A audiometer of 72. The hard-
of-hearing group had a hearing loss of 50.
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Chapter 14

A Comparative Study of
the Ontario and Nebraska
Tests for the Deaf
SAMUEL A. KIRK
University of Illinois

JUNE PERRY
Milwaukee State Teachers College

Introduction
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In the past deaf children have been tested with non-language performance
tests such as the Grace Arthur Point Scale, Cornell Coxe Performance Tests,
and the Pintner Patterson Scale. These tests have all been standardized on
hearing children. Although these tests are non-language in so far as the child's
response is concerned they still involve the use of language in giving and un-
derstanding the oral directions. Of necessity pantomime is often substituted
for, or added to, the oral directions. This may or may not affect the test results.
In addition many of these tests are heavily weighed with form boards, thus
giving an uneven sampling of abilities.

Recently two tests have been constructed specifically for deaf children.
The first test, the Ontario School Ability Examination, was published in Can-
ada in 1936 (Amos, 1936). This examination was standardized by selecting per-
formance items used with hearing children, adding some tests, such as the
Knox Cube, the Healy Fernald Puzzle, etc., and administering the battery to
deaf children; and also to hearing children who had been given the Stanford-
Binet examination. It was found that there was a close correlation between this
test and the 1916 Revision of the Binet Scale. It was then s:andardized on 288
deaf pupils at the Ontario School for the Deaf.

The Nebraska Test of Learning Aptitude (Hiskey & Marshall, 1941) was
standardized on 466 institutionalized deaf pupils in Nebraska, Kansas, Mis-

Reprinted from American Annals of the Deaf, (September 1948), 93, 315-323.
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souri, Illinois, Indiana and Ohio as well as some pupils enrolled in day schools
for the deaf in Lincoln, Nebraska. The author did not use a mental age concept
because he did not wish to confuse it with tests given to hearing children such

as the Stanford-Binet. He preferred using learning age or Learning Quotient
(LQ) to using mental age of IQ.

The major difference in standardization between the two tests is that the
Ontario Test was calibrated with the old Binet examination for hearing chil-
dren, whereas the Nebraska Test used an age scale based on other estimates of
learning ability. The Nebraska Test was standardized on children from three
years six months to nine years nine months; the Ontario Tests included chil-
dren between the ages of five and twenty-two years. Both tests were standard-
ized primarily on children in residential schools for the deaf. There are no co-
efficients of reliability for the Ontario Test. The Nebraska Test lists a coef-
ficient of reliability of .963.

The Problem
Since psychologists who are charged with the examination of deaf children are
interested in knowing the significance of their results, it is important that a
comparison of the results of these two tests be made. The problem, then, is to
determine the relative ratings which deaf children receive when both tests are
administered to the same individual. Also, in order to determine how these
tests compare with the Binet, it is important that some comparison be made
between these two tests and the Stanfoid-Binet examination.

Procedure
To compare the results of the Ontario School Ability Examination with those
of the Nebraska Test of Learning Aptitude the following procedures were es-

tablished:

I. Subjects: Forty-nine children from the Paul Binner Day School for the
Deaf, (Milwaukee, Wisconsin) were selected for this experiment. The 49
deaf and hard-of-hearing children were given the Ontario and Nebraska
Tests for the Deaf, each child being given both of these tests within a pe-
riod of not less than three days and not more than one week. One-half of
the children had the Nebraska Test first; and the other half had the On-

tario first.
2. For the second part of the experiment 49 hearing children of varying

ages from the public schools were selected. These children had been giv-
en the Terman Merril Stanford-Binet. As with the deaf children, one-half
of the group was given the Ontario first; the other half the Nebraska first.

1
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Results

3. Ages: In both groups children of varying ages were selected so as to in-
clude children from five to eleven years. There were from six to eight
subjects at each age level.

4. Selection of Cases: Since the experiment involved the administration of
all tests to the same child, the selection factor was unimportant. Avail-
ability of children for the examination was the major consideration.

Analyzing the data from the three tests, results were studied by (1) comparing
the Ontario IQs with the Nebraska LQs obtained from the administration of
the tests to deaf children, (2) comparing with each other the Binet IQs, Ontario
IQs and Nebraska LQs obtained from the administration of the tests to hearing
children, and (3) comparing the Ontario IQs with the Nebraska LQs obtained
from the combined groups of deaf and hearing children.

1. Results with Deaf Children.

For the 49 deaf children examined the mean IQ for the Ontario Test was found
to be 102.9. The mean LQ for the Nebraska Test on the same group of children
was 95.8. It can be seen that there is a difference of seven points in IQ between
the mean on the Ontario Test and the mean LQ on the Nebraska Test.

Table 1 shows the means, difference between the means, the standard er-
ror of the difference, and the critical ratio for the Ontario and Nebraska Tests
when administered to the same group of deaf children. It will be seen from
this table that the seven point difference in IQ between the two tests is sta-
tistically significant since the critical ratio is 4.4.

Figure 1 shows the mean IQs and LQs for the 49 deaf children at each
chronological age level. It will be seen from this figure that the mean IQ at
each age level is higher for the Ontario Test than the mean LQ obtained from

TABLE 1

The Means, Difference Between the Means, the Standard Error
of the Difference, and the Critical Ratio for the Ontario and Nebraska Tests

When Administered to a Group of 49 Deaf Children

1
-

Difference 1 S.E.
between of

Ontario Nebraska Means Difference
_ .

Means 102.857 95.816 7.041
S.D. of Dis. 16.296 15.037

S.E. of Mean 2.33 2.15

1.6

Critical
Ratio

4.4
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FIGURE 1

The Mean I.Q. and L.Q. At Each C.A. Interval for the Deaf Children
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the Nebraska Test on the same children. It appears then that the Ontario
School Ability Examination not only shows a significantly higher IQ score at
each age level than does the Nebraska Test of Learning Aptitude. The appar-
ently higher IQ and LQs for the younger children in Figure I probably have no
significance but may be due to a selection factor.

2. Results for Children with Normal Hearing.

Table II shows the results of three tests administered to hearing children in
terms of the means, difference between means, standard error of difference,
and critical ratio for the Ontario, Binet, and Nebraska Tests. It will be seen
from this table that the children obtained a mean IQ of 107.3 on the Binet Test,
102.9 on the Ontario Test, and a mean LQ of 95.7 on the Nebraska Test. This
table also shows that there is a significant difference between the Nebraska
and Binet Tests, and between the Ontario and Nebraska Tests on hearing chil-
dren, whereas the difference between the Binet and the Ontario does not show
high sta!'-_,tical significance.

An analysis of the results for each age level as presented in Figure 2
shows, as it did with deaf children, that the Ontario Test gave a higher score
than the Nebraska Test at each age level. The Binet Test showed a slightly
higher score than the Ontario Test for all age levels except age eight. It is con-
cluded therefore that the Ontario Test gives a rating on hearing children more
similar to the Binet Test, than does the Nebraska Test of Learning Aptitude.

From Table 2 and Figure 2 it may be concluded t}-:at when all three tests
were given to the same hearing children, the Binet showed the highest IQ, the

TABLE 2

The Means, Differences Between Means, Standard Error
of Difference, and the Critical Ratio for the Ontario, Binet, and Nebraska

Tests on a Group of 49 Hearing Children

Tests Means

Ontario 102.9

Binet 107.3

Ontario 102.9

Nebraska 95.7

Nebraska 95.7

Binet 107.3

T

_________.

S.D. S.E.

Difference
between
Means

S.E.
of

Difference
Critical
Ratio

21.24 ! 3.04 4.39 2.00 2.19

21.81 1 3.12

1

21.24 3.04 7.16 1.35 5.32

17.47 2.50

17.47 2.50 11.55 1.70 6.79

21.81 i 3.12
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FIGURE 2

The Mean I.Q. and L.Q. At Each C.A. Interval for the 49 Hearing Children
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Nebraska the lowest LQ, and the Ontario was found to give an IQ that was
closer to the Binet than was the Nebraska Test. It was found also that the Binet
and Ontario tested consistently higher than the Nebraska at all age levels.

3. Comparison of the Combined Group of Hearing and Deaf Children.

When the data from deaf and hearing children were combined, the following
results were obtained. On the Ontario Test the mean IQ was 102.9. The mean
for the Nebraska Test was 95.8. It is apparent that the mean IQ obtained from
the Ontario Test is over seven points higher than the mean LQ obtained from
the Nebraska Test. The critical ratio for these two groups was 6.8 showing a
significant difference between results obtained on the Ontario and Nebraska
Tests on deaf and hearing children taken as a group.

Summary and Conclusions

The purpose of this study was to compare ratings from the Ontario School
Ability Examination with those from the Nebraska Test of Learning Aptitude.
An attempt was made (1) to compare the Ontario IQs with the Nebraska LQs
when both tests were administered to a group of deaf children, and (2) to com-
pare the Ontario IQs and Nebraska LQs with the Stanford-Binet IQs when all
three tests were administered to a group of hearing children.

From an analysis of the data it appears that:

1. The Ontario School Ability Examination tested consistently higher than
the Nebraska Test both when administered to deaf and when ad-
ministered to hearing children. This difference was shown to exist be-
tween the means for both groups and also at the various age levels test-
ed. The difference between the mean IQ and LQ was found to be of
statistical significance.

2. When the Ontario, Binet, and Nebraska Tests were administered to a
group of hearing children, it was found that the results obtained from
the Ontario examination were closer to the results obtained from the Bi-
net test, than were those obtained from the Nebraska Test.

3. The results of this experiment should not be interpreted as a real meas-
ure of validity of either the Nebraska or the Ontario tests, unless one con-
siders the Binet test as the criterion upon which other tests must be
based. A real measure of the validity of these two instruments will de-
pend on a study of the correlation of either of these tests to the deaf
child's ability to learn speech reading, language, speech, and school sub-
jects. Until such an experiment has been conducted, we must evaluate
the tests on another basis.
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4. From a practicable point of view it would appear that the Ontario School
Ability Examination is superior to the Nebraska Test if the Binet ex-
amination has any relation to learning ability. In addition, the Ontario
Examination takes less time to administer, is simpler to handle and carry,
is easy to score and administer, and costs considerably less than does the
Nebraska Test Learning Artude.
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Dr. Kirk: Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, my name is Sam-
uel A. Kirk. I am director of the Institute for Research on Exceptional Children
and professor of education at the University of Illinois. Our purpose is to train
teachers, to train leadership personnel at the doctoral level, and also to ad-
vance knowledge in the field of exceptional children through research. Our
present staff at the university consists of 11 professors with doctor's degrees
and approximately 12 other professional workers on full or part time.

I appreciate the opportunity to appear here and express my views. How-
ever, because of the time element, I would like to confine my remarks to
House Joint Resolution 494, Title 1, pertaining to training of teachers of the
deaf.

As indicated to you by many individuals, there is a marked shortage of
qualified teachers of the deaf. I believe that deaf children today are obtaining
poorer education than ever before due to the shortage of qualified teachers.
There is, however, a still greater shortage of professionally trained leaders in
the education of the deaf, since it is practically impossible to find a pro-
fessional educator of the deaf with advanced training at the doctoral level to
train teachers of the deaf. I have had a vacant position at the university for ap-
proximately 8 years and only last year was able to find a qualified university
professor for this work.

The bill as it stands has two major items which I should like to see
amended.

First, the bill should be broadened to include not only the training of
teachers of the deaf at the undergraduate level, but also the training of college
teachers who, because of advanced graduate training, would qualify to pre-
pare teachers of the deaf. We cannot train teachers unless we have highly

Testimony before the Subcommittee on Special Education of the Committee on Educa-
tion and Labor, House of Representatives, 86th Congress, Second Session. Hearing held
in Chicago, Illinois, May 13 and 14, 1960.
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qualified college personnel to prepare such teachers. Therefore, I would like to
suggest that Section 101 of Title 1, read: "for teachers of the deaf and college
personnel for the preparation of teachers of the deaf."

Second, Section 105(a) deals with the composition of the advisory com-
mittee. It provides that the advisory committee consist primarily of members
from residential institutions for the deaf. There is a danger [in] a small group
consisting of people in administrative positions dictating the nature of the pro-
gram of deaf education in the United States. This may result in the exclusion
of the thinking of qualified university personnel.

I believe that you should know that a difference of opinion has arisen be-
tween college training centers preparing teachers of the deaf and the super-
intendents of institutions now members of the Conference of Executives of
American Schools for the Deaf. Recently, the Conference of Executives, con-
sisting primarily of superintendents of residential institutionswho, ac-
cording to the [American] Annals of the Deaf of November, 1959, sponsored this
billhas taken it upon itself to accredit colleges and to certify teachers. They
charge teachers $5 for a certificate which has no legal basis since certification
of teachers of the deaf and all teachers is the responsibility of state de-
partments of public instruction. This certificate does not legally qualify a
teacher of the deaf for employment, since such teachers must obtain a legal
certification from their state department of public instruction. The Conference
of Executives is the only association which has requested that universities and
colleges apply to them for approval. No other association in education (in the
mentally retarded, or blind, or the crippled, or in elementary or secondary ed-
ucation) attempts to approve colleges and universities or solicits their applica-
tions. No other professional group attempts to assume the role of state de-
partments of public instruction by issuing their own certificate to teachers for
a fee.

This group of superintendents of residential institutions for the deaf,
through their organization, is now requesting Congress to put into a law a bill
which would require the Commissioner of Education to appoint an advisory
committee consisting of a majority of their own members.

If this section were to remain as is, it will tie the hands of the Commis-
sioner of Education in his appointments, and will tend to give a legal basis of
control (of the field) to the Conference of Executives. In a sense, their attempt
to control the field has held back progress in the education of the deafas rep-
resented by their neglect in this bill for requesting the higher professional
training for leadership positions such as the training of college personnel for
preparing teachers of the deaf. In addition, this bill concentrates on the status
quo for institutions and is very careful to exclude the cooperation of uni-
versities that are engaged in research and training of personnel.

I recommend that this committee consider amending Section 105(a) by
substituting the following:

1 0, ki
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The Commissioner of Education will appoint an advisory committee of 12
individuals, 6 of whom are selected from among professional educators en-
gaged in the preparation of teachers of the deaf, 3 from among professional
educators and 3 from among lay personnel interested in the education of
the deaf.

This amendment will give the Commissioner of Education freedom to se-
lect a broad representation from among teacher-training institutions, in-
cluding those residential institutions affiliated with colleges and universities.

My plea to this committee is to develop sound legislation for the educa-
tion of teachers and leaders in the education of the deaf so that it will be con-
sistent with the training of personnel in other areas of education, science, med-
icine, and other professions. Only by placing support and responsibility for
professional preparation of personnel on the institutions of higher learning
will the desired goal be achieved.

It is dangerous to assume that educational procedures for the deaf have
reached heights of efficiency and effectiveness. Will progress come from ser-
vice-oriented groups whose major endeavor is the management of in-
stallations and personnel, or will the new developments come from the agen-
cies and personnel who are employed by our society for research,
development, and the training of personnelthe faculties of the institutions of
higher learning?

It is obvious to me that the present bill fixes the status quo. It may in-
crease the number of teachers of the deaf, but will not develop the quality de-
sired. Placing the responsibility on the great institutions of higher learning as
suggested by the amendments would not only increase the quality of pro-
fessional personnel but would provide for qualitative development of the
field.

The point of view presented here is not a lone and individual one. This
problem was discussed in Los Angeles in April at the recent meeting of The
Council for Exceptional Children, an organization of over 13,000 educators of
exceptional children. At this meeting, resolutions were passed, and Dr. Mau-
rice Fouracre was sent from Los Angeles to Washington on April 22 to testify
at the Senate hearing on Senate Joint Resolution 127. Among other things Dr.
Fouracre, in behalf of The Council, stated:

We urge objection to the statutory description of the detailed composition
of the advisory committee. We believe the members of the advisory com-
mittee should be selected on the basis of individual professional com-
petency and at the discretion of the U.S. Commissioner of Education or his
administrative superior.

The above quotation was the intent of a series of resolutions by The
Council of Exceptional Children, the Division of Teacher Education, the Coun-
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cil of Administrators of Special Education in Local School Systems, and the
National Association of State Directors of Special Education.

I appreciate the opportunity to present these points of view and trust
that Congress will pass sound legislation for the benefit of deaf children in this
country.
Mr. Giairno: Thank you, Dr. Kirk.

I recognize the gentleman from Minnesota.

Mr. Quie: Dr. Kirk, I want to commend you for your good statement here.
[First], I think so often we have neglected this concept in the past that

when you are going to educate teachers of some special educational group
you forget about the instructors or professors needed to educate them and
many times they are not available, and I surely think this is a good suggestion
that you have.

And, secondly, I want to commend you on bringing out into the open
this schism between [higher education] groups and the special education
groups. Most people come before us and do not say anything about it. Well, I
am fully aware that this is in the background at all times.

So I think that those of us on the committee can better understand the
problems that you have in this field by bringing out into the open these prob-
lems, as you have d.-me.

Now, in the bill, where it states that six of such appointed members shall
be individuals identified with institutions engaged in the training of teachers
of the deafare the residential schools considered as institutions for training
teachers of the deaf?

Dr. Kirk: Yes.

Mr. Quie: And this would not in any way mean colleges?

Dr. Kirk: No; not from the group.

Mr. Quic: As you understand the definition?

Dr. Kirk: They provide there in the bill, sir, that three can come from in-
stitutions of higher leaning, provided they are affiliated with institutions for
the deaf. I would, therefore, interpret that to mean .

Mr. Quie: Of course, you go to the other extreme, and recommend that they
be professional educators engaged in the preparation of teachers for the deaf,
and also three professional educators, which really means nine, doesn't it?

Dr. Kirk: Yes. Well, three that are engaged in the preparation of teachers of
the deaf, because we would like the opinion of other educators, deans of grad-
uate schools and deans of colleges, and professors in other areas, medicine or

Mr. Quic: So this would prevent any of the so-called six from being ap-
pointed unless they fit into this group of three who would be called lay per-
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sonnel interested in the education of the deaf.
Would the teachers and administrators of the residential schoolscould

that be construed as being lay personnel?
Dr. Kirk: No. Some of the people in the residential schools are high-level pro-
fessionals. They have appointments in universities. They would qualify, even
though they are appointed by the institution, and a joint appointment with the
university with which they are affiliated.

Mr. Quie: But unless they were professional educators, or completely sepa-
rate from the educational staff, except as they are interested as lay people, they
couldn't be appointed. This means that six of them have to be people from
these institutions.

On the other side, you precluded any of them from being appointed un-
less they happen to be professional educators?
Dr. Kirk: I am not sure I understand; and I wouldn't press for the division. I
was trying to harmonize it more with the original bill.

However, what I said was six individuals identified with training teach-
ers of the deaf, because we would expect them to know what the field would
be.

The bill says "identified," and there's a difference there, because that
might mean a superintendent, or it may be someone else [who] is not nec-
essarily a professional educator of the deaf.

Mr. Quic: Well, it seems to me, and I surely agree with you, that one way ap-
pears to be rigged for the benefit of people on one side, and the other way is
rigged for the benefit of people on the other side, and we will have to make a
compromise.

But again I want to say that I am impressed by your willingness to ex-
press this franklyand just one more question:

I imagine you must be knowledgeable on the subject of speech pa-
thologists and audiologists as well, and in that Section 205 of the bill they set
up again the criteria of who should be appointed.

Do you feel that this is restrictive in any way?

Dr. Kirk: Yes, sir; I do. I think that the Commissioner of Education's hands
should not be tied, and that he should seek adequate advice and appoint an
advisory committee that would be able to do the best job for the country with-
out attempting to introduce in the bill a control by any one group or another,
because there are many people working in speech correction and audiology in
many different organizations.
Mr. Quie: I surely want to thank you for that.

Mr. Elliott: Thank you very much, Dr. Kirk.

I
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The Federal Program
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SAMUEL A. KIRK

I am not only pleased but actually enthusiastic about the conference and the
people participating in it. For many years, I have been considered a critic of
teacher training programs, not only in the deaf, but in other areas of special
education. I have felt that we have not placed sufficient efforts on improve-
ment of teacher education but that we continue to do what we have done for
many years.

My general impression now is that the special education of the deaf is
moving at a more rapid pace than other areas of special education. Public Law
87-276 has injected not only a ray of hope, but also a great deal of enthusiasm
within and outside of the profession. This conference is unique and I will pre-
dict that the deliberations of the group and the results will accelerate the ed-
ucation of the deaf by 5 years.

As I am sure all of you know, Congress amended Public Law 85-926,
which dealt with the training of professional personnel in the mentally re-
tarded, to include all handicapped children. This bill, Public Law 88-164, is a
very broad bill. Title III includes training of professional personnel in all areas
of the crippled and other health-impaired, the emotionally disturbed, the deaf,
and other specialized personnel required in the program for the education of
handicapped children. Under this bill, we are now authorized to train (a)
teachers at the senior undergraduate level, (b) teachers at the master's degree
level, (c) supervisors and administrators of teachers, (d) college instructors,
and (e) research personnel.

For 1964, training teachers of the deaf was not included in the general
bill since up to June 30, 1964, Public Law 87-276 is in force and the $1.5 million
appropriated will, under forward financing, include teachers of the deaf for

Reprinted from Stephen P. Quigley (Ed.). (1966). Preparation of Teachers of the Deaf (0E-
35059, Bulletin 1966, No. 8). A Report of a National Conference, Virginia Beach, Vir-
ginia, March 15-19,1964. Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office.
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1964-65. Next year teacher training for the deaf will be under Public Law 88-
164. This means that:

1. We will be able to train teachers of the deaf at the senior level and at the
first-year graduate level similar to the present program under Public
Law 87-276.

2. In addition, next year we will be able to (a) train supervisors and ad-
ministrators of programs for the deaf at the graduate level, (b) train col-
lege instructors to train teachers of the deaf, and (c) train research per-
sonnel.

3. There will be a change in stipends for students in the education of the
deaf under Public Law 88-164 next year. Undergraduate students at the
senior level will receive $1,600 stipend as before. At the first-year gradu-
ate level, they will receive a $2,000 stipend. At the second-year graduate
level, they will receive a $2,400 stipend, and at the third-year graduate
level, they will receive a $2,800 stipend. In addition to this, a dependency
allowance of $400 for each dependent will be given to all fellows at the
graduate level.

4. At the present time, colleges at the graduate level receive $2,000 support
grant. Under the new program next year, colleges and universities will
receive $2,500 support grant for each graduate fellow.

5. In addition to training programs, we also have under Section 302 of Title
III a research and demonstration program. Actually, research and dem-
onstration applies to the 1964 budget in the field of the deaf as it does in
all other areas. Consequently, we will now have an opportunity to de-
velop new methods of teaching, to conduct research on major problems
for the deaf, and to conduct demonstration programs on new develop-
ments.

The results of this conference give you the deliberations of the group of spe-
cialists in the deaf and specialists in the related areas. I stated earlier that this
was a unique conference since it included not only educators, supervisors, and
administrators of programs for the deaf, but it also included many people in
the general field of education, psychology, speech and hearing, and other ar-
eas related to the programs of deaf education. This is a significant forward
step since any field can learn from related disciplines and related dis( _plines
always contribute to any field of education.
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INTRODUCTION
JEANNE McRAE McCARTHY

University of Arizona

It has been a rare privilege to have been associated with Samuel A. Kirk in a
variety of roles over the last 35 years and to be asked to trace the elements in
his background that coalesced in the development of the Illinois Test of Psy-
cholinguistic Abilities (ITPA). In an effort to provide a historical perspective of
the field and of Kirk, the man, I shall trace my contacts with him over the pe-
riod from 1958 to the present.

My first contact with Dr. Kirk was as a member of the audiences who
flocked to hear his unique view of children in the late 1950s and as an observer
of his efforts to address the needs of those whose learning and behavior prob-
lems did not fit into the neat, well-defined categories in existence at that time.

My next interaction with Dr. Kirk was as a doctoral student returning to
academia under a Public Law 85-926 federally funded fellowship, with Dr.
Kirk as my advisor, a role in which he played the benevolent despot, always
setting higher goals for his students than seemed possible to achieve. In this
capacity, as his graduate associate, I gained firsthand knowledge of the con-
cepts underlying the ITPA. I brought to this role my experience as a clinical
psychologist and a school psychologist, plus my personal experience of moth-
ering two little girls. Both Dr. Kirk and Winifred Day Kirk, herself a school
psychologist, made use of this experience and that of all the other doctoral stu-
dentS involved in the project in developing tests to be administered experi-
mentally to children before they were modified, improved, included, or re-
jected for use in the experimental edition of the ITPA. This involvement in the
standardization of a new approach to the assessment of young children was
an important part of the training of most of Kirk's doctoral students, including
Barbara Bateman, Corinne Kass, Dorothy Sievers, Douglas Wiseman, James
Chalfant, and hosts of others.

During that time, he shared the knowledge he had acquired since he
completed his bachelor's and master's degrees in psychology, which was
heavily influenced by Marion Monroe in remedial reading, J. E. Wallace Wal-
lin in children with disabilities, and Harvey Carr in the functional school of
psychology. His doctorate in physiological and experimental psychology and
neurology underlined his interests in brain theory and relationships to aberra-
tions in learning and behavior and in Orton's work on strephosymbolia. As he
has stated in an account of his own personal perspectives, "It became obvious
to me that to understand all those language, perceptual and reading disability
problems, it was necessary to understand the workings of the brain" (Kauff-
man & Hallahan, 1976). Because of his extensive work in these areas, Dr. Kirk
was able to urge his students and the field of special education to reject an em-
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phasis on. he "medical model" and to develop a model that more directly as-
sessed the learning and behavior problems of children for whom no services
were available under existing categorical labels.

Dr. Kirk's growing interest in the "psycholinguistic" approach to assess-
ment and remediation was supported by a growing interest in the field in
brain-behavior relationships evident in the work of D. 0. Hebb, Penfield and
Rasmussen, and Smith and Carrigan, and Lashley's early work on localization
of brain function. As students, we were asked to compare and contrast such
concepts as "cell assemblies," "phase sequences," and the functions of ac-
etylcholine and cholinesterase in facilitating or inhibiting neural trans-
missions. And yet, we were encouraged to concentrate on behavioral symp-
toms of learning problems, and not get "bogged down" in the unknowns of
cerebral dysfunctions, as the first article in Part VI makes clear can occur.

In addition, Dr. Kirk had been heavily influenced by Alfred Binet, who,
in 1909, wrote persuasively on the education of intelligence and said,

Now if we consider that intelligence is not a single function, individual and
of a particular essence, but that it is formed by the union of all the little
functions of discrimin;tion, observation, retention, etc., whose plasticity
and extensibility have been determined, it will appear undeniable that the
same law governs the ensemble and its elements, and that consequently
anyone's intelligence is susceptible of being developed; with augmenting
attention, memory, and judgment, and in becoming literally more in-
telligent than before; that improvement will continue until one reaches
one's limit. (Binet, 1909)

At about this same time, Guilford's work on the structure of intellect,
which was being used in research on the gifted by Gallagher and Aschner at
the Institute for Research on Exceptional Children (IREC), lent another dimen-
sion to Dr. Kirk's thinking about a test that would measure such constructs in
young children as described by Binet and by Guilford. This line of thinking
was supported by J. McV. Hunt's work on Piaget's research on the develop-
ment of intelligence, which supported the notion that intelligence developed
sequentially in young children and might then be responsive to environmental
manipulation. Since Hunt worked next door to the IREC, his influence was in
proportion to his proximity. These strands of Kirk's thinking on the ed-
ucability of intelligence are evident in the first article in Part VII (Chapter 17,
"Illinois Test of Psycho linguistic Abilities: Its Origin and Implications"), writ-
ten after more than 10 years of developing and implementing the experi-
mental edition of the ITPA.

Later, as a professional, I continued to be involved in his thinking, ap-
plying what had been learned at the university to the development of pro-
grams and services for children with disabilities in the public schools. As a
public school person, I found myself involved in testifying in support of the
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Learning Disabilities Act of 1969, turning to Dr. Kirk's original definition of
learning disabilities, which had first appeared in his book Educating Excep-
tional Children in 1962 (p. 263). This same definition had been accepted by the
Association for Children with Learning Disabilities (ACLD) in 1963, was ex-
panded by the National Advisory Committee for the Handicapped (which he
chaired) in 1968, and appeared in federal legislation, with minor mod-
ifications, in 1969. It was then folded into Public Law 94-142 in 1975 and has
served the field, albeit not without some difficulty, since that time.

As his career shifted to Washington in the early 1960s and he tackled
the job of building what was to become the Bureau of Education for the
Handicapped, now the Office of Special Education and Rehabilitative Ser-
vices, he continued to influence my professional life with new research and
model demonstration grants funded under Public Law 88-164 by the Bureau
of Education for the Handicapped to public school programs serving stu-
dents with specific learning disabilities. As recipients of one of these grants
in 1965, my colleagues and I were able to develop a model demonstration
project in Schaumburg, Illinois, that implemented the psycholinguistic ap-
proach to assessment in the "real world" of the schools and relied heavily on
the ITPA, with Dr. Kirk available to help solve the problems that inevitably
arise in such a project.

This ongoing association with Dr. Kirk was further expanded when I
was offered a position at the University of Arizona in 1972 as the Director of
the Leadership Training Institute in Learning Disabilities (LTI-LD). Our pri-
mary objective was to provide technical assistance to the states who had ap-
plied for grants to develop programs of service to children with specific learn-
ing disabilities. Dr. Kirk had retired from the University of Illinois and moved
to the University of Arizona, where he was able to develop a personnel prep-
aration program for teachers of students with learning disabilities and to at-
tract Corinne Kass and James Chalfant to his staff. He agreed to help to de-
velop the technical assistance function and the research function of the LTI-
LD. Working as his colleague at the University of Arizona, it was possible to
follow the development of his thinking prior to the advent of the ITPA and af-
ter watching for 10 years the use and misuse of the instrument and the concept
of specific learning disabilities. It was during this period that he wrote the sec-
ond article in Part VII (Chapter 18, "Uses and Abuses of the ITPA"), after as-
sisting in the development of learning disability programs across the country
and completing research on the characteristics of children being served in each
state in their model centers for students with learning disabilities.

Readers of Part VII will be able to follow Kirk's thinking prior to his
search for a theoretical model upon which to build an instrument that would
lead directly to remediation, his awareness of the appropriateness of the Os-
good psycholinguistic model, and his efforts to develop an instrument that
would measure components of central processing in young children.
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It is my conviction that the ITPA filled a void in the field of psycho-
metrics as no other instrument had been able to do. It moved the field away
from its fascination with the IQ as a measure of children's learning abilities
and focused on the diversity of learning abilities and central processing func-
tions that influence school learning and behavior. We were provided with a
measure that could dissect the more generalized IQ and look at aspects of the
learning process that would lend themselves to remedial efforts. The ITPA
moved the work of Strauss forward by focusing not on "brain damage," which
was generally considered to be structural and difficult to document, but on the
central processes of learning, which were generally considered to be func-
tional, observable in behavior, and more amenable to remediation. The psy-
cholinguistic model of the ITPA, focusing as it did on the perceptual, lin-
guistic, and memory abilities and disabilities of young children, provided a
bridge to the later development of human information processing models and
the recent current fascination with strategies of learning.
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Chapter 17

Illinois Test of
Psycholinguistic Abilities:
Its Origin and Implications
SAMUEL A. KIRK

The Concept of Learning Disability

The concept of learning disability has recently evolved to designate the hetero-
geneous group of children not fitting neatly into the traditional categories of
handicapped children. There is a substantial number of children who show re-
tardation in learning to talk, who do not develop language facility, who do not
develop normal visual or auditory perception, or who have great difficulty in
learning to read, to spell, to write, or to calculate arithmetic problems. These
children are not deaf or blind or mentally defective. Some of them are not re-
ceptive to language but are not deaf, some are not able to perceive visually but
are not blind, and some cannot learn by ordinary methods of instruction but
are not mentally retarded. Although these children form a heterogeneous
group and fail to learn for diverse reasons, they have one thing in common,
namely, developmental discrepancies in abilities. The term learning disability
can therefore be defined as . . . a specific retardation or disorder in one or more
of the processes of speech, language, perception, behavior, reading, spelling,
writing, or arithmetic. . . . The definition implies that the retardation . . . exists
in spite of the fact that the child has certain abilities in other areas. . . . [It] does
not imply that a mentally retarded child, diagnosed as such by ordinary men-
tal tests, cannot also have a learning disability. . . . A learning disability im-
plies certain assets in addition to specific disabilities or wide discrepancies
[among] abilities. .. .

Adapted from Learning Disorders, 3 (July 1968), pp. 397-427. Special Child Publications,
4545 Union Bay Place, Seattle, Washington 98105.
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The Educational Emphasis on Remediation

While the medical specialist is concerned primarily with etiology and with the
relationship between communication disorders and the location of a possible
cerebral dysfunction in children, the special educator is concerned primarily
with the assessment of the behavioral symptoms and with special methods of
ameliorating the disability. In education, a child who has the basic potential to
learn, but does not learn after adequate instruction, [may be] a child with a
learning disability. The [medical] etiology of the disability, in most instances,
is not helpful to the organization of remedial procedures. Whether a child is
labeled as brain-injured or not (usually inferred from behavior) does not [nec-
essarily] alter the remedial procedure.

With school-age children, the diagnosis of learning disability is generally
preceded by failure in academic subjects. In preschool children, the disabilities
are primarily in the behavioral and the communication processes. Such prob-
lems with young children presented themselves to the writer and his as-
sociates when they were conducting an experiment in the early education of
the mentally retarded as far back as 1949. During this period it was apparent
that many young children needed evaluation and diagnosis so that a specific
educational program could be provided. Among the group were children who
were classified as mentally retarded but who had specific disabilities, such as
language disorders, perceptual disorders, and behavior disorders.

Like that of many clinicians, the diagnosis was informal c'nce no ad-
equate tests, apart from general intelligence tests, were available for the eval-
uation of the language ability of these children. Adopting customary clinical
procedure, data from tests such as the [Stanford] - Binet, [the] Kuhlmann, and
the Vineland Social Maturity Scale were analyzed. Observations were also
made [of] the children's behavior and their responses to intellectual tasks. The
diagnostic tools were clearly inadequate....

Early Development of the ITPA

It was at this time (1950) that the origins of what ultimately became the Illinois
Test of Psycho linguistic Abilities took form. Several attempts were made to
develop language and perceptual tests for these children. The original attempt
consisted of a method of evaluating receptive language in which the child was
required to point at objects and pictures after verbal directions. Attempts were
also made to measure vocal expressive ability, primarily through time sam-
pling. These efforts to develop a clinical diagnostic test did not come to frui-
tion, partly because we did not have a theoretical model upon which to con-
struct a comprehensive language test.

Several years later, Professor Charles Osgood at the Institute of Com-
munication of the University of Illinois organized a course on "Experimental
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Communication Processes_" The writer audited this course in order to obtain
ideas for a language model upon which a test could be constructed. In this
course, Professor Osgood was developing his generalized behavioral model
which (in oversimplified terms) cross-classified behavior according to:

1. The processes of decoding, association, and encoding.
2. The organizational levelsthe integrative (perceptual and motor in-

tegration) and representational (symbolic processes).
3. The channelsnamely, visual and auditory sense modalities and vocal

and motor expression.

The following year, Dorothy Sievers, then a graduate assistant in the pre-
school [for mentally retarded children] enrolled in this course for the purpose
of studying the model and organizing research [that] would lead to a di-
agnostic examination. After considerable study and many trials, Sievers de-
veloped a number of tests following the Osgood model. Several hundred chil-
dren below the age of six were examined with these tests, resulting in a
doctoral dissertation entitled "A Language Facility Test" (Sievers, 1955).

To assess the clinical value of this test, James McCarthy (1957) used the
battery of tests developed by Sievers to examine athetoid and spastic cerebral
palsied children at Dr. Perlstein's Clinic in Chicago. McCarthy found that the
general rationale of this test was useful, but that each test in the battery was
contaminated by other factors and could not therefore pinpoint discrete abil-
ities and disabilities as was desired. For example, the labeling test in Sievers'
original battery required both visual reception and vocal response.

From these two doctoral dissertations, the writer decided that a new test
should be devised [that] would try to isolate specific skills uncontaminated by
other channels, processes, or levels, and also to include certain kinds of func-
tions such as visual sequential memory and auditory sequential memory,
which clinical experience suggested were of value in relation to reading abil-
ity. It was felt that a combination of the theoretical model and empirical ev-
idence should be used to evolve a clinical model from which tests could be
generated.

For three years, one test after another was tried and evaluated until the
material could be narrowed to a workable battery. One of the major dif-
ficulties encountered was in developing tests that could be used with two- and
three-year-old children. The customary digit repetition test as administered in
the Revised Binet and WISC, for example, could not be used successfully with
very young children, nor did it discriminate adequately Among children at dif-
ferent chronological age levels. In order to overcome these difficulties, several
modifications were made. One modification in procedure was to give the child
a second chance with each sequence of digits if he failed on the first attempt.
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This introduced an element of learning. Also, the time interval between digits
was reduced. Instead of using one second between each digit as on the Stan-
ford-Binet, we found that younger children could repeat the digits more readi-
ly if we presented them at half-second intervals. By using these two variations
in technique, we were able to develop an auditory sequential test [that] dis-
criminated between children at different age levels and measured the ability
of younger children.

At this stage of the development of the ITPA, it was decided that rather
than undertake another five years of developmental research on the tests so as
to refine them still further, they should standardize and publish an experi-
mental edition so that the general usefulness and validity of the tests could be
evaluated. The most successful tests were therefore standardized for children
between the ages of two and a half and nine. Thus the experimental edition of
the Illinois Test of Psycho linguistic Abilities was published in the summer of
1961 (McCarthy & Kirk, 1961).1

The Clinical Model of the ITPA

The ITPA and the clinical model from which it was generated have been de-
scribed in numerous publications (Kirk, 1966; Kirk & McCarthy, 1961;
McCarthy & Kirk, 1961; Bateman, 1965). Only a brief description of the clinical
model and the subtests of the ITPA are included below.

The clinical model of the ITPA is diagrammed in Figure 1. This diagram
presents the three dimensions of the model: (a) the channels of communica-
tion, (b) the psycholinguistic processes, and (c) the levels of organization. The
numbers in the boxes refer to the numbers of the subtests of the battery and
are placed within the model at the appropriate intersections of channel,. pro-
cess, and level. For example, Test Number 1 (Auditory Decoding) measures
the process of auditory reception at the representational (meaninoful) level,
while Test Number 2 (Visual Decoding) measures the process of visual re-
ception at the representational level. In the model, S represents either an au-
ditory or visual stimulus, while R represents the response, either vocal or
motor.

Channels of Communication

The channels or routes through which the functions of communication flow
include the sense modalities by which linguistic symbols are received and the
forms of expression by which a response is made. Since the most common
stimuli used in communication and teaching are what you hear and see and
the common forms of expression are vocal and gestural, we have labeled these
the auditory-vocal channel and the visual-motor channel. Theoretically, other
channels are possible. Helen Keller received communication through a tactile
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modality. Cross-channel communication is also possible whereby the re-
ceptive process could involve auditory stimuli while the ensuing expressive
process could be motor instead of vocal. Similarly the receptive process could
be through the sense modality of vision and its respor.:4., or expression could
be verbal instead of motor. however, in testing a child's ability in various
channels, time and feasibility limit these tests to the two most common chan-
nels of auditory input with vocal output and visual input with motor output.

Psycholinguistic Processes

In dissecting the habits necessary for language usage, three main operations
are considered: (a) decoding or reception, (b) association, a mediating process,
and (c) encoding or expressing. Decoding is the act of obtaining meaning from
sensory stimuli, that is, receptive understanding of words, gestures, pictures,
and occurrences which are seen or heard. Assoc:ation includes the manipula-
tion of concepts and linguistic symbols internally. It is a central mediating pro-
cess which is elicited by decoding and which in turn elicits expressive pro-
cesses. Encoding is the function of expressing ideas in words or gestures. All of
these processes are interdependent, both in their operation and in their de-

velopment.

Levels of Organization

In the act of communication, the necessary degree of language organization
within the individual is described by the levels of the organization. The two
levels identified as being modifiable by learning and of interest to the lan-
guage clinician and the teacher are (a) the automatic/sequential or non-
symbolic level, and (b) the representational or symbolic level. Nonsymbolic
and symbolic, these terms were discarded earlier.

Abilities of the automatic/sequential level include such acquired psycho-
logical functions as auditory and visual discrimination, auditory and visual
closure, auditory and visual sequential (short-term) memory, and, at the re-
sponse end, verbal and motor mimicry or imitation. Activities requiring the re-
tention of visual or auditory sequences and automatic habit chains regardless
of their meaning or content are mediated at this level. Vocal and motor imita-
tion such as doing "pat-a-cake" or repeating "da da da" without having es-
tablished meaning fall at this linguistic level. Thus this level includes less vol-
untary, more automatic processes than those at the representational level.
Defects at this level interfere with sequential imitation and the ability to retain
sequences of visual and/or auditory stimuli.

The representational, or meaningful, level encompasses activities using the
meaning or significance of auditory or verbal symbols. When a child learns to
say "da da" and attaches it to the appropriate father object, he is operating at
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the representational level. Meaningful auditory and visual decoding and as-
sociation and verbal and motor encoding function at this level.

The model of the ITPA has been used to generate discrete tests for the
purpose of assessing special abilities of children. Wide discrepancies between
abilities and disabilities identify a child with a learning disability.

Summary Statement

Learning disability has been presented as a behavioral and educational con-
cept, referring to developmental discrepancies in the communication pro-
cesses of children. These include disorders or delay in development in one or
more of the processes of speech, language, perception, reading, writing,
spelling, and arithmetic, sometimes with associated behavioral disorders.

The ITPA was developed in an attempt to analyze children's psycho-
linguistic functioning in the three dimensions of (a) the processes of com-
munication, (b) the channels of communication, and (c) the levels of organiza-
tion. Its nine subtests evaluate three processes (decoding, association, and
encoding) in each of two channels (auditory-vocal and visual-motor) oc-
curring at two levels of organization (symbolic and nonsymbolic). The clinical
model on which the ITI'A was based serves the two related functions of (a)
generating discrete tests for diagnostic purposes, and (h) organizing educa-
tional and remedial programs for children. Its major use is with preschool and
primary-aged children, and its end goal is the prevention and amelioration of
psycholinguistic learning disabilities.

Research on the psycholinguistic characteristics of different groups of children
lead to the following generalizations:

1. Reading disability cases (dyslexics) tend to have superior abilities at the
conceptual or representational level as compared to their abilities at the
automatic/sequential level, including grammatic closure and auditory
and visual short-term memory. This raises the question of the trainability
of these psychological functions, and the effect of early training in per-
ceptual speed, closure, and visual and auditory sequential memory in
preventing reading disabilities.

2. Mentally retarded children appear to be superior in representational
functions as compared to those at the nonsymbolic (or automatic/
sequential) level, that is, grammatic closure and visual and auditory se-
quential memory. The studies with the ITPA confirm other experimental
studies on the deficiency in short-term memory of the mentally retarded.
These findings apply equa 'ly to educable mentally retarded, mongoloid,
and nonmongoloid trainable mentally retarded children.

3. Mongoloid children2 show a superiority in motor encoding as compared
to vocal encoding as well as to other psycholinguistic abilities. The mon-

2 ti
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goloids are also superior in motor encoding when compared with non-
mongoloids of the same age and mental age. In this connection, it should
be recalled that Luria, of the Soviet Union, has stated that mental defect
represents a dissociation of the two aspects of the second signal system,
the vocal and the motor. Since in our studies only the mongoloids appear
to show a significant discrepancy between the vocal and motor ex-
pressive abilities, it is possible to conjecture that Luria's hypothesis ap-
plies only to the mongoloids.

4. Normal children with articulatory speech defects appear to have the
same disabilities on the ITPA as dyslexics and the mentally retarded;
namely, a deficiency in the automatic/sequential levelgrammatic clo-
sure and auditory and visual sequential memory. They also show a de-
ficiency in vocal encoding on the ITPA.

5. Spastic cerebral palsied children tend to be inferior to athetoid cerebral
palsied children in psycholinguistic functions at the representational lev-
el. The status is reversed at the automatic/sequential level, where the
spastics are superior to the athetoids. The latter show a marked de-
ficiency, like the mentally retarded and dyslexics, in grammatic closure
and auditory and visual short-term memory.

6. Young middle-class Negro children show a normal profile on all psycho-
linguistic abilities except the auditory-vocal automatic ability (auditory
short-term memory). In the latter, these Negro children are superior to
their other abilities and also superior to the standardization population.
Lower-class Negro children show deficiencies on psycholinguistic func-
tions as compared to both the standardization population and the mid-
dle-class Negro children. The one exception is again in auditory short-
term memory, in which the lower-class Negro children are superior to
their other abilities but still inferior to the short-term memory ability of
young middle-class Negro children.

7. As would be expected, legally blind children show inferiority in visual-
motor channel as compared to their auditory-vocal channel functioning.
On the other hand, partially seeing children not diagnosed as legally
blind do not show this inferiority. These findings lead to the conclusion
that with children having visual acuity better than 20/200, the ITPA is
testing central rather than peripheral processes.

8. Studies on hearing-defective and sensory-aphasic children indicate that
the deaf and hard-of-hearing perform at a higher level on tests utilizing
the auditory channel than do sensory aphasics. This again suggests that
the ITPA is measuring central rather than peripheral abilities.

Remediation of children's disabilities found by the ITPA presents en-
c-ouraging results. Idiographic as well as nomothetic research in this area point

2 (li_
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to the conclusion that different disabilities identified by the ITPA can be ameli-
orated through systematic remedial programs.

The ITPA, along with other diagnostic tests that have been or are being
developed, represents a new approach to the management of children with
learning disabilities; namely, diagnosis of children for the purpose of re-
mediation, in contrast to assessment for the purpose of classification or cat-
egorization.
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NOTES

1 The ITPA [was] being revised. The revised test [was] available in the summer of
1968, [and included] a visual closure test and two supplementary auditory closure
tests. The other tests are essentially similar to [previous] tests, with minor revisions in
content.
2 This older terminology refers to children who manifest Down syndrome.
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Chapter 18

Uses and Abuses
of the ITPA
SAMUEL A. KIRK

WINIFRED D. KIRK

Before we discuss the uses and abuses of the ITPA, we will summarize the
original major purposes of the ITPA:

1. The ITPA was designed as a diagnostic test to delineate intraindividual
variations in functioning in those areas involved in language and other
forms of communication. We called it a psycholinguistic test because it
was concerned with psychological functions of information processing,
perception, and memory as well as the use of linguistic codes. The term
may not now [in 1978] be an adequate designation of the test, but it was
suitable in 1961 before linguists developed their own use of the term.

2. The test is designed to measure some areas in which a child succeeds or
fails, not to obtain an IQ or its equivalent for classification purposes
(Kirk & McCarthy, 1961).

3. It is a test for young children. The norms range from two and one-half to
10 years, but its greatest usefulness is between four and eight, since the
norms at both extremes were obtained to increase the ceiling for eight-
year-olds, or to show a deficit for three- and four-year-olds.

4. The functions it tests are designed to denote deficits that require re-
mediation. If the child has difficulty in communication because he can-
not translate the code used in spoken language, that is, if he does not un-
derstand auditory language (receptive aphasia), then a remedial pro-
gram should be organized to teach him to understand language. If he is
delayed in talking (expressive aphasia), he should be taught techniques
for expressing himself verbally. If he has a deficiency on a number of au-
ditory vocal tests and is average or above on visual motor tests, re-
mediation should be organized to improve the whole range of auditory

Reprinted from Journal of Speech and Hearing Disorders, 43 (February 1978), pp. 58-75.
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vocal abilities. Furthermore, if the child has superior abilities in some
functions, they should be used to develop parallel abilities in the de-
ficient areas.

Evaluation of Practices

After describing the purpose of the ITPA and its possible uses as a diagnostic
and research instrument, we want to discuss its misuse and some pitfalls in
administration, scoring, and interpretation. It should be emphasized that the
ITPA is not all things to all children. It is not the solution to all children's prob-
lems. It is one step beyond global tests that may lead to a program of re-
mediation. One of its greatest abuses is to consider it a solution to all problems
and to use scores as a final diagnosis instead of another possible aid to clinical
judgmeni.

Five specific problems should be noted:

1. The ITPA is not an easy test to learn, although conscientious pro-
fessionals can learn to administer it efficiently if they are willing to put in
the time and practice. It does require careful study, but the material for
such study is available in the Examiner's Manual of the ITPA (Kirk,
McCarthy, & Kirk, 1968) and in the later booklet Aids and Precautions in
Administering the ITPA (Kirk, 1974).

2. Many individuals are misusing the test by not following directions in the
manual. We have found many using the test inappropriately. In one
workshop designed for so-called experienced examiners, we found only
three out of the 17 enrolled who could adequately administer the test.
One was a school psychologist, one a speech-language pathologist, and
one a learning-disabilities teacher. In another workshop we found that
the college instructor teaching the ITPA had not taken the time to learn
the test.

3. Many universities are now offering courses on the administration and in-
terpretation of the ITPA. Unfortunately, however, many of these courses
are being taught by people who do not know how to administer and in-
terpret the test adequately. Hopefully, as more and more people are ad-
equately trained to use and understand the test, this situation will im-
prove.

4. Lack of understanding of the basic concepts that underlie the test often
creates misinterpretation of the test results. Even if the test has been well
administered, the test results are of little value if the scores are not ad-
equately interpreted. Using the overall score to evaluate a child or to
compare him with other children rather than to compare his own subtest
scores with each other are common misconceptions of the use of the test.
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Mechanical use of scores and labels without their relationship to other in-
formation is also a common mistake. The concept of intraindividual dif-
ferences is difficult to understand since we have for many years dealt
only with interindividual differences. Kirk and Kirk (1971) have pub-
lished a text on interpretation and remediation.

5. Another error that is made is the use of the test with the wrong subjects.
A differentiation must be made between the clinical use of the test and
its use for research purposes. Some clinical use of the test can be made
even at the top and bottom range of the norms, which extend from two
and one-half to 10 years. Scores above and below these ages of course do
not define the child's abilities; and, as with any test, scores at the upper
and lower limits of the norms are somewhat tenuous. Clinical prudence
is necessary in interpretation of such scores. Some clinical use can also be
made with atypical subjects outside the normative ages, for example,
with aphasic adults. Such use, however, is usually made to supplement
other clinical evidence.
For research purposes the test is practical only for children of about four
to eight years of age, since many four-year-olds score lower and many
eight-year-olds score higher than the test limits. A buffer zone above and
below these limits is essential for reputable research. It is most dis-
concerting to peruse research reports where the ITPA has been used with
third- and fourth-grade children, many of whom undoubtedly score at or

above the normative limits.

Criteria in Evaluation of Research

In discussing some of the research presented herein, we may appear to be
somewhat critical. For that reason, we are presenting some criteria we use in

evaluating research projects.

1. First, research using experimental and control groups is very difficult
and, in many cases, impossible to conduct because of the difficulty in
finding comparable cases. Populations of children with learning dis-
abilities are so heterogeneous that it is practically impossible to form ex-
perimental and control groups of children with the same problems. Some
of the children's cases are so rare that their prevalence is probably one in
5,000 children, and such cases cannot be used in nomothetic research.

2. A second criterion for research is that of using appropriately aged chil-
dren for the study. It must be remembered that research in contrast to
clinical work with the ITPA is applicable only to young children between
the ages of four and eight. When research conclusions are based on data
from nine- and 10-year-old average children, the results are of dubious

2 1
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import. Some of the children in such groups reach the ceiling on most of
the subtests and many reach the ceiling on one or more of the subtests,
thus invalidating the research results. Such instances will be pointed out
in the review of research studies.

3. A third criterion is the qualification of those who administer the tests for
the research project. Many studies are made, and many children are test-
ed by people inadequately trained and prepared in the administration of
the ITPA.

These criteria should be borne in mind in evaluating the voluminous re-
search using the ITPA. Much solid information on the meaning and inter-
pretation of the ITPA and its concepts can be derived from the research, al-
though some research conclusions are contradictory because of variations in
methods, subjects, designs, and administration. Several excellent reviews of
research using the ITPA have been made by Bateman (1965), Sedlack and
Weener (1973), Proger, Cross, and Burger (1973), and Buros (1972).

We would like to make note, however, of the following topics of re-
search: (1) the equivalence of the experimental and revised editions of the
ITPA, (2) factor analysis on the ITPA, (3) relationship of the ITPA to other
tests.

Equivalence of Experimental and Revised ITPA Editions

One question asked frequently relates to the equivalence of the experimental
and the revised edition of the ITPA. Can results from the two be safely com-
pared? Two studies have been conducted to answer this question. One study
(Hubschman, Polizzotto, [ &] Kaliski, 1970) found a correlation of 0.95 between
two administrations of the experimental edition and 0.93 between the second
administration of the experimental edition [and] the 1968 revised edition.
These correlations are much higher than those found in the test-retest stability
measures conducted by the authors. In examining these studies we found that
the researchers did not partial out age or IQ, thus producing spuriously high
correlations. Another study by Waugh (1975) that controlled for age obtain
correlations of 0.65. The latter is probably a more accurate correlation.

Relationship of the ITPA to Other Tests

There have been many studies relating the ITPA to other psychometric tests.
Most of the studies compare the global scores of the ITPA to IQs or mental
ages.

By administering the Stanford-Binet, WISC, and ITPA to 100 first-grade
children, Huizinga (1971) found that the ITPA correlated 0.90 with the Binet
and 0.80 with the WISC full scale. The WISC correlated 0.84 with the Binet.
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The auditory-vocal scaled scores correlated 0.84 with the Binet and 0.75 with
the verbal scale of the WISC. The visual-motor subtests correlated 0.68 with
the Binet and 0.53 with the Performance WISC. Other correlational studies re-
lating the ITPA to the full scale WISC were Polley's (1971) showing a correla-
tion of 0.49, Guest's (1970) with a correlation of 0.67, Humphrey and Rice's
(1973) with a correlation of .0.88, and Bartin's (1971) with a correlation of 0.61.

The conclusion from these studies is that the ITPA correlates quite highly
with the Binet, less with the WISC, and still less with the Performance scale of
the WISC.

Factor Analysis of the ITPA

In the book on the Development and Psychometric Charrcteristics of the Revised
ITPA, Paraskevopoulos and Kirk (1969) stated:

The intercorrelations among ITPA subtests are too complex to achieve sim-
ple structures. . . . Attempts to factor analyze ITPA data would probably
generate results yielding only confusion, rather than simplicity and par-
simony. (p. 184)

In spite of our warning, many factor-analytic studies have been made.
The availability of computer programs for factor analysis has resulted in re-
port after report of factor analysis of ITPA data. After reviewing the results of
20 factor-analytic studies on the ITPA, Sedlack and Weener (1973) concluded
that the factor-analytic studies yielded "confusing and contradictory results"
as we had predicated. They stated:

It is safe to say that no more factor analyses with small Ns using only ITPA
subtests are needed. The availability of computer routines for factor-
analytic procedures has resulted in a tendency for researchers to factor-
analyze whenever they have more than five variables available on a set of
subjects. This tendency has risen to promiscuous levels in the case of the
ITPA. Future factor-analytic work should proceed from a careful a priori
theoretical framework, should use a large number of subjects from differ-
ent age and ability subpopulations, and should be done by those with a
thorough grasp of factor-analytic procedures. (pp. 123-125)

Taken all together, we feel that the numerous factor-analytic studies of
the ITPA have neither proven nor disproven the construct validity of the
ITPA.

A different technique of studying the construct validity of the ITPA has
been postulated by both Cohen (1973) and Elkins (1973).1 They used a Gutt-
man-Lingoes nonmetric space-analysis technique. Both found that the process
and channel dimensions were supported, but the levels (representational and
automatic) were not clear. Apparently, the Grammatic Closure Test factors out
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as a representational rather than an automatic level test. Aside from this, the
levels appear to have some validity.

Even after Sedlack and Weener's review, Hare, Hammill, and Bartel
(1973) conducted a further analytic study using 126 third-grade children. They
included a very important technique of factor-analyzing ITPA data along with
other reference tests. Seven factors emerged and accounted for 66% of the var-
iance. They concluded that the ITPA does have construct validity. Un-
fortunately, the authors of this study used eight- and nine-year-old children
children at the upper levels of the norms. The study, however, using reference
tests, is in the right direction.

In an attempt to determine the psycholinguistic correlates of academic
achievement, Hammill, Parker, and Newcomer (1975) tested 137 children in
the fourth grade with an average age of nine years and four months. A short
form of the ITPA was given, using alternate items from eight of the subtests
basically the even-numbered items, although some arbitrary selection was
used. They then gave the California Achievement Test (CAT) and calculated
correlations between the subtests of the shortened form of the ITPA and the
CAT subtests of reading, language, spelling, and arithmetic. They found (1) 45
out of the 60 correlations were significant, (2) Using a correlation of 0.35 and
above (since they were concerned only with the predictive indicators), gram-
matic closure was the only subtest to show a satisfactory correlation, [and] (3)
There was little difference between the correlations of the low, high, and aver-
age performers on the CAT except in grammatic closure. They concluded that
the ITPA does not predict academic achievement.

In evaluating this study as an example of other similar studies, a number
of questions can be asked.

1. Who administered the tests? One prerequisite of a reported study is that a
clear statement be made of the qualifications of the examiners. No men-
tion is made in this article concerning the qualifications of the examiner
or examiners, but in another article by the same authors the testing was
done by 67 students (Newcomer and Hammill, 1974). Were these stu-
dent-practice tests? With so many examiners of questionable experience,
and with the well-known factor of examiner variability, how valid are
such results?

2. How valid are the results of any correlational study using subjects at the upper
limits of the norms of the tests used? In several of the studies the subjects
were nine-year-old children in the fourth grade, some of whom in-
evitably reached the top of the norms, thus depressing the measure of
the ability of some. If fourth-grade children are tested on a reading test
with a ceiling at fourth grade, of course you would narrow the range of
scores since many fourth-grade children can read above that level.
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Hammill et al. (1975) recognized the problem of a ceiling, since they state
that "it is necessary to demonstrate that ceiling effects ay? not present"
with fourth-grade children. But they brush aside this caution by saying,

. . no more than the expected number of children reached the test's
ceiling." If the expected number of children reached the test's ceiling,
that in itself should invalidate the correlations.

3. How valid are assumptions that correlations based on the short form of the ITPA
apply also to the long form? By using a very questionable short form of the
test, Hammill et al. concluded that there is no relationship between ac-
ademic achievement and most of the subtests of the Illinois Test of Psy-
cholinguistic Abilities. Newcomer and Hammill (1974) published a study
in which they tried to correlate the full form of the ITPA with a short
form that they had devised. The correlations were surprisingly high, but
it was pointed out by Kirk (1975) in the Journal of Learning Disabilities that
the correlations were spurious since Newcomer and Hammill had not
partialled out chronological age. This was an obvious flaw in the study
and a criticism with which the authors agreed. It is a little difficult to un-
derstand how the authors drew conclusions about the ITPA when the
ITPA as standardized was not administered.

4. Why are these correlations labelled "predictive" instead of "concurrent"? Both
the CAT and the ITPA were given in the fourth grade. Even if they had
correlated highly, they would not have been "predi, five." This is a con-
current correlation, not a predictive correlation. Such a study would re-
quire testing the children in kindergarten, finding the children who show
discrepancies in development, and then testing them in the second grade
to see if the children with deviations failed in academic subjects. Even
this approach would not completely answer the question since inter-
vention could change the picture.
Newcomer and Hammill recognized that few decisive predictive studies
have been conducted. They state, "It is particularly unfortunate that we
could locate no studies which evaluated the psycholinguistic com-
petencies of preschool children and followed them up through the sec-
ond or third grade" (Newcomer & Hammill, 1975, p. 736). On the same
page, despite their own statement, they mention the Hirshoren (1969)
study, which did exactly what they said they could not find. In Hirshor-
en's study, 41 white children were tested in kindergarten with the Stan-
ford-Binet and the experimental edition of the ITPA. These children were
then followed up two y irs later in the second grade with the CAT. Hir-
shoren reported (1) The median correlation between the composite
scores of the ITPA given in kindergarten and the achievement variables
of the CAT given in the second grade was 0.60. The median correlation
between Binet IQ's similarly administered was 0.56. (2) Among the cor-
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relations of the subtests of the ITPA, the visual sequential memory test
was 0.61 for reading vocabulary and 0.51 for reading comprehension. (3)
Auditory association correlated 0.53 with vocabulary, and 0.41 with com-
prehension.

5. Why shoot down a straw man? The authors of the ITPA have never claimed
that the test has predictive value for reading. The test was devised to an-
alyze various aspects of the children's communicative abilities. It was an
effort to diagnose children's behavior by assessing variations in abilities
within the child. It was not organized to predict academic achievement
in the three Rs in third and fourth grades. Hammill, Parker, and New-
comer (1975), as well as other researchers, have set up a straw man in or-
der to shoot it down.

In addition to the above comments on research with third- and fourth-
grade children, other speculations can be made to explain the different results
correlating reading ability to the ITPA subtests. Few if any of the studies took
into consideration the Aptitude Treatment Interaction Factor. In England this
is called the Aptitude X Instruction Interaction Factor. This means that the re-
sults that we obtain are dependent, not only on the characteristics of the child,
but also on the instruction he receives. The teaching of phonics is a point in
question. The earlier studies that showed a strong relationship between poor
reading ability and visual sequential memory ability were all done in the six-
ties when less emphasis was placed on the formal use of phonics in teaching
reading. Toward the end of that decade, much greater emphasis began to be
placed on phonics until today the State Board of Education in Arizona, for ex-
ample, has prescribed that all schools must use readers that emphasize phon-
ics. The teaching of phonics emphasizes the sequence of letters and their
sounds in a word and in so doing teaches the child to use visual sequential
memory in learning to read and spell. The more recent studies have been con-
ducted with children who are more sophisticated in this process. As a result of
this, children who would have had weak visual sequential memory may have
overcome their potential deficit through the training in phonics by the time
they reach third or fourth grade. Cronbach and Snow (1969) report that 'u-
ditory sequencing correlated positively with "look-say" methods of teaching
reading, and negatively with phonic methods.

Another explanation of the differences between the earlier studies and
the later ones is that the earlier ones used first- and second-grade children
whereas the later ones used third- and fourth-grade children. Sound blending
is important at the early stages of learning to read (Grades 1 and 3) but of
much less importance in the later stages as in Grades 3 and 4.

In brief, it is illogical for us to study the relationship between certain
characteristics or aptitudes of children and their school achievement without
also evaluating and defining the environment and teaching methods used.
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The child's experience and environment may also be significant in de-
termining his psycholinguistic abilities.

The Uses of the ITPA

The ITPA, as described earlier, was developed to assist clinicians and teachers
diagnose visual-motor and auditory-vocal abilities and disabilities in lin-
guistic, cognitive, perceptual, and memory functions of young children. It as-
sesses deviations in functioning within a single child so that remedial pro-
grams for the use of these functions can be formulated.

As indicated earlier, the ITPA has been used in situations and under con-
ditions that were not intended by the developers of the test. The test was not
designed to solve all problems of all children as some users imply. It was not
designed to be used as a classification instrument or as a predictor of academic
achievement in the third and fourth grades as a number of studies have at-
tempted to assay. It has repeatedly been emphasized that it is not to be ad-
ministered by untrained examinersa procedure that is detrimental to clinical
practice and to research results.

The test was designed to be used primarily with young children to ob-
tain clinical insights into those who have communicative problems. Its main
function is to help assess discrepancies in cognitive and perceptual func-
tioning, and in some aspects of language and memory performance. Since the
latter is the main purpose of the test, a report on one child will be made.

A four-year-old child was diagnosed as having Down syndrome since a
chromosomal translocation of the type found in children with Down syn-
drome was present. The child's features did not have the usual appearance of
mongolism. He did not talk, and on the Stanford-Binet he was said to be un-
testable, with an IQ below 50. He was considered to be functioning at the
trainable retarded level and was assigned to a preschool class for trainable
mentally retarded children.

Figure 1, Profile A, shows the profile of this four-year-old on the ITPA. It
will be noted that this child scored at or near the five- and six-year levels on
some of the visual motor tests (visual reception, visual association, manual ex-
pression, and visual closure) but was unable to score on the auditory and ver-
bal tests. He was obviously not mentally retarded, but he was unable to use
the auditory-vocal code that others used. His basic need was to learn to talk
and to understand speech. It should be noted that this boy's visual-motor
channel was superior to his chronological age, whereas his auditory-vocal
channel was inferior.

Profile B on the same profile shows a child of five whose IQ was similar
to that of the child with a chromosome aberration. This child's abilities were
depressed below his chronological age on all linguistic, perceptual, and mem-
ory tests. While the child who was purported to have Down syndrome shows
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significant discrepancies in abilities, the second child is more evenly retarded

and requires a more general curriculum rather than a program of remediation

of specific deficits.
What does Profile A tell us? We knew beforehand that the child did not

talk. What did the ITPA profile contribute to our knowledge of this child?

1. First, this four-year-old child was not simply mentally retarded as di-

agnosed by physicians and psychologists on the basis of the chromo-

somal translocation and the lackof verbal communication. He scored sig-

nificantly above his chronological age on the visual tests and on manual

expression, in spite of low scores on the auditory-vocal subtests and on

the intelligence tests. This is one major use of the ITPA, to differentiate

between mental retardation, where all the abilities are deficient, and a

language-disordered child (learning disability) where some of the abil-

ities are average or superior while the others are depressed.

2. Second, the ITPA profile tells us what strengths can be used to overcome

the deficits. The visual ability may be used as a bridge to understanding
the verbal code, just as motor ability may serve to spark the use of

words. We can use the abilities to train the disabilities by organizing a

program that will associate doing with saying, and seeing with under-

standing the words.

Conclusion
In conclusion, a few generalizations can be made.

1. The ITPA, with all its limitations (and it has many) has become popular

nationally and internationally. Why? Because it is a diagnostic rather

than a classification test. If properly administered, it helps pinpoint some

abilities and disabilities in children between the ages of two and 10 (or

four and eight). This kind of assessment gives badly needed cues to a re-

medial teacher or clinician in designing a program to help the child de-

velop more effective use of his abilities. The test profile approach helps

the teacher in organizing a remedial program by understanding why the

child has difficulty in some accomplishments.

2. Children with developmental disabilities of one kind or another show

certain kinds of deficits on the ITPA that can be of value in organizing

programs for some groups. From the research that has been reported, we

can generalize the following:

(a) Many minority children, Mexican Americans, [Native Americans],

some blacks, and others who are bilingual are relatively normal on
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visual-motor psychological functions but deficient in the auditory-
vocal functions. Educationally, this means that they need a cur-
riculum that develops success in auditory-vocal interaction between
the teacher and the children. Contrary to this need, we find many
such children working on visual-motor workbooks in classes be-
cause such tasks require less teacher-pupil interaction and it is some-
thing the child can do by himself. The auditory-vocal curriculum re-
quires more work on the part of the teacher and a higher ratio of
teachers to children.

(b) The mentally retarded, children with articulatory disorders, athetoid
cerebral-palsied children, and some other types are more deficient at
the automatic level than at the representational level.

(c) Children with severe reading disabilities show varying deficits,
probably related to the reading level studied and the teaching meth-
od used. Studies show that in the first or second grade, visual se-
quential memory and sound blending are correlates of reading dif-
ficulty. In the third and fourth grades grammatic closure and
auditory association are correlated with reading ability. During the
early part of the century when phonics was emphasized in teaching
reading, the reading clinics were full of children who were word call-
ers and did not derive meaning from reading. Later, when phonics
fell into disuse and sight reading was emphasized, the reading clin-
ics wer full of children who needed phonics to learn to read. Have
we come full circle in our schools? As with many social and educa-
tional issues, we allow the pendulum to swing from one extreme to
the other.

3. There is no psychometric instrument that is highly reliable and valid.
Mechanical use of psychometric tests sometimes tends to lead to mis-
diagnosis. Tests cannot substitute for good observations and clinical
judgments. They can be used as supplements. This statement applies to
the ITPA as well as to other tests.
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The major purpose of this study is to determine whether children assigned to
classes for severe oral language handicaps in California by a multidisciplinary
diagnostic team exhibit a characteristic ITPA performance profile or a number
of distinct profiles. A factor analysis and a cluster analysis was made on the
scores of 237 children.

It was found that on the factor analysis the results showed a clear au-
ditory-vocal factor and a visual-motor factor. All five tests in the visual-motor
channel were superior to the five tests in the auditory-vocal channel. Within
the auditory-vocal channel the lowest scores were in auditory association and
grammatic closure. Ninety-seven percent of the oral language handicapped
children had the lowest scores on these two subtests. It appears from these re-
sults that the major deficit of children assigned to severe oral language classes
is a deficit in the central organization process, formerly referred to as "central
aphasia, or inner language."

The purpose of this report is to describe a profile analysis of ITPA scores
with 237 subjects who had been assigned to classes classified as "severe oral
language handicapped" in California.

Reprinted from Journal of Speech and Hearing Disorders 47, (February 1982), pp. 88-92.
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The term "aphasia" generally refers to the loss of language after it has
been acquired. In children, the lack of development of language has been re-
ferred to as "delayed language development," "developmental aphasia," or as
"severe oral language disorders." The latter designation is the one currently
preferred by the profession. When this study was conducted, the state of Cal-
ifornia utilized a comprehensive diagnostic procedure for identifying children
who are to be assigned to special classes for children with severe oral lan-
guage handicaps. In general, the California code (now noncategorical) stated
that a minor may be considered to have a severe oral language handicap
when:

1. The minor shows normal intellectual potential as measured by in-
struments that do not require oral directions or oral expression;

2. The minor's score on the auditory verbal scale of one or more standard
tests or subtests of language assessment falls two standard deviations be-
low the mean for the minor's mental age as indicated in (1) except that
any minor above the two standard deviations but below one standard
deviation may be designated as an aphasic and/or other severe oral lan-
guage handicap if agreed upon with the unanimous decision of the ad-
mission committee;

3. The minor is nonverbal or when a spontaneous language sample of at
least 50-100 utterances can be obtained and this language sample shows
development judged clearly inadequate for the minor's age and in at
least two of the following areas of language developmentsyntactic, se-
mantic, orthologic, phonologic.

4. The diagnostic team must certify that the minor has a severe speech
and/or oral language disorder not due to deafness, mental retardation,
or autism. In arriving at this diagnostic decision the team utilizes system-
atic neurological, medical, psychological, speech, hearing, and environ-
mental assessments conducted by licensed professionals in each of these
areas.

A common test used for diagnostic purposes, before or after assignment
to a class for severe oral language handicaps and to determine perceptual,
memory, and language deficits in children is the Illinois Test of Psycho-
linguistic Abilities (ITPA). This test was developed specifically for children in
the age range of three to nine years.

The major purpose of this study is to determine whether children as-
signed to classes for children with severe oral language handicaps by a di-
agnostic team exhibit a characteristic ITPA performance profile or a number of
distinct profiles.
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Methods

The subjects in this study consisted of children with severe oral language dis-
orders who had been assigned to special classes in conformity with the Cal-
ifornia code. These children had been diagnosed by medical, psychological,
speech and hearing specialists, and through this team declared eligible for en-
rollment in a public school class for children with severe oral language handi-
caps.

The children of this study were selected from 40 school districts and
from approximately 80 different special classes. All of these children were of
at least average intelligence on the WISC Performance Scale and had been as-
sessed as having normal hearing. The characteristics of these children are list-
ed in Table 1. The 237 subjects ranged in age from 72 to 99 months. All had
been examined on the ITPA by the local psychological diagnostician or
speech-language pathologist, either before or after enrollment in the special
program. The ITPA was not the primary criterion for the declaration of el-
igibility.

Results

TABLE 1

Population Distribution

Age
(Years/Months) N

Sex
(F) (M)

6.0 6.3 36 13 23
6.4 - 6.7 46 15 31
6.8 - 6.11 42 21 21
7.0 7.3 39 13 26
7.4 - 7.7 29 12 17
7.8 7.11 27 10 17
8.0 8.3 9 9

Total 237 93 144

The results are presented in three sections: (1) a profile of the total group; (2)
the results of factor analysis; and (3) the results of cluster analysis.

Profile of Total Group

Figure 1 presents the profile of the mean scaled scores of the ITPA for the 237
California children assigned to classes for children with severe oral language
handicaps. It should be noted from this profile that the auditory tests are all
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FIGURE 1

Total Scaled Score Mean Profile N = 237, 100% of Sample
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lower than the visual tests, and the scaled scores for auditory association and
grammatic closure are lower than the scaled scores for the other auditory-
vocal tests. Actually 97% of the children had auditory and grammatic closure
subtests as their lowest scores.

Results of Factor Analysis

Factor analysis studies of ITPA data have produced contradictory results. Sed-
lack and Weener (1973) report that one of the most common shortcomings of
the factor analytic studies on the !TPA has been insufficient sample size to in-
sure stable factors. Nunnally (1967) recommends that one-third as many fac-
tors as variables be employed (in the rotation phase of the analysis) because
seldom would more factors either have substantial loading or be of scientific
interest (c.f., Mann & Sabatino, 1973, p. 123). In addition, factor analysis
should have 10 times as many subjects as factors (Nunnally, 1967). Failure to
adhere to these basic criteria, in addition to numerous other research in-
consistencies, has made questionable the factor analytic sh.dies which have
neither "proved" nor "disproved" the construct validity of the ITPA.
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The present sample of 237 oral language-disordered children constitutes
a unique diagnostic group. Because of the sample size it satisfies the basic cri-
teria for factor analysis.

For the present data the Varimax rotated factor matrix after rotation with
Kaiser normalization is presented in Table 2. Two major factors were ex-
tracted, with Factor 1 accounting for 80.6% of the variance and Factor 2 ac-
counting for 19.4%, for this solution. The major loadings associated with Fac-
tor 1 are: Auditory Reception (.64), Auditory Association (.81), Verbal
Expression (.56), Grammatic Closure (.67), and Auditory Sequential Memory
(.33).

TABLE 2

Factor Analysis

ITPA Subtests Factor I Factor II

Auditory Reception .64* .21

Visual Reception .31 .57*

Auditory Association .81* .21

Visual Association .23 .76*

Verbal Expression .56* .32

Manual Expression .17 .52*

Grammatic Closure .67* .21

Visual Closure .13 .54*

Auditory Sequential Memory .33* .11

Visual Sequential Memory .13 .38*

17 < .01

Factor 2 major loadings are: Visual Reception (.57), Visual Association
(.76), Manual Expression (.52), Visual Closure (.54), and Visual Sequential
Memory (.38). It is clear that the results show two major factors which are very
consistent. These factors are an auditory -vocal factor, and a visual-motor fac-
tor. We can conclude that with children who have oral language disorders the
ITPA reveals two factors, a visual-motor factor which is similar to nonhandi-
capped children and an auditory-vocal factor which is significantly depressed.
The factor analysis finding in this study applies only to children with severe
oral language disorders and not to a random sample of the population. This
finding is not surprising since many of the children were selected on the basis
of a normal performance score as compared to a lower verbal score on the
Wechsler Intelligence Scale.
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Results of Cluster Analysis of the ITPA Subscales

In this study we used a hierarchial clustering method based on Ward's pro-
cedure (Anderberg, 1973). The purpose was to determine if specific ITPA pro-
file patterns with diagnostic utility could be identified in this sample of chil-
dren who had been selected by a clinical evaluation team as children with
severe oral language handicaps according to the California code.

Cluster analytic techniques are in their infancy as a research tool in ed-
ucation. It is only within the past 10 years that sufficiently sophisticated clus-
ter analytic program techniques have been developed for use with high speed
computers (Anderberg, 1973; Hartigan, 1975). Luick (1978) has utilized the
procedure in identifying homogeneous subclusters of children with specific

learning problem profiles.
Anderberg's (1973) program is an agglomerative method that uses a min-

imum variance criterion because the approach calculates the similarity be-
tween clusters, asing the mean vector and sum of square vector for the com-
parison of clusters. In essence, clusters generated are based on the similarity of
each child's scores in comparison with the scores of all the other children. Sim-
ilar profiles are grouped together in a series of multicomparison stages until
one group is produced containing all children. Once the clusters are statistical-
ly calculated, the researcher must determine how many profile groupings are
different and internally homogeneous. This is accomplished by a second stage
computer program which lists every child's subscores within each cluster and
by plotting the mean profile and variance of each variable in every subcluster
for comparison across groupings.

In the present study cluster analysis revealed 12 clusters which were in-
ternally homogeneous and statistically deviant enough on one or several var-
iables to cause their assignments to a unique cluster. Upon analysis of the clus-
ters, it was found that eight contained 98% of the subjects and tended to
cluster around the group profile as a whole (see Figure 1). This paper will
present only three profile clusters as they are indicative of all the other profiles
which vary only in one or more of the visual areas. Such variation is not rel-
evant to the major diagnostic conclusion which is presented below.

Figure 2 represents the profile of a cluster of 24 subjects which may be
considered a typical profile of a child with a severe oral language handicap.
The pattern of abilities and disabilities is similar to the profile of the total
group in Figure 1 except that the discrepancies between abilities and dis-
abilities are greater. This profile shows average visual-motor abilities. Visual
reception, visual association, motor expression, visual closure, and visual
memory all score at a scaled score of 36 or above, similar to the standard-
ization population, which had a mean of 36 with a standard deviation of six.
The auditory-vocal abilities are all two or more standard deviations below the
standardization mean. Again we find that auditory association and grammatic
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FIGURE 2

Cluster 1, N = 24, 10% of Sample
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closure are over three standard deviations below the mean. This profile can be
interpreted as representing children with significant auditory-vocal deficit and
with a notable deficit in the organizational process.

The other cluster groups may have clinical significance. Clusters A and B
are plotted together in Figure 3 for comparison purposes. Cluster A presents a
profile of two rare cases with very superior visual motor abilities (scaled
scores of over two standard deviations above the mean of 36). Their auditory
scores appear to be like those of average children with scaled scores at ap-
proximately 36. This type of profile represents a child with superior in-
telligence whose auditory-vocal performance is relative average but far below
his visual-motor performance.

In comparison to Cluster A, Cluster B contains approximately 9.7% of the
total sample. Although Cluster B demonstrates the same pattern of abilities
(visual-motor channel) and disabilities (auditory-vocal channel) as the clusters
in Figures 1 and 2, this profile is significantly below the mean of 36 in both
channels. It should be noted that the visual-motor abilities are between 1-11/2
standard deviations (SD = 6) below the mean; but the auditory association and
grammatic closure subtests are more than three standard deviations below the
mean. One could expect these children to be slow learners as compared to the
children in the other profiles.
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A

B

FIGURE 3

Cluster A..8% of Sample N = 2
Cluster B. 9.7% of Sample N = 23
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Discussion

The model of the ITPA (Kirk & Kirk, 1971) ncludes two channels of com-
munication (auditory-vocal and visual-motor), and three processes (a re-
ceptive process, an organizational process, and an expressive process). These
processes parallel the conventional taxonomy of aphasia that includes (1) re-
ceptive aphasia, (2) central aphasia (integrative), and (3) expressive or motor
aphasia (Johnson & Myklebust, 1967).

Factor analysis of scores on the ITPA shows two very clear and con-
sistent factors (auditory-vocal and visual-motor) for these 237 children se-
lected by a clinical team according to the California code as having severe oral
language handicaps. Cluster analysis shows a clear-cut superiority of the vis-
ual-motor channel as compared to the auditory-vocal channel.

This much may be expected from the clinical picture. What the cluster
analysis uniquely shows is the discriminable deficit in the semantic and syn-
tactic organizational process, i.e., the consistently lower scores on the Au-
ditory Association and Grammatic Closure subtest of the ITPA.1
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The fact that 97% of the sample showed major organizational deficits in
semantic (auditory association) and syntactic ( grammatic closure) areas, or in
central, as opposed to receptive and expressive language areas has great sig-
nificance when one considers that the sample was drawn from over 40 dis-
tricts and 80 classrooms and was diagnosed by approximately 40 different
teams according to the California State Code and assigned to special classes
for children with severe oral language handicaps. This conclusion has been
supported in a doctoral dissertation by Soroky (1979) who examined a differ-
ent sample of such children in Los Angeles. Her results show that her subjects
also had the lowest scores on the auditory association and grammatic closure
subtests.

Considering the probability of finding such profiles in the population at
large, we can state with some confidence that when a diagnostician sees a pro-
file pattern described in Figures 1, 2, and 3, it should be considered as a pos-
sible pathonomic sign of an oral language handicap at the organizational or
central level. It indicates that certain kinds of language and reasoning prob-
lems are indicative of the child with severe oral language handicaps.

In practical diagnostic application the examiner can look for an overall
ITPA profile pattern similar to the mean profile presented in Figure 1. Visual
channels are significantly above the auditory channels with auditory associa-
tion and grammatic closure subtests showing the lowest performance in com-
parison to all other subtests.

The functions of auditory association and grammatic closure cover a
wide range of possible functions and probably encompass much of what we
refer to as "reasoning, critical thinking, and problem solving" (Kirk & Kirk,
1971) along with the ability to learn the redundancies of the language.

What probably is neglected by some language therapists and remedial
teachers is remediation for the organizational or central process since most re-
medial procedures deal with listening exercises and verbal response exercises.
The child with difficulty in organizing and utilizing verbal concepts may need
to have practice in recognizing and thinking about such concepts as opposites,
cause and effect, time and space relationships, number and space, part to
whole, tool and user, and product, sequential order, etc.

Conclusion

The ITPA was administered to 237 California children diagnosed by a multi-
disciplinary team as having severe oral language handicaps. The test data
were subjected to factor analysis and cluster analysis. The factor analysis
showed two clear-cut factors, an auditory-vocal and a visual-motor factor. The
cluster analysis revealed several clusters all of which showed:
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1. That all of the [scores on the] subtests in the visual motor channel (vis-
ual reception, visual association, manual expression, visual closure, and
visual sequential memory) were superior to any of the [scores on the]
subtests in the auditory vocal channel (auditory reception, auditory as-
sociation, verbal expression, grammatic closure and auditory sequential
memory).

2. Within the auditory-vocal channel the lowest scores were on the au-
ditory association and grammatic closure tests. Ninety-seven percent of
the oral language handicapped children had the lowest scores on these
two subtests.

The clinical model of the ITPA differentiates between the auditory re-
ceptive process, the auditory vocal organizational (central) process, and the
verbal expressive process. From the results of this study on a large sample of
children it would appear that the major handicap of oral language disordered
children is in the area of the central organization process, and that the ITPA
tests of auditory association and grammatic closure might serve as a screening
test to identify these children operationally.
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NOTES

I The auditory association process was tapped by 42 orally presented analogies such
as, "I cut with a saw; I pound with a ." "A dog has hair; a fish has ." To
minimize the requirement on the receptive process the vocabulary selected for this test
was two years below the chronological age. Grammatic closure was tested by 33 orally
presented items accompanied by pictures which portray the content of the verbal ex-
pression, such as, "Here is a dog" (pointing to a picture of one dog); "here are two

." or "This dog likes to bark; here he is ." Pictures were included to avoid
contaminating the test with difficulties in the receptive process (Paraskevopoulos &
Kirk, 1969, p. 40).
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EDWIN W. MARTIN

National Center for Disability Services
New York

In May 1964, when Sam Kirk addressed a group of educators in Providence,
RI, special education at the federal level was at a historic high-water mark.
Until Public Law 88-164 was passed in 1963, there had been a very limited role
for special education in what was then the U.S. Office of Education. In earlier
years, the agency was primarily dedicated to developing statistical in-
formation and offering some technical assistance through publications.

After Sputnik shook the foundations of the nation's scientific and educa-
tional communities, Congress passed the National Defense Education Act
(1958) to increase the supply of math and science teachers. Equally important,
from a policy point of view, was that passing such legislation opened the door
for a federal role in education, an area traditionally left to the states and local
communities. Through that slightly open door slipped Public Law 85-926, also
in 1958, a bill providing support for training leadership personnel in the area
of mental retardation.

When President John F. Kennedy sponsored new programs in the areas
of mental health and mental retardation, Congress added programs in teacher
education and research in the area of special education (Public Law 88-164).
The President created a Division of Handicapped Children and Youth in the
Office of Education (OE) to administer the new programs as well as some ear-
lier programs. For special educators and parents of children with disabilities,
it was a heady time. From relatively obscure one- and two-person contingents
within the Office of Education, suddenly there was to be a major ad-
ministrative unit, second only to the bureaus that reported directly to the
Commissioner of Education. The President asked Dr. Samuel Kirk, then at the
University of Illinois, and, arguably, the nation's leading special educator, to
head the new agency. Dr. Kirk agreed to serve for a period of approximately 6
months to get the new agency started on the right track. His paper to the
Rhode Island group reports on the progress of this fledgling agency and com-
municates a sense of excitement within its descriptive and statistical content
(see Chapter 20).

It is significant to note that Dr. Kirk's remarks were included in the Con-
gressional Record by the late John Fogarty, Representative from Rhode Island.
One of the significant powers in the House, Fogarty chaired the appropria-
tions subcommittee that dealt with health and education matters. Students of
the Congress know that while the "authorizing" committees, such as the Com-
mittee on Education and Labor, actually draft the laws and their provisions,
no actual money is available to carry out their purposes unless the appropria-
tions committee passes specific legislation providing those funds. As chairman
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of the relevant appropriations subcommittee, Representative Fogarty was the
most powerful ally Kirk and the programs he administered could have. As a
sign of their preeminence, Fogarty and some fellow Irish-Americans who
headed other appropriation subcommittees were known informally within the
Congress as the College of Cardinals.

The programs authorized by Public Law 88-164 and administered by the
Division of Handicapped Children and Youth played a major role in strength-
ening special education in the United States. As the appropriations grew,
more and more universities participated in the personnel training program,
and a number began to develop the capacity to conduct research on the educa-
tion of children with disabilities.

A key feature of the federal aid for scholarships and traineeships was
that such a grant was accompanied by a matching grant to the university it-
self. Those grants were generally used to add faculty and otherwise strength-
en the special education programs. Large universities and teacher training col-
leges offered courses in a number of areas: mental retardation, physical
disabilities, vision problems, and so on, and their total grants amounted to
hundreds of thousands of dollars. Special education programs attracted the
support of university administrators and, in some cases, the envy of non-
special education colleagues. As the years passed, many faculty members of
university and college programs were the recipients of federal grants, and
hundreds of higher education programs participated. A cadre of research spe-
cialists also developed.

The Carey Committee

By 1966, when Dr. Kirk testified before the Carey Committee (The Ad Hoc
Subcommittee on the Handicapped, U.S. House of Representatives) (Chapter
21), his "honeymoon" with the federal government wa3 over. After President
Kennedy's assassination and Dr. Kirk's return to Illinois, things proceeded
well for a few months, and then the Division was caught up in larger changes.

Lyndon Johnson, who deserved the title "Education President," pro-
posed or supported a host of education bills to authorize funds for Headstart,
elementary and secondary education programs, and higher education pro-
grams designed to improve access to education for children from dis-
advantaged backgrounds and also for a broad spectrum of American society,
both minority and nonminority. Administering the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act of 1965 alone was a gigantic undertaking for the Office of Ed-
ucation. It had not traditionally been a granting agency, and suddenly there
was a $1 billion program of grants in aid to regulate and administer.

To prepare for this task, the Office of Education was reorganized, and
major divisions were created, such as Elementary and Secondary, Higher and
Vocational Education, and Research. The small programs of aid to special ed-
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ucation were divided and placed in the appropriate large bureaus. While no
harm was intended for special education, without the advocacy of Dr. Kirk
and a special presidential priority, the specialists administering the programs
began to see their area as in decline. As Dr. Kirk reported the events since his
departure, the New York Democratic chairman of the ad hoc subcommittee,
the irrepressible Hugh L. Carey, commented, "It was a classic case of separa-
tion of Kirk and State." (For the monolingual reader, kirk is the German word
for church.)

Dr. Kirk was the first witness as the hearings opened in 1966. The hear-
ings would demonstrate that only a minority of children with disabilitiesan
estimated one in fivewere receiving special education in the nation's
schools. Schools were essentially free to serve whichever children they wished
and to exclude or ignore the others. It seemed clear that federal leadership was
needed.

It was Dr. Kirk's purpose to try to reestablish a strong leadership base in
the Office of Education and to prevent a future decline. Working closely with
Chairman Carey and the staff through Bill Geer, Executive Secretary of CEC, it
had been agreed that Dr. Kirk's testimony would emphasize two points: first,
a new administrative unit in the Office of Education, this time a bureau, the
largest administrative subdivision; and second, a commission or advisory
committee of public members who would monitor the bureau's progress and
report problems to the Congress.

Dr. Kirk emphasized the fundamental premise of what has been called
"categorical" aidthat is, programs designed specifically to focus on a par-
ticular problem or population. He said, "It must be remembered that any mi-
nority group, unless protected, tends to become swallowed by the majority
whose interest and expertise are in other areas."

At another point, he stated, "a bureau will be a Bill of Rights for the
handicapped." How prescient he was. I had the privilege of moving on from
the position of staff director of the Carey Committee to serve as deputy 'di-
rector, and then, beginning in 1969, for more than 10 years as director of the
Bureau of Education for the Handicapped, which was created by the Congress
as the result of the legislation Carey sponsored. Over the years, the Bureau
(BEH), under its first director, Dr. James J. Gallagher, another University of Il-
linois Institute of Research in Exceptional Children "superstar," and then in
my term, advocated for and saw the enactment of a broad spectrum of legisla-
tion assisting children and youth with disabilities. In 1975, we achieved a ma-
jor public policy objective, articulated in the courts 5 years earlier: the guar-
antee that every child witn a disability would be entitled to a "free,
appropriate, public education" (Public Law 94-142).

Dr. Kirk's experience, short though it was in actual federal service, led
him to understand the power that a federal agency could demonstrate, par-
ticularly one placed close to the top. The Johnson Administration, despite its
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sincere commitment to children from disadvantaged backgrounds, opposed
creating a bureau. The administration felt that a bureau was too large a unit
for a very small collection of programs, in relative terms. While the Johnson
Administration had provided billions of dollars in new education aid, virtual-
ly none was targeted for children with disabilities. This constituency was still
"out of sight, out of mind."

After a substantial struggle, and with Carey utilizing the power of his
friend and mentor, John Fogarty, as well as of the also-powerful Chairman of
the Education and Labor Committee, Adam Clayton Powell, the fight to es-
tablish BEH was won (Martin, 1968). At the same time, a new program was
launched, one that provided grants to the states for the "initiation, expansion
and improvement" of programs for children with disabilities. A National Ad-
visory Committee, to be appointed by the Commissioner of Education with
White House guidance, was also established. The new Act, an amendment to
the Elementary and Secondary Act known as Title VI, was also given the
"short title" Education of the Handicapped Act. From its small beginnings
$2.5 million in 1967a multi-billion-dollar program has grown.

Children with Learning Disabilities

Earlier that spring, in April 1966, Dr. Kirk presented testimony to the United
States Senate as its Committee on Labor and Public Welfare considered
amendments to the previous year's Elementary and Secondary Education Act
(Chapter 22). It was his hope that Congress would include children with learn-
ing disabilitiesspecific learning disabilitiesin the definition of "handi-
capped children" that had been developed for Public Law 88-164 in 1963.
While that Act supported teacher-training grants and research for children
who were judged to have mental retardation, deafness, blindness, and other
disabilities, it did not include a provision for children identified as having
learning disabilities. As a result, applications to the Office of Education for
grants to train teachers or conduct research relative to this population could
not be directly supported. There was a provision of the definition that in-
cluded children with "other health impairments," and that category was used
occasionally to support a program involving children with neurological im-
pairments that might include children seen as having learning disabilities. Dr.
Kirk and other advocates hoped to see learning disabilities recognized as an
educational and learning problem, and, while it might, in fact, have etiological
roots in neurological differences, they hoped to avoid having to submit neuro-
logical evidence (often impossible to document) before a child could be iden-
tified as having learning disabilities by a school program.

It was to be a long struggle before Congressional approval. In the first
Education of the Handicapped Act (1966), the definition remained unchanged.
There were a variety of reasons for Congressional hesitancy. Specialists in the
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area did differ on the definition of "handicapped children" and the numbers
of children affected. Some cited very large numbersfor example, 10% of
school children. There were some Congressional staff members who feared
that the new population of children with learning disabilities would dilute re-
sources for the other, more "classically" disabled childen. Some feared the
new category might include all the children then being identified as educa-
tionally disadvantaged.

Some progress was made 4 years later in 1970, when a special Act au-
thorized grants for teacher training, research, and model demonstration pro-
grams in the area of learning disabilities. Finally, when Public Law 94-142 was
passed in 1975, the definition of "handicapped children" included a sub-
definition of children with learning disabilities.

Dr. Kirk played a role here, if indirectly. In 1968, as Chairman of the Ad-
visory Committee he had earlier recommended, he worked with other com-
mittee members and BEH staff to develop a description and definition of spe-
cific learning disabilities, which was presented in a report of that committee.
That definition was used in the 1970 legislation and ultimately became a part
of Public Law 94-142. Even in 1975, the Congress showed some apprehension
and limited the numbers of children who could be identified as having learn-
ing disabilities to a sum equal to 2% of all school-aged children until the BEH
came up with more specific diagnostic guidelines. After the guidelines were
approved and the "cap" removed, the percentage of children identified as
having learning disabilities has gradually increased to more than 4% today,
causing some concerns about overinclusion. It is interesting to speculate, how-
ever, that rather than overinclusion of nondisabled youngsters, what is oc-
curring is a redefinition. The number of children identified as having mental
retardation, for example, has been reduced proportionally.

In one final note of minor irony, when Bureau Director Gallagher nom-
inated Kirk to serve as the first Chairman of the Advisory Committee, White
House aides protested. Dr. Kirk had been writing letters to the president pro-
testing the Vietnam War. When we persisted, they relented and approved the
appointment but did not agree to hold the appointment ceremony in the
White House. While we combined feelings of pleasure with disdain over that
decision, later experience with other presidents showed that the Johnson
White House was, in fact, permissive. Nominees of later presidents' parties
were rejected for such transgressions as having supported another candidate
during the primary process.

Sam Kirk will long be known as scholar, mentor, and, by those who read
this text, a major influence on public policy.
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Edwin W. Martin began his professional career working with children and adults with
speech and hearing disabilities. He studied speech pathology and psychology at the
University of Alabama, where he received a master's degree, and at the University of
Pittsburgh, where he received his doctorate. In 1966, he was appointed staff director of
the Ad-Hoc Subcommittee on the Handicapped of the U.S. House of Representatives,
working to draft the first federal Education of the Handicapped Act, which provided
aid to the states to support special education programs.

From 1969 to 1979, he served as director of the Bureau of Education for the Hand-
icapped in Washington, DC, and as Associate Commissioner, then Deputy Commis-
sioner of Education. In 1980, President Carter selected him to be the nation's first As-
sistant Secretary of Education for Special Education and Rehabilitative Services in the
newly created Department of Education. During his Washington years, Dr. Martin was
a principal architect of the national policy to extend special education to every child
with a disability. Since 1981 he has been president and chief executive officer of the Na-
tional Center for Disability Services in New York, an internationally known complex of
education, physical medicine and rehabilitation, and career and employment research
and demonstration programs. It is the nation's most comprehensive center offering ser-

vices to people with disabilities.
In addition to his government and administrative duties, Dr. Martin has served

on the faculties of Teachers College, Columbia University; the Harvard Graduate
School of Education; and the University of Alabama and its medical school and has
authored more than 50 articles and book chapters. In 1981, CEC honored him with the
J. E. Wallace Wallin award.
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Chapter 20

Administration of
Education Programs
for Handicapped Children
SAMUEL A. KIRK

Mr. Fogarty:1 Mr. Speaker, I take pleasure in introducing for the Record at this
point a most significant statement involving the administration of education
programs for handicapped children. Last year the Congress passed Public
Law 88-164, which provides federal assistance for health facilities for mentally
retarded children; Title III of the Act provides for training of teachers of men-
tally retarded and other handicapped children. At a meeting of New England
educators held on May 22 at Rhode Island College in Providence, Dr. Samuel
Kirk made a progress report on the administration of the Act by the Office of
Education. In view of the great significance of the Act for education and the
extent to which it will help the nation's schools fill a critical gap in teachers for
handicapped children, I wish to call the report to the attention of all Members
of Congress. I call particular attention to the fact that the program has been ex-
tremely popular and successful with the participating institutions. In fact, re-
quests for aid that have been submitted amount to three times the funds now
authorized in the Act. I think this report signifies the need to give early atten-
tion to the Act and further extensions and improvements in it. I also wish to
compliment the Commissioner of Education on his success in obtaining the
temporary services of Dr. Kirk from the University of Illinois to launch this
new program.
Dr. Kirk:2 I consider it a great privilege to be a participant in what I believe to
be a historic turning point in special education in the United States.

This meeting has been arranged to acquaint you with the new legislation,
Title III of Public Law 88-164, which was signed by the late President Kennedy
on October 31, 1963, and, also, to inform you of the program that is already
underway as a result of this legislation.

From Proceedings and debates of the 88th Congress, 2nd session, Congressional Record,
1964, pp. 1-4.
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Public Law 88-164 is cited as the Mental Retardation Facilities Construc-
tion Act of 1963. This bill contains three titles. Title I deals with an author-
ization for the construction of research and clinical facilities and for the con-
struction of service facilities for the mentally retarded. Title II deals with the
authorization of appropriations for the construction of community mental
health facilities. Title I is being administered by the National Institutes of
Health. Title II is being administered by the Bureau of State Services. Title III is

entitled "Training of Teachers of the Mentally Retarded and Other Handi-
capped Children." It also includes support for research and demonstration.
The facilitation of this title is being administered by the U.S. Office of Educa-
tion. This title is an amendment to Public Law 85-926.

Major Obstacles to Progress

All of us know that during the past 15 years, efforts to educate handicapped
children have often been frustrated. The American people want handicapped
children educated to their highest level. They have persuaded state leg-
islators to subsidize classes in public schools and have insisted on expanded
programs. But there have been four major obstacles that have retarded de-

velopment in special education and have served as a basis for many of our

problems.

1. First, classroom space and diagnostic facilities have been lacking. Ex-
panded enrollments in schools have taxed both school buildings and
school budgets. Superintendents have had a difficult time finding funds
and classroom space needed for special education. Titles I and II of Pub-
lic Law 88-164, which provides for the construction of facilities, will in-

directly help this situation slightly, even though it is not under educa-
tional auspices.

2. When space has been made available, superintendents have been unable
to obtain a sufficient number of qualified teachers to conduct the classes.
It has been estimated that we need 200,000 teachers to man the classes for
5 million handicapped children. We now have 50,000 to 60,000 such

teachers.
3. Some colleges and universities have for some time attempted to prepare

teachers, supervisors, college instructors, and research personnel. But for

every one professional person prepared in the past, four were needed.
The graduates from teacher training institutions have really been only a
minute part of the number needed. Colleges have had increased enroll-
ments, and funds for college staffs have been limited. Many colleges
have resisted the organization of special education departments because,
understandably, they have not even had sufficient funds for traditional
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programs of science, engineering, law, medicine, and agriculture, [and so
on]. The new programs that were established, like special education,
have had a struggle to keep alive in nearly every college that initiated the
program.

4. Most of the teachers in the field today have obtained training through
short summer courses, extension courses, and workshops. Many teachers
recruited for these classes were untrained or partially trained. So when
we say we have 50,000 to 60,000 teachers of handicapped children, we
will have to also say that only a portion of them have had specialized
training.

Recent Steps to Remove These Obstacles

In 1958, the U.S. Congress passed Public Law 85-926, which authorized an ap-
propriation of $1 million a year for the training of teachers and leadership per-
sonnel in mental retardation. Since that date and through 1963, 667 fellow-
ships have been granted to 482 individuals (some receiving fellowships two or
three times). Of these, the majority have become college and university in-
structors or state and local supervisors and directors, while some remained
teachers of the mentally retarded. This legislation has been of inestimable val-
ue in the preparation of leadership personnel, and, fortunately, it will allow
some college programs for the preparation of teachers of the mentally re-
tarded to proceed at a higher level.

In September 1961, Congress passed Public Law 87-276, dealing with the
preparation of teachers of the deaf. It authorized a 2-year program of grants-
in-aid in institutions of higher learning for the preparation of teachers of the
deaf at the senior and first-year graduate level. The law authorized the ap-
propriation of $1.5 million a year for this purpose. During the 2-year period,
1962-63, 942 scholarships were awarded to 48 colleges and universities in 30
states and the District of Columbia. The number of students completing their
preparation as teachers of the deaf was 470, more than double the number of
teachers who have ever been prepared in a single year. Federal scholarship
students accounted for 370 of these. This Act has been extended for 1 year. The
$1,500,000 appropriated by Congress will serve to support approximately 387
additional scholarships. After this year, scholarships for teachers of the deaf
will be included in Public Law 88-164.

Title III of Public Law 88-164

As indicated earlier, Title III of the Act gives the Commissioner of Education
the responsibility for the administration of a program of grants-in-aid for the
training of professional personnel and for research and demonstration related
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to the education of handicapped children. If we refer to the four obstacles to
progress I mentioned earlier, you will note that this bill is a partial solution to
three of these obstacles. Permit me to discuss these in some detail.

Section 301 of Title III authorizes the Commissioner to make grants to
public or other nonprofit professional personnel for the education of handi-
capped children. This includes:

Teachers in training at the senior level in an undergraduate program.

Supervisors of teachers and administrators of programs, studying at the

graduate level.

College personnel to train teachers of handicapped children.

Research personnel for research related to the education of handicapped
children.

Section 301 also authorizes the Commissioner of Education to make
grants to state educational agencies for the preparation of the following per-
sonnel (either directly or through contract with institutions of higher learn-
ing):

1. Teachers in all areas of the education of handicapped children, at the sen-
ior undergraduate year or at the graduate level.

2. Supervisors of such teachers.

"Handicapped children" refers to all handicapped childrenthe mental-
ly retarded, the deaf, hard-of-hearing, speech impaired, visually handicapped,
seriously emotionally disturbed, crippled or other "health impaired children,
who by reason thereof require special education."

Forty-seven million dollars [has] been authorized for a 3-year period for
this purpose. Specifically, Title III authorizes $11,500,000 for fiscal year 1964,
$14,500,000 for fiscal year 1965, and $19,500,000 for fiscal year 1966. These
funds will be used for stipends for students in all areas of the [education of
the] handicapped and for assisting colleges, universities, and state educational
agencies with the cost of instruction.

Title III also authorizes the appropriation of $6 million for a 3-year pe-

riod fc research and demonstration in areas related to the education of handi-
capped children. Under this legislation, the Commissioner is authorized to
make grants to (1) institutions of higher learning; (2) state educational agen-
cies; (3) local education agencies; and (4) other nonprofit private or public ed-
ucational or research agencies and organizations for research related to all
handicapped children.
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Organization Within the U.S. Office of Education

To implement this new law and to continue the traditional functions of the Of-
fice of Education, a new organization has been accomplished. First, the Com-
missioner of Education has created a Division of Handicapped Children and
Youth in the U.S. Office of Education. This gives the administration of work
with handicapped children the same status as the Division of Library Services,
the Division of Educational Research, the Division of Educational Statistics,
and the Division of Educational Organization and Administration in the Bu-
reau of Educational Research and Development. Last year, the work in excep-
tional children was under a branch within the Division of Elementary and Sec-
ondary Education, and, previous to that, it was a section under a branch.
Judging from the letters received in the Office [of Education], I am sure we are
all grateful to the Commissioner for giving special education the status it now
holds, and we think it deserves, in the U.S. Office of Education.

Second, under the division there are four branches:

1. A branch for physical and sensory handicaps.
2. A branch for the mentally retarded and the emotionally disturbed.
3. A branch for research and demonstration.
4. A branch for captioned films for the deaf.

Third, within each branch are the specialists in that area. For example,
the branch for sensory and physical handicaps contains specialists in speech
and hearing [and] deaf, crippled and health-impaired, and visually handi-
capped [children]. The branch on the mentally retarded has specialists in the
mentally retarded and in the emotionally disturbed. A third branch is charged
with administering the program of research and demonstration. The branch
on captioned films for the deaf has only recently been transferred to the Divi-
sion of Handicapped Children and Youth.

Committees

For awarding grants to institutions of higher learning or to state and local ed-
ucational agencies, the Commissioner has organized a series of committees of
professional experts who will evaluate applications for training or for research
and demonstration. Committees have been created with five or more members
in each area as follows:

1. For the area of teacher training, six advisory committees have been se-
lected, one for each field: visually handicapped, crippled and [children
with] special health problems, emotionally disturbed, speech and hear-
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ing, deaf, and mentally retarded. These committees (composed of teach-
er-training specialists from the field) are assigned the task of evaluating
applications from institutions of higher learning and from state educa-
tional agencies for the preparation of professional personnel in all areas
of the handicapped. The Commissioner relies on these committees for
the approval or disapproval of applications.

2. For research and demonstration, another six committees have been ap-
pointed, one for each field, utilizing research specialists from the field.
Each committee of research specialists evaluates research and dem-
onstration applications in its field and recommends approval or dis-
approval. In addition to these six panels, there is an overall research
committee to help with the establishment of research policies and to give
final review of the applications for research and demonstration.

3. There is also appointed an advisory committee of nine distinguished
scholars, most of whom are not in special education, who will advise the
Commissioner on overall policies in the administration of the program.

Rules and Regulations

During November, December, and January, the staff of the Division of Handi-
capped Children and Youth began the formulation of rules, regulations, and
procedures for the administration of the grants-in-aid program. Consultants
from state and local departments of education and from universities were in-

vited to participate and to recommend procedures. In addition, five regional
conferences were held in Atlanta, Dallas, New York, Chicago, and San Fran-
cisco. Key personnel from state and local departments and institutions of high-
er learning were invited to attend. From these conferences, the following plan
was evolved:

Grants-in-aid for the preparation of professional personnel would be al-
lotted to state educational agencies and to public and private institutions of
higher learning for full-time traineeships (senior undergraduates) and full-
time graduate fellowships, full-time summer session traineeships, and full-
time, short-term institutes [with programs] of 3 or more days.

State educational agencies were allotted a minimum of $25,000 and a maxi-
mum of $100,000, based on a population formula. Both state educational
agencies and institutions of higher learning could request grants-in-aid for
traineeships, fellowships, or short-term institutes.

The stipends and supporting grants established were as follows:

Traineeships: Each traineeship recipient (senior undergraduate) shall re-
ceive a stipend of $1,600 a year.
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Fellowships: Each fellowship recipient shall receive the following stipend in
addition to a dependents' allowance of $400 for each dependent (exclusive
of himself)$2,000 for the first graduate year of study; $2,400 for the sec-
ond graduate year of study; $2,800 for the third graduate year of study; and
$2,800 for the fourth graduate year of study.
Short-term traineeships: Each short-term traineeship recipient shall receive
a stipend of $15 a day with a maximum of $75 a week.
Supporting grants: To partially support the institution's cost of training and
study for a trainee, fellow, and short-term trainee, the participating in-
stitution or state educational agency shall receive for each traineeship,
$2,000; for each fellowship, $2,500; for each short-term traineeship, full-time
summer session, $75 a week; [and] special study institutes [will receive]
program support. (For special institutes, the supporting grant shall be
based on the cost of instruction.)

Implementation of Program

On February 10, 1964, President Johnson signed the supplementary (1964) ap-
propriation of $12,500,000 for training of professional personnel and $1 million
for research and demonstration, in addition to the previous appropriation of
$1,500,000 for Public Law 87-276. By this time, the rules and regulations had
been printed, and notification of the legislation had been to chief state school
officers and to institutions of higher learning.

Because of the pressure of time, institutions of higher learning were re-
quested to complete the applications by March 13, and the chief state school
officers were requested to file applications by March 27. For research and
demonstration, the deadline was set at March 23.

In spite of the short time involved in preparing the regulations, and only
4 or 5 weeks allotted to the field to prepare the applications, the response f om
the field was overwhelming. By the respective deadline dates, applications
from the field had poured into the Office of Education in greater numbers
than had been estimated by anyone.

From institutions of higher learning, 652 applications were received for
traineeships, fellowships, summer-session traineeships, short-term study in-
stitutes, and stimulation grants. All 50 states submitted applications for
grants-in-aid for training purposes. A total of 155 applications were received
for research and demonstration projects.

Requests for Training Grants

Table 1 summarizes the requests received from the field for fiscal year 1964
under the Program for Handicapped Children and Youth (Public Law 88-164,
Title III, sec. 301; and Public Law 87-276) for training professional personnel.
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TABLE 1

Funds Requested in Applications for Teacher Training for Fiscal Year 1964
Under Program for Handicapped Children,

Public Law 88-164, Title III, and Public Law 87-276

Funds requested for training programs, fiscal year 1964
Funds appropriated by Congress, fiscal year 1964

$31,839,315

13,000,000

Number of
institutions
requesting Number of Funds

Area of training grants applications requested

Mentally retarded 163 255 $12,830,000

Speech and hearing 138 178 s 6,650,715

Visually handicapped 18 30 j 940,000

Emotionally disturbed 55 70 1 3,010,000

Crippled and other health problems 40 64 2,559,000

Deaf 55 55 j 2,649,600

State grant requests 50
I

3.200.000

Total requests '154 702 j $31,839,315

1 Total number of different participating colleges and universities is 154-139 in Public Law 88-
164 and 15 in Public Law 87-276.

This table indicates that requests from institutions of higher learning and from
state educational agencies far exceeded the Congressional appropriation. For
the mentally retarded, for example, the largest field, the requests from in-
stitutions of higher learning were three times the funds available for that area.
For speech and hearing, the requests were five times the funds allotted for that
area. For the visually handicapped, the smallest area, the requests were twice
the funds allotted. For the deaf, [for whom] $1.5 million had been appropri-
ated, the requests exceeded the allotted funds by over $1 million. In no area
were the allocated funds close to the requests for grants.

Table 2 presents the requests for research and demonstration for each
area of the handicapped provided in the appropriation. This table shows that
while $1 million was appropriated by Congress for fiscal year 1964, nearly $6
million in grants were requested in 155 applications. Since research and dem-
onstration projects are not generally completed in 1 year, the requests for all
years, including the first, amounted to nearly $15 million.

Requests for research and demonstration, fiscal year 1964, totaled
$5,886,290. [The] appropriation for research and demonstration, fiscal year
1964, [was] $1 million.
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TABLE 2

Requests for Research and Demonstration,
Public Law 88-164, Title III, Sec. 302

Requested funds

Fiscal 3-year
Area of training Number year 1964 total

Mentally retarded 73 $2,633,412 $ 6,294,812

Emotionally disturbed 16 832,661 2,399,551

Speech and hearing 12 376,132 717,342

Deaf 18 685,795 1,248,879

Visually handicapped 12 356,035 673,105

Crippled and other health impaired 12 461,462 2,001,971

Others 12 540,793 1,370,512

Total requests 155 $5,886,290 $14,706,172

As indicated earlier, we had only a short period of time to develop pro-
cedu:-es and to notify agencies that $1 million was available for research and
demonstration. Actually people in the field had only about 5 weeks' time to
prepare research and demonstration projects. Many phoned the office stating
that they did not have sufficient time to prepare adequately a research pro-
posal, and that they would wait until the next year. Up to a few days before
the deadline date we did not know whether our people were ready for re-
search and demonstration. To everyone's surprise, the people in the field were
more than ready. Well-thought-out and well-written reports poured in. The
data in Table 2 are concrete evidence of the readiness and eagerness of people
to advance the education of handicapped children through research and dem-
onstration.

Another surprise was the number of requests for research on the educa-
tion of handicapped children that were submitted to cooperative research. As
you know, the Cooperative Research Branch in the Office of Education has re-
ceived applications and has made grants for research on handicapped children
for a number of years. It would be expected that with the applications re-
ceived under the new legislation (Public Law 88-164), research proposals [for]
cooperative research would show a decrease. This was not the case. The Coop-
erative Research Branch actually received more proposals this year than ever
before.

This volume of applications for training and research is difficult to inter-
pret. My speculation is that the publicity given to our national effort by the
President and Congress has given those in special education a new lease on
life. Actually, I consider the present Congressional appropriation as "seed
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money" and that the byproducts of this legislation in services to handicapped
children will far outweigh the direct benefits.

Grants-in-Aid Allocated

During the month of April and the first week in May, 13 committees met for
from 1 to 4 days each to process applications. Table 3 presents the approved
grants-in-aid to institutions of higher learning and points out that 41 stimula-
tion grants were awarded to institutions of higher learning to aid them in
"tooling up" for the preparation of professional personnel in one or more ar-
eas [in the education] of the handicapped. [The table also shows that] 587
traineeships were awarded to prepare teachers at the senior undergraduate
level; 1,007 fellowships were awarded for master's degrees and 151 for post-
master's-degree study; 672 summer-session traineeships were awarded for
full-time summer-school study; and 45 short-term traineeships were awarded
for special-study institutes.

Grants to State Educational Agencies

As indicated earlier, state educational agencies were allotted from $25,000 to
$100,000 based on a population formula and were requested to apply for
grants-in-aid for the training of professional personnel. Table 4 presents the
grants made to States for full-time traineeships and fellowships, for full-time
summer sessions and for short-term study institutes. Table 4 notes that all 50
states submitted applications and received grants. The emphasis by the states
in their grant programs may be summarized as follows: 261 graduate fellow-
ships; 84 undergraduate (senior) traineeships; 1,187 summer-session train-
eeships; and 888 participants in short-term study institutes.

As compared to the institutions of higher learning, where funds were
used primarily for full-time traineeships and fellowships, the state educational
agencies emphasized summer-session traineeships and short-term study in-
stitutes. For their allotment of funds, the state officials were desirous of pro-
viding summer-session training for teachers who were already employed but
who were not trained or only partially trained. Actually, the institutions of
higher learning utilized approximately 12% of their funds for full-term sum-
mer sessions and institutes, whereas the state educational agencies allotted ap-
proximately 43% of their funds to summer-session study and to short-term
study institutes.

When we combine the grants of the state educational agencies and the
colleges and universities, we find that 2,090 students will receive a full year of
training through either traineeships or fellowships in 1964-65, 1,859 teachers
will receive full-term summer-session instruction, 933 teachers will receive in-
service instruction in new developments in their respective fields, and 41 in-
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stitutions will initiate a training program in one or more areas under a stim-
ulation grant.

We recognize that this number of traineeships and fellowships will not
solve the extreme personnel-shortage problem, but all will agree that it will
help. It is anticipated that the existing programs of teacher training will be
strengthened in quality and that the numbers of students not under train-
eeships and fellowships will increase. The new programs in needed geo-
graphic areas will develop under the stimulation grants, and these will begin
to produce needed personnel within a year or two. Under this program, we
should begin to make a substantial dent in the personnel requirements of the
nation in the education of handicapped children.

Research and Demonstration

It was pointed out earlier that $1 million was available in 1964 for research
and demonstration and that the requests amounted to nearly $6 million. Ad-
visory panels in each area reviewed the proposals and recommended approv-
al or disapproval. The overall Research and Demonstration Advisory Com-
mittee reviewed the recommendations of the advisory panels and attempted
to reduce the approved proposals to the amount of the appropriation. Their fi-
nal recommendations for funds amounted to more than the million dollars ap-
propriated. Currently, we have the unpleasant task of cutting budgets to con-
form to the Congressional appropriation.

Out of 155 proposals submitted, the committees approved 34 projects, or
approximately 22%. The distribution of approved projects for research and
demonstration among the different areas [is shown in Table 5].

TABLE 5

Approved Projects for Research and Demonstration

Projects
Number

Approved

Mentally retarded 12

Emotionally disturbed 4

Crippled and other health-impaired 1

Visually handicapped 5

Speech-impaired and hard-of-hearing 3

Deaf 6

Multiple handicaps 3

Total 34
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Summary Statement

This is the story of Title III, Public Law 88-164, and Public Law 87-276 as of
May 15, 1964. In behalf of the Office of Education, the profession, and especial-
ly the children and their parents who will benefit from this legislation, I would
be remiss not to mention the statesmen who have sponsored this legislation.
Our gratitude must be extended to the late President Kennedy for em-
phasizing this legislation, to President Johnson who continues the emphasis,
and to Congressman Fogarty of your state who has worked so hard and so
long to obtain such legislation. I must also mention Senator Lister Hill, Con-
gressman Oren Harris and many others who saw this legislation through the
88th Congress. Their reward will be in the benefits to handicapped children,
their parents, and to our society.

NOTES

Speech of Hon. John E. Fogarty of Rhode Island, in the House of Representatives,
Tuesday, June 16,1964.
2 (Address delivered by Samuel A. Kirk entitled "Organization and Implementation of
Program for Handicapped Children and Youth: Public Law 88-164, Title III, and Public
Law 87-276" at the regional meeting of educators, Rhode Island College, Providence,
RI, May 22,1964.
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Training of the
Handicapped
SAMUEL A. KIRK
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Mr. Carey: The Ad Hoc Subcommittee on Training and Education of the
Handicapped will be in session for the further consideration of the presenta-
tions by public witnesses. It is a real pleasure and honor for me today to wel-
come before the subcommittee Dr. Samuel Kirk, director of the Institute for
Research on Exceptional Children at the University of Illinois.

Doctor, it is sort of a reunion to have you here this morning. I well re-
member after the passage of the Mental Retardation Facilities Act when you
went around the country in what we called "the road show" to acquaint the
educators, general public, and interested persons with the provisions of this
Act in the hope that we could bring about swift and effective implementation.

I know that the record will attest that one of the reasons why the Act did
go into operation so effectively and successfully was the contribution you ren-
dered during your service in the government, in the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, and not in this field alone; but I cite this episode, be-
cause you not only were able to explain the lawwhich is sometimes difficult
when Congress gets throughbut you were able to relate it to the needs and
problems of children in a most practical way. I feel that you can make a real
contribution to the committee at this time by taking a hard look at what we
have been able to do in the field of the handicapped, and I therefore await
your statement with pleasure.
Dr. Kirk: My name is Samuel A. Kirk. I serve as professor of special educa-
tion and psychology, and as director of the Institute for Research on Excep-

Excerpted from a statement on Wednesday, June 15, 1966, before the U.S. House of
Representatives, Ad Hoc Subcommittee on the Handicapped of the Committee on Ed-
ucation and Labor, Washington, DC. The committee met at 9:55 a.m. pursuant to re-
cess, in room 2257 of the Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Hugh L. Carey (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding. Present: Representatives Carey, Scheuer, Bell, and
Andrews. Also present: Dr. Edwin Martin, staff director.
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tional Children at the University of Illinois. For many years, I have had the
privilege of serving as a consultant to various constituent departments of [the
Department of] Health, Education, and Welfare, and, particularly, to the U.S.
Office of Education. In 1964, I served temporarily as Director of the newly
created Division of Handicapped Children and Youth in the Office of Educa-
tion.

I have been very pleased to see the recent interest and support of the fed-
eral Congress on behalf of handicapped children. Numerous acts have been
passed which, for the first time in this country, paved the way for training, ser-
vice, and research on behalf of handicapped children.

The enactment of federal legislation and appropriations for handicapped
children has been a shot in the arm, but is not sufficient to accelerate and de-
velop the work in this field as it should be developed. It is necessary that there
be established within the office of the Secretary of Health, Education, and Wel-
fare and its departments appropriate administrative organization [that] will
vigorously stimulate accomplishments in line with the intent of Congress and
the will of the people. I should like to make two recommendations for your
consideration; namely, (1) that there be created a Bureau for Handicapped
Children and Youth within the U.S. Office of Education, and (2) that there be
created a Commission for Handicapped Children and Youth within the office
of the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare.

Recommendation 1: Bureau for
Handicapped Children and Youth,
in the U.S. Office of Education

It is my opinion that Congressional acts administered by the Office of Educa-
tion can be accomplished most effectively if all responsibilities of the Office of
Education relating to handicapped children are organized within a bureau
structure, responsible to the Commissioner of Education. Such an adminis-
trative organization is needed to advance the field throughout the country
through research, training grants, service, leadership, and coordination, and
dissemination of information.

This recommendation is made in the light of the history of work for
handicapped children in the Office of Education and the subsequent develop-
ments.

Permit me to elucidate.
In the early [1930s], a section for exceptional children was created in the

U.S. Office of Education. This section struggled with minimum personnel and
minimum funds from 1931 to 1963. Responsibilities were increased when Pub-
lic Law 85-926 was passed in 1958 and when it was amended under Title III of
Public Law 88-164 in 1963.
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On October 31, 1963, President Kennedy signed Public Law 88-164 and
in his remarks announced:

I am glad to announce at this time that we are establishing a Division in the
U.S. Office of Education to administer the teaching and research program
under the act. This will be called the Division of Handicapped Children
and Youth.

This Division of Handicapped Children and Youth was organized in the
U.S. Office of Education with four branches, and within a short period of time
was so successful in administering Title III of Public Law 88-164 as well as giv-
ing leadership to the field throughout the nation that it was awarded a Pres-
idential citation by President Johnson, on February 8, 1965:

. . . in special recognition of an outstanding contribution to greater econ-
omy and improvement in Government operations during the 10th an-
niversary of the Federal incentive awards program.

The present organization of the U.S. Office of Education, in my opinion,
does not now permit the development of work for handicapped children at
the federal level that was intended for the Division of Handicapped Children;
namely, the unification and coordination of research and development, ser-
vice, training, leadership, and coordination, and dissemination of information.
To accomplish these, it is essential that all elements dealing with handicapped
children be grouped under a bureau structure responsible to the Commis-
sioner of Education.

I have proposed that a Bureau for Handicapped Children and Youth be
organized within the U.S. Office of Education, because I see no way that the
task can be accomplished under the existing structure. Programs for handi-
capped children are minority operations. To accomplish the task needed in the
United States, this work must at present be institutionalized with a name, a
workable organization, and with definite operational goals. It cannot be dis-
persed among different bureaus and be placed at the bottom of the totem pole
and then be expected to accomplish the needed task of development of ad-
equate programs of education for handicapped children within the educa-
tional establishment.

It must be remembered that any minority group, unless protected, tends
to become swallowed by the majority whose interest and expertise are in other
areas. The Bill of Rights was established to protect the minority from the tyr-
anny of the majority. The establishment of a Bureau of Handicapped Children
and Youth in the Office of Education will give handicapped children their bill
of rights.

The generalization here is obvious. At this stage of our development,
when the work for the handicapped is dispersed under general categories, the
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handicapped, a minority group, is neglected in each category. When a pro-
gram and a purpose are institutionalized under a name, the program moves
forward; that is the reason I am recommending the creation of a Bureau of
Handicapped Children and Youth in the U.S. Office of Education. I repeat: a
bureau will be a Bill of Rights for the handicapped.

Recommendation 2: A Commission
for Handicapped Children and Youth
in the Office of the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare

I am recommending that a Commission for Handicapped Children and Youth
be organized in the Office of the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare.
This commission should consist of a permanent staff in the office and 12 non-
salaried members from the profession, from universities and state de-
partments of education, appointed for a 3-year period on a rotating basis for a
period of 6 years. The duties of this commission would be to periodically sur-
vey the various programs under HEW and to recommend to the departments
of HEW programs and procedures that will advance the field of the handi-
capped nationally. Such a commission will be, in a sense, a liaison body be-
tween the universities and state departments, and the federal agencies. It
would also be a coordinating agency among the various departments and bu-
reaus of Health, Education, and Welfare now administering research, training,
and service programs for handicapped children and youth.

Such a commission will serve as an advisory body for developmental
programs to all HEW departments. Its responsibility, if accomplished ef-
fectively, would prevent a split between people in the field and those in the
federal agencies; it would balance the responsibilities of each. There is a dan-
ger of people in the field going in one direction and the federal agencies in an-
other. They should be partners in a common endeavor. To continue this part-
nership from year to year requires a continuing commission whose major
responsibility is coordination of departments in Health, Education, and Wel-
fare, and liaison with operating units in the field.
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Chapter 22

Elementary and Secondary
Education Act of 1966
SAMUEL A. KIRK

Senator Prouty: The subcommittee will come to order. The first witness will
be Dr. Samuel A. Kirk and two colleagues.

We are indeed happy to hear from this panel, which will outline for the
subcommittee learning problems of children. These represent a rapidly de-
veloping area in the field of special education.

Dr. Kirk, I understand that you were recently honored at Toronto by
your colleagues through the award of the 1966 Wallin Award, and for the
record I should like to read the citation [that] accompanied it. It will serve to
demonstrate your undoubted competence as an authority in this very im-
portant area.

In recognition of outstanding professional leadership, The Council for Ex-
ceptional Children presents the 1966 Wallin Award to Samuel A. Kirk, Pro-
fessor of Education and Psychology and Director of the Institute for Re-
search on Exceptional Children, University of Illinois. He has made an
immeasurable contribution to special education through his scholarly pub-
lications, the preparation of teachers and research personnel, and his ex-
tensive research efforts, particularly in the areas of mental retardation and
learning disabilities. His role in the development of the Division of Handi-
capped Children and Youth, United States Office of Education, merits par-
ticular commendation.

An internationally recognized authority in his field, Dr. Kirk has con-
tributed of his time and talents to lay and professional organizations. He is
past president of the Council, and his continuous service is reflected in
CEC's publication, research, convention, and legislative activities.

Conferred upon him, by his professional associates in appreciation of
his scholarship, leadership, service, and dedication is CEC's highest honor.

Under date of April 21, 1966.

From Report loll the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, United States Senate, Eighty-
Ninth Congress, Second Session. Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1966.
Present: Senators Kennedy of New York, Prouty (presiding pro tempore), Javits, Wil-
liams of New Jersey, and Kennedy of Massachusetts, members of the full committee.
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Dr. Kirk, I am delighted to read this into the record and congratulate you
most sincerely on this singular honor.

Now, you may proceed in any manner, and I wish you would introduce

your colleagues first.
Dr. Kirk: Thank you,. Senator Prouty. I certainly appreciate the opportunity
to appear before this subcommittee and to discuss with you problems of chil-
dren with learning disorders.

I have brought with me two experts that I would like to call on a little lat-

er to present their points of view: Dr. Richmond S. Paine, who is a neurologist
at the Childrens Hospital of the District of Columbia and professor of pe-
diatrics and neurology at George Washington University School of Medicine.
Dr. Paine is also chairman of a national task force organized by the Public
Health Service on neurological diseases of blindness, the Office of Education,
and the National Society for Crippled Children and Adults.

I also have with me Dr. Jeanne McCarthy, who is director of special ser-
vices in the Schaumburg School System in Illinois, who represents an ongoing
program in one representative school system.

Children with Learning Difficulties
Children with learning disabilities have only recently begun to receive the at-
tention that they deserve from parents' groups and public schools. The reason
for the neglect of this group is the complexity of the problem and the diverse
disabilities [that] come within this category. Societies, in general, usually begin
their provisions for handicapped children by supporting the handicaps that
are obvious to them. Blindness, for example, is readily recognized by both lay
and professional personnel. For that reason, schools for the blind were or-
ganized in Boston and New York as far back as 1832. Since that date, we have
organized state schools for the deaf and the blind and for the crippled and the
mentally retarded, and other handicapped children.

The groups of children who are not so readily diagnosed and identified
by either lay or professional personnel naturally tend to be neglected and en-
ter the arena requesting help at a later date. One of these groups we have en-
titled "learning disabilities."

Children with learning disabilities, as defined educationally, are those
who have a retardation, a disorder, or a developmental defect in one or more
of the processes of speech, language, reading, spelling, writing, arithmetic, or
other school subjects, who do not appear to profit or develop under ordinary
instructional procedures, and who require special remedial instruction
special education for the amelioration of their disability. The Association for
Learning Disabilities, a national organization concerned with this problem, de-
fines this group as
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children or youth with normal or potentially normal intelligence who have
learning disabilities of a perceptual, conceptual, or coordinative nature or
related problems.

These children are in our schools and are in general failing, particularly
in some aspect of behavior or communication. They do not fit into the tradi-
tional categories of the blind, the crippled, the deaf, the gifted, the mentally re-
tarded, or special health problems. Actually, this group of children cuts across
various disability groupings. Thus, learning disabilities are found among chil-
dren who are otherwise average in intelligence as well as among children who
are below average or superior in intelligence. It is not uncommon to find a
child with an IQ of 130 who nas attended school for several years and who
has, for example, not begun to learn to read. Many such children fail in school,
become discouraged, and join the ranks of the school dropouts. We also find
children who are diagnosed as mentally retarded, but who are better classified
as [having] learning disabilities since they have normal abilities in some areas
and markedly limited abilities in other areas, giving the appearance of mental
retardation. Remediation programs for some of these children, when success-
ful, remove them from the classification of mental retardation.

The child with learning disabilities has now become recognized as a spe-
cial problem in education. He certainly does not fit into any one of the tradi-
tional categories of handicapped children. When a teacher finds a child in
class who is not performing normally, she may refer him for an eye examina-
tion. The specialist finds that the child can see, so he does not fit into the class
for the visually handicapped. W len his hearing is checked, it is found that he
hears, so he does not fit inf o thc: class for the acoustically handicapped. His in-
telligence is normal or ncar normal, so he cannot be placed in a class for the
mentally retarded. Furthermore, he is not crippled and does not have a health
problem that requires attention. He needs helphe needs special education
but not in the class for other handicapping conditions.

Many Facets to Learning Disabilities

If these children all presented the same picture, their identification and re-
mediation would be made easier. But there are many facets to learning and the
same cause may affect differing facets in different children. Consider the fol-
lowing three children, each of whom has a learning disability.

a. One child was examined by three different ophthalmologists who each
declared the boy's vision to be normal. Yet he could not recognize differ-
ent objects. He could not even recognize his classmates until they spoke
to him. He is a child who requires intensive remediation in visual per-
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ception and visual recognition. Without training in this area, he could
not succeed in school.

b. Another child could hear tones normally. Repeated ear examinations re-
sulted in the diagnosis of normal hearing acuity, yet he could not under-
stand the spoken word. He acted as if he were deaf, but he was not deaf.
He also needs intensive instruction in auditory understanding.

c. There are many children who are normal in intelligence but [who] are
unable to learn to read by the ordinary methods. Yet under special re-
medial instruction these children are capable of learning to read and to
spell. This severe reading disability, sometimes called dyslexia, is the
most common form of learning disability.

During the last decade such children [have] attracted the attention of re-
search workers in education, psychology, and medicine. Specialized examina-
tions have been developed, and remedial procedures have been and are being
organized. Personnel are being trained in small numbers, and parents' groups
have organized a national association entitled "The Association for Children

With Learning Disabilities."
I notice that Mrs. Louise Mesirow, who is the president of the National

Association for Children With Learning Disabilities, is here today, and she is
available to answer questions relating to the national organization that has
evolved only in the last 2 or 3 years.

Because many children with learning disabilities have been diagnosed as
brain-damaged, and because many brain-damaged children have learning dis-
abilities, these terms are sometimes thought of as synonymous. It should be
pointed out, however, that a dysfunction of the brain may have widely differ-
ent effects in different people. Some are crippled physically [such as in] ce-
rebral palsy, but may have brilliant minds. Some are extremely retarded men-
tally. Some have difficulties of attention and concentration or difficulty
inhibiting physical activity. Still others may perform normally in most situa-
tions but have special areas of difficulty, such as in understanding numbers
and quantitative concepts or in getting meaning from the printed page. Some
can understand concepts but have difficulty in communication. Some are
blocked, or have deficiencies in visual or auditory perception.

Similarly, there are many children for whom no definitive diagnosis of
brain damage is possible but who have abnormal learning problems. Some-
times the child seems normal in every other respectphysically, intellectually,
emotionallybut has great difficulty learning by routine methods. Children

with severe reading disabilities--dyslexic childrenare a case in point. Every
school has them, and many schools provide special help for them. They cannot
learn in the classroom by the usual group methods. Careful diagnosis can usu-

ally pinpoint behavioral characteristics [that] explain the difficulty and point
the way to remediation.
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Special CategoryLearning Disabilities

I would like at this point to show several slides just to point out that these chil-
dren differ from the normal child, and also differ from mentally retarded chil-
dren because of the discrepancies in growth.

We now have methods of examining children to delineate the different
abilities and disabilities [that] these children show in their psychological
makeup.

[The] child [profiled in Figure 1] is 8 years old. You notice that on some
of the points in the profile this child is normal in some respects, but [she] is
very defective in visual perception and what we call here "motor encoding"
and in some of the other visual areas. This child, according to the profile, is at
the 4-year level in some areas and at the 8-year level in other areas....

[Figure 2 shows] a profile of a test and a retest on the same child after 7
months of remediation. This is just to indicate that these disabilities are re-
mediable even though this child was diagnosed by a very eminent neurologist
as having ... diffused brain damage. In spite of this diagnosis, we were able to
improve some of the disabilities through remediation, as shown on the test
and retest in the profile when she was 8 and 9 years old.

[Figure 3] is a profile of a child who, at the age of 4, was not uttering a
sound. She was diagnosed at several clinics as very mentally retarded and rec-
ommended to a state institution but never got there because of the waiting list.

On intelligence tests, she was below 2 years of age at the age of 4. We put
her under intensive training as an experiment to determine whether this se-
verely mentally retarded childwho had some normal abilities at the 4-year
level with some very severe disabilitiescould be trained. Children who pos-
sess some normal abilities, in spite of severe disabilities, can thusly be dif-
ferentiated from a mentally retarded child. According to this philosophy, if the
child has certain abilities that are normal and some that are very abnormal or
deficient, then this child may be classified as a case of [a child with a] learning
disability rather than as a case of [a child with] mental retardation. A mentally
retarded child would be relatively low on all points in such a profile.

This child was put under intensive instruction for several years. You will
notice that the top profile is approximately 4 years above the first highest pro-
file each. Incidentally, all of the tests show similar acceleration. According to
our calculations, this child developed 1 year in all of these functions for every
year of training. During a 4-year period, she wound up in the third grade at
the age of 8. She was placed in the regular grades, since at the age of 6 she was
too high to be placed in a class for the mentally retarded.

I present this case to show that some children classified as mentally re-
tarded are better classified as [children with a] learning disability rather than
as mentally retarded, and that remedial instruction with these children can in
some cases remove them from the category of mental retardation.
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Remedial Training

Senator Prouty: Doctor, could you explain the nature of this intensive train-
ing?

Dr. Kirk: You will notice from the profile [in Figure 3], in the last column (9),
that this child tested normal in a test of the ability to remember things seen in
sequence. We call it visual sequencing. At the age of 4, this child was a little bit
above normal in sequencing ability. She could see things and sequence things
and discriminate them visually. She could also understand what she heard
(test 1). She is not a visual-perceptually handicapped child, but she has other
disabilities as shown in the lower points in the lowest profile.

What we did was to try to train her to speak spontaneously. We found
that, and because of her ability to understand language (test 1, auditory de-
coding), and because she could sequence (test 9) we were able to train her to
read before the age of 6. This achievement a severely mentally retarded child
cannot do. We then taught her to speak through reading. For example, we
would say, "How old are you?"

Her answer was, "6."
We then wrote on a card: "I am 6 years old," and by saying to her: "How

old are you," and presenting her with a card, which says, "I am 6 years old,"
she could read the sentence: "I am 6 years old." Then we would take the card
away and ask her again: "How old are you," and from memory she would
say, "I am 6 years old." In other words, we used her abilities to train her dis-
abilities. That is why it is necessary to analyze abilities as well as disabilities.
This is only one phase of the methods used with her.

Actually, at the age of 4, we sent a teacher to the home to tutor her in an
attempt to ameliorate her disabilities. At the age of 6 1/2, she was admitted to
the first grade rather than to a class for the mentally retarded, since at this
time she tested above the classification of mental retardation. We continued
tutoring for a while in the first grade and then dropped her. She continued to
progress. She is now at the third-grade level at the age of 8 1/2 and reading
and writing at that grade level. She is not considered completely normal, but
she certainly is not mentally retarded.

[Figure 41 represents the profile of a boy who was normal or above nor-
mal in intelligence. The reason I present this case is to demonstrate that learn-
ing disabilities constitute different kinds of defects in childrenthat is, one
child may have great difficulty in hearing and understanding, but he can see
quite well and interpret what he sees; another child may be just the opposite,
without any defect in hearing or in vision.

[The] boy [profiled in Figure 4] had been in school [up] to the age of 9.
He was known as "the boy who does not speak." He could repeat what you

him. He did not have a speech defect. But he did not speak spontane-
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ously or converse. For example, when the teacher asked a question in class he
would raise his hand, but when the teacher called on him he stood up but
nothing came out. He could not express his ideas.

That is a disability in expressive ability, both in motor expression, the
ability to express himself by gestures or in writing, and in the ability to ex-
press himself in words spontaneously.

The profile shows the test-retest results after 7 months of training. He
had been in school up to the age of 9 with little progress in expressive ability.
You will notice from the profile that he improved from an expressive dis-
ability of 2 and 3 years of age to 6 or 7 years, an improvement of over 3 years
in 7 months. He has been progressing very well in class without further tu-
toring.

This is a case which some people would call expressive aphasia. He un-
derstands, but he cannot spontaneously express himself. He learned to read,
but he could not learn to express himself in writing. Without special help for
his disability, he could become a dropout [from] school, but he is now pro-
gressing quite normally.

The method of teaching him was technical and complicated. Briefly, we
used a typewriter and a tape recorder. Lessons were programmed through
computers using a sequence of statements that he could read, listen to what he
read, and type these missing parts. For example, he would be presented with
the sentence, "The ball is round." He would read that sentence, then press a
button to activate the tape recorder and hear what he read. The next sentence
presented was: "The ball is r-o-u-n----." He had to fill in with the typewriter the
"d." For the next presentation, he had to fill "n-d," and, later, fill in the words
in the sentence, "The is In other words, we taught him spon-
taneous speech on a typewriter and a tape recorder. He made marked
progress, as shown in the test, with this particular method. This case has re-
sulted in further research on the programming of materials for this particular
type of disability.

Diagnosis of Learning Disabilities

The point I wish to make with these cases . . . is that a learning disability is a
discrepancy in growth within the child in speech, language, reading, writing,
arithmetic, and other areas. When we are able to examine the psychological
processes of these children and determine wherein they have abilities and dis-
abilities, we can then orgarize remedial programs to ameliorate the de-
ficiencies that exist.

Because different professions are concerned with different aspects of the
problem, numerous names and labels have evolved. The medical profession
tends to label in terms of etiologybrain-injured, cerebral dysfunction, mini-
mal brain damage, and so forth. Those whose prime concentration is on "what
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it is and what to do about it" tend to use behavioral terms such as "perceptual
disorders," "reading disability," "conceptual disorders," "learning disorders,"
and so forth. To most educators, the term "learning disability" is the most ap-
propriate since it is necessary to organize learning materials to teach the child.

Federal Programs

Several years ago, I had the privilege of administering the newly created Divi-
sion of Handicapped Children and Youth in the U.S. Office of Education. The
congressional Act, Title III, of Public Law 88-164, allowed for the training of
teachers of the mentally retarded and other handicapped children. This Act
authorized the training of professional personnel for the mentally retarded,
the deaf, speech-impaired, and so forth, and added "crippled or other health-
impaired children who by reason thereof require special education." Parents
and school personnel interested in children with learning disabilities were dis-
appointed that the [condition] called "learning disabilities" per se was not in-
cluded in this list of handicapping conditions. We were, however, able to in-
terpret how the U.S. Office of Education could include this group and notified
colleges that applications for work in this area would be considered. Only four
colleges proposed programs for [training teachers of children with) learning
disabilities in 1964. Two years later, in 1966, approximately 10 such programs
are being partially supported under this federal legislation.

Proposals
It is my opinion that it would be appropriate for Congress to consider giving
this type of child an identity in legislation for handicapped children. This
could be done by inserting the term "and/or learning problems" in existing
legislation. Wherever the phrase "crippled or other health problems" appears,
it could be expanded to read "crippled or other health and/or learning prob-
lems."

The term "or other health problems" used in section 301, Title III of Pub-
lic Law 88-164 was used to include children with epilepsy, cardiac disorders,
and so forth, without naming all health problems. The term "learning prob-
lems" would then also include a series of learning disorders in children with-
out naming each one, [such] as aphasia, agraphia, and many names that have
been given.

Giving Congressional recognition to an existing problem in the schools
today could lead to (a) improving diagnostic procedures; (b) developing more
fully effective remedial procedures; (c) organizing programs in schools for
such children; and (d) training a [corps] of remedial specialists to cope with
this problem....

2'
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Personnel Needs

Senator Prouty: Dr. Kirk, in your judgment, how many trained personnel do
we need to really take care of this problem at the national level?
Dr. Kirk: Up to this point, Senator Prouty, we have not had accurate surveys
of the prevalence of this kind of child with learning disabilities in the public
schools. So it is rather difficult to estimate the number of teachers needed for
this program. My offhand guess at the moment would be that this group con-
stitutes between 2 and 5 percent of the school population. If we can have the
figures for the school population and divide it by a certain figure, such as 1
teacher to 8 or 10 such children, we could arrive at some sort of a figure with
respect to the numbers of professional personnel needed to cope with this
problem.

We have at the present time very few highly trained people in this field
because of the lack of training centers and because of the late recognition of
this problem in the public schools.
Senator Prouty: Well, you certainly believe that a survey should be made so
that we will have some idea of the magnitude of the problem?
Dr. Kirk: Yes, sir.

Senator Prouty: I think you have all contributed a great deal to our under-
standing of this problem.

I understand we are due to have a roll call vote in a few minutes in the
Senate so probably we will have to take a recess until that has been completed.

I do feel that you have made a real contribution and certainly I am sure
we are going to call on you all again for guidance in this very important mat-
ter. . . .

2
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INTRODUCTION
JAMES J. GALLAGHER

Director
Institute for Carolina Child and Family Policy

Frank Porter Graham Child Development Center
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

The speeches and articles in Part IX reveal the social policy issues of special
concern to Sam Kirk. They were written during a period of over 30 years but
remain consistent in philosophyeach paper featuring a concern for the pol-
icies of our country and the values they reflect. The two earlier chapters focus
on the role of education in strengthening the country. Dr. Kirk points out with
great clarity in Chapter 23 that it was the public school system that provided
the base from which the armed services in World War II provided trained
manpower to defeat the Axis countries. He continues in Chapter 24 to address
the idea of the power of education as a part of the total strength of the nation
and how it would be unwise for us to not invest major resources in that activ-
ity as one goal of maintaining a strong country.

The last two chapters show a different side to Sam Kirk, revealing him to
be not just an advocate of public policy but a determined player in that sphere.
Perhaps no one in special education has played a larger role than Sam in the
development of the legitimacy of the field in the public policy arena. He men-
tions that in the 1960s the status of special education in the U.S. Office of Ed-
ucation was raised two levels, from a section to a division. What he doesn't
say was that it was raised largely because of his own credibility and in an-
ticipation that he would provide the leadership that would justify that change.
As those in special education well know, the Bureau of Education for the
Handicappednow the Office of Special Education Programshas played a
leading and significant role in American education for the past quarter-
century. One of Sam Kirk's legacies is the laying of a solid groundwork of pro-
fessional legitimacy at the federal level to make that possible. His ideas and
his goals are well represented in the federal legislation during that very pro-
ductive period. His speech on gerontology probably reveals as much about
Sam's orientation toward life and society as any other. He supported youth
over gerontology even though he could have been a distinguished member of
the gerontology group. But it was youth that was crying out for reform and a
better society, and that was always the side that Sam found himself on.

This multidimensional man made contributions of momentous pro-
portions in research, personnel preparation, and research administration, but a
good case could be made that his longest-lasting contribution lay in the area of
social policy, where his talents were recognized by those within and outside
the field of special education.
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James J. Gallagher received his doctorate in child and clinical psychology from Penn-
sylvania State University and worked in a child guidance clinic and a university psy-
chological clinic before joining the staff of the Institute for Research on Exceptional
Children at the University of Illinois. He spent 13 years with Samuel A. Kirk there and
left to assume the directorship of the newly created Bureau of Education for the Handi-
capped in the U.S. Office of Education. After 3 years in Washington, he directed the
Frank Porter Graham Child Development Center at the University of North Carolina
for 17 years. He currently is Kenan Professor of Education and director of the Carolina
Institute for Child and Family Policy at Chapel Hill, North Carolina.
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Chapter 23

Education as
National Defense
SAMUEL A. KIRK

In this era of uncertainty most Americans are entreated in evolving an ad-
equate method of national security and national defense. Most Americans
want peace. Most Americans want the extension of democracy. Most Amer-
icans want adequate national defense in case of war. But Americans do not
agree on the best method of national defense. Many have proposed the same
methods and procedures which have been proposed for centuries, even
though these methods and procedures which have been proposed for cen-
turies, even though these methods are antiquated and have not protected peo-
ple in the past.

The Support for Military Training

This year finds the American public discussing one such methodthat of mil-
itary conscription in time of peace. The President of the United States has
asked Congress to conscript eighteen and nineteen year old youths for mil-
itary training. This year also Congress is considering such bills more seriously
than ever before. Many groups, including a few veterans' organizations, are
devoting much of their time to propaganda for the establishment of military
conscription.

All of these individuals or groups that are proposing military conscrip-
tion are thinkingas they have always thoughtthey are presenting the same
argu sents they have always presented. In effect they say, we want to con-
script youth for a period of a year for two major reasons. One is to scare other
nations from attacking us and thus achieving peace; the other is that these
youths with one year of military training will defend us in case of war. They
continually use these arguments in the face of the fact that Germany, Japan,
and Italy instituted military conscription for precisely the same reasons and as
a result attacked other nations and lost the war.

264
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Education Prepared the Armed Forces

The use of military conscription in this atomic age does not seem to be the an-
swer to the problem of national defense. Let us then consider other methods,
such as the extension of education at all levels, which may in the long run
come closer to the answer than any other approach. The extension of educa-
tion may give us a better chance for the permanent peace, for the extension of
democracy, and for national defense than any other proposal including uni-
versal military training.

This statement is of little value unless it is supported by evidence. No
one should be expected to believe it unless it has some merit. The purpose of
this paper is to submit the proposition that the extension of education is the
most adequate procedure for national defense, for peace, and for the extension
of democracy.

In 1941 the United States entered the war, supposedly unprepared. Ja-
pan, Germany, and Italy had had military conscription for many years. They
had trained many men. They had prepared for war. Yet within a short period
of time the United States built the most powerful Navy, the most powerful Air
Force, and the most powerful Army the world had ever seen. We not only pre-
pared in a short time but we won the war. And during the war our men
showed superior military skill over the enemies even though they had a much
shorter period of military training and were not under a system of military
conscription.

How could we take a civilian army and navy and excel with only a short
period of training? Some, of course, say that we won because we had great
natural resources. But that is not the answer. Russia, China, and India had
more natural resources than we have. They had more manpower. The real an-
swer to the question is that we had the best educated and trained army and
navy in the world, because of our universal public education. The answer is
that we had men and women who were trained to do many things in civilian
life, and who were able to utilize these civilian skills for military purposes.

When the war started, the Army and Navy took civilians who, because
of their education and experience, were already trained for modern war.
When a man entered a reception center in the Army his education and ex-
periences were recorded and he was assigned to the military job where his
training and ability could be best utilized. Training was accelerated because
most of the men were educated in our schools and universities.

For a long time after the onset of the war the Navy did not draft men.
They were interested in recruiting specialists for Navy jobs. The naval officers
were commissioned directly from civilian life. Practically all of the officers in
the Navy were college graduates or had equivalent technical training in some
field. It can rightly be said that the schools of America trained the Navy. The
training in the Navy consisted of short courses for those who were already
trained in some specialty in civilian life.

2Q7
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Who trained the engineers in the Army? Who trained the doctors and
nurses? Who trained all of the other specialists? These men and women were
trained in civilian schools, and when given a short adaptation course [they]
applied their skills to a military situation.

Some will say, "But who trained the bombardiers, the navigators, the pi-
lots? Certainly they were not trained in civilian schools." Let us analyze this a
moment. During the beginning of the war the Air Force recruited Air Force
personnel who were high school graduates. We had no pilots, bombardiers, or
navigators who were illiterate. The Air Force wanted educated men because if
these men had been educated they could be trained in six to nine months. In
other words it was the basic knowledge acquired during eight years of grade
school and four years of high school that made it possible for the Army and
Navy to train men to be pilots, navigators, or bombardiers in a short period of
six to nine months.

And who trained the radar specialists, the weather men, and practically
all the technicians used by the military forces? I happened to be an education
officer during the war and was sent to a military school for four weeks. Cer-
tainly no one can say that this four week period was sufficient to train an ed-
ucation officer. After the public schools had trained me for eight years, the
high schools for four, and the universities for seven, I was able to perform in
my capacity with a minimum of four weeks of training. This is cited as an ex-
ample to indicate that the schools of America were responsible for the training
of the men and for the rapid manner in which we trained a military force and
won the war. The schools of America are our best national defense, because
through them we may train the statesmen and leaders that will keep us at
peace, or educate our men for defense in case of war.

Education Made Industrial Production Possible
Many claim that because of our industrial developments we were able to win
the war. But who trained those who managed the industries? Who trained the
technicians, the engineers and the various skilled laborers that manned the in-
dustries? We must remember that industries are manned by men. Planes are
designed and built by men. And the efficiency of industry is due to the genius
of menmen who have had the opportunity through a free school system to
develop their genius.

And again, who trained the atomic scientists? These men were not only
trained in civilian institutions but they continued to be in a civilian capacity as
they developed the atomic bomb. Universal military training will not develop
atomic scientists, but education will.

In addition to ascribing to the schools the credit for training the Army
and Navy, we also have some evidence that the more educated the soldier, the
more valuable he becomes in war situation.
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Need for More and Better Education

Many studies were made during the war by the Morale Services Division.
They found on numerous instances that there was a direct relationship be-
tween greater morale and fighting efficiency. And that there was greater ef-
ficiency among those who were educated. For example in all units it was
found that the higher the education of the man the less likely that he would go
AWOL. A study of those who went AWOL indicated very clearly that the
AWOL rate was predominantly higher among those with lesser education.
The venereal disease rate was also greater among those that were less educat-
ed. Promotions among enlisted men were more common for the educated than
the uneducated. This and other evidence indicates that even in the fighting
fronts among the infantry, education of enlisted men contributed to a more ef-

ficient army.
During the war the German Army recognized the youth movements,

mass meetings, and decrease in educational standards would eventually affect
the efficiency of the German Army. Shortly after the outbreak of the war the
supreme command of the Armed Forces issued a proclamation to elementary
schools as follows: "further lowering of education standards would no longer
be tolerated, education imparted in schools must be better than at the be-
ginning of the war." Hitler, who was not interested in education, recognized
that education is an all important factor in training an army. In other words
Hitler recognized too late that education was very important for a military ma-

chine.
Our military force, strengthened by its background of education, could

have been still stronger had our education system been better and more in-
clusive. We learned during the war that our educational system need expan-
sion. The evidence for this statement may bestated as follows:

First, during the war we inducted one quarter million men who were il-
literate. These were of little value to the Army because they could not adjust
without an education. The army was forced during war time to set up special
training units to train adult men to read and write. Because our educational
system was not good enough we spent millions to train men to read and write
during war time. We thereby prolonged the war, and consequently increased

the casualties.
Secondly, after our troops entered North Africa it was discovered that

many of our men did not know what war was about. Shooting a gun was one
thing. The "will to shoot" was another. And in order to produce this "will to
shoot," the Army organized a vast orientation and education program to in-
form the men about democracy, our allies, our enemies, and why we fight.
This situation indicates to us that our educational system was defective also in

the area of the social sciences.
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And a third factor which indicated that our education was not good
enough was the establishment of the ASTP and the V5 and V7 programs. The
Army and Navy did not have enough college trained men. They had to send
soldiers and sailors back to college under Army and Navy auspices because
we were short of college trained men. This expenditure of time and money
during war should be a warning to us that we must extend education in time
of peace for the purpose of national defense.

In conclusion, it can be said that military conscription has not proven to
be either an instrument of peace, or a technique of defense. Evidence has been
produced to support the proposition that an extension of our educational sys-
tem at all levels gives us the best chance for peace, democracy, and national
defense. To extend education we need better schools for all children. We need
better teachers. We need federal aid to education so as to equalize educational
facilities throughout the country and to eradicate illiteracy. We need a bill of
rights for superior civilian students comparable to that of veterans so that in
case of a crisis, we will have sufficient college and professionally trained men.
Compulsory military training of eighteen and nineteen year old youths will
not give us national security. An extension of education at all levels has a bet-
ter chance of accomplishing our objectives.



Chapter 24

Education and the
National Welfare
SAMUEL A. KIRK

Our forefathers established free public education and compulsory education
in order that all children might receive this education and thereby provide an
intelligent basis for making the decisions required of the electorate. This con-
cept has gradually expanded to include, at least lip-service, all the children o;
all the people, regardless of race, religion, economic status or level of IQ. No
child, white or black, rich or poor, smart or dull, is supposed to be excluded
from ;:he American ideal of educating all the children of all people.

So much for our philosophy. How about our practice? How are we far-

ing in these matters, and where are we headed? Do we have equal op-
portunities in education for all children at all levels?

In the first place, I think it is a myth that we have equal educational op-
portunities for all children. I do not mean to imply that all children should get
the same educationbut appropriate education to the limit of their ability.
Geographical, social, racial, and economic factors create wide divergence in
educational opportunities. Unfortunately, the good schools and highly trained
teachers are usually found in the affluent communities and affluent states. In
the slums and the inner cities and in the poor states, we are apt to find poor
schools, old buildings, and less well-trained teachers.

In the second place, colleges are not free. Tuitions are increasing even in

state universities. State legislators often seem to be more interested in pro-
tecting special interests than in expanding higher education and making ed-
ucation available to a wide segment of the population, thus keeping up with
the changing times.

In the third place, very little is being done in the line of technical train-
ing, adult education, and inservice training.

We have become complacent and self-satisfied, but in the mid-1950s, we
were jarred from our complacency. We had been told that the Soviet Union
was inefficient, ignorant, and backward. But who was it that launched Sput-

Speech given to the Young Democratic Club, Tucson, Arizona, March 25, 1968.
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nikon their way to the conquest of space? We were shocked and surprised
that another country was ahead of us in certain aspects of science.

All of a sudden we wanted to know what was to blame for our becoming
a second-rate power in space. In the study that followed we made some inter-
esting discoveries.

First, we really did rot have the educated manpower and professional
personnel to move ahead. We were very short of scientists, engineers, math-
ematicians, teachers, and doctors.

Second, we found our universities, even the state universities, wens not
free for all the people who had the ability to attend, but were basically for
those who had the money to attend a university. With rising tuition costs and
rising costs of living, a poor boy, no matter how bright, had little chance of at-
tending a university.

In desperation, even under a conservative administration (1952-1960),
Congress passed two bills to alleviate the situation in education. One bill was
the National Defense Education Act, known as NDEA. This bill offered fellow-
ships to students in physics, chemistry, mathematics, and related areas and
gave funds to universities to hire faculty for these students. It was a start, but
actually this bill supported only a few students. The second bill established
the National Science Foundation to conduct research and to subsidize programs
for training in science and mathematics and related areas.

After Sputnik, we began to look into the educational system of the Soviet
Union to find out how they educated their professional personnel and sci-
entists. We found in general that the Soviets had taken seriously our ideal of
education, educating all the children of all the people, and they actually imple-
mented it in practice.

I am not an authority on Soviet education, but I did have the op-
portunity, with five other scientists, to be sent to Russia in 1962 to investigate
their program of education and rehabilitation for handicapped children. In
brief we found several facts:

1. The Russians are fanatic about the education of their children and youth
2. They have established extensive provisions for education from the nui

sery school through university and graduate school or through technical
institutes.

3. Education is not only free to everyone, but at higher levels if the young
people must live away from home scholarships are given for board and
room in addition to free tuition. In other words, their scientists, doctors,
teachers were all paid to go to the university. Incidentally, I found later
that England, in the midst of its austerity, gives free tuition and main-
tenance to all students attending their public colleges and universities.
The United States is becoming unique among the major world powers in
charging people to go to the university.
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We read very little in the local press about the educational developments
in the Soviet Union. What we hear about Russia in our news media is primari-
ly its military power and its domination of other countries. We hear very little
about the support they give to their educational institutions and to the capable
students who attend the universities.

I am concerned about the meager support 'hat education receives in this
country in contrast to the great support of education in the Soviet Union. To
support education and individual students in this country at the rate the So-
viet Union supports education would require more financial support than we
have been willing to provide.

I believe that a program of social and industrial development in any
country is dependent upon a literate and knowledgeable population with suf-
ficient highly trained personnel to advance science, industry, government, the
humanities, and the arts. History provides evidence that revolutions occur pri-
marily in countries where the people are uneducated. No country in recent
history has attained world leadership without a high degree of education.

In the 16th century, King Sulieman developed schools, recruited bright
young men from Greece, tl-e Roman Empire, and other countries, gave them a

superior education so that they might help in developing the Ottoman empire,
which flourished and dominated the world for some time in science, military,

art and other areas.
The aim of the Soviet Union is, as I see it, to educate all of [its] people to

the highest level to which they are capable, and through their accomplish-
ments in science, art, music, et cetera, gain world leadership through dem-
onstrating their way of life to the world. They will be unable to overcome the
United States militarily, but if we continue with our present course and they
with theirs, it is possible that they can achieve their aims through nonmilitary

means.
The late President Kennedy recognized these problems. He knew that

education in this country must receive greater support.
He knew that a substantial number of our youth and adult population

were illiterate.
He knew that public assistance of the illiterate and jobless were in-

creasing from year to year.
He knew that the increasing shortage of professional personnel would

have a detrimental effect on the nation.
He knew that poverty in the richest nation on earth was a scourge .n the

democratic way of life.
He knew that we were developing a caste systemof haves and have-

nuts. And, he knew that if we continue our course, we would wind up with
one half or two thirds of our population supporting the other half or one third.

He knew that our course is a reversal of our original purpose of rec-
ognizing the independence of our citizens and the dignity of man.
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He knew that America must reverse this trend, so that everyone will be
an independent citizen with the dignity to which he is entitled by his birth-
right as an American.

It was under Kennedy's leadership that the Congress was apprised of the
situation, and the 88th Congress in 1963 and 1964 become known as the Ed-
ucation Congress. [It] passed a great number of bills in 1963 and 1964, and, lat-
er, under President Johnson, launched a plan to reverse the course of this
country through increased federal aid to education. The 88th Congress passed:

1. The Higher Education Facilities Act, to help build classrooms in uni-
versities.

2. . . . The [expanded] National Defense Education Act, to give more schol-
arships to students, and to support universities with funds for faculty.

3. . . . The Mental Retardation Facilities Act.
4. . .. The Vocational Education Act.
5. . . . The Manpower Development Act, to train adult illiterates to read and

write and for job preparation.
6. . . . The Economic Opportunities Act, largely educational, called the

"War on Poverty."
7. And, in 1965, . . . the Elementary and Secondary Education Act.
8. . . . The Health Profession Education Act . . . to prepare more personnel

and facilities for health.

These bills were passed because we had been going backward. In the
health professions, the situation was becoming alarming. For example, in 1950,
we had one physician for every 1,300 people. In 1960, there was one physician
for every 1,700 people. And, worse still, one out of every five physicians li-
censed in the United States trained in a foreign medical school.

After Kennedy's death, President Johnson was determined to continue
the support of education. He tried to reduce the military budget (believe it or
not) by about $2 billion and use this money for federal aid to education and
for the "War on Poverty."

We were on the road to bringing this country to what it can achieve as a
dynamic democratic society. But through poor advice, miscalculation, or oth-
erwise, the president made a grave mistake. He supported the Vietnam War.
We were told that we needed a few hundred thousand men to put out a few
brushfires and to contain communism in Asia. Then we needed 300,000 men.
Then 400,000. Then 500,000. All of you know the story of what has happened
in Asia, and, worse still, what has happened and what is happening at home.

The great beginning that was made in education and in the War on Pov-
erty in 1963-64 was now blocked from extensive development. The promise to
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move rapidly ahead in education at all levels, to fill the gap created from ne-
glect, and in keeping with an increasing population, have not been fulfilled.
Instead, $33 billion dollars a year of our resources are being spent annually in

Vietnam.
The War on Poverty has also been blocked from really being a war on

poverty. The first appropriation was for a billion and a quarter dollars. Many
expected that by 1968 the budget would be 10 billion, if we are to remove pov-

erty and public assistance from our midst. This year, however, the budget was
less than 2 billion. And most of us know that we either remove the slums and
win the war on poverty ... or suffer the consequences. The longer we wait, the

more difficult it will be for us.
Rioting in the inner cities has become a small revolution. Our first re-

action emotionally is to send tanks, guns, bombs, and quell all riots by force.
These are the tactics we have tried to use in Vietnam, without success. The
Civil Rights Commission Report outlines this ominous situation and calls for re-
newed efforts without the use of guns.

With riots in the inner cities, student demonstrations on campuses across

the country, marches on Washington, refugee Americans in foreign countries,
and an increase in crime and delinquency, we are in a situation we have never

had to face before.
My personal solutions to many of our problems would include:

1. Stop the war in Vietnam. Work immediately for a negotiated settlement
to protect the farmer and peasant, and leave the rest of the settlement to
the Vietnamese. I have no faith that communism will last. The Viet-
namese, like the Russians and the Chinese, will work their way out of
communism, just as Czechoslovakia now stands a chance of doing.

2. Triple the education budget. Remove illiteracy. Train a sufficient number
of technicians and skilled workers, as well as the increased number of
professional personnel needed by our society.

3. Spend whatever is needed to eliminate slums, unemployment, and the
need for social welfare. This may represent $10 to $20 billion for each of

the next 5 years.

By educating and developing all of our people, the rest of the programs

for developing science, industry, agriculture, arts, humanities, educationand
yes, even effective politicswill follow.

I think the recent efforts to expand education of the handicapped and
eliminate discrimination against racial, sexual, and economic deterrents to ed-
ucation for all the children are moving in the right direction.
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Many people today are concerned about what we call the generation gap or
the conflict of generations. There are unquestionably marked differences of
opinion between the young and the old, and between the concerned young/
old and the unconcerned old/young. We do not have to limit the differences
in values, differences in attitudes, and differences in methods of producing
change. It is commonplace to state that youth are more idealistic and probably
more humanistic, than those who have seen more of life and have become
more involved in making a living. This, of course, is not new, since Aristotle
stated that youth love honor more than they do money.

I have entitled this sermon "Youth Challenges Gerontocracy." The term
gerontocracy was coined by Sir James Fraser, an anthropologist, in describing
the government of the Australian aborigines. The political organization of the
tribe was that of an oligarchy of old and influential men who made all the de-
cisions and rules for the tribe without the consent, participation, or discussion
with the younger men.

The anthropologist Feuer, in a recent book entitled The Conflict of Genera-
tions, states that student movements tend to arise in societies that are ge-
rontocraticsocieties in which religion, ideology, and the family are especial-
ly designed to strengthen the rule of the old. It is in such a society, he states,
that an uprising of the young will be most apt to occur. The aim, un-
fortunately, of most uprising of the young is primarily to de-authorize the old.
Seldom do the young evolve a blueprint for solutions, but they feel that the
older generation has discredited itself and has lost its moral and ethical stan-
dards.

I should state at the outset that we should not stereotype all youth as
protesters or rebels. It is possible that the recent student movements through-
out the world may involve a minority, rather than a majority of youth. But let
us not be deceived by the minority nature of movements. Most changes in our

Paper presented at the Unitarian Universalist Church of Tucson, Arizona, on January
11, 1970.
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society have started out as minority ideas and movements by minority groups
and later become majority ideas. No major change in history has come about
by majority action at the outset. All have started as minority ideas.

A Gallup poll, last summer, demonstrated quite clearly the generation
gap and the uniformity of opinion of the majority of college students as op-
posed to the general public. This poll shows that, although only 28% of college
students have participated in demonstrations, 81% of those who did not par-
ticipate in demonstrations shared the opinion that students should be repre-
sented on policy-forming boards in society and in universities. In contrast,
only 25% of the general public believed that students should be given this re-
sponsibility. They feel that students are in college to be educated and that if
they desire this privilege, they must abide by the decisions of their elders or
get out.

What does this mean? It means that 75% of the general public wants to
retain a gerontocracy in the management of societies' affairs, while the over-
whelming majority of students want to determine the policies of society and
universities by what they call participatory democracy in which students have
a voice in decisions that govern their lives. In France, after the student strike at
the University of Paris, the students requested representation on the policy-
forming board of the University of Paris. The faculty did not grant equal rep-
resentation, whereupon deGaulle ordered that one-half of the board consist of
student representatives.

If Feuer is correct that student movements tend to arise in societies that
are gerontocratic, it may be wise for us to look into our own society or ge-
rontocratic aspects that may stimulate student movements and youth re-
bellion.

The best current example of gerontocracy is the South Vietnam war. This
is an instance in which older statesmenthe president, the State Department,
the military authoritiesmade the decision to wage a war. No consultation
was made with the young men who were going to be drafted to fight this war.
The results of this gerontocratic act are obvious. It has alienated a substantial
portion of our youth; it has triggered many of them into becoming activists; it
has caused them to demand participation in decision making in government
and in universities; it has caused them to ask the questions, "What right has a
group of old men to start a war thousands of miles away and force us to kill
people who have not done anything to the United States and are not even ca-
pable of attacking us?"

Although the student unrest cannot be ascribed entirely to the Vietnam
War or to racial problems, it certainly has aroused the youth of this country to
look at what is happening and to examine the power a few people have on
their lives. These issues, which seemed to them legitimate issues to oppose,
served as a wedge for noting other gerontocratic acts in our society. Many
young people are congregated in colleges, and as they looked at their immedi-
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ate environments they saw conditions to which they objected. So, they pro-
tested the recruitment efforts of the Dow Chemical Company because of the
napalm they made for burning human beings in the war. They protested uni-
versity facilities and faculty being used for biological and chemical warfare re-
search. They protested the dehumanization of universities due to large enroll-
ments, and the loss of their own identity in an "IBM" number.

Gerontocracy alone cannot explain the student movement and student
unrest. Related to this possible cause is the advent of a highly developed tech-
nology. The rapid rate of change in civilization, the knowledge explosion, and
the developments of modern science are making many peopleoften older
peoplebecome obsolete faster. This is a possible reason why younger people
lose respect for what their parents are doing. A farmer's son not too long ago
watched his father plow so that he could learn to plow the fields. Today the
young man disregards what his father is doingbecause the son knows that
he himself will not be plowing fields but possibly running a computer, some-
thing his father does not and will not understand.

Because of the rapid changes in our society, because of phenomenal tech-
nological growth, it has become necessary for the younger generation to strike
off on new paths, often in directions that their elders know nothing about.
This manifests itself in dress, appearance, demonstrations, and in opposing
what the older generation has felt is orthodox in our society in the man-
agement of government and universities, and in the canons of religion, law,
morals, sex, and other areas.

In addition to gerontocracy and the more rapid advancement of this
technological age, the conflict of youth between humanism and materialism is
another major factor in producing the generation gap. Although this existed to
some extent in other generations, it was not as acute. Somehow, by the time
previous generations grew up to discover that these ideals are more wishful
thinking than reality, they were themselves involved in the status quo; they
became a part of the establishment.

But one may ask, "Why is youth more humanistic or idealistic? Where
did they get those ideas?" The answer is, of course, from our history as a na-
tion. This nation was built on idealistic philosophies such as "all men are
created equal," all are entitled to "life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness,"
and the Bill of Rights and other pronouncements of the founding fathers of
this nation. But they also obtain their idealism from their parents and teachers,
who taught them as children about justice, equality of men, peace as a major
aim of our society, the brotherhood of man, the ideal of service to mankind,
and so forth.

The difficulty between generations began when the children grew up
and took our verbalized ideals seriously. Imbued with the idealism of our
forefathers and the moralisms of their parents and teachers, they looked
around and found that the ideals were not practiced.
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They found that we do not have equal opportunities for all the people re-
gardless of race, sex, or religion, and that unwitting racism existed in our
country.
They found that some children do not have enough to eat in the richest and
greatest country in the world.
They found that we have had four wars in this century, contradicting our
verbalized ideals about peace.
They found that the military establishment is not a "servant of the people"
as they were told, but that this servant of the people is now becoming, as Ei-
senhower said, "a military-industrial complex" that is dominating the fed-
eral budget and, consequently, our society. While President Johnson was
praying for peace on Sunday, he was sending bombs and napalm over Asia
the rest of the week.
They found that political parties have become corroded, boss-controlled,
and neither accessible nor responsive to the youth group.

They concluded, rightly or wrongly, that to preserve our democratic so-
ciety, it is necessary to make the massive changes necessary for social re-
construction. Fortunately, the overwhelming majority of youth are opposed to
violent measures for the achievement of these goals, but they want society to
move faster into these changes. They are showing impatience with the con-
tinuation of what they consider to be an immoral war and an increasingly
mechanized and computerized and polluted materialistic society. The mil-
itants have also warned us of the impending crises. As Eldridge Cleaver has
said, "When the sane people don't do it, when all the good middle-class peo-
ple don't do it, then the madmen have to do it." Many of the same middle-
class youth want to do it and do not want the madmen to do it. My question
is, "Will the general public move to help the sane people do it, or will they leg-
islate repressive measures that will make some middle-class youth madmen?"

Immediately after World War II (from 1945 to 1955), a large segment of
the student body of universities was made up of veterans returning to school
under the C.I. Bill. These veterans were older, more mature, and more serious
about their studies than were the other students. They had learned to obey au-
thority in the military and had no overt objections to the rules and regulations
of society or the university. They addressed ',heir professors by the habitual
"Yes, Sir!" and "No, Sir!" Many were married or became married during their
college period. They were interested in completing college as soon as possible
and joining the established order.

The young people of this era are sometimes referred to as the Silent Gen-
eration. This was also the McCarthy Era when it was dangerous to hold any
belief contrary to the established view of things. These young men, in their ef-
forts to get ahead in the world and make up for the years denied them by the
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war, were not interested in politics or in reform, and if they did have some
misgivings about the way society was being run, they were not Lbout to upset
the apple cart by expressing any dissent. Campuses were quiet then except for
a few "panty raids" or "water fights" conducted by the undergraduates of the
usual college age.

But in the late 1950s, there arose in our society a new generation of stu-
dents who were not veterans and who had been raised in an atmosphere [that]
encouraged personal autonomy and individuality. This minority group of stu-
dents [was] skeptical of the intrinsic value of money-making and status, and
also skeptical about the claims of established authority.

By 1960, a large group of young people, horn to the educated and afflu-
ent class, were to some degree in conflict with the prevailing values. Unlike
other generations, they were not faced with a scarcity of jobsbut rather with
an array of careers. But these many opportunities in a capitalist society were
opposed to their fundamental humanist aspirations. In a sense, they became
estranged from capitalistic culture and what they considered superficial val-
ues of a materialistic, dehumanizing society.

These students, congregated in colleges, were seeking major issues. It
was at this time, in 1960, that the civil rights movement began. This movement
led these young intelligentsia to see the relevance of political opposition. The
movement, especially among white students, grew out of their humanistic val-
ues. It began to occur to them that to do nothing meant that they were a part
of the oppressive apparatus of society. Participation in the civil rights move-
ment was a way out of their dilemma. This movement opened their eyes to
other political issues, and the values of the gerontocratsthe war, the militar-
ization of society, space explorations, and the priorities given to property
rights over human rights.

By 1962, the movement had grown and developed in many universities.
[Members of this new movement] met at Port Huron in 1962 and organized
the Students for a Democratic Society [SDS].' It is interesting to note that the
SDS statement of policies known as the Port Huron Statement was not revolu-
tionary. It stated clearly that they reject the Marxism in the Soviet bloc [that]
has become official dogma used to justify crimes against humanity. [It] also
stated that Western social democracy was largely a tool for the stabilization of
capitalism. [The SDS members] construed their tasks as a political reform
movement rather than a revolutionary movement. They were optimistic about
the possibilities of change through political action within the context of Amer-
ican politics. They hoped that the labor movement, the religious community,
the liberal organizations, and the intellectual community would unite to pro-
duce reform. They wanted to break through the atmosphere of apathy and ed-
ucate students about political issues.

But this did not happen. The student activists soon found that most liber-
als and labor movements were interested in retaining the status quo. They
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found that it was impossible to change politics from within since they were
forced to play politics according to the rules that would maintain the power of
the same political groups.

After several years of work, and the tragedy of Vietnam, they rejected
the legitimacy of the American political systemalthough some tried again
under Eugene McCarthy.

At this point, SDS changed [its] tactics to militancy. They concluded that
only extreme action of a disruptive nature will work. Working through the
system, they felt, was a trap. Confrontation, disruption, direct action became
their motto. They knew that their actions would produce the use of force by
the state, and that the presence of the police would alienate the middle group
of nonactivists. They took advantage of the disillusioning experience of the
generation of Americans with the draft and the Vietnam War. Their tactics
have tended to educate the rest of the student population to the gerontocratic
nature of our society. A good example is found at Harvard when 200 students
took over a building. The president [of the university] called the police. The
police action on the campus at Harvard removed the 200 students from the
building, but it resulted in 10,000 students going on strike in sympathy with
the 200 students and against the presence of police on the Harvard campus. In
a way, the students followed what Mr. Lincoln said last Sunday, in his review
of Erikson's book on Mahatma Ghandi, "that rebellion is superior to obedi-
ence, when rebellion is necessary to maintain identity."

Among the issues that students raise are racism, the military-industrial
complex, poverty and hunger in the midst of plenty, imperialism, economic
oppression of minorities, misplaced priorities of the nation, the draft, the Viet-
nam War, materialism, dehumanization of society, and outmoded values and
cliches. They state that they reject the notion "my country right or wrong."
They prefer "my country right, and if it's wrong we will change it and make it
right." To the insulting slogan "Love America or leave it," their answer is "Be-
cause we love America we will change it."

The riots at the Chicago Democratic Convention were an example of th2
thrust of the activists of the younger generation. They stated that the conven-
tion was a farce, that the delegates were the Establishment and that there was
no point in voting. The were tired of voting against someone and for the so-
called lesser evil. Their aim was to expose the moral character of current au-
thority, to lay it bare, to show the world what established authority will do in
a confrontation. Those of you who watched television saw what happened.
And those of you who have read the Walker Report, entitled The Chicago Police
Riots, can judge whether established authority met the challenge.

What may result from this youth revolt against the values of their elders?
One can predict various possibilitiessome pessimistic and some optimistic.
For example:

Some feel that the conflict in our society between the young and the old,
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the "haves" and "have-nots," minority groups and the majority, is going to in-
crease. This increase in conflict may lead to revolution on the one hand or to
control of society by decree under some form of a police state. These people
urge the militants to "cool it off" before suppression occurs and to effect
change gradually under the present political system.

A second group feels there is no possibility of reform under the present
system, that the present system and its set of values is so deeply ingrained that
change is very difficult. Problems of pollution, which are becoming acute and
frightening, are a good example. Everybody is against pollution but no one
seems to do anything about it, since doing something about it means making
major changes in our way of life. If we close the copper mines, for example,
we discriminate against the labor force as well as the owners and the stock-
holders. If the government takes over the mines and pays the labor force and
the stockholders until technology can control pollution, there will be many
shouts of "socialism." And so it is with most of our problems. We await a se-
vere crisis before we do anything about it. This is too slow for the new genera-
tion who feel that we do not have time to await natural crises but must rec-
ognize the crisis which is upon us.

Still others feel that we have always had problems and that we always
will; that the present youth will grow up and join the Establishment; that the
poor will join the ranks of the middle-class; and that current conflicts and con-
frontations will decrease.

Then there are others who feel that the conflicts will increase, that the
present activist generation will provide the political leaders of the future, and
that they will be replaced in college by a more militant group of our present
secondary school students who are already politically and socially more so-
phisticated.

As an optimist, I look for hopeful signs [that] may indicate that we are
moving toward more rapid constructive changes. I mentioned earlier that we
have old/young and young/old. We do not have a clear-cut gener tion gap. It
is just that it has taken the college students and the black militants to shake us
up a bit, coalesce our attitudes. There are many among the rich, the in-
tellectuals, [and) the liberals who are seeking reform and who also oppose ra-
cism, hypocrisy, poverty in the midst of plenty, imperialism, and superficial
values. It is more than just youth who want a return to the idealism of our
forefathers and the basic tenets of participatory democracy. These others, as
well as our activist youth, want to change our national priorities from the em-
phasis on militarism and manipulation by the power of money to the more hu-
manistic and equitable goals of society. Even among those whom we think of
as rigid adherents of the status quo there are some who are beginning to ques-
tion our present values and to recognize that the students have a just cause. I
was surprised to read that Stuart Alsopwho is not exactly a radical stated
in Nezvszveek last summer that if the movie "The Graduate" reflects the reality
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of middle-class life, then "if ever there was an older generation that deserved
to be de-authorized it is the current one."

The year 1969 saw more confrontations, more demonstrations on college
campuses, then ever before. The first reaction of the public to student dis-
ruption was to call the police, dismiss the students (or jail them) and pass laws
against dissent and disruption. But fortunately there were cooler heads in
Congress, such as the Brock Committee.2

Representative Brock, a Republican from Tennessee, led 22 of his col-
leagues in Congress in visiting 50 college and university campuses throughout
the country. They interviewed a variety of students, faculty, presidents, and
administrators. After careful study, they recommended no repressive legisla-
tion by Congress. To quote their report, "Any action by the Congress or others
would, for example, penalize innocent and guilty alike . . . and would only
serve to confirm the cry of the revolutionaries and compound the problem. . . .

The fundamental responsibility for order and conduct on the campus lies with
the university community." In addition, the Committee made such statements
as: "There is on the campus today a new awareness of potential student power
and the en; ?rgence of a large group, probably the vast majority of student
leaders and a substantial number of intelligent, concerned and perplexed
young people, which has genuine concern over what it feels is the difference
between the promise and the performance of America."

It is encouraging that a Congressional Committee (made up of members
of the party generally considered the more conservative) would face the issue
in this manner and make recommendations to the President for reform such as
[the following]:

1. No repressive legislation.
2. Lowering the voting age to 18.
3. Reforming the draft procedures.
4. Providing more open communication between students and administra-

tion and between students and community.
5. Encouraging youth to participate in politics and run for political office.

I realize that these recommendations of a Congressional committee are
made partly for the record. Also, they may be attacking the superficial aspects
and the end results of deeper problems. As Thoreau has said, "There are a
thousand hacking at the branches of evil to one who is striking at the root."
Perhaps today's society will make more rapid progress if more will strike at
the root.

Another encouraging sign is the slight inklings in Congress of the ne-
cessity to change priorities. This year Congress attempted to increase the bud-
get for peoplethat is, for health, education, and welfareby $1 billion over
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the budget recommendations of either [President] Johnson or [President] Nix-
on. They also made attempts to decrease the military budget, although success
this year has not been noteworthy. Hopefully we may anticipate substantial
results in the next few years. Sentiment is growing in this direction.

It is obvious that we have reached a stage where there is no question but
that change in our national priorities and values must come. The question is
when and how.

To repeatif the sane people don't do it, if the good middle-class don't
do it, the madmen have to do it.

NOTES

1 From a mimeographed paper, "The Revolt of the Young Intelligentsia," by Richard
Falk, Associate Professor, University of California, Santa Barbara, CA.
2 "Congress Looks at the Campus," Congressional Record, 91st Congress, 1st session,
U.S. Government Printing Office, Tuesday, June 24, 1969.
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Chapter 26

The Federal Role
in Special Education:
Historical Perspectives
SAMUEL A. KIRK

Some years ago when I was visiting the Navajo reservation, I was impressed
by the fact that, until recently, the Navajos had had no writtc 1 language and
consequently no written history. To obtain their history (other than that of
governmental records), it was necessary to visit with 80- and 90-year-old Na-
vajos and listen to their accounts of the tribe's experiences. I suspect that the
editors of this publication decided to use the same anthropologic procedures
and have asked me to write this historical review as I saw it, since I have been
around in special education much longer than most people. Therefore, some
of the anecdotes and historical stories that I shall present are not necessarily
taken from authentic written records, but from personal experience. These
may or may not have had something to do with the course of events in special

education.

Federal Support of Special Education

Organized federal support for special education was initiated subsequent to
President Hoover's White House Conference on Children and Youth in 1929.
In conjunction with this conference, the officials appointed a number of com-
mittees dealing with various fields of the gifted and the handicapped. The pro-
ceedings of this conference were published in three volumes. The first volume,
published in 1931, defined exceptional children as including the handicapped
and gifted and recommended that the U.S. Office of Education establish a sec-
tion on Exceptional Children and Youth. The second volume (1932) dealt with
the administration of programs at the national, state, and local levels. The
third volume (1933) dealt specifically with problems of the different types of
handicapping conditions and their educational provisions.

Reprinted from UCLA Educator, 20(2), Spring-Summer, 1978.
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Following the White House Conference, and upon the recommendation
of that conference, the United States Office of Education established a Section
on Exceptional Children and Youth. It employed Elise Martens, as senior spe-
cialist, to head this section.

Elise Martens created considerable leadership in the United States, oper-
ating primarily alone with one secretary and little other help. At that time
there was no federal financial support. There were no research funds; there
were no training funds; there were small travel funds. The best the federal
government could do was to allow Martens to publish some bulletins of na-
tional interest and to correspond with state departments and universities that
had teacher training centers.

After World War II, Martens was able to obtain the services of Romain
Mackie. After Martens retired in 1952, the section was headed by Arthur Hill
and later by Mackie. It should be mentioned that a "section" is the bottom of
the totem pole in the hierarchy of government offices (Section, Branch, Divi-
sion, Bureau). The status of this section was never elevated above this level
from 1931 until 1963, a period of 32 years.

Two Catalysts for Change

Following the second World War, two major events occurred that stimulated
programs for exceptional children. First, a number of states that previously
had not supported programs of special education in the public schools passed
laws to subsidize such programs. Illinois and California seemed to lead the
way both in appropriations and in organizing new rules and regulations for
their operation.

The second major impetus was the parent movement. Parents of mental-
ly retarded children found themselves without service. The state residential
schools were overcrowded and there were no provisions in public schools, es-
pecially for the trainable mentally retarded child. The tax-paying parents
found themselves rejected by two state agencies. The public schools would not
accept trainable mentally retarded children, and the state institutions were
overcrowded and had a two- to three-year waiting list. The parents became
frustrated and angry by this situation, paying school taxes [and] for in-
stitutions, but obtaining no services from either.

Consequently local and national parent groups joined together to form
the National Association for Retarded Children. This group became a lobby in
Congress during the early 1950s, informing state legislators r_nd Congress that
facilities throughout the country were inadequate, professional personnel
were at a premium, and research in the education of the mentally retarded
was sporadic. I understand at that time that some prominent people had seen
President Eisenhower and informed him of the undesirable emergency situa-
tion for their handicapped children. President Eisenhower requested the Sec-
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retary of Health, Education, and Welfare to make proposals for federal pro-
grams to accelerate services to handicapped children.

Federal Planning
In 1953, I was invited to Washi--(gton by the Commissioner of Education to as-

sist the Office of Education in the formulation of a national program for men-
tally retarded children. The Commissioner, recognizing that the Office of Ed-

ucation was not attacking the problem with sufficient vigor, requested that I

meet with representatives of the Institute of Mental Health. These repre-
sentatives were directed to formulate federal plans for the different de-
partments of HEW. They were unfamiliar with the needs of special education
and requested that I bear the burden of recommending a federal program for

the Office of Education.
At that time the assignment was not an unfamiliar one for me. Two years

previously I had been working with Ray Graham, the astute Head of Special
Education in Illinois, on similar needs in that state. We found two major ob-

stacles to the advancement of programs for exceptional children, namely (1)

our ignorance of what should be done with these children, and (2) the paucity

of highly trained professional personnel. We recommended to the state of-

ficials that we establish a research institute to answer some of our pressing
problems, and that we provide a number of training centers for the prepara-
tion of professional personnel. The state responded to our recommendation by
organizing at the University of Illinois an Institute for Research on Exceptional
Children, in cooperation with the Department of Public Instruction and Men-

tal Health. The state colleges and universities were encouraged to prepare pro-

fessional personnel.
With this background I recommended two major directions for the feder-

al Office of Education.

1. The first recommendation was for educational research funds. It was
pointed out that at that time little research in the education of the mental-

ly retarded was being conducted. The little research that was being ac-
complished came from private funds. The Institute of Mental Health was
supporting several projects in mental retardation, including a grant to

me to study the effects of preschool education on the mental and social

development of young mentally retarded children.

2. The second recommendation was for federal funds to support the prep-
aration of professional personnel. It was pointed out that (a) only a few
colleges prepared teachers of the mentally retarded, (b) many classes
throughout the country were being manned by relatively untrained or
partially trained personnel, (c) colleges and universities were unable to
support departments of special education, and (d) the richer states with
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heavy state subsidies for classes for the mentally retarded were "steal-
ing" trained personnel from the poorer states.

The recommendation for the preparation of professional personnel was
not immediately accepted and was not presented to Congress. At that time, in
spite of the fact that the federal government was subsidizing the training ofoc-
cupational therapists, physical therapists and other personnel outside of ed-
ucation, there appeared to be a prejudice against the federal support of teacher
preparation through the Office of Education. This prejudice probably stemmed
from the fear that if the federal government were to support education fi-
nancially, it would then control the process of education. Since education in
this country is the responsibility of state and local policy makers, many be-
lieved that such support was not appropriate at the federal level.

Cooperative Research

The recommendation for research was more readily accepted and bills were
introduced for research in education. The Cooperative Research Bill, Public
Law 83-531, passed Congress and became law in 1954. At that time the Com-
missioner of Education was interested in obtaining research funds for educa-
tion and believed that the prevailing interest of Congress in the mentally
handicapped would help support research for education in general. The 1955-
56 appropriation included $1,000,000 for educational research, but to the dis-
may of the Commissioner and many educators, the bill included an amend-
ment by Representative Fogarty allotting $675,000 of the total appropriation
for educational research in the education of the mentally retarded.

The earmarking of funds for research in mental retardation was not read-
ily accepted by the general educators who found they had little money left for
research in general education. Also, educators in other areas of special educa-
tion felt that the mentally retarded had scooped the legislation for themselves.
Immediately amendments to the bill were introduced, and within two years
the earmarking of funds for the mentally retarded was removed.

The following graph shows what happens when funds are not ear-
marked for a particular situation. It will be noted from Figure 1 that, during
the first year of operation, 61 percent of the million dollars was awarded to re-
search on the mentally retarded. As soon as the earmarking was removed in
1959, award funds for the mentally retarded began to decrease, and by 1963,
only five percent of the available funds appropriated for research was award-
ed for the mentally retarded. These funds were all used for continuations of
projects previously begun, and no new grants for research in mental re-
tardation were available. These data were presented to Congress as an ex-
ample of what happens to minority groups when funds were not earmarked
for a particular purpose.
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FIGURE 1
Proportion of Appropriations Under PL-531 for Research

on the Mentally Retarded
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SOURCE: Congressional Record. Education and Training of the Handicapped.

Hearings before the ad hoc Committee on the Handicapped. 89th Congress.

2nd Session. Part 1. June 6, 1966, p. 378.

Teacher Preparation

Four years after the Cooperative Research Bill was passed, the need for per-
sonnel throughout the country continued. In 1958, Public Law 85-926 was
passed by Congress with an appropriation of $1,000,000. This bill provided
grants to institutions of higher learning and to state education agencies to en-

courage teacher training for the mentally retarded.
Our committee, which was appointed by the Office of Education to help

establish the policies for this bill, decided that the most effective disbursement
of limited funds would be to subsidize colleges and universities that would
train leadership personnel in the field of the mentally retarded. Students seek-
ing advanced degrees received a subsidy of $2,500 each, and an additional
$2,500 per student was granted to the university to defray the expenses of in-
struction. This particular bill initiated programs in many universities through-
out the country, even though until then only four or five universities had been
training leadership personnel in the field of special education.

In 1961, Congress passed Public Law 87-276, which provided funds to
train teachers of the hearing-impaired. A million and a half dollars were ap-
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propriated for this function, because at that time there was an acute shortage
of teachers of the deaf to man the many programs that were being organized
in public and residential schools.

The Kennedy Era

Shortly after the election of President Kennedy, a President's Committee on
Mental Retardation was appointed by the President to study their problems
and related disabilities in children. Task forces were organized to survey pro-
grams for handicapped children in other countries. Task forces visited Eng-
land, the Scandinavian countries, and the Soviet Union in 1962. In 1963, Lloyd
Dunn and I published an article citing our experiences as part of the 6-man
team that visited the Soviet Union for three weeks. It is my understanding
that, when the Chairman of the Committee relayed our report about the Soviet
Union, President Kennedy showed some concern and said to the Chairman,
"Do you mean to tell me that the greatest and richest country in the world is
not doing as good a job as the Soviet Union?" The chairman confirmed the
comment of the Committee. The following January, President Kennedy pre-
sented Congress with a request for legislation for research and training for
handicapped children.

Congress's response to the President's request was Public Law 88-164,
the Mental Retardation Facilities and Community Mental Health Centers Con-
struction Act of 1963. This amended the legislation of 1958 and 1961 and in-
cluded research and training for all handicapped children.

In signing this bill on October 21, 1963, President Kennedy stated, "I am
glad to announce at this time that we are establishing a new division in the
U.S. Office of Education to administer the teaching and research programs un-
der the Act. This will be called the Division of Handicapped Children and
Youth, and will be headed by Samuel A. Kirk, who is now professor of educa-
tion and psychology and director of the Institute of Research on Exceptional
Children at the University of Illinois." By a stroke of the President's pen, the
32-year-old Section on Exceptional Children and Youth obtained a double pro-
motion (bypassing the status of "branch") to a Division, with three branches,
each having several sections.

As a personal note, prior to the signing of the bill, I had naively accepted
an invitation to become a consultant to the program. Upon my arrival in
Washington, the Commissioner of Education said: "I have called your uni-
versity to obtain your salary. We are unable to match your salary by 5,000 dol-
lars, but in the public interest I am asking you to accept the Directorship of the
new Division to help us launch this historic bill." To my dismay, and not
wanting to go to Washington, I told him that I was not trained in either ad-
ministration or in the federal bureaucracy. I had students and research re-
sponsibilities and would find it difficult to leave the university. The Commis-
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sioner continued, "We have a car waiting outside to take you to the White
House for lunch with some of the President's advisors." At the White House I
tried all over again to explain the difficulties of leaving a university, but I was
solemnly told that citizens do not lightly turn down requests from the Pres-
ident of the United States. I returned home with the earlier words of President
Kennedy ringing in my ears: "Ask not what your country can do for you, but
ask what you can do for your country." I had to accept. Three weeks after
President Kennedy had signed Public Law 88-164, the world was wounded by
his assassination.

The Division for Handicapped Children and Youth

In February of 1964, the Division for Handicapped Children and Youth was
granted an appropriation from Congress of $14,000,000 under which it was
necessary to (1) develop rules and regulations for the administration of the act;
(2) distribute the rules and regulations with applications for grants to all inter-
ested universities and state departments of education; (3) appoint seventeen
committees of professionals to evaluate the forthcoming applications for re-
search and/or training grants; and (4) have all the funds committed by the fol-
lowing June. On June 16, Congressman Fogarty introduced into the Congres-
sional Record a report from the U.S. Office of Education entitled, "Organization
and Implementation of Program for Handicapped Children and Youth, Public
Law 88-164, Title III." Congressman Fogarty stated on June 16, 1964:

Mr. Speaker, I take pleasure in introducing for the Record at this point a
most significant statement involving the administration of education pro-
grams for handicapped children. Last year the Congress passed Public Law
88-164, which provides federal assistance for health facilities for mentally
retarded children; Title III of the act provides for training of teachers of
mentally retarded and other handicapped children. At a meeting of New
England educators, held on May 22 at Rhode Island College in Providence,
Samuel Kirk made a progress report on the administration of the act by the
Office of Education. In view of the great significance of the Act for educa-
tion, and the extent to which it will help the nation's schools fill a critical
gap in teachers for handicapped children, I wish to call the report to the at-
tention of all Members of Congress. I call particular attention to the fact
that the program has been extremely popular and successful with the par-
ticipating institutions. In fact, requests for aid that have been submitted
amount to three times the funds now authorized in the Act. I think this re-
port signifies the need to give early attention to the act and further exten-
sions and improvements to it.

As a result of Congressman Fogarty's efforts, Congress doubled the ap-
pror.riation the following year.
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Every ten years the President of the United States awards a Presidential
Merit Award to the most efficient department of the U.S. Government. That
year, shortly after Morrey Wirtz took over as Director of the Division, the Di-
vision of Handicapped Children and Youth was presented with the Pres-
idential Merit Award by President Johnson. "For efficiency in government,
this award is granted."

It is ironic to note that, in the fact of the Presidential Merit Award and
other accolades, the Division was abolished 18 months after its creation when
the Office of Education was reorganized by the White House into four Bu-
reaus in 1965. In the shuffle, the functions of the Division were distributed
among the Bureau of Research, Elementary and Secondary Education, and
other Bureaus. Personnel who had been acquired to administer specialized
programs for the handicapped were dispersed and placed in other de-
partments.

Congress, however, was interested in advancing the work with handi-
capped children in spite of the White House reorganization. Between 1965 and
1967, Congress passed an array of bills including:

Public Law 89-313, Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Act (ESEA),
which provided funds to support the education of handicapped children
in state-operated schools and hospitals, 1966.

Public Law 89-258, extending the legislation for captioned films for the
deaf and equipment to other media, 1966.

Public Law 89-105, providing more funds and more traineeships for re-
search and demonstration centers under the Community Mental Health
Centers Act of 1965.

Public Law 89-36, establishing the National Technical Institute for the
Deaf, 1967.

The Bureau of Education for the Handicapped

Congress was also interested in the administration of these bills by the U.S.
Office of Education. Because of the dispersion of programs for handicapped
children and adults among a number of departments within HEW, and the
dispersion of the programs within the Office of Education in 1965, the House
of Representatives appointed a Congressional committee to study the ad-
ministration of programs for the handicapped. The committee was chaired by
Congressman Hugh Carey, now the governor of New York. This committee
held hearings and obtained recommendations on a number of problems.
Among these was my testimony before the Carey Committee (1966), which
stated:
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When the work for the handicapped is dispersed under general categories,
the handicapped, a minority group, is neglected in each category. When a
program and a purpose are institutionalized under a name, the program
moves forward. That is the reason I am recommending the creation of a Bu-
reau for Handicapped Children and Youth in the U.S. Office of Education
(p. 3811).

Alarmed by the disintegration and abolition of the Division of Handi-
capped Children and Youth, the Council for Exceptional Children and twelve
other organizations gave support to the idea of a Bureau for Education of the
Handicapped or a similar organization within the Office of Education.

These recommendations struck a receptive chord with the Carey Com-
mittee. Whereupon the committee introduced, within the Elementary and Sec-
ondary Education bill, the creation of a Bureau for Handicapped Children,
and a National Advisory Committee to the Bureau (Public Law 89-759, Title

VI, of ESEA).
Such a recommendation coming from the legislative branch of govern-

ment was at variance with the usual governmental procedure, since the Office
of Education, a branch of HEW, is part of the executive branch of government
under the direction of the White House. Congress did, however, pass such a
bill over the objection of the White House. In January 1968, the Bureau for the

Education of the Handicapped was organized. James Gallagher was ap-
pointed deputy director with Edwin Martin as assistant director and later di-

rector of the Bureau.
In addition to the establishment of the Bureau, Congress established a

National Advisory Committee for the Handicapped, which was designed to
do two things: (1) to protect the Bureau against the onslaughts of pressure
groups and especially from more powerful Bureaus in the Office of Education,
and (2) to protect the Bureau from itself. It was to be a liaison between the
field and the federal government. It forwarded recommendations to Congress

through the Commissioner of Education.
The National Advisory Committee for the Handicapped, during the

course of the first two years of its existence in 1968 and 1969, made a number
of recommendations including two that were supported by Congress in the
form of (1) the 1969 Learning Disability Act, and (2) the Early Education As-
sistance Act. These two programs have flourished since Congress recognized

these areas.
The Bureau for the Education of the Handicapped began by organizing

(1) a Division for Research, (2) a Division for Training, and (3) a Division for

Service. Highly professional personnel were recruited to man the divisions,
blanches and sections. The prediction that a Bureau would integrate the vari-
ous functions into a workable program on behalf of exceptional children was
fulfilled. In addition, the Bureau has exerted a major leadership function
throughout the nation and has helped states and universities advance their re-

sponsibilities.
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The culmination of the work of the Bureau over a period of eight years
resulted in Public Law 94-142, The Education of All Handicapped Children
(1975). This bill is current and its success or failure will be told at the be-
ginning of the next century.

This history says:
We hope these truths to be self-evident, that all children, handicapped

and nonhandicapped, are created equal and that they are endowed by their
creator with certain inalienable rights, among them the right to equal educa-
tion to the maximum of each child's ability. To secure these rights, Public Law
94-142 was established. We, the people of the United States, solemnly declare
that all handicapped children shall be educated at public expense, and that
their education will be in the least restrictive environment.
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